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Abstract

This thesis examines the relationship between puritanism and education in England in
the period between 1560 and 1630. This is achieved via a detailed study of Robert
Johnson, Archdeacon of Leicester and founder of Oakham and Uppingham Schools,
and his network of puritan associates. The thesis explores the relationships
established by Johnson during his time at Cambridge, as well as associations
developed through family connections and his employment post-university. It also
examines how these connections brought him into contact with influential members of
Elizabeth I’s privy council, and enabled Johnson to be openly involved in puritan
activities, within Rutland and the surrounding areas, throughout the 1570s, without
any significant reprisals. Case studies on four grammar schools: Oakham, Uppingham,
Oundle and Stamford, provide information on the founding and running of these
schools, and how they were influenced by Johnson’s network. Additionally, the thesis
contains an analysis of events at St John’s, Christ’s, Sidney Sussex and Emmanuel; the
four Cambridge colleges associated with Johnson’s network. There is also an
assessment of the links between the four grammar schools and the four colleges, most
notably examining the progression of students from the schools to these particular
colleges. There is an analysis of the broader religious and political context in which the
network operated, as well as the impact of a changing attitude to charitable giving.
Finally, the thesis explores the religious changes in England that took place with the
appointment of John Whitgift as Archbishop of Canterbury in 1583, and the impact of
the death of Elizabeth I and the accession of James I in 1603.
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Introduction
Chapter One: Background and Methodology

On 14 October 1587, Queen Elizabeth I issued letters patent to Robert Johnson, the
rector of North Luffenham, Rutland, granting permission for the founding of two
grammar schools and associated hospitals in the towns of Oakham and Uppingham.1
This was the culmination of a project that had begun in 1584. Johnson, the future
Archdeacon of Leicester, had decided that the existing educational provisions in
Rutland were insufficient, and that he should seek to correct this and provide both
educational and charitable support to the people of Rutland. The question of why
Johnson chose to do this and, in particular, why he chose to establish two grammar
schools at the same time, in towns just seven miles apart, was the original catalyst for
this study. In the course of investigating the answers to these questions, it became
apparent that Johnson’s actions did not take place in isolation, and that he was, in
fact, part of a wider network of puritan reformers, many of whom were heavily
involved in educational foundations in the period between 1560 and 1630. It became
necessary, therefore, to expand the scope of this study to incorporate not just Robert
Johnson, but many of his associates, notably the privy councillors Sir Walter Mildmay
and Sir Nicholas Bacon; head of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, Dr Laurence
Chaderton; and the prominent Rutland landowners Sir James Harrington and his son,
Sir John. Additionally, the study of Oakham and Uppingham Schools has been
supplemented by examinations of both Stamford and Oundle Schools: all four schools
were heavily influenced by Robert Johnson’s network, and all of which fell under the
auspices of the diocese of Peterborough, being located in Rutland, and just across the

Leicester, Leicester Record Office Archive, DG37/1, Letters Patent for founding the Schools and
Hospitals of Oakham and Uppingham in the county of Rutland (Translation).
1
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borders in Lincolnshire and Northamptonshire respectively.2 This also provided a
geographical centre for the study as an examination of such educational provisions
within the East Midlands. Finally, the study also includes a detailed review of four
Cambridge colleges: Emmanuel and Sidney Sussex, both of which were founded by
associates of Robert Johnson; and St John’s and Christ’s College, both of which had
close ties to a number of Johnson’s associates. By conducting a detailed analysis of
these case studies, it is possible to identify and achieve a greater understanding of the
nature of the puritan network surrounding Robert Johnson, as well as to explain how
and why members of this network utilised educational resources to promote the
furtherance of their ideas.

Three of the grammar schools in question: Oakham, Uppingham and Oundle all
maintain their own archives, and although materials from the relevant period were
extremely limited, there were some useful sources available. Uppingham School’s
archive in particular, contains the most documents relating to the foundation of the
school and its early years. This includes an invaluable source: a manuscript written by
Robert Johnson’s only son, Abraham, in 1638.3 This manuscript contains a detailed
history of the Johnson family, and has been the primary source material for the two
main biographies of Johnson’s life that currently exist.4 Alongside this, Uppingham’s
archives contain helpful information about the early years of the school, including a
complete list of Masters of both Uppingham and Oakham from 1584 until the present

Although Stamford School was located in Lincolnshire, for ecclesiastical purposes the town was a
part of the Diocese of Peterborough and is listed in the episcopal visitation books for the diocese.
An explanation of the territory of the diocese can be found on The Clergy of the Church of England
Database, <http://theclergydatabase.org.uk/reference/diocesan-resources/a-z-list-ofdioceses/peterborough-diocese-resources/history-and-description-of-the-diocese-ofpeterborough/> [accessed 15 April 2019].
3 Uppingham, Uppingham School Archives, Hawley Manuscripts, File Refs. Drawer B.53 -55, Box 3,
Abraham Johnson MS (unpaginated manuscript).
4 Charles Richard Bingham, Our Founder, Some Account of Archdeacon Johnson Compiled for the
Uppingham School Tercentenary (Cambridge: Fabb and Tyler, 1884); Bryan Matthews,
‘Archdeacon Robert Johnson: Puritan Divine’, Rutland Record, 2 (1981).
2
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day.5 The resources in Oakham’s archives were unfortunately confined to the period
post-1800, with all earlier documents having been donated to the Leicester Record
Office archives in the mid-1970s, therefore the school archives themselves yielded
little of use for this study. The records of Stamford School for the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries are now lost; the Stamford Endowed Schools Foundation which
replaced the earlier foundation did not maintain the preceding school's records.
Oundle School has maintained its own archives, but the earliest documentation is the
Oundle School Register which dates from 1626.6 With limited resources available in
the schools’ own archives, it therefore became necessary to identify further sources of
archive material that could assist in answering the questions posed as part of this
study. The documents donated by Oakham School to the Leicester Record Office
archives included copies of the Letters Patent for the foundation, as well as the
Statutes and Ordinances issued in June 1625, shortly before Robert Johnson’s death.7
During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Oundle School fell under the
authority of the Grocers’ Company, as part of a condition in the will of William Laxton,
the founder of Oundle School. Their records, available in the Guildhall Library, were
therefore able to shed some light on the events at the school during the period between
1556 and 1630. The four colleges all also maintain their own archives, although not all
contained information relevant to this study. St John’s College archives contain some
documents relating to the foundation of the college in 1511, but otherwise lack any
source material prior to the nineteenth century. The St John’s College journal The
Eagle, published since 1859, contains a regular section entitled ‘Notes from the
College Archives’, some of which have been referenced in this thesis, however, it

Uppingham, Uppingham School Archives, Hawley Manuscripts, File Refs. Drawer B.53 -55, Box 3:
List of Early Masters of Uppingham and Oakham Schools.
6 Oundle, Oundle School Archives, School Register, 1626 – 1848 <http://oundleheritage.daisy.websds.net/authenticated/Browse.aspx?SectionID=83&tableName=ta_schoolregist
er> [accessed 10 December 2016].
7 Leicester Record Office Archive, DG37/1 and DE1782/6: (7 June 1625) Statutes and Ordinances of
Robert Johnson for ordering, governing and maintaining schools and hospitals of Christ in Oakham
and Uppingham.
5
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should be noted that many of the references contained in these articles are drawn from
other collections, such as the manuscript collections in the British Library, rather than
directly from the college archives themselves.8 The archives at Christ’s College contain
some financial documentation which shows Laurence Chaderton’s stipend as a Fellow
of the college, but no further sources from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
that would be of use to this study.9 Emmanuel’s archives contain some material
regarding the college’s foundation, statutes and the nomination of the original fellows
and scholars, but the majority of the papers relating to the Mildmay family that are of
primary interest to this study are contained in the Westmoreland Papers at the
Northamptonshire Record Office.10 Sidney Sussex College’s archives contained the
most useful additions to this thesis, and included a number of letters to and from Sir
John Harrington regarding the administration and running of the college in its early
years.11 Further information regarding events at the colleges was contained in
correspondence contained in the Lansdowne manuscripts collection at the British
Library, which also includes a number of letters to and from Lord Burghley regarding
activities involving puritans at Cambridge.12 All of these sources will be examined in
detail during the course of this thesis.

In examining source material related to those who founded the educational
establishments with which this thesis is concerned, the wills of the various founders
have proved to be a crucial tool in identifying some of the intent of their foundations.
Robert Johnson’s will provides a degree of insight into his relationships with both his

See, for example, a letter from Richard Longworth, the Master of St John’s College, to William
Cecil dated January 18 1565, which is reproduced in the 1907 Easter edition of The Eagle and is
credited as being taken from the British Library, Baker Collection, Harley MS 7047, vol. 54.
9 For the financial material on Laurence Chaderton, see Emmanuel College Archives, College
Account Books, 1557 – 1580, fol. 162r – 166r.
10 Northamptonshire Record Office, Westmoreland Archive, Box 1 – 2.
11 Cambridge, Sidney Sussex College Archives, Box 1, 1/6; 1/8; 1/14/1; 1/17/1 – 3; 1/17/5.
12 See, for example, London, The British Library, Lansdowne MS, 17, fol. 71r; Lansdowne MS, 63,
fol. 91r.
8
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son and grandson, and the bequests to the schools that he had founded.13 Johnson is
unusual: his foundations were created during his lifetime, and so he had over forty
years to ensure the foundation was established and fully funded, and to ensure that it
developed in the direction that he had intended. In contrast, Sir William Laxton, the
founder of Oundle School, provided for the establishment of the school in his will, and
so had no control over the future of the foundation.14 In the event, it was Sir Walter
Mildmay, as the most influential figure in the local area, who would shape much of the
direction that the school would take. Mildmay’s will, and many of the other family
papers, are located at the Northampton Record Office and, although the information
about Oundle School is limited, they have provided useful information about
Mildmay’s own educational foundation, Emmanuel College, Cambridge.15 An
examination of the collection of the State Papers yielded no results for Robert Johnson
beyond the foundation documents for his grammar schools and hospitals that were
also contained in the Leicester Record Office archives. Similarly, it was not possible to
identify any references to either Stamford or Oundle Schools within the State Papers.
References to the Harrington and Mildmay families have been included where
relevant as have some correspondence regarding events at the Cambridge colleges
under examination in this thesis. The records in the Leicester Record Office Archives
relating to the Archdeaconry of Leicester during Robert Johnson’s tenure contained
only the induction mandates for new clergy for the period, as well as some records for
the subscriptions of curates, preachers, schoolmasters to the Three Articles.
Unfortunately, these only contained one subscription for the period from 1624 to 1626

The National Archives, Kew, PROB 11/147/372, Will of Robert Johnson of North Luffenham,
Rutland.
14 The National Archives, Kew, PROB 11/38/99, Will of Sir William Laxton, Alderman of London.
15 Northampton, Northampton Record Office Archives, Westmoreland Papers, Box 1, Parcel IX: No.
1: Copy Will of Sir Walter Mildmay of Apethorpe, dated 6 April 1588.
13
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and no records at all for the period between 1591 and 1624 when Johnson was
Archdeacon.16

A key part of this study was to identify as many boys as possible who attended the four
grammar schools in the period between 1560 and 1630 and, since the schools did not
have comprehensive pupil records from the period, the only source available for this
information was Cambridge University’s own records. As a result, Venn & Venn’s
Alumni Cantabrigienses has provided the majority of the information on the pupils.17
The records were searched firstly by school, where pupils that had attended Oakham,
Uppingham, Oundle and Stamford were identified and the data collated by year,
college and whether they had progressed to being ordained and taking up positions as
members of the clergy after leaving the university. The search was then expanded to
include likely pupils, for example those that were not explicitly described as having
attended the schools, but had lived exclusively in Oakham or Uppingham and whose
father had connections to the schools, either as a former Master or as a pupil. Finally,
in the case of Oundle School, the data was then cross-referenced with the school’s own
register dating from 1626 onwards. College records at Cambridge, and therefore the
details available in the Alumni Cantabrigienses are extremely limited prior to 1600.
As a result, the search was expanded beyond the general date parameters of this study,
to include pupils who had begun their studies at Cambridge up until the end of 1649.18
This provided a broader range of data from which to draw conclusions and was not
deemed to have any negative impact on the validity of the study. The grammar schools
were well established by this point and there were no fundamental changes to their

Leicester Record Office, 1D41/34/1, Subscriptions of curates, preachers, schoolmasters etc to the
Three Articles.
17 John Venn & J.A. Venn, Alumni Cantabrigienses, Part I, from the earliest times to 1751, 4 vols
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1922 – 1927).
18 In total, 219 pupils were identified as having attended the four grammar schools during the
period from 1560 – 1649. Only eight of these progressed to Cambridge before 1600.
16
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structure or management that would impact on the inclusion of pupils from this
period. It also allowed examination of the continuity of pupil progression from
Oakham and Uppingham after the death of Robert Johnson in 1625; members of his
family remained on the board of governors during this period, so the impact of his
death on the general management of the school would have been negligible. This data
was then used to assess the links between the schools and certain Cambridge colleges,
as well as to identify how successful Robert Johnson’s network were in ultimately
directing these pupils to careers within the church.

This study includes an examination of four Cambridge colleges, but it is Emmanuel
and Sidney Sussex that have proved to be the most relevant, due to being founded, in
1584 and 1596 respectively, by men with considerable political connections and
influence, and with close ties to Robert Johnson. This was the period during which
Robert Johnson’s network was at its most active in its opposition to Archbishop John
Whitgift’s attempts to remove any puritan influences from the English church.
Therefore, the foundation documents for these colleges were relevant to this study; in
particular the will of Lady Frances Sidney, Countess of Sussex, and the role of her
executors, the Harringtons, in establishing Sidney Sussex College helps to answer the
question of the intent of Robert Johnson’s network in creating these foundations.19 In
contrast, the colleges at Christ’s and St John’s had much looser ties to Johnson’s
network and had been founded much earlier (1505 and 1511 respectively). They are
included in this study because of their links to well-known puritans, and because, in
the case of Christ’s College, they had considerable influence on the founder of
Emmanuel College, Sir Walter Mildmay. Additionally, the links between St John’s

The National Archives, Kew, PROB 11/76/30, Sentence of Lady Frances Sidney, Widow of Sussex;
see also, Mary Prior, ‘Radcliffe [nee Sidney], Frances, Countess of Sussex’, Oxford Dictionary of
National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004)
<https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/66355> [accessed 3 September 2017].
19
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College, Stamford School and William Cecil, Lord Burghley provide important context
and comparisons with Johnson’s foundation and its links to Sidney Sussex, and
Oundle School and its links to Emmanuel.

Burghley himself is something of an enigma hanging over this study. An awareness of
the links between Burghley’s family and Robert Johnson’s means that he should
undoubtedly be included in any examination of Robert Johnson’s life, and his role as
part of Robert Johnson’s network is therefore examined as part of this thesis.
However, the question of Burghley’s own religious beliefs is not directly addressed
here, and there is no intent to suggest that he was actively involved in the puritan
movement, or indeed involved in any religious activities that would place him in any
way in opposition to the policy dictated by the queen. Burghley’s own religious beliefs
were almost certainly subsumed under his allegiance to the queen, and her own
aspirations for the future of the English church. His loyalty, above anything else was
undoubtedly to the crown; nevertheless, Brett Usher observes that his working
relationship with John Whitgift, the distinctly anti-puritan Archbishop of Canterbury,
was rooted largely in a mutual antipathy towards the Earl of Leicester. Despite this
uneasy alliance, Burghley did his best to block many of Whitgift’s early
recommendations, even if they were consistent with the queen’s ambitions for the
church.20 It is notable, however, that his wife, Mildred, certainly had more extreme
religious views; her sister Anne, the wife of Sir Nicholas Bacon, was also well-known
for her puritan sympathies at the time and, indeed, the latter employed Robert
Johnson as their family chaplain.21 It is impossible to extricate Burghley from the
network of puritans examined here, and indeed his own pragmatism in matters of

Brett Usher, Lord Burghley and Episcopacy, 1577 – 1603 (Surrey: Ashgate Publishing, 2016), pp.
69 – 79. For more on William Cecil’s attitude to religion, see also, Pauline Croft, ‘The Religion of
Robert Cecil’, The Historical Journal, 34, 4 (1991), pp. 774 – 775.
21 For more on Mildred Cecil and Anne Bacon, see, Gemma Allen, The Cooke Sisters: Education,
Piety and politics in Early Modern England (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2013).
20
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religion seems to have been a defining influence on the actions of Johnson’s network
in their attempts to ensure the future of a puritan clergy.

Burghley aside, identifying the network of puritan reformers that surrounded Robert
Johnson was a crucial part of the methodology of this study. This thesis will refer to
this network frequently, but the use of the term ‘network’ in this context should be
prefaced with some caveats. The challenge in analysing a network of this nature is that
there is little evidence of contact between many of the members beyond their
connections, either within Cambridge, within Rutland, or within their roles as
governors of Johnson’s foundations. However, there is considerable evidence for
establishing the existence of the relationships between Robert Johnson and a number
of prominent puritans. This, combined with the fact that many of the events examined
in this thesis take place during the crucial time period between 1583 and 1584,
suggests strongly that there may have been at least some co-ordination between
Robert Johnson and his associates, provoked by the actions of John Whitgift upon his
appointment as Archbishop of Canterbury in 1583. The question of how aware the
participants may have been of their own roles within this network is extremely
difficult to determine with any accuracy. At the very least Robert Johnson seems to
have been actively working with the Harringtons and other prominent figures within
Rutland in promoting a puritan agenda. Other members of the network undoubtedly
also had their own agendas within their own spheres of influence, and may well have
had differences of opinion on specific areas of religious doctrine or the extent to which
they were prepared to challenge the concept of the religious via media. Johnson’s view
of his own actions, and those of his associates within his network, like Laurence
Chaderton and the Harrington family, may well have been viewed differently by each
of the participants. In terms of the establishment of their educational foundations, the
creation of Sidney Sussex as a puritan college seems to have been a logical extension of

13

Emmanuel’s success, and there was undoubtedly some co-ordination between the two
colleges, as the use of Emmanuel’s statutes as a template for those of Sidney Sussex
would seem to indicate.22 The group of associates surrounding Johnson, Chaderton,
Mildmay and the Harringtons would probably not have viewed themselves as
functioning as a coherent network, but rather as a group of individuals with a common
purpose, co-operating on certain educational projects. However, many of their preexisting relationships mean that it does not seem to be anachronistic to apply the term
network, or to view them retrospectively as a network that achieved its common aims
through shared means.

The use of networks in the study of early modern history is a relatively recent
development, and the potential importance of historical networks was identified in a
2002 journal article. In this article the authors stated that: ‘the problem of historical
explanation rests on developing a methodology for modelling complex event
structures that reveals which events play critical roles in historical outcomes.’23 The
article theorises that the ‘meaning’ of any given event in history is defined by its
relationship to other related events.24 Although historians have sometimes used
networks as part of broader studies, the first full-scale investigation into networks as a
historical concept seems to have been Oxford University’s 2009 project, entitled
‘Networking the Republic of Letters, 1550 – 1750’, which is now moving into its fourth
stage.25 This was followed in 2015 by a joint project between Georgetown and Carnegie
Mellon Universities, in the United States, which aims to demonstrate that any
prominent figure in the early modern period can be connected to Francis Bacon in no

G.M. Edwards, Sidney Sussex College (London: F.E. Robinson and Co., 1899), p. 24.
Peter Bearman, James Moody & Robert Faris, ‘Networks and History’, Complexity, 8, 1 (2002),
p. 61.
24 Bearman, Moody & Faris, Networks & History, p. 61.
25 Cultures of Knowledge: Networking and the Republic of Letters, 1550 – 1750
<http://www.culturesofknowledge.org> [accessed 19 October 2016].
22
23
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more than six steps.26 In 2016, Ruth Ahnert then sought to categorise networks, and
explain the relative uses and limitations of geographic networks, in the form of maps;
news networks; and social networks.27 Where this thesis will attempt to expand on
these theories, is in identifying a specifically educationally focused network of puritan
reformers and sympathisers. These men were functioning at all levels of the
Elizabethan church and government, as well as those involved in education in
grammar schools, and at a number of colleges in Cambridge. It will seek to answer the
question of whether these men were using their influence to promote puritan ideas
within certain educational institutions. The idea of religious minorities forming
networks to ensure their own survival, has also been explored in a recent work on the
Huguenots, examining their integration into English political life in the period
between 1560 and 1780.28 Ole Grell has also provided a detailed examination of
Calvinist networks on the continent between the mid-sixteenth and mid-seventeenth
centuries, and their links to the English puritans, in the form of collections held for
those exiles who chose to settle in England, Ireland and Scotland. These exiles found
themselves in circumstances that bore echoes of the situation faced by the Marian
exiles in the 1550s, many of whom would become figureheads in the Elizabethan
puritan movement.29 Additionally, the nonconformist network that emerged in
support of these exiles included prominent English puritans like William Gouge, who
supported their cause and helped to raise money for them.30 Earlier works explored
similar nonconformist activities. In her 1957 work, Activities of the Puritan Faction of
the Church of England, Isabel Calder examined the idea of nonconformists working

Details of the project are available on the website <http://www.sixdegreesoffrancisbacon.com>.
It should be noted that the project is a work in progress and that, at the time of writing, it fails to
identify a direct link between Robert Johnson and Francis Bacon despite the two having lived in the
same house during the late 1560s.
27 Ruth Ahnert, ‘Maps versus Networks’, in News Networks in Early Modern Europe, ed. by Joad
Raymond and Noah Moxham (Boston: Brill, 2016), pp. 130 – 157.
28 Vivienne Larminie (ed.), Huguenot Networks, 1560 – 1780: The Interactions and Impact of a
Protestant Minority in Europe (Abingdon: Routledge, 2018).
29 Ole Peter Grell, Brethren in Christ: A Calvinist Network in Reformation Europe (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2011), pp. 178 - 228.
30 Grell, Brethren in Christ, p. 183.
26
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collaboratively in small groups, in the first half of seventeenth century, to raise funds
and ensure the continuation of godly works.31 These studies have often examined the
idea of smaller nonconformist networks within the broader puritan movement, often
focused on a specific cause. This thesis will also explore this idea, using the
connections built around educational foundations, to investigate a specific network of
educational reformers within the broader network of English puritans.

The network theory in this study is not so much focused on events, but on people.
Robert Johnson as an individual, whilst interesting, could be described as a minor
figure in the Elizabethan Church, whose lasting legacy was the foundation of his two
grammar schools in Rutland. However, when Johnson’s life and actions are placed
into context with the lives and actions of many of his associates, a pattern emerges
that enables the identification of the broader aims and ambitions of the entire
network. In identifying members of Robert Johnson’s network there were four key
areas of examination. Firstly, there were Johnson’s connections made at Cambridge.
This included examining both the people with whom he studied during his time at
Clare College from 1557 until 1560, and those at Trinity, where he completed his MA
and was a Fellow until the mid-1560s.32 Secondly, it was necessary to identify the
people with whom Johnson formed relationships during the course of his working life.
This included his time as the chaplain to Sir Nicholas Bacon and his family, and other
clergy with whom he had close connections, in his positions as rector of North
Luffenham in Rutland and, from 1591 onwards, as Archdeacon of Leicester. Thirdly,
were the associations that were made through family. These included his father’s
connections to the Cecil family, and the role played by his brother, Geoffrey, in the
puritan movement, both at Cambridge, and in his later years as a minister in Leicester.
Isabel M. Calder (ed.), Activities of the Puritan Faction of the Church of England, 1625 – 33
(London: SPCK Publishing, 1957).
32 Venn & Venn, AC, Part I, vol. ii, p. 480.
31
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Finally, were the connections that Johnson made as a result of his geographical
relationships in Rutland and the surrounding areas, most notably the Harrington
family. The aim of thesis will be to examine this network and identify the links, not
only directly between Johnson and other figures, but also connections amongst his
associates made independently of Johnson. It was also possible to draw conclusions
about the nature of early modern religious, social and political networks, how they
developed and the essential components that created the connections.33 Inevitably it is
impossible to identify every connection that Robert Johnson made during the course
of his lifetime, and the available evidence is limited to the remaining historical
records, particularly statements made by Abraham Johnson, written thirteen years
after his father’s death.34 There are, obviously, also connections that were identified
that have no bearing on this study, for example, Johnson was married three times, but
there is no evidence that any of his wives or their families were actively involved in the
puritan movement. This thesis has, therefore, focused on those connections that are
directly relevant to the questions raised in the study.

Perhaps the biggest challenge facing any historian writing about the Elizabethan and
Jacobean puritan movements, is the question of definition. Indeed, when examining
the relationship between the puritans and education, John Morgan addresses the
entirety of the first chapter of Godly Learning to the question of definition.35 It is
widely accepted that the term ‘puritan’, in a contemporary context, was one of derision
and criticism, and not one which the ‘godly’ would willingly have applied to
themselves. However, for the purposes of this study it seems to be the most
appropriate term, and is the one which will be used as the defining description of the

See Appendix A for a detailed network diagram illustrating the connections.
Uppingham School Archives, AJMS (unpaginated manuscript).
35 John Morgan, Godly Learning: Puritan Attitudes towards Reason, Learning and Education,
1560 – 1640 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986).
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religious beliefs of Robert Johnson and his network. The decision to use the term
‘puritan’ rather than ‘godly’, ‘non-conformist’, or any other alternatives is based on
several factors. Alexandra Walsham has summarised the arguments, both for and
against using ‘puritan’; noting Bill Sheils’ description of the term as a ‘protean beast’,
whilst acknowledging that the term does hold value in ‘characterising the distinctive
style of piety practised by a zealous subset of Protestants.’36 The term ‘godly’, whilst
undoubtedly preferred by Johnson and his contemporaries, has connotations of
personal faith, which do not do justice to the far-reaching nature of the impact that
members of Johnson’s network would ultimately have, not only in terms of religion,
but also socially and politically. This study is not merely about the examination of the
individual beliefs of Robert Johnson, or his associates, but rather about a broader
understanding of how the ideas of those who sought to make reforms to the
Elizabethan and Jacobean Church were disseminated. The term non-conformist, by
contrast, is insufficiently specific for the purposes of this study. Non-conformists were
not limited to those whom this work would include as part of the identified ‘puritan’
network, but rather would be described as a broader category that would also
encompass presbyterians, separatists and, arguably, Catholics. Puritan nonconformity
has been defined as ‘a principled reluctance to be subject, whether as an individual, a
congregation, or a college, to the laws and prescribed liturgy of the Church of England,
as established within the terms of the Elizabethan settlement of religion’.37 This thesis
will therefore explore how this was pragmatically achieved by men like Robert
Johnson, in the face of opposition from Whitgift, without resorting to separating from
the established church. Whilst there is a necessity to examine various members of
Johnson’s broader network, including those who would most certainly be classified as

Alexandra Walsham, ‘The godly and popular culture’ in The Cambridge Companion to
Puritanism, ed. by John Coffey and Paul C. H. Lim (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2008), p. 277; W.J. Sheils, The Puritans in the Diocese of Peterborough, 1558 – 1610’
(Northampton: Northamptonshire Records Society, 1979).
37 Sarah Bendall, Christopher Brooke and Patrick Collinson, A history of Emmanuel College,
Cambridge (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 1999), pp. 177 – 178.
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presbyterians and separatists, they are generally included to highlight their opposition
to some of the policies of the established church, and the foundations of its ideas. They
are not, generally speaking, the defining figures in the movement and, where
appropriate, will be identified specifically as presbyterians or separatists.38 It also
important in examining the changes that occurred over the period, to understand the
changing nature of both puritanism and the concept of moderation, both of which will
be explored further.39 For that reason, the terms ‘non-conformist’ and ‘godly’ simply
do not allow sufficient scope, being limited in their definitions to the purely religious
aspects of the movement. Ultimately, Johnson and his associates sought to purify the
church of the remnants of the Catholic church, which they felt remained in the
structure and behaviour of the episcopacy as well as many of the rites and rituals of
the Elizabethan Church. This brought them into direct conflict with Archbishop
Whitgift who felt that maintaining some of the old traditions could help to establish an
effective via media ‘between the disorder of free choice and the superstition of
positing genuine spiritual necessity in outward ceremonies.40 Given the commitment
amongst Johnson and his associates to the purification of the church, the term
‘puritan’ seems to be the most appropriate for the purposes of this study, and is the
one that will be used as a general description for Robert Johnson and the other
members of his network.

The structure of this thesis is largely chronological and will explore the questions
raised in three sections: the period before 1584, examining Johnson’s early life,
education and connections made during his time at Cambridge, as well as the existing

Notable examples of such men included in this study would be: Thomas Cartwright, a Fellow of
Trinity alongside Robert Johnson, as a presbyterian; and Robert Browne, Master of Stamford
School in the late 1580s, as a separatist.
39 For more on the definition of the term ‘puritan’ and the shifting nature of the cause see,
Christopher Hill, Society and Puritanism in Pre-Revolutionary England (London: Secker &
Warburg, 1964; Reprint, London: Pimlico, 2003), pp. 1 – 15. See also Ethan H. Shagan, The Rule of
Moderation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), pp. 149 – 186.
40 Shagan, Rule of Moderation, p.118.
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educational provisions; the period from 1584 until 1603, which will explore the
relationship between Whitgift and the puritan movement, and the founding of
Johnson’s grammar schools as well as the foundations of Sidney Sussex and
Emmanuel colleges in Cambridge; and the network after 1603, including an
examination of the Hampton Court Conference, and the effect on members of the
network resulting from the shifting political, and religious, situation after the
accession of James I. The key research questions to be addressed by this study are
based around the educational foundations with which members of Robert Johnson’s
network involved themselves. Why did so many of Robert Johnson’s puritan
associates become involved with education in the period between 1560 and 1630?
What linked these men and how did these connections begin? What factors influenced
their decision to become involved with educational causes rather than trying to pursue
their aims through political means? How successful were members of the network in
achieving their aims? By using the data and methodology outlined above, and
understanding the context of charitable giving in the period, and how this might have
additionally influenced the decisions made by members of Robert Johnson’s network,
it is possible to answer these questions and to provide an accurate analysis of the role
played by significant figures in the Elizabethan puritan movement in establishing
educational foundations.

20

Chapter Two: Historiography and Literature Review

This thesis will seek to demonstrate why the events surrounding Robert Johnson and
the foundation of his grammar schools represent an important case study, that
provides an understanding of how puritans manifested their opposition to the more
conservative elements in the Church of England. In order to achieve this, it is
necessary to first understand existing historiography, on early modern education, on
the Elizabethan puritan movement, and on the concept of philanthropy during the
period. In reviewing the existing literature for this study, it became apparent that
many current works relevant to the subjects under examination, are focused either on
early modern education, or on the puritan movement in the late sixteenth and early
seventeenth century, with little exploration of the use of educational institutions to
specifically promote puritan ideas. On the subject of English puritanism, Patrick
Collinson’s 1967 work, The Elizabethan Puritan Movement, has long been considered
the seminal study of the period.1 However, it does not concern itself in any significant
way with the subject of education, containing only four references to the subject of
puritan schoolmasters.2 Conversely, Joan Simon’s Education and Society in Tudor
England, only references puritanism in the broader context of ‘protestantism in
England’, without any detailed investigation of the influence of puritanism on
educational foundations.3 There have been some exceptions, which have endeavoured
to explore the conjunction between the two subjects. John Morgan’s Godly Learning
examines puritan attitudes towards learning and education, but focuses more on
different types of learning, the role of the clergy, and on educational reforms, rather
than the institutions established by puritan reformers and the intention behind such

Patrick Collinson, The Elizabethan Puritan Movement (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1967).
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3 Joan Simon, Education and Society in Tudor England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
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foundations.4 More recently, Ian Green’s Humanism and Protestantism in Early
Modern English Education, has considered the confluence of religion and education in
the period, but focuses more on the question of curriculum and teaching methods
under a broader Protestant influence.5 A more detailed and specific examination of the
spread of puritan ideas in the period, as examined in this thesis, potentially has a
larger significance for understanding the methods employed by puritans to promote
their beliefs. This is because it will enable a better understanding of how ideas and
concepts were disseminated and gained popularity during the period. This thesis will
demonstrate that degrees of religious change could be achieved through education,
even without support from the monarch or the upper echelons of church and society.
Robert Johnson’s network of associates encompassed men from varying backgrounds:
Sir Nicholas Bacon and Sir Walter Mildmay were members of the privy council, and
Laurence Chaderton a well-known and respected academic. However, men like Robert
Cawdrey and Thomas Gibson never rose beyond the role of local clergy, and yet were
just as influential in the movement as their more politically successful counterparts.
Equally, the study of the use of educational institutions helps to provide a greater
understanding of the shift that took place between 1560 and 1630, that allowed
‘puritanism’ to develop from a religious ideal, to a social movement, and eventually
into a political ideology. Without the educational institutions, founded and influenced
by men like Johnson and Mildmay, the concept of a ‘learned clergy’ would never have
been able to become a reality. It was this learned clergy who encouraged the ideas of
puritanism to take root in the broader society; these ministers would not only attend
these grammar schools and colleges in increasing numbers, but also were exposed to
the ideas of the new generation of clergy in sermons across the country every week.

John Morgan, Godly Learning: Puritan Attitudes towards Reason, Learning and Education,
1560 – 1640 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986).
5 Ian Green, Humanism and Protestantism in Early Modern English Education (Abingdon:
Routledge, 2009).
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This study will endeavour to fill the existing gaps in the historiography of early
modern education. First though, it is important to understand the areas covered by
existing works on the subject. Whilst the concept of education in the early modern
period was examined in detail by historians, in the period between the 1960s and the
1980s, there has been a notable lack of new research in the last thirty years. With an
issue this wide-ranging there are still areas than could benefit from further
examination. Much of the focus of existing studies has been on educational theory and
practice, such as Joan Simon’s Education and Society in Tudor England and David
Cressy’s Education in Tudor and Stuart England.6 Little attention has been paid to
the founding of individual schools, or the motivations behind the increasing interest in
education in the early modern period. Much of the existing historiography has often
only parenthetically examined the establishment of early modern educational
institutions, rather than focusing on grammar schools and universities. The areas that
have been examined more thoroughly have included: curriculum and methods;
women’s education; religious education; the impact of the Reformation and the
availability and accessibility of education; and the increasing impact of Humanist
thought. All of these have relevance to this work; however, the question of motive in
founding educational establishments, particularly amongst those whose faith would be
classed as puritan or nonconformist, remains largely unanswered.

Of the existing studies on early modern education, it was Lawrence Stone’s 1964
article on ‘the educational revolution’ in England, between 1560 and 1640, that
arguably sparked much of the later research on the subject.7 For the purposes of this
thesis the most important question posed by Stone is: why were so many grammar
schools were founded and endowed in the period between 1550 and 1630? Stone, and

David Cressy, Education in Tudor and Stuart England (London: Edward Arnold Limited, 1975);
J. Simon, Education & Society.
7 Lawrence Stone, ‘The Educational Revolution in England, 1560 – 1640’, Past & Present, 28
(1964).
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subsequently Joan Simon, have both proposed theories for this increase, with Simon
attributing it primarily to a popular demand for education.8 Stone instead placed
greater emphasis on the wider variety of education available, claiming that clergymen
teaching small groups of pupils in a private arrangement may have had a greater
impact on the educational expansion, and may have been at least as responsible for
sending boys to Cambridge as the traditional grammar schools.9 Kenneth Charlton, in
his 1965 work Education in Renaissance England, attributes the rapid increase in the
number of schools being founded, in the latter half of the sixteenth century, to the
intervention of several social groups: merchants; grocers; lawyers; the gentry; and
clerics.10 What Charlton’s analysis lacks, however, is an examination of the motives
behind these foundations. He notes that: ‘far from ‘crippling’ schools, the Reformation
put many of them on a more solid foundation, by placing them in the hands of a
middle class which provided the chief demand and had an interest in their survival.’11
What Charlton does not discuss is what precisely their interest was. It may well have
been as simple as ensuring a social and economic advantage for their children, but
equally the middle classes may have had a greater interest in promoting the new
religion than previously thought. There is also the question of whether the increase in
educational provisions (which seems to have developed independently all over the
country during the period between 1560 and 1630) was, in fact, part of a co-ordinated
effort, on behalf of particular religious groups, to ensure the spread of their favoured
theological beliefs. In the case of Robert Johnson, the ideas were puritan in nature; it
therefore seems unlikely to be coincidental that the network of influential reformers
that surrounded him made decisions to found and become involved with a variety of
educational institutions. These questions deserve greater consideration than Charlton
has provided, and this study will endeavour to rectify this.

J. Simon, Education and Society, p. 220.
Stone, Educational Revolution, pp. 46 – 47.
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For the purposes of this study, Charlton’s primary focus on the universities, and nontraditional forms of education, possibly comes at the expense of a deeper examination
of the grammar schools of the period. However, Charlton does dedicate one chapter to
the grammar schools, which begins by looking at the impact of the Reformation. It
goes on to highlight the juxtaposition between the view that Henry VIII and Edward
VI were responsible for a significant decline in educational provisions, through the
removal of monasteries and chantries, with the fact that there were ‘a large number of
grammar schools bearing the names of these sovereigns’.12 He argues that this was an
indication of their support for education, and that this would seem to prove that
neither monarch was inherently anti-education. Charlton also opposes A.F. Leach’s
theory that the dismantling of schools, that took place during the dissolution of the
monasteries, was due to a desire to prevent the furthering of Catholic beliefs.13
Charlton argues, however, that existing educational provisions prior to the dissolution
were not significant enough to have warranted such action.14 Whether the dissolution
of the monasteries had a significant impact on the availability of education is not the
focus of this study. However, understanding the environment in which the new
Elizabethan grammar schools emerged does help to provide context for Robert
Johnson’s foundations.

Rosemary O’Day’s 1982 work, Education and Society 1500 – 1800, provides a study of
education in schools and universities in the period, as well as discussing the role of an
educated clergy and the teaching profession. It explores the concepts of childhood and
literacy as well as the role and impact of education within society. O’Day also dedicates

Charlton, Education in Renaissance England, p. 89.
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a chapter of the book to the curriculum and methods used in schools between 1550
and 1650, stating:
In the early modern period, it was the responsibility of the Church (through
curates) to catechise children prior to confirmation. English Protestants
undoubtedly attached a good deal of importance to education in the battle
against Catholicism […] Education was now a tool of conversion.15
Whilst this work is not directly concerned with the intricacies of the early modern
curriculum, it is pertinent, in as much as it raises questions about the relevance and
influence of education. If O’Day is correct, then it should be possible to identify a
greater push, by god-fearing Protestant parents, to ensure that their children were
being educated. It is therefore important to try and understand whether some parents
felt that their own influence, and that of the local curate, was enox1ugh and a grammar
school education was unnecessary. There may also have been economic or
geographical impediments, which would have deterred some parents from making the
decision to send their child to a grammar school. Furthermore, the ruling classes may
have realised the potential influence of education, and that it could be manipulated for
their own purposes. In Humanism and Protestantism in Early Modern English
Education (2009), Ian Green focuses his attention on the idea of a classical
curriculum, and how this represents the humanist and Protestant values, concluding
that there were vast differences in the type, quality and impact of education provided
in different grammar schools around the country.16

So, alongside the issue of curriculum, addressed by O’Day and Green, is that of the
background and beliefs of the teaching staff, something that this thesis will examine in
further detail, through a detailed study of the grammar schools at Oakham,
Uppingham, Oundle and Stamford. The existence of a teaching ‘profession’ has been
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examined in much of the existing historiography. O’Day states that the ‘ethos of the
humanist grammar school had to be shared by the masters who served within them’,
and goes on to question how these men could be recruited.17 Schoolmasters as a
profession have also been explored recently by Emily Hansen, in her 2015 thesis,
which examines the idea of teaching as a career, as well as the moral and religious
standards expected of early modern schoolmasters.18 Furthermore, Joan Simon
suggests that the existing historiography discusses teaching staff being largely drawn
from the ranks of the clergy, and so once again it becomes difficult to extricate the
subject of education from that of religion.19 This is relevant for this thesis, in as much
as it goes to the question of influence and intent. If schools were founded with an
express purpose (beyond the purely educational), then the religious and political
leanings of the staff become more important in assessing intent to influence the beliefs
of the pupils. It is this idea which this work will seek to examine when looking at the
staff and governors selected for the foundations at Oakham and Uppingham, as well as
the staff employed at Stamford and Oundle. There is also a need to examine the role
played by the regulation of staff. Ian Green acknowledges that regular inspections of
grammar schools by the church authorities occurred largely ‘in theory’ and, in the case
of Oakham and Uppingham, by 1591 their founder was an Archdeacon, and so seems
unlikely to have been subjected to any rigorous form of investigation by his colleagues
in the church.20 An example of the problems faced by school authorities in dealing
with wayward staff will be examined, as part of the study of Oundle School, in chapters
five and eight of this study.

O’Day, Education & Society, p. 165.
Emily Hansen, ‘From ‘Humanist’ to ‘Godly’?: The Changing Social Function of Education in Early
Modern English Grammar Schools’ (unpublished doctoral thesis, University of York, 2015).
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Whilst there has been a lack of specific examination between puritanism and grammar
school education in early modern England, the question of religion has been examined
to some degree in much of the existing historiography on education. Charlton observes
that:
The accepted connexion in the minds of both Romans and Reformers between
religion and education was made explicit in a variety of ways: by the statutory
enactments of the Tudor sovereigns, the diocesan injunctions to parish vicars
and curates, the episcopal licensing of teachers, and the detailed injunctions
and prescriptions with which individual grammar schools were surrounded by
their statutes and ordinances.21
He explores the idea that the grammar schools were being used in place of preachers,
in some areas, to ensure that the new religion was taking hold. The question remains
as to whether this developed from the school statutes or government directives, or if
this was the intention of those founding the schools from the outset. Green suggests
that the fear of education being used for ‘subversive’ purposes was a serious concern
amongst some of the ‘educated elite’, but doesn’t address whether such subversive
tactics were, indeed, employed by educationalists in the years immediately following
the reformation and the destruction of Catholic educational provisions.22 Existing
debates have tended to focus on whether education was being more strongly
influenced by Catholicism, Protestantism or humanism. In his 2009 work Green
assesses the influence that both humanism and Protestantism had on early modern
education in England, and how that relationship changed during the period.23 He
opposes the idea that the puritans held any significant influence over early modern
education, suggesting that most teachers would be ‘orthodox and conforming
members of the established Church’.24 Emily Hansen has also stated that the role of
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the schoolmaster was to ‘encourage loyalty to the official church through his teaching,
and discourage any dissent from, or questioning of, that church by his students’.25
Whilst the theory behind this may be sound, and it may well have been the expectation
in most grammar schools, this thesis will demonstrate that, within the schools
influenced by members of Robert Johnson’s network, this certainly does not seem to
have been the reality. This is an area that this work will endeavour to examine in
greater detail, and a position that is contradictory to much of the evidence
surrounding Robert Johnson and his network. Oakham and Uppingham schools were
founded by a man of strongly held puritan beliefs, whose ties to other puritans with
influence over education (such as Sir Nicholas Bacon and Sir Walter Mildmay) would
suggest that Green’s conclusions may be incorrect. Green also discounts the idea that
education in this period was ‘dominated by the Church’, yet contradictorily
acknowledges the heavy involvement of the clergy in establishing schools.26 In her
earlier work, Joan Simon noted the difficulty in separating some of the influences,
stating that ‘it must be noted that ‘Puritanism’ is a category as difficult to disentangle
as ‘humanism’ at an earlier stage; it, too, extends to cover a whole set of attitudes, a
way of thought and approach to learning, not merely advocacy of the Genevan form of
church government.’27 Puritanism is the area of religion which has been least covered
by the existing works, such as Ian Green’s detailed examination of Humanism and
conformist Protestantism, and it is with puritanism and its advocates that this work
will primarily concern itself.

John Morgan has addressed the relationship between puritanism and education in
Godly Learning. However, his focus has been primarily on educational theory and the
use of informal methods of education, rather than a rigorous examination of the links
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between the puritans and the grammar schools. Morgan identifies the ties between the
puritans and education as being born from the emergence of the puritan movement,
coinciding with educational expansion. He states that ‘puritans grew up in an age of
school foundations and university expansion’ and that they were, therefore ‘imbued
with a favourable attitude towards scholarship’, that led them to expect ‘visibly higher
standards in their ministers’.28 This idea of a learned ministry is a theme which
repeatedly recurs in the historiography of the puritan movement. Diarmaid
MacCulloch states that: ‘a combination of official effort from senior clergy and
pressure from committed laypeople succeeded in turning a demoralised body of
massing priests into a learned ministry capable of expounding the Protestant faith
through the parishes of England and Wales.’29 A broader understanding of the
relationship between the puritans and learning has also been addressed in Andrew
Cambers’ Godly Reading, which explores the use of the Bible as a form of selfeducation.30 What the existing historiography does not examine in detail, is the
process by which the puritans utilised educational institutions to achieve their aims.
There is an understanding, in the study of Collinson’s Elizabethan Puritan Movement,
that the University of Cambridge played a crucial role in the spread of puritan ideas;
but no examination of whether those ideas were deliberately propagated by
individuals founding colleges specifically for the purpose.31 Similarly, with grammar
schools, there has been some examination of puritan influence conducted by Joseph
Ward, whose 2013 study, Culture, Faith and Philanthropy, explores the impact of
London merchants founding grammar schools in provincial towns.32 However, this
thesis will seek to develop these existing ideas of the puritan influence further, by
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identifying a specific network of puritan reformers using educational institutions to
promote their own theological beliefs.

In addressing the question of the purpose of grammar schools, Ian Green has argued
that they were often intended simply to funnel students into the universities, and that
it was not uncommon for there to be close ties between schools and specific colleges at
Oxford and Cambridge; notably between Winchester School and New College, Oxford,
and Eton and King’s College, Cambridge.33 This idea will be explored further in this
thesis, examining the ties between the grammar schools influenced by members of
Robert Johnson’s network and a number of colleges at Cambridge. However, this
theory has been disputed to some degree by Helen Jewell, who argues that: ‘Far more
boys must have passed through the town grammar schools than could have proceeded
to be accommodated at the two universities, so obviously boys were not sent to
grammar schools purely to prepare for university’.34 This again raises the question of
what the intended purpose of a grammar school education may have been. This is a
query that has become key when examining Robert Johnson’s and his associates,
where the desire to provide a puritan education for the next generation seems to have
been the driving factor in many of the foundations. However, this context will not have
been applicable to all the schools being founded in the period, and the idea that it may
be specific to those associated with Johnson’s puritan network is one that requires
further investigation.

In examining some of the themes present in the existing historiography of early
modern education, the issue of why schools were founded in certain geographical
locations still requires further research. The decision to found a school in a particular
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location, may have been based on demand, availability of facilities, or simply on the
whim of those endowing the schools. This also raises the question of how schools were
funded, and how much influence the founders had on the day to day running of
schools, both questions which will be examined in detail in relation to Uppingham and
Oakham schools. In his article on education in Rutland, D.K. Shearing has noted that:
‘For obscure reasons, little has been written about education in Rutland.’35 In order to
rectify this gap in the historiography, the availability of education in Rutland will be a
major focus of this work, in considering why Archdeacon Johnson chose to establish
his grammar schools there. Shearing also notes that there ‘were masters in both towns
before Johnson’s schools materialized’, suggesting no formal school was available, and
that teaching was carried out on a more ad hoc basis.36 This is supported by the
foundation documents for Oakham and Uppingham Schools, which state that: that
‘there hitherto hath been no Free Grammar School for the Instruction of Boys in good
Learning within our County of Rutland’.37 However, other sources would seem to
indicate that a formal grammar school did exist in Oakham prior to Johnson’s
foundation.38 This may merely be a point of semantics; it is possible that Johnson’s
were the first ‘free’ grammar schools, not merely the first schools of any kind, but the
claim in the foundation deeds is ambiguous. Whilst little has been written about the
availability of schools in Rutland, the neighbouring county of Leicestershire has been
more widely observed, particularly by Brian Simon, and this will provide a useful basis
for comparison.39
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Ian Green has also looked at the geographical aspect of the rapid emergence of
grammar schools, noting that by ‘1577 a contemporary observer […] noted that ‘there
are not many corporate towns […] that have not one grammar school at the least’.40
This would, once again, contradict the idea that, in deciding to establish his schools,
Robert Johnson looked at the sources of education available in Rutland and found
both market towns to be notably lacking in educational provision.41 If most towns by
this period had at least one grammar school, then it seems unlikely that the entire
county of Rutland would have failed to produce even one. Green further goes on to
distinguish between different types of schools, stating that: 'there were a variety of
schools and schooling on offer: in town-based grammar schools, in less famous or less
long-lived rural grammar schools, and in privately run, fee-paying schools.'42 The
subtle differences between these types of school, and the way they were run and
funded, will be explored in greater detail later in this thesis.

In expanding further on Lawrence Stone’s question of why so many grammar schools
were founded in the period, existing studies have further examined whether the issue
of availability and accessibility was the greatest barrier to early modern education.
Conclusions on this subject within the existing works are varied. O’Day leans towards
a wider availability of more informal education, stating that ‘where there was a
demand for education of boys in the classics, the local clergy would respond when
endowed facilities proved inadequate or inconveniently located’.43 However, when it
comes to formal grammar school education, she believes there was less availability,
noting that, ‘all evidence appears to point to the conclusion that, gentry apart, the
grammar schools (whether fully endowed or supported by town corporations) failed to
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accommodate pupils from rural areas in large numbers’.44 What requires further
investigation in the course of this work, is how applicable this was to schools like
Oakham and Uppingham that were situated in market towns serving largely rural
communities. Geographical accessibility was not the only issue however, economics
could play just as big a part in the availability of education. As O’Day argues, whilst
‘schooling was geographically accessible to most of the population […] it was
economically inaccessible and/or less coveted among some sections of the population
than others.’45 Free grammar schools, like Oakham and Uppingham, removed the
economic issue, and had the potential to attract a wider cross section of society and,
therefore, to exert a broader influence. It is worth assessing whether this was
something that those founding schools took into consideration. One area, which has
not been examined in any detail by the existing historiography, is how and why the
decisions were made to establish a grammar school in a particular location. However,
the type of men who made the decision to found educational institutions are touched
on by several of the existing works, with O’Day, for example, identifying John Colet’s
foundation of St Paul’s Grammar School in London as a model for early modern
grammar schools.46 These lacunae once again raise the question of what precisely the
intentions of these philanthropists were? Was the desire to found these schools born
of genuinely altruistic motives for social improvement? The theme of social
imperatives behind increasing levels of education, and the relationship between
education and society, is one that features heavily in the existing works. It is, however,
impossible to generalise about society’s attitudes towards education, because they
varied so completely between different levels of society. As a result of this there needs
to be further investigation as to whether the motives of the founders also varied
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depending on their class, background and religious beliefs as well as their own
education.

In addition to geographic and economic barriers to educational access, there is also
the question of gender. An examination of women’s education also reiterates the
question of what defines ‘education’ and the differences between the formal and the
informal. Existing work on the education of women in early modern period, for
example by Charlton and, more recently, Gemma Allen, have argued for the necessity
of wider definitions of what constitutes women’s education.47 Charlton notes that ‘a
study of religious education […] will require an inclusive rather than an exclusive use
of the term ‘education’ with ‘schooling’, if by that is meant what is transacted in the
formal institution called ‘school’.’48 It has been generally accepted by historians that,
when discussing formal schooling within grammar schools during this period, it was
purely reserved for male students. Whilst this may well have been the case, there
remains a question as to whether some foundations had at least the intent to educate
girls. This is particularly relevant when looking at Oakham and Uppingham schools, as
their original crest, from 1584, shows several figures of ambiguous gender, which
potentially indicates an early desire to promote the education of girls.49 Unfortunately
for this study, there is no further evidence to support the idea that Robert Johnson
was in favour of the education of women, or that girls attended either of his schools. In
general, the education of girls and women in the early modern period was on a more
informal basis. There were not only gender issues in terms of accessibility for formal
schooling; there was also a developing divide in social status highlighted by those
being educated at grammar schools. Increasingly, it was the gentry utilising the
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grammar schools, with the nobility continued to favour the practice of educating their
sons in other noble households.50

Particularly lacking in the examination of early modern education has been
academically rigorous, specific case studies of individual schools. This study will
provide a focused account of the development of four schools within the East
Midlands and, more specifically, within Rutland and the adjacent county of
Northamptonshire, and in the south of Lincolnshire. The histories of these individual
schools that do exist, are primarily written by former members of staff, whose intent is
to provide a purely narrative account of the school’s history, rather than a detailed
analysis of events.51 Brian Simon’s work on education in Leicestershire will provide
some comparable material for this study, but the chronological range from 1540 to
1940 in one book means that the material provided for the early modern period is
necessarily and understandably sparse.52 There are also a few existing works focused
purely on Oakham and Uppingham schools, although much of their focus is
antiquarian. John Barber’s The Story of Oakham School, is intended to examine the
full four-hundred-year history of the school, and whilst the author acknowledges that
it ‘can only be understood against its geographical and historical background’, he is
only able to dedicate approximately twenty pages to the founder and the school’s early
years.53 Existing histories of Oundle and Stamford Schools were published in 1956 and
1954 respectively, and are not always accurately referenced by the authors, so a reexamination of these schools seems long overdue.54 In examining the confluence of
religion and education at Cambridge University, there are considerably more studies
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available. Individual histories of the four colleges with which this study is primarily
concerned: Christ’s, St John’s, Emmanuel and Sidney Sussex; provide varying degrees
of detail on events and, particularly the theological direction of the colleges.55 In the
case of Emmanuel, the study produced by Patrick Collinson, Sarah Bendall and
Christopher Brooke contains an analysis of the puritan influences within the college
which provided a clear insight into the role of Laurence Chaderton and the puritans,
both inside and outside of the college.56 Frank Stubbings has also produced a
comprehensive examination of the foundation, statutes and involvement of Sir Walter
Mildmay with the college, which has proved invaluable to this study.57 The collection
of essays on the history of Sidney Sussex College produced in 1996 gives some insight
into the foundation of the college, but contains little discussion of the role of
puritanism within it.58 This thesis will expand on this existing historiography by
detailing the links between these grammar schools and colleges, as well as the links
between the men founding and influencing these institutions.

There have been works amongst the existing historiography that have covered aspects
of both the religious history of the period and have also encompassed elements of the
educational landscape, particularly within the University of Cambridge. H.C. Porter’s
1958 study, Reformation and Reaction in Tudor Cambridge provides a detailed
insight into the development of the puritan movement in Cambridge, and its impact
on several of the colleges. Porter provides helpful detail on the background to several
of the puritan colleges, which will be included in this thesis, particularly on the
foundation of Emmanuel and its reliance on the statutes of Christ’s College to form
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those of the new college.59 Peter Lake, in his work Moderate Puritans and the
Elizabethan Church, provides a character driven study that focuses on the influence of
a key group of puritan figures within the university, whereas Porter provides a
chronological narrative account that begins with Cambridge during the time of John
Fisher, and ends with the changes to the University that occurred with the accession of
James I.60 Where Porter differs from Collinson and Lake, is in his attitude to the
puritans. Lake and Collinson both view the Elizabethan puritan movement as a
fascinating study in understanding contemporary religion and politics and, in Lake’s
case, as an integral part of the battle for the governance of the university from the
1560s onwards.61 This idea of Cambridge as a centre for Protestant and puritan ideas
has been challenged to a degree by Ceri Law, in her recent work, Contested
Reformations in the University of Cambridge, 1535-1584. In it, she maintains that the
picture of Elizabethan Cambridge may be more nuanced than some scholars have
previously thought, and examines the role of more conservative Elizabethan voices
within the university.62 This idea of greater conformity may well have been the case for
some colleges, but for this study the focus is on the puritan foundations at Christ’s,
Emmanuel, Sidney Sussex and St John’s, where there is little ambiguity about the
overriding religious direction of the colleges. Law has also examined the relationship
between Cambridge and the outside world, with particular reference to William Cecil,
Lord Burghley’s role as Chancellor of the university.63 The role carried inherent
problems for Burghley who had to juggle his political obligations to Elizabeth I, with
the demands of a university in which puritanism was becoming increasingly prevalent,
in the period between 1560 and 1584.64
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In his analysis of events at Cambridge, Porter seems to regard many of the puritans as
troublesome, and responsible for a multitude of problems within the university,
implying that they detracted from the real story of Elizabethan Cambridge and that
‘[t]he cacophony of quarrels becomes tiresome.’65 This assessment summarises neatly
where Porter’s study and this work diverge, for Porter the puritans are a part of the
history of the university, but are not its defining characteristic. What this thesis will
endeavour to demonstrate is that the puritans were not only an inextricable part of the
university: they were, in fact, instrumental in driving the development of two colleges,
St John’s and Christ’s; and in founding two others, Emmanuel and Sidney Sussex.
Porter does, however, examine much of the minutiae of the puritan activities taking
place in Cambridge during this period. He considers in detail the disputes at St John’s,
over the wearing of the cap and the surplice, and the rebellion in the college led by
William Fulke.66 He also examines the role played by William Whitaker and Henry
Alvey, in the disputes at St John’s; indeed, it is this college which provides the bulk of
the material for the chapters dealing with Cambridge puritanism, with Whitaker
generating more entries in the index than his colleague, the Master of Emmanuel,
Laurence Chaderton.67 St John’s was undoubtedly a crucial part of the Cambridge
puritan movement, but this thesis will seek to redress the balance somewhat and
examine St John’s in the context of events at the other ‘puritan’ colleges associated
with members of Johnson’s network: Christ’s, Emmanuel and Sidney Sussex. It will
also seek to build on areas where Porter’s analysis of the politics of Cambridge
University does not venture, in examining the background of those students to
progressing to these colleges, the nature of the grammar schools from which they were
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being drawn, and how the internal Cambridge politics potentially influenced their
choice of college.

The study of early modern education is, however, only a part of this study. More
specifically, the intent is to understand how, and why, education seems to have been
utilised by a number of puritan reformers to disseminate their ideas to a wider
audience, and ensure the future of an educated puritan clergy. In examining the
subject of puritanism during this period, three texts have been key to this study:
Patrick Collinson’s The Elizabethan Puritan Movement; Peter Lake’s Moderate
Puritans and the Elizabethan Church; and W.J. Sheils’ The Puritans in the Diocese of
Peterborough.68 In seeking to understand the form and function of Robert Johnson’s
network of associates, it was necessary to conduct a thorough examination of
puritanism within the colleges of Cambridge University, and the impact on the wider
puritan movement in England. In assessing many of the characters central to the
movement, Peter Lake’s work, Moderate Puritans and the Elizabethan Church, has
proved invaluable.69 Lake’s work is essentially a biography of Laurence Chaderton,
with shorter examinations of some of his Cambridge associates, including Edward
Dering, Thomas Cartwright and William Whitaker, which are included to complete the
study of Lake’s titular ‘moderate puritans’. Lake conducts a thorough analysis of the
relationship between these men and some of the more hard-line presbyterian ideas
within the Cambridge puritan movement. He also examines the challenges of
balancing their puritan beliefs with adherence to the established doctrine of the
Elizabethan church.70 Lake presents the idea of ‘moderation’ as an attempt on the part
of the puritans to establish that the middle ground of Elizabethan religion lay not
between puritanism and papistry, but rather between papistry and separatism, with
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the puritans essentially attempting to shift this middle ground further towards their
place on the religious spectrum.71 Lake also emphasises that the ‘moderation’ of the
puritans also relied upon their acceptance that the religious zeal they employed in
rejecting anything deemed as ‘ungodly’ was often at odds with the realities of everyday
life, resulting in ‘tension between their commitment to the true religion and their
social environment’.72 Those in the presbyterian movement and its greatest advocates,
like Cartwright, were genuinely committed to the presbyterian ideals of reforming the
structure of the Elizabethan church, and to removing the power and authority of the
bishops, whom they viewed as an unnecessary remnant of Roman authority.73 This
may well have been Chaderton’s own personal belief, but ultimately (and here is the
crux of the matter of definition), he was not prepared to sacrifice all efforts at reform
in order to achieve presbyterian objectives on the form, and structure, of the church.
The 2011 published history of Emmanuel College, co-authored by Sarah Bendall,
Christopher Brooke and Patrick Collinson, summarises Chaderton’s position neatly
saying: ‘Chaderton was intellectually a presbyterian who, like some other leading
Cambridge Calvinists, suppressed his convictions for the sake of the greater good of
working within the established system’.74 Lake had also previously explored this topic,
examining the idea of what moderation meant amongst the puritans during a period of
considerable religious change. Chaderton was as much politician as preacher, and
understood, possibly through his connection to Burghley in particular, that the queen
was unlikely to be persuaded on this matter. He knew that those who persisted were
likely to face not just deprivation, but along with it, any opportunity to shape the
church in the future. So, if his beliefs were not necessarily moderate in the way that
Whitgift would have defined the term, but his actions were, can the description be
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justified? The term ‘pragmatic puritan’ is possibly more appropriate in this case in
order to facilitate an understanding of the actions that this thesis seeks to examine.
The concept of ‘moderation’ seems to have been a shifting position during this period
and, whilst an interesting and valuable lens through which to view Chaderton and
others, in the context of this thesis it potentially overlooks the deliberately pragmatic
actions and intentions of the group of puritans that was beginning to command
influence, in Cambridge, at court and in other educational circles, as this study will
demonstrate in greater detail.

Lake provides, in his introduction, an analysis of the background to the Cambridge
puritan movement. Here he claims that puritanism was, fundamentally, a ‘negative’
concept and that the movement was ‘a series of negative gestures’ aimed at the
Elizabethan religious settlement and the English Church, ostensibly a critical
challenge to the established order, rather than an active attempt to reshape the
settlement.75 Lake is therefore challenging previously existing ideas of what had been
meant by the idea of moderation in the context of Elizabethan religion. The concept to
contemporaries was not, in fact, a fixed point on a spectrum of religious ideals, but
rather a constantly shifting centre ground into which the dominant faction at any
given time could attempt to place their attempts to shape the Elizabethan church. A
number of the men who helped to shape that settlement were, in some cases, a part of
that puritan movement. Sir Nicholas Bacon and Sir Walter Mildmay both held senior
positions within Elizabeth’s privy council, and undoubtedly would have had a hand in
shaping the ecclesiastical policy that was formed during the early years of her reign.76
If the puritans were those that were opposed to the settlement, then that would
seemingly exclude them from being classified as members of Johnson’s puritan
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network; yet, as this study will demonstrate, they clearly played an integral role in that
network. It may, therefore, be more appropriate to say that the puritans were those
who viewed the Elizabethan settlement as a starting point, and that during the 1560s
and 70s, there was still a great deal of optimism that further changes could be brought
to bear, shifting the idea of moderation further, although additional persuasion would
be needed to convince the queen. Similarly, Lake attributes the emergence of the
separatist movement as an example of the puritans’ failure to achieve these reforms,
and maintains that the movement had to ‘define itself against the ecclesiastical status
quo’, as a result of its own failure to achieve ‘ecclesiastical power’.77 The puritans
arguably did achieve the heights of ecclesiastical power with Edmund Grindal, but as
soon as he made any attempt to defy the queen’s will, he was immediately rendered
essentially powerless. Additionally, the ability to achieve any significant ecclesiastical
power was never truly within the puritans reach. Grindal was sympathetic to the
cause, and was certainly as close as the movement was ever likely to come to seeing a
puritan archbishop, but his ability to effect real change was always going to be
extremely limited. Arguably, Grindal worsened the position for the puritans, by having
tried to influence policy and failed. The resulting appointment of John Whitgift, as his
successor, which would become so problematic for the puritans, can be directly
attributed to Grindal’s failures. The biggest problem for the puritans was not, in fact,
their failure to achieve high office, or the nature of the Elizabethan settlement: it was
the queen herself. Elizabeth’s determination to employ the via media in matters of
religion, whilst ensuring the maintenance of the Royal Supremacy, made attempts at
further reform from within the episcopacy or the privy council not only difficult, but
potentially dangerous, and it was these circumstances that drove men like Robert
Johnson to seek alternative means of promoting their agenda.78
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Whilst Lake’s work, Moderate Puritans and the Elizabethan Church, is focused on the
life and career of Laurence Chaderton, the choices that Lake has made in respect of the
other Cambridge puritans he has included, provides an interesting insight into the
purpose of the book. In addition to Chaderton, Lake also explores the careers of
Thomas Cartwright, William Whitaker and Edward Dering. These men are, almost
certainly, the examples that one would cite, if one were looking at the source of
presbyterianism within the University of Cambridge, in the 1560s and 70s. During
Cartwright’s time at Cambridge, he was deprived of his Fellowship, following the
publication of his A Second Admonition to Parliament, in 1572; Dering found himself
in Star Chamber following a series of controversial sermons; Whitaker, as head of St
John’s, permitted the meeting of a national presbyterian synod in the college. All three
of these men will also be included in this study, as they certainly were a part of the
wider network that had links to Robert Johnson, but their inclusion serves more to
highlight the breadth of opinions within the network, rather than to illustrate
Johnson’s preferred doctrine of pragmatic puritanism. There is no evidence that
Johnson or his associates were promoting the presbyterian idea of abolishing the
episcopate and replacing it with alternative forms of church government. Certainly,
Burghley would have been extremely unlikely to sanction such an idea.

In contributing to the debate around the nature of the idea of ‘moderation’ within the
arena of Elizabethan religion, Ethan Shagan has noted that ‘following the Elizabethan
religious settlement of 1559, influential defenders of the Church of England came to
imagine that settlement as a via media in the Reformation and argued that strict
adherence to its ordinances was constitutive of religious moderation’.79 Yet within the
walls of colleges like Emmanuel and Sidney Sussex that ‘strict adherence’ was not
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necessarily the prevailing force. Indeed, ‘the practice of Emmanuel was not to kneel to
receive the sacrament’ and ‘[t]he surplice was never worn, nor the gowns and square
caps of prescribed clerical and academical attire’.80 Shagan cites the conflict between
John Whitgift and Thomas Cartwright over the Admonition Controversy as a battle for
the middle ground of Elizabethan religion, stating that ‘Whitgift was pushed into
adopting the language of the via media by the polemical need to rebut Thomas
Cartwright’s puritan appropriations of that space.’81 This suggests again that the
contemporary view of what constituted ‘moderate’ was a somewhat fluid concept.
Cartwright’s refusal to abandon some of the more extreme ideas of presbyterianism in
favour of the brand of moderate or pragmatic puritanism favoured by Chaderton and
others may well have left space for Whitgift to claim the centre ground of Elizabethan
religion and shape the via media accordingly.82 Shagan has also explored the idea that
the concept of moderation was also intrinsically linked to the relationship between
governance and regulation, and that the puritans required ‘forms of governance
between tyranny and anarchy to moderate the excesses in the Church’.83 If is an
accurate representation of the contemporary puritan position then it suggests that the
concept of moderation was dictated as much by the form and structure of the church
as by the content of sermons. This does not seem to have been a primary concern of
those puritans in the network surrounding Robert Johnson, whose focus seems
primarily to have been linked to ensuring the future of a godly ministry and providing
an education built upon puritan ideas. This is not to say that changes to the
governance of the church were not favoured by men like Cartwright, merely that the
core members of Robert Johnson’s network were rather more pragmatic about what
could realistically be achieved, and how ‘moderate’ they could really make the
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governance of the Elizabethan church. This work will examine further the concept of
pragmatism in the arena of Elizabethan religion and the idea that the nature of the
puritanism espoused by Robert Johnson and many of his associates could be better
defined as ‘pragmatic’, rather than moderate. Differentiating between the two
concepts relies on an understanding of ‘moderate’ as a centre ground, as defined by
Shagan, where the differing religious factions were attempting to place their own
ideas. In essence ‘moderation’ could, in many cases, be far removed from how we
would understand the term today.84 It was a prize to be claimed which would allow the
winner to influence the queen’s policy. In contrast, the pragmatism adopted by men
like Robert Johnson took the form of a focus on areas they could effectively influence.
This included producing an educated and godly clergy who would continue their work,
whatever changes to religious policy the shifting tides of ‘moderation’ might bring.
Where this study will attempt to develop this is to examine how a network of puritans
with differing beliefs, ranging from the decidedly moderate, to the openly
presbyterian, could function and develop core practices, based around the idea of a
pragmatic approach to promoting religious reform.

Arguably one of the greatest problems with the existing studies on Elizabethan
Protestantism is that of categorisation and definition. The terms ‘puritan’, ‘protestant’,
‘Calvinist’, ‘presbyterian’, and ‘Anglican’ are not always clearly defined, and once
qualifying adjectives are added definitions become murkier still.85 Collinson himself
has acknowledged that ‘the terms puritan and Anglican are elusive and intangible,
limited in their usefulness to interpret the complexities of English Church history
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between the Elizabethan settlement and the Civil War.’86 So, what have historians
generally meant by the terms that have been employed to describe the various factions
within the Elizabethan church? The easiest to define are almost certainly those of
conformist and non-conformist, as those who support and adhere to the structure and
teachings of the Elizabethan church, and those who do not. However, that leaves the
definition of non-conformist as an enormously broad sweep of the population,
encompassing not just puritans, presbyterians and separatists, but also, at the other
end of the spectrum, the Elizabethan Catholics. Alexandra Walsham has explored the
latter end of the spectrum further, examining a broader definition of nonconformity,
and looking specifically at the Catholic ‘church papists’, effectively the Catholic
equivalent of Lake’s ‘moderate puritans’, those who fell somewhere between recusancy
and conformity on the religious spectrum.87 Conversely, the term ‘puritan’ can simply
be defined as those who wished to see the English church ‘purified’ of any remnants of
Catholicism. However, there are even potential problems with this over-simplified
definition, both contemporarily and retrospectively. Firstly, did this purification apply
merely to the doctrine and ceremony of the church, as some of those who have been
classified as ‘moderate puritans’ may have argued? Robert Johnson’s own writings
would seem to place him in this category, as they often discuss doctrine and ceremony,
but do not mention the role of the episcopacy.88 The alternative was the belief that the
‘purification’ of the church should also have encompassed a reformation of the
structure and hierarchy, in a way that has traditionally been attributed to the desire of
the presbyterians. Walsham has argued that the reality, amongst some who would
have described themselves as ‘godly’, was that ‘sometimes Puritans themselves could
veer dangerously close to ways of thinking that Reformed theologians regarded as
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‘superstitious’ and ‘magical’’.89 These problems of definition make identifying ‘puritan’
networks difficult, because they would almost certainly include members from across
the spectrum of Protestant nonconformity. Within this study, there will be
examinations of Robert Johnson’s associates who fall at all points on this spectrum,
and by understanding how they worked together, and where the points of
irreconcilable difference lay, a better understanding of how puritanism functioned and
achieved its successes can be reached.

Analysis of the confluence between education and religion at Cambridge has been well
served by Law, Porter and Lake. However, the role of the universities in providing
puritan ministers and schoolmasters deserves further scrutiny. In Godly Learning,
John Morgan includes an explanation of the importance of education and the concept
of a learned clergy to the ‘godly’; these members of the clergy, he suggests, needed to
appeal to those better educated than themselves, and who believed that ‘it would
hardly help the Reformed cause if the Romanists possessed the upper hand in learned
and polemical battles’.90 Morgan does not confine himself purely to a study of formal
education within the schoolroom, providing an analysis of learning within godly
households as well as the role of the ministry in education. He also acknowledges the
links between grammar schools and higher education: ‘It was also the custom of the
day to connect grammar schools not only with a university, but also with a particular
college. It is well known that many merchants who founded schools placed them in the
care of their companies, though often also with an attachment to a particular college.
Puritans seem to have been quite adept in building a network to link the process of
reform at the two levels.’91 It is this concept of a system designed to propel boys from
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puritan led grammar schools into puritan led colleges and then, potentially, into
forming the foundations of the learned clergy so favoured by the puritan movement,
on which this thesis will be built. It will seek to identify specific case studies that will
personify the concept identified by Morgan and to develop the theory into a detailed
examination of one such network. Morgan even goes so far as to identify links between
Robert Johnson’s grammar schools and Sidney Sussex; as well as Sir Walter
Mildmay’s role in developing Emmanuel as essentially a college dedicated to training
puritan clergy, both areas which this work will seek to develop further.92 In another
notable point for this study, Morgan comments in the opening passages of Godly
Learning that: ‘Because there were no puritan intellects in the period 1560 – 1640 to
rival Shakespeare or Bacon, or the greatest continental theologians and philosophers,
historians have tended to write about a tight intellectual heritage called ‘puritanism’
rather than about individual puritans.’93 Lake has certainly tried to correct this, with
his examination of many of the prominent characters within the Cambridge puritan
movement. This work will seek to expand further on the role of puritan
educationalists, by identifying further members of the puritan network surrounding
Robert Johnson, and attempting to add further detail to the existing knowledge
surrounding them and, perhaps most importantly, to provide a detailed biography of
Johnson himself.

In moving from the links between educational foundations and religion to a study of
the fundamentals of Elizabethan puritanism, Patrick Collinson’s Elizabethan Puritan
Movement has long been considered the seminal study. It has been invaluable to this
thesis, despite the author’s assertion that Robert Johnson was ‘the puritan rector of
Loughborough’, when he presumably means [North] Luffenham.94 Collinson has also
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arguably underestimate the influence of education and the role of the local clergy in
shaping opinions on religion, and credits government and the nobility with being
solely responsible for the religious changes of the period.95 He acknowledges the role
played by the printing press, but allows it as a means of dispensing ‘protestant
propaganda’, without addressing the question of its potential use to spread either
Catholic or separatist propaganda.96 The potential threat of printed religious tracts
being used to promulgate ideas that were distinctly unpalatable to the puritan cause,
may well have been a driving force behind the promotion of puritan schools and
colleges.97 The potential of educational foundations was then exploited by Johnson
and members of his network, to help ensure that such Catholic ideas failed to gain
traction amongst the wider population. In his collection of essays on the subject of the
puritan movement, Godly People, Collinson also places the credit for the limited
‘success’ of the Elizabethan puritan movement firmly at the feet of Robert Dudley, the
Earl of Leicester, saying that: ‘’Leicester was probably more responsible than any of
his colleagues for the favour which the privy council almost habitually showed to
puritan preachers in the fifteen-seventies and early fifteen-eighties.’98 Leicester was
undoubtedly in a unique position to aid the puritans, due to the nature of his
relationship with the queen, and his ability to push the boundaries of her tolerance for
such behaviour further than most of his colleagues on the privy council. However, this
possibly underestimates the influence of other privy councillors, like Mildmay and
Bacon, whose assistance to the puritans may not have been as conspicuous, but which,
ultimately, provided stronger foundations for the continued existence of the
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movement in the face of sustained opposition post-1583.99 Leicester also seems to
have operated independently of his colleagues in the council, not really forming
alliances with other members, presumably due to his closeness to the queen, over
which Burghley held deep concerns.100 There is no evidence that he was a part of the
puritan network that surrounded Mildmay, Bacon and Robert Johnson, and his role as
Chancellor of Oxford University, from 1564, meant that he had no discernible
involvement with Cambridge, unlike Mildmay or Chaderton.101 On an individual basis
there is certainly an argument to be made that Leicester was the most helpful member
of the council when it came to aiding the puritans, but his help seems to have been
almost entirely reactive and lacked the proactive, if less ostentatious, examples of
assistance that can be attributed to some of his colleagues. For example, Leicester
seems to have intervened on behalf of Percival Wiburn, when he was brought to Star
Chamber alongside Robert Johnson and Edward Dering, in May 1573, but does not
seem to have had any direct connection to Wiburn.102

Collinson’s position on the motivations of the leaders of the puritan movement has
been described as an emphasis: ‘not [on] the vestments, the liturgy, or even polity and
theology, but rather [on] discipline in its broadest sense with its emphasis on the godly
life, the failings of the antiquated episcopal judicial system, and the necessity for a
learned ministry.’103 Whilst some aspects of this position seem to tally with the aims
and ambitions of Robert Johnson’s puritan associates, it does not necessarily allow for
the importance of the vestments, liturgy and theology to the motivations of the specific

See Stanford E. Lehmberg, Sir Walter Mildmay and Tudor Government (Austin: University of
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group examined in this thesis. These artefacts were regarded as remnants of a Catholic
Church that was not merely undesirable, but actively dangerous to the theological
purity of the English Church.104 This would become a point of principle amongst many
puritans that would manifest itself in the vestments controversy at Cambridge during
the 1560s.105 Moreover, discipline does not seem to have been a specific goal for men
like Johnson and Chaderton: indeed, they were perfectly prepared to act against the
discipline of Archbishop Whitgift, when it suited their cause. Most importantly, whilst
Collinson acknowledges that the ‘necessity’ of a learned ministry motivated many of
their actions, he does not examine in detail the means by which this aim was to be
achieved. Collinson considers briefly David Black’s role as a puritan schoolmaster, but
there is no comprehensive exploration of the role played by grammar schools in
providing the foundations on which this new ‘learned ministry’ would be built.106 This
work will seek to develop further Collinson’s explanation of the importance of learned
clergy to the puritan movement, assessing not only how the institutions to provide
such learning were put in place, but also how a dedicated group of puritan reformers
was able to assert control over a number of existing educational foundations. It will
also consider how they adapt them to provide the basis for a pragmatic puritan
movement, that could exert an influence over the next generation of clergy, who would
take their ideas out into the wider world.

Where Collinson’s Elizabethan Puritan Movement has been invaluable to this study is
in its examination of the role played by Archbishop John Whitgift, and other key
figures associated with him, such as John Aylmer, in driving dissent amongst
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Elizabethan puritans. Collinson explains in detail the process of Whitgift’s
transformation, from one who was relatively sympathetic to the puritan cause during
his time at Cambridge, into, arguably, one of its greatest opponents by the time of his
appointment as Archbishop of Canterbury in 1583.107 However, Collinson’s analysis of
the nature of many of Whitgift’s opponents raises some issues. He states that: ‘A tense
struggle now developed, triangular rather than two-sided: the moderate puritan
parsons and vicars under contrary pressures from their ordinaries on the one hand
and from the militant leadership of their own party on the other.’108 The suggestion
that the ‘moderate’ puritans were contained in the ranks of the local clergy, and that
the ‘militant’ leaders of the movement were at odds with both the grassroots and
Whitgift, will be examined in detail later in this study. Robert Johnson was associated,
not only of those men who would be considered ‘leaders’ of the puritan factions, such
as Sir Walter Mildmay and Laurence Chaderton, but also local clergy within Rutland
and Northamptonshire. By examining how these two groups worked together to
achieve their aims, it will be possible to develop further on Collinson’s analysis and
create a better understanding of how opposition to Whitgift’s policies functioned on
various levels.

The Elizabethan Puritan Movement undoubtedly provides a clear narrative account of
the development of the puritan movement over the course of Elizabeth’s reign. It also
assesses many of the tactics used by the puritans in order to promote their cause.
During Edmund Grindal’s tenure as Archbishop, there seems to have been an
understanding that, although he may have fallen out of favour with the queen due to
his support for the prophesyings, whilst he remained in place there was, at least, no
active opposition to the movement emanating from Canterbury.109 There is then a
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notable shift in the conduct of the puritans following the investiture of John Whitgift.
Collinson identifies 1584 as being the key year in the course of the puritan movement,
dedicating four chapters of the book to its events.110 This is reflected in the decisions
made by some of the members of Robert Johnson’s network, and it seems to have
been no coincidence that this was the year that Robert Johnson chose to found his
grammar schools, as well as the year that Sir Walter Mildmay chose to found
Emmanuel College. This work will therefore seek to expand on Collinson’s analysis of
1584 as a defining point in English puritanism, and will examine how this impacted on
Johnson and his associates, and the events that occurred as a result.

If Collinson’s work gives a detailed overview of events led largely by the policies of the
queen and the episcopacy, then it is necessary to contrast this with a more
geographically specific study that relates to the area in which Robert Johnson’s sphere
of influence largely operated. The focus of this study is primarily on four grammar
schools and their connections to Robert Johnson’s network of puritan reformers:
Oakham, Uppingham, Oundle and Stamford. All four of these schools, as well as the
homes of the men primarily involved in shaping their direction during the latter part
of the sixteenth century, fell under the authority of the diocese of Peterborough. Thus
Bill Sheils’ detailed work on the puritan movement within the diocese has been an
invaluable tool for this study.111 Sheils establishes Robert Johnson as one of the key
players in the puritan movement in Rutland. He is described as an integral part of the
‘puritan exercise based at Oakham in the 1580s’, and Sheils notes his links to Sir
Walter Mildmay and Emmanuel College, where Johnson’s son and grandsons would
be educated.112 Indeed, the strength of Sheils’ work is in identifying the key figures in
the puritan movement in Northamptonshire and Rutland, both lesser known
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preachers like Thomas Gibson, the Rector of Ridlington in Rutland, and those of more
considerable political and social influence, such as the wealthy Harrington family of
Exton in Rutland. However, Sheils describes Johnson and Gibson as having been
‘aloof from the political activity of their puritan brethren at this time’, a description
which does not do justice to Johnson’s political connections, or indeed, the potential
influence of his grammar schools and the wider puritan network with which he had
become associated.113 Johnson had close ties to both Sir Nicholas Bacon, the Lord
Keeper, and to Sir Walter Mildmay, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, meaning his
political connections were not inconsiderable. It is not clear what Sheils defines as
‘political activity’ in this context, but Johnson was certainly active in the local puritan
exercises and the political influence of members of his network, on both a national and
local level, should not be underestimated. Peter Lake has further queried the idea that
the Elizabethan puritans had a significant political impact, stating that: ‘Puritanism is
now defined largely in personal and pietistic terms and is denied any direct political
significance until the rise of an aggressive Arminianism’.114 As this work will examine,
both Robert Johnson, and the wider puritan movement, would see the opportunities
for political advancement of their cause face setbacks, both in 1583, with the
appointment of Archbishop Whitgift, and again in 1604, with the accession of James I.
This meant that their efforts to influence religious change had to take more subtle
forms and educational institutions would provide a means of propagating their ideas.
So, if Robert Johnson did remain ‘aloof’ from political activity, it would certainly have
been a conscious decision to influence religious policy in other ways, rather than a
disinterest in political events or an inability to effect political change.
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In his early analysis of the motivations for many of the Northamptonshire puritans,
Sheils provides a brief analysis of the differing expectations of those he terms as
‘puritan’ and those of a ‘presbyterian’ persuasion. He states that the puritans ‘would
have settled for a substantial reduction in matters of ceremonial and a reformed
system of episcopacy’.115 However, Sheils also acknowledges that the puritans were
largely unsuccessful in achieving those reforms, and that this forced them to ‘return to
more fundamental issues’.116 Where this study will expand on this idea, is to examine
the timing of this return to fundamentals, the role played by Archbishop Whitgift’s
appointment, and the form in which those associated with Robert Johnson’s network
chose to facilitate it. Whilst Sheils does not deal directly with the idea of education as a
conduit for the promotion of puritan ideas, he does provide a study of some of the key
figures in the church who became involved with Johnson’s foundation, and that had a
significant influence within the Peterborough Diocese. These included Nicholas
Sheppard, the Archdeacon of Northampton, and Richard Howland, the Bishop of
Peterborough.117 He also provides detailed examinations of the role played by various
local figures in the puritan movement, notably Johnson, Thomas Gibson and other
local clergy, in addition to some of the local gentry and nobility, particularly the
Harrington family in Rutland. Where this work will seek to expand on Sheils’ ideas is
to take these case studies not simply as example of puritan activity within the diocese
of Peterborough, but as part of a wider network that encompassed both Elizabeth’s
privy council and a number of the colleges at Cambridge.

Sheils’ analysis of the limitations and complexities of the Peterborough diocese also
provides interesting context for this study. The diocese was created as a result of
administrative changes following the Henrician reformation, and Sheils describes it as
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having ‘institutional and administrative problems which seriously impaired the
effectiveness of the diocesan authorities as agents of ecclesiastical control.’118 Sheils
also discusses the role of various church officials, in allowing the spread of puritan
ideas throughout the diocese, particularly Nicholas Sheppard, whom he describes as
the only official to demonstrate any ‘positive support’ for puritanism.119 He notes that,
in general, the ecclesiastical authorities provided a ‘bulwark’ against the puritan
encroachment but, with the exception of puritan preachers that held livings in the
diocese, his study does not examine in detail the institutions through which puritan
ideas were being disseminated.120 Sheils also acknowledges that Northamptonshire
provides a fascinating case study, highlighting the polarisation of Elizabethan religion
and politics where ‘two opposing groups lived side by side’.121 This also serves as a
metaphor for some of the divisions within Elizabeth’s court, where two
Northamptonshire residents, Sir Walter Mildmay and Sir Christopher Hatton, would
personify the religious divisions within the privy council.122 Where this study can build
on Sheils’ ideas, is to take his work on the puritan movement within the diocese and
examine in greater detail the role played by several key figures, particularly Robert
Johnson. It can develop Sheils’ understanding of how these figures were linked, not
just geographically, but politically and socially. In addition, it will examine how shared
ideas and interests in education would enable them to assert control over several
grammar schools within the diocese, which could then be used to promote puritan
education and ensure that increasing numbers of local boys were directed to continue
their education at puritan leaning colleges in Cambridge. Sheils’ study is invaluable in
examining Northamptonshire and Rutland as a case study in the proliferation of
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puritan ideas, and provides a foundation on which this study can explore some of its
central points in further detail.

The relationship between puritanism and education is undoubtedly the central focus
of this study. However, when initially planning its content and direction, the subject of
charity and of the potentially philanthropic motivations of Robert Johnson and
members of his network, was one that was intended to be addressed in some detail.
Robert Johnson’s foundation was established, ostensibly, as a charity and included
provision for two hospitals as well as the two free grammar schools.123 However, aside
from the original foundation documents, the only further information that has
survived regarding the hospital foundations was from May 1597, when Johnson was
awarded a licence from the queen to re-found the original hospital of St John the
Evangelist.124 How successful the hospitals were as a charitable enterprise remains,
however, unknown. As a result, the point will not be addressed in detail in the main
chapters of this study, although the question of charitable giving will be examined in
chapter seven, as part of the broader context in which the network developed. The
concept of philanthropy should not be ignored in its entirety, however, as it provides
important context around the motivations for many school founders in the period,
particularly those of a puritan religious mindset.125 It also allows for some comparison
between Robert Johnson and his associates and their actions, as opposed to other
charitable benefactors. Therefore, a short analysis of the current understanding of
early modern philanthropy will therefore be included here.
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If the religious situation, both within the Peterborough diocese and in the wider
country, and the role of John Whitgift were important factors in the development of
Robert Johnson’s network and the subsequent decision making of its members, then
the question of charity should not be overlooked as an influence. W.K. Jordan's 1959
work, Philanthropy in England 1480-1660, remains, more than fifty years later, the
defining study on the subject of charitable giving in this period. Jordan's work
contains a comprehensive study of the counties of Bristol, Buckinghamshire,
Hampshire, Kent, Lancashire, London, Norfolk, Somerset, Worcestershire and
Yorkshire. Whilst these do not include the East Midlands counties of Rutland and
Northamptonshire, with which this study is primarily concerned, the data still
provides useful comparisons. The work looks at donations made in the following
areas: the poor; the aged; social rehabilitation; the relief of prisoners; loan funds;
apprenticeship schemes; general municipal uses; religion and church repairs;
hospitals and the care of the sick; and education. For our purposes it is the latter two
categories that will be the most important. By examining the data and conclusions,
and delving further into the motives behind charitable giving, it is possible to assess
the motivations behind the philanthropic actions of members of Robert Johnson’s
network in establishing their educational foundations. In particular, Jordan's
comments that philanthropy in the period came with the 'almost frantic
encouragement of the central authority', suggests that the intervention of the queen
and council may have prompted many amongst the nobility and gentry to indulge in
philanthropic behaviours that they otherwise would not have considered.126 Jordan
has focused on the following reasons for philanthropy in the period: a growing
awareness of poverty and suffering; a need created by the lack of almshouses and
religious institutions following the reformation; a sense of duty and growing social
conscience; a religious imperative promoted by preachers and the clergy through
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writings and sermons; the creation of the Elizabethan Poor Laws; a demonstration of
faith and the promise of heavenly rewards; and a means of propaganda demonstrating
the superiority of Protestantism over Catholicism. These would seem to be a
comprehensive assessment, although there are motives that Jordan has not
considered and connections between those that he has considered, that have not been
properly explored. Johnson’s network provides some examples of these, including the
idea that grammar schools were founded as a means of ensuring the education of a
new generation of godly clergy, and that those founding educational establishments
were doing so as part of a co-ordinated attempt to ensure the future of the puritan
movement.

Many of the conclusions drawn by Jordan developed from measuring the value and
volume of charitable donations; the data taken from studying the wills of those in
certain sample areas was always going to be a difficult and inevitably flawed
endeavour. Jordan acknowledges the limitations of his study and that there may be
issues with the reliability of the raw data, stating: ‘The statistical method, on which
this study so heavily depends, has no more than a limited utility to the historian, since
most of the data with which he is necessarily concerned cannot be accurately
measured.’127 It is, however, the possibilities that he does not appear to have
considered, which may be of more value to this study. Primarily, it is the potentially
significant differences in motivation between donations made in wills by those who
will not survive to see the result, and those made by the living who would be there to
witness the impact of their charity. Jordan maintains that the honesty of wills as
testaments of faith is indisputable.128 The use of wills in determining religious beliefs
has also been employed more recently by Caroline Litzenberger, in her study on
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Gloucestershire between 1540 and 1580.129 Litzenberger has taken samples of over
three and a half thousand wills, but cautions against making assumptions about the
religious beliefs of the testator based solely on the contents of the will, as the form and
content may have been influenced by the person drawing it up, rather than being an
accurate reflection of the beliefs of the subject.130 There is also a warning that
attempting to draw conclusions on classifying wills, according to the religious
language included in the preambles, runs the risk of ignoring the ‘complexity and
variety’ of the source material and potentially provides ‘distorted conclusions.’131 For
the purposes of this thesis, any examination of wills applies more specifically to those
whose will provided for educational institutions, rather than general charitable giving,
and categorisation of religious beliefs will not be made solely on the basis of the
contents of the will.

Attempting to accurately decipher the motives behind charitable giving is virtually
impossible. The reasons why men and women in any period chose to donate to charity
will always be varied and complex. However, the role and influence
of religion, whether it be Catholicism, conformist Protestantism, or reforming
puritanism, was undoubtedly an overriding influence in many of the decisions made in
the period between 1560 and 1630. Of the eighty-five pages Jordan dedicates to the
study of motives, around ninety per cent is dedicated to examining purely religious
considerations.132 This is somewhat surprising in a work that also stresses that this
was a period that saw a significant move from a religious to a secular way of life.133
Religion undoubtedly continued to play a major, if changeable, part in the process of
philanthropy throughout the period. Even without the influence of the Catholic
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church, the Calvinist doctrine viewed good works as an essential part of religious
life.134 In their 1622 treatise, entitled A Plain and Familiar Exposition of the Ten
Commandments, John Dod and Richard Cleaver stated that any man observing the
needy should ‘do his duty in bestowing some proportionable and competent relief
upon them.’135 By the end of the sixteenth century, the need for the wealthy to provide
for the poor members of society had become a deeply ingrained part of the Protestant
ethic. Undoubtedly, the massive changes in religious belief across the period will have
had a significant effect on the motives behind charitable giving. There had been a
significant shift in the way men viewed the social structure of the country and charity
was now becoming viewed as the responsibility of a broader demographic than merely
the Catholic Church, amongst both conformist protestants and the puritan
movement.136 It would seem to be inevitable that the changing nature of Christianity
across the period would have had an impact on the piety of many men, and the way in
which they viewed their legacies. It is tempting to assume the honesty of men in their
wills, but this cannot be guaranteed. Wills could also be used to snub those left behind
(as with the oft quoted case of William Shakespeare, Anne Hathaway and the secondbest bed), by ensuring that they received no significant bequests and charities may
well have benefitted from such circumstances.137 Whilst it is important to understand
that there were secular motivations behind charitable giving, such as prestige and
achieving political or social influence, our understanding of the charitable impulse
relies heavily on understanding religious motives. This thesis will, therefore, focus on
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understanding the role of religion in the philanthropy employed by Robert Johnson
and his network.

Despite its flaws, Jordan’s work provides an invaluable summary of the volume and
frequency of donations made to educational charities in this period. He has been able
to demonstrate that, of the total donations made to founding grammar schools across
the ten counties of his study, a staggering 31.98 per cent were made in Lancashire,
25.84 per cent in Worcestershire and 19.94 per cent in Yorkshire, compared to just 7.7
per cent in Buckinghamshire.138 This would seem to suggest a greater commitment to
grammar schools amongst the northern counties, although it is disappointing that no
data is recorded for the counties with which this study is concerned. Education
fulfilled all the criteria that merchants looking to make philanthropic bequests were
looking for in a charitable institution.139 Schools would ensure the future of
communities, and the teaching of the new religion would help to prevent the reencroachment of the Catholic faith on future generations of Englishmen. This would
form the basis for many of the actions of members of Robert Johnson’s network,
although their motivation almost certainly had more basis in attempting to secure the
future of the puritan movement. It also had the benefit of being a highly visible means
of donating money. The potential for recognition in the founding of a school was
clearly more realistic than making small anonymous donations to the poor of the
parish; a fact which undoubtedly did not escape many of those in merchant classes.

Jordan has not provided the sole work on the subject of charity in the period. Ian W.
Archer has looked in more detail at the difference between charitable giving in a
Catholic England compared to giving under the reformed religion. He maintains that
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contemporary figures, like Dr Andrew Willett, believed that there was a significant
increase in philanthropy under the Protestant regime. He supports this theory through
Willett’s dedication of ‘[a] catalogue of such charitable works as have been done in the
times of the Gospel within the space of 60 years, under the happy reigns of King
Edward, Queen Elizabeth, King James’.140 It is the lack of Mary’s name in this list that
is the focus of Willett’s attention, and from this Archer extrapolates a contemporary
belief that the new religion was more proactively philanthropic.141 He also notes that
wills reflected a definite change in patterns of giving after the dissolution of the
monasteries.142 Increasingly, there was a move towards practical provisions like
schools and hospitals and away from religious provisions.143 This debate over the
amount and nature of charitable giving, pre and post dissolution, deserves further
investigation, and this work will seek to do this looking at the philanthropic provisions
(particularly those made to educational causes), in the context of the religious change
of the period. Majorie K. McIntosh has also considered the development of charity and
social rehabilitation under Elizabeth I. ‘During this half-century [1550 – 1600]’,
McIntosh has written, ‘as poverty mounted and private charity proved unable to fill
the need, many English towns experimented with methods of helping those poor
people whom they felt qualified for aid.’144 These experiments eventually developed
into taxation to provide for the poor, and from this into the Acts for the Relief of the
Poor in 1597 and 1601. These Elizabethan ‘Poor Laws’ made provisions that had never
been necessary under a Catholic regime that had always assumed the burden of caring
for the poor. Under these laws, puritans wanted stricter definitions of the ‘deserving’
poor, although they still believed that supporting them was a spiritual necessity. It is
possible that Archdeacon Johnson’s choice of education as the main recipient of his
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philanthropic efforts was a deliberate one, that abdicated him from the responsibility
of having to decide who was ‘deserving’. However, this will be looked at in context with
the stated aims and achievements of the hospitals, although it is notable that these
took several years longer to establish than the schools and so were clearly not as high a
priority for Johnson. McIntosh concludes that ‘Elizabethan England had little charity
… In this setting, donors expected to be recognized and praised for their generosity,
now and in the years to come.’145 This raises the question of whether philanthropy was
part of a culture of self-promotion, a concept that Jordan does not seem to have
considered.

Whether examining religion, education or charity, where all of the existing studies
have so far fallen short in their analysis of the puritan movement that existed in
England during the period between 1560 and 1630, is in their constant assessment of
the puritans as numerous disparate groups. The Cambridge puritans, analysed in so
much detail by Peter Lake, are generally treated as a separate enclave from the groups
in the midlands and the north of England, who were organising prophesyings and
exercises to promote their faith, as examined by Collinson.146 What this study will
endeavour to achieve is to demonstrate that there were, in fact, extremely close links
between these groups. Identifying a network of like-minded associates that
encompasses not only members of the privy council, but local clergy from Rutland and
Northamptonshire, as well as senior figures at Cambridge and members of the gentry
and nobility, can help to increase our understanding of how the Elizabethan puritan
movement functioned and the broader range of tactics that were employed to ensure
the furtherance of the movement, in the face of considerable opposition. This will also
help to explain some of the background to the changes in the movement that took
place throughout the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. As discussed
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earlier in this thesis, the use of network theory in early modern history is beginning to
gain traction with recent works, for example, exploring the Huguenots in London and
religious networks in Suffolk in the later seventeenth century.147 This thesis is only a
small-scale analysis, with the focus primarily on the associates of one man, Robert
Johnson. However, it does provide an exploration of how these networks could be
created, by looking at connections made through educational, social, political,
geographical, familial and professional means. This could potentially provide a
template for a wider examination of such networks within the Elizabethan and
Jacobean puritan movements; by beginning with a different starting point, the
network could be expanded in other directions, and could identify whether members
of Johnson’s network were unique in their use of educational foundations, or whether
other networks employed similar tactics in their endeavours. There is also potential
for an examination of how such networks may have been employed by other groups,
for example, was there an equivalent system that existed amongst groups of Catholic
dissenters? It seems unlikely that the puritans were the only ones using such methods
and there is undoubtedly scope for further studies to look at the question of religious
networks in much greater detail.

See the discussion in chapter one of this thesis; Vivienne Larminie (ed.). Huguenot networks,
1560-1780: The Interactions and Impact of a Protestant Minority in Europe (New York:
Routledge, 2018), pp. 29 – 40.
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Part I: c.1560 - 1584

Chapter Three: Robert Johnson and the beginnings of the network

Robert Johnson was son of Morris or Maurice Johnson of Stamford in the
County of Lincoln, Gentleman, and had been first taught in Peterborough
School, and then went to the famous University of Cambridge and was Master
of Arts there, and Fellow first of Clare Hall, and after of Trinity College, and by
leave of this college and by license under Queen Elizabeth’s own hand for three
years absence abroad for study, and license to carry 20 marks over with him in
money travelled into France, and studied at Paris and other places in that
famous kingdom, and after travelled also into Ireland, and after his return, was
Chaplain Examiner to the Famous Lord Keeper Sr Nicholas Bacon Knight:
Where he to his uttermost, promoted religion and learning, and learned and
Godly men, giving some in the Universities that he knew to be learned pious
grave men, notice when a good or competent living was found void, that they
might now and get it as freely as might be.1

This description, written in 1638, by Robert Johnson’s son, Abraham, summarises
neatly the key events, connections, and influences of his father’s early life. However, it
does not do justice to the broader impact that his father’s career and beliefs would
have on the relationship between education and religion, both within the university of
Cambridge, and in his home county of Rutland and the surrounding areas. By
examining Johnson’s early life, education and career in the period leading up to his
foundation of the grammar schools at Oakham and Uppingham, it is possible to gain a
greater understanding of the motivations behind his religious beliefs, and the

Uppingham, Uppingham School Archives, Hawley Manuscripts, File Refs. Drawer B.53 -55, Box 3,
Abraham Johnson MS (unpaginated manuscript).
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methodology employed to promote them. Johnson’s early life and career also holds the
key to the foundations of the network of puritan reformers, which would develop
around various educational foundations throughout the 1570s and 80s, and helps to
explain the development of the relationships between its members. The exploration of
Johnson’s early life and time at Cambridge, in this chapter will, therefore, start to put
into place the patterns and connections that would form the basis for the puritan
network. This was a network in which many of its members would become influential
in providing and controlling educational provisions, not only in Cambridge, but also in
Rutland and Northamptonshire.

Many of the members of Robert Johnson’s network were established political or
intellectual figures, whose lives have merited considerable close examination.2
Johnson himself features in several books written on the history of Oakham and
Uppingham Schools.3 However, dedicated biographies of him are limited to the
unpublished manuscript history of the Johnson family, written by Robert Johnson’s
son Abraham in 1638, and now held in the Uppingham School archives, and a slim
volume, published in 1884, for the Uppingham School tercentenary.4 The latter draws
heavily from the former, but Bingham has cited other sources, and has also created
some confusion in areas where his work has failed to distinguish Robert Johnson,
archdeacon and school founder, from another Robert Johnson, a puritan preacher in
London at around the same period.5 Abraham Johnson’s detail on his father’s life,

See, for example, Stanford E. Lehmberg, Sir Walter Mildmay and Tudor Government, (Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1964); Robert Tittler, Nicholas Bacon, The Making of a Tudor
Statesman (London: Jonathan Cape Ltd., 1976).
3 See, for example, John Barber, The Story of Oakham School (Wymondham: Sycamore Press,
1983); Bryan Matthews, By God’s Grace: A History of Uppingham School (Maidstone: Whitehall
Press, 1984).
4 Charles Richard Bingham, Our Founder, Some Account of Archdeacon Johnson (Cambridge:
Fabb & Tyler, 1884).
5 On several occasions, Bingham makes mention of confusion arising between the Robert Johnson
on which this study is concentrated, and the London preacher of the same name, who died in
prison in 1574, and who has been suggested by his ODNB entry as the father of playwright Ben
Jonson.
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works and beliefs is somewhat limited, as the intent of the manuscript was to make the
case for a family coat of arms to be bestowed on the Johnson family, and as a result is
more focused on the broader history of the family, rather than on the specifics of his
father’s life and work.6 The manuscript is a curious mixture of attempts to establish
Abraham’s own achievements and the family’s links to the Earls of Lincoln and
relationships with other notable local families like the Harringtons, Mildmays and
Cecils, whilst still maintaining his own humility an lack of pride. He states that having
hosted King James on his progress he received ‘an offer of knighthood’ but does not
explain whether he turned this down or if it was withdrawn, merely that he was ‘not
receiving the knighthood’.7 There is also a recurring theme of Abraham’s reluctance to
accept any high office and he claims that he did not really wish to serve as High
Sherriff of Rutland, maintaining that he only accepted the role because ‘his country
needed and required his service, and that he could not in conscience and honour deny
nor delay it’.8 There is present in the manuscript a sense of duty, which is
accompanied by Abraham’s need to establish both his own academic and public
service credentials, and to assert his family’s loyalty to the crown. He notes at length
his academic achievements at Emmanuel College, Cambridge and at Lincoln’s Inn,
stating that ‘though he did not follow the constant public practice of the law […] he
hath made good use of thereof, and still now does as occasion is offered’.9 He also
discusses his father’s purchase of the existing hospitals in Oakham and Uppingham,
which he frames as his father having rescued from the unscrupulous former owner
who would have seen the lands ‘taken away and the hospital itself dissolved, ruined,
pulled down and the materials sold away’, which Robert Johnson instead ‘surrendered
all into Queen Elizabeth’s hands’.10 It should also be noted that there are elements

For the process of establishing a pedigree at the College of Arms, see, Arthur Fox-Davies, The
Right to Bear Arms (London: Elliot Stock, 1900).
7 Uppingham School Archives, AJMS (unpaginated manuscript).
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within the manuscript which could be interpreted as indicating a rift between
Abraham and his father. Abraham complains firstly of his own son, Isaac’s, ‘over-high
match not blessed by Him nor assented to’ and describes the union as a ‘clandestine
marriage’.11 Isaac’s marriage was to the Lady Arabella Fiennes, sister of the Earl of
Lincoln, and seems to have been conducted with Robert Johnson’s approval (possibly
even at his instigation), but about which Abraham is clearly unhappy. The fact that
Robert Johnson also chose his grandson, Isaac, as his main beneficiary and to: ‘stake
all his Lands upon the said Isaak, and his heirs’ would have undoubtedly been a blow
to Abraham who, as Robert Johnson’s only child, could reasonably have expected to
inherit the bulk of his estate.12 Abraham maintains that the estate was worth ‘some
twenty thousand pounds’ and, assuming that this huge sum of money was accurate,
and there is nothing specific in Robert Johnson’s will to confirm this amount, it seems
that the entire inheritance was spent on financing Isaac’s expedition to America,
which will be examined further in chapter eight.13 He also complains of Isaac’s
decision to emigrate to the new world, taking his grandfather’s papers with him, and
leaving little documentation for Abraham to utilise when producing the manuscript.
However, whilst there was clearly some bitterness between Abraham and his eldest
son, whose ‘covetousness and ambition’ Abraham criticises, to interpret this as a rift
between Abraham and his father, Robert Johnson, seems to be something of a
stretch.14 There was, undoubtedly, an estrangement between Abraham and Isaac, but
there is no real criticism of Robert by Abraham, and despite Robert’s decision to leave
the bulk of his estate to Isaac, Abraham still received a not inconsiderable legacy of
one hundred pounds, with his wife receiving a further twenty pounds.15 He also
maintained his role as a governor of his father’s foundation, a position to which Robert
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Johnson would doubtless not have entrusted him if he had been in any way unsure of
his son’s loyalty. The fact that Abraham did not receive a larger settlement seems to be
more due to Robert Johnson’s desire to provide an annuity for his foundations at
Oakham and Uppingham, which are clearly provided for in the will, than to cut out his
son.16 Robert Johnson does, however, seem to have had more faith in his grandson,
Isaac, possibly because of his social advancement by marriage, and it is he who is
directed to carry out the Archdeacon’s wishes. His will states, very clearly, that
Abraham is not to ‘trouble, vex, molest, sue, or impede’ his father’s executor, on pain
of disinheritance, but this may well have had more to do with concerns over the
ongoing disputes between Abraham and Isaac, rather than any issues between
Abraham and his father.17 In conclusion, the manuscript does not reflect any real
bitterness towards his father on his part. There are clearly some differences in opinion
amongst the family members, but Abraham continued to serve as a governor of the
schools, and lived near his father, so these small disputes do not seem to have been
significant enough to create any serious reservations about the validity or value of the
manuscript.

Johnson’s early life & time at Cambridge
In assessing Robert Johnson’s life, it is first necessary to look at his family and
background. Robert’s father, Maurice Johnson, was a prominent figure in the town of
Stamford, Lincolnshire, both as a local tradesman, and later, as an elected official.
Appointed as Alderman three times between 1518 and 1539, he was also elected as MP
for Stamford in 1525, alongside David Cecil, grandfather of the future Lord Burghley
and Secretary of State to Queen Elizabeth I, William Cecil. The two families were both
descended from Welsh immigrants that had settled in the area after joining the exodus
from Wales that followed Henry Tudor’s successful claim to the throne in 1485.
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Maurice Johnson’s will confirms that he had owned land in Stamford and had
property in Shropshire on the border with Wales.18 Unfortunately, there are no
surviving details on record of his wife, Jane Johnson, née Lacey, who predeceased her
husband, although Abraham Johnson claims that his grandmother was descended
from the Earls of Lincoln.19 Their son, Robert, was born in 1540, and was the third of
six children. Robert had two brothers, Geoffrey and Henry, as well as three younger
sisters. Geoffrey seems to have been the eldest of the three brothers, but there is a
great deal of dispute over his date of birth. In his biography of Robert Johnson,
Charles Bingham states that Geoffrey was born in 1525.20 However, this does not fit
with the details in the Alumni Cantabrigienses, which has him matriculating from
Christ’s in 1557/8 and gives his date of birth as c.1541.21 Given Bingham has a
tendency to be a little less than scrupulous with the facts of Johnson’s life, the latter
seems more likely.22 The two brothers, Robert and Geoffrey, appear to have been close
in age, and were in attendance at Cambridge at the same time. As this chapter will
examine in greater detail, research into Geoffrey’s life and career for this study
(particularly his time at Cambridge), has demonstrated that, although Geoffrey is not
as well-known as his brother, his puritan credentials are equally as convincing, and his
connections may have proved to be just as influential. There do not appear to be any
records of Henry’s life, so he may have died young, but he is named in his father’s will
in 1551, so must have survived until at least adolescence.23 Maurice and Jane Johnson

The National Archives, Kew, PROB 11/34/402, Will of Morrice Johnson, Dyer of Stamford,
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also had three daughters, Katherine, Margaret and Beatrice. There are unfortunately
no surviving records of the two younger sisters, but Katherine married and lived with
her husband, Edward Overton, in the Rutland village of Morcott, only around two
miles from Robert Johnson’s rectory at North Luffenham, and her eldest son, Edward,
is named in Robert Johnson’s will.24 Abraham Johnson seems to takes great pride in
his family’s heritage throughout his manuscript, and the Johnsons were obviously well
respected and well connected locally; this being a fact which was to stand Robert
Johnson in good stead when it later came to making the connections on which his
network would be built, and in rallying support for the promotion of puritan ideas in
Rutland and the surrounding areas.

Abraham Johnson’s description of his father does have the advantage of its focus on
the two main objectives that were to shape the course of his life and career: his
devotion to education, and the promotion of nonconformist puritan beliefs. Robert
Johnson’s earliest experience of the newly emerging post-reformation grammar
schools came in around 1551, when the death of his father left him orphaned and
under the guardianship of his uncle, Robert Smith. Smith was a resident of
Peterborough, and as a result Robert Johnson was sent to the cathedral school in
Peterborough, founded by Henry VIII in 1541. From Peterborough, Johnson
progressed to Clare College, Cambridge where he matriculated sizar in 1557. He then
migrated to Trinity, becoming a fellow in 1563, and gaining his M.A. in 1564.25
Johnson’s time at Cambridge seems to have been a defining period in his life as,
despite the claim that, ‘Johnson was, throughout his life, a firm puritan’, there is no
evidence of this prior to his time at Cambridge.26 Indeed, his father, Maurice Johnson,
had been born in c.1480, and was already sixty years old by the time of Robert’s birth;
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Maurice was thus well into middle age by the time that Protestantism took hold in
England. There is no evidence that Maurice had actively embraced the religious
reformation, suggesting that Catholicism, or at the very least a conservative form of
Protestantism, was likely to have featured strongly in Robert Johnson’s early
childhood. At Cambridge, at around the same time as Johnson, were the sons of two
prominent figures from Rutland and the surrounding areas. Thomas Cecil, eldest son
of William Cecil, matriculated from Trinity in 1558, and Anthony Mildmay, the eldest
son of Sir Walter Mildmay, the queen’s Chancellor of the Exchequer, matriculated
from Peterhouse in 1562. During this time of change, alongside the two Johnson
brothers at Cambridge between 1558 and 1564, were the eldest sons of two of the most
prominent figures at court, both of whom had reformist religious leanings, Thomas
Cecil having been raised in the household of his puritan stepmother, Mildred Cooke.
These men provide the starting point for the network of influence, which developed
around Robert Johnson, and which this work will seek to examine in greater detail in
later chapters. This was, as will be examined in the next chapter, a period of enormous
religious change at Cambridge, and one in which the religious ideas that formed the
cornerstone of the puritan movement began to take hold at the university.

Robert Johnson migrated from Clare to Trinity in 1561, at around the same time that
Robert Beaumont took over as Master. A former Marian exile who spent time in
Zurich and Geneva, Beaumont had previously been admitted to Gray’s Inn, where he
became friends with Johnson’s future employer, Nicholas Bacon.27 This was an
association that conceivably influenced the young Robert Johnson’s future
employment with the Lord Keeper. Beaumont had also been Archdeacon of

Richard L. Greaves, ‘Beaumont, Robert (d. 1567)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography
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Huntingdon, having been presented to the office by the Earl of Rutland in 1560.28 In
the question of religion, Beaumont was undoubtedly of a reformist mindset, but seems
to have avoided any serious conflicts over nonconformist behaviours during his time
at Cambridge. Beaumont took part in the convocation of 1563, and was one of thirtythree members who signed a proposal to abolish various perceived ‘popish’
ceremonies still regularly utilised in the English Church. These included baptisms
administered by laymen, the surplice, and other clerical garments, and the use of the
sign of the cross. He was also amongst the signatories on a petition requesting further
reforms, including stricter controls on baptisms and the removal of Catholic artefacts,
as well as a pledge to adhere to the thirty-nine articles, for all those embarking on a
career with the church.29 Beaumont would later become entangled in the controversy
over vestments, that would encompass Cambridge in the mid-1560s, replying to a
letter from Archbishop Parker in February 1564 that ‘the said three points are in good
order, save that one in Christ’s College, and sundry in St John’s, will be very hardly
brought to wear surplices’.30 Johnson was therefore exposed to vehement debates over
the future of English Protestantism as well as the direction in which Beaumont was
propelling Trinity at this time, which must have had considerable influence over the
young Robert Johnson during his time as a fellow at the college.

Robert Johnson was not the only member of his family to embrace the concepts of
Cambridge nonconformity during this period. His brother Geoffrey had come up as an
undergraduate to Christ’s in 1557/8, and had migrated to St John’s in 1559/60.31 He
had also therefore been in close proximity to Thomas Cartwright, who had been

Henry Manners, second Earl of Rutland, also had a reputation for supporting extreme religious
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admitted to a fellowship at St John’s in 1560, before his migration to Trinity two years
later.32 His time at St John’s was also spent alongside William Fulke, who was to play
an integral role in the vestments controversy and would prove to be an ongoing
problem for the Lord Treasurer, William Cecil, who was forced to intervene in the
rebellion at St John’s in his capacity as Chancellor of the university.33 From the very
beginning of his fellowship, Fulke refused to wear his cap and cultivated the support of
a group of seven other fellows, that included Robert Johnson’s brother, Geoffrey.
Together this group created controversy for the college by refusing to wear any of the
prescribed liturgical garments.34 Fulke went on to become chaplain to Robert Dudley,
Earl of Leicester, when his bid for Master failed and, upon leaving Cambridge,
Geoffrey Johnson returned to the East Midlands and took a position as Chaplain of
Wigston’s Hospital in Leicester. This was followed by his installation as vicar of St
Martin’s, Leicester in 1570, and he continued to promote puritanism in his preaching
for the remainder of his career. He also seems to have been responsible for the
establishment of the prophesying within the town.35 Geoffrey does, however, seem to
have been somewhat at odds with others within the church in Leicester, which clearly
did not have the same devotion to nonconformity that was to become apparent in the
Peterborough diocese. Indeed, in 1584 in excess of three hundred of the local clergy
were willing to sign a document ensuring their commitment to the established
religious order and rejecting the more extreme puritan doctrines, with Geoffrey
Johnson the only one who refused to do so.36 What this demonstrates is that the
devotion to the puritan cause was as clear within Geoffrey as it was in Robert, and that
he was prepared to adhere to his principles even in the face of overwhelming
opposition. However, Robert was able to utilise the ambivalence of the Peterborough
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diocesan hierarchy to stamping out the puritan threat, along with the more subtle
means, provided by educational institutions, to surreptitiously ensure the future of
puritanism.

It is also worth noting that another fellow of Trinity College alongside Robert Johnson
in the early 1560s, who was to play an even more significant role in the history of
Cambridge non-conformity, was Thomas Cartwright. The fact that both Cartwright
and Johnson emerged from their fellowships at Trinity as convinced and proactive
nonconformists, is also testament to the influence that Robert Beaumont had over
those within the college. Having served as a fellow both at St John’s and at Trinity,
Cartwright features in apocryphal accounts maintaining that Queen Elizabeth’s royal
visit to Cambridge, in 1564, was the root cause of his disaffection with the established
ecclesiastical order. However, upon closer examination it appears that he was ‘a
prominent participant in the academic contests staged for the queen’s entertainment’,
and that his apparent dissatisfaction with the religious status quo during the queen’s
visit may have been merely an academic exercise.37 In fact, it may not have been until
the vestments controversy that Cartwright’s nonconformity was firmly established.
Cartwright’s decision to use his post, as Lady Margaret’s Professor of Divinity, to
regularly espouse ideas that were at odds with the established Elizabethan church
policy, ultimately led to John Whitgift, in his role as vice-chancellor of the university,
orchestrating a change to the college statutes that ‘legislated against public criticism of
the established religion’ depriving Cartwright of his post in 1570.38 This would not be
the last confrontation between Whitgift and the puritans. Cartwright went on to
become a prominent nonconformist preacher, spending time in Geneva and returning
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to his fellowship at Trinity in 1572.39 However, within six months John Whitgift, now
the new Master of Trinity, and the future Archbishop of Canterbury, used a
technicality to permanently deprive Cartwright of his fellowship.40 Whitgift had
succeeded Beaumont as Master of Trinity in 1569, and after his accession as
Archbishop of Canterbury, in the autumn of 1583, would become the self-appointed
nemesis of the puritan cause.41 Under Whitgift’s far more conservative Mastership, the
college began to slip from its position at the forefront of the nonconformist movement
in Cambridge, and an opportunity then developed for new colleges to take up the
mantle and embrace puritan philosophies. Initially this role would be adopted by St
John’s and Christ’s, and later, as chapter six of this study will demonstrate, it was
members of Johnson’s network, in the form of Sir Walter Mildmay and the Harrington
family, who were to take up this challenge and ensure the future of Cambridge
puritanism with the foundations of Emmanuel College, in 1584, and Sidney Sussex, in
1596.

The formation of a network
Beyond the relationships established at Cambridge, Robert Johnson was also able to
develop connections to influential members of Elizabeth’s privy council, including the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, Sir Walter Mildmay. It is not possible to pinpoint the
exact beginning of Johnson’s relationship with Mildmay and his family, but it was
arguably the defining relationship of his life and career and represented a shared
ideology that would help to shape English education. Johnson had certainly attended
Cambridge with Mildmay’s son Anthony, in the 1560s, but it is possible that the
relationship between the two families dates back even further than this. The Smiths
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were a prominent family in Stanground (a village on the outskirts of Peterborough),
and the local church, which dates from the twelfth century, features two brass plaques
on the chancel wall, one of which is dedicated to Robert Smith, Robert Johnson’s
benefactor and uncle who died in 1558, and his daughter-in-law, Alice.42 Robert
Smith’s grandson, John, would also become ‘chief constable and a Grand-Jury man
[…] for Huntingdonshire’.43 In October 1553, Walter Mildmay was elected as member
of parliament for Peterborough, so it is very possible that he would have had dealings
with the Smith family in this capacity, and, by this time, Robert Johnson was already
under the guardianship of his uncle, Robert Smith, and was a pupil at the Kings
Grammar School in Peterborough.44 Mildmay’s links to the area would be reinforced
in 1551, when Edward VI granted him the manor of Apethorpe in Northamptonshire
and its surrounding lands, around 15 miles from Peterborough. In 1553, he obtained
manors in Farcet and Woodston, Huntingdonshire, the former being located just over
a mile from the Smiths’ home in Stanground. Finally, in 1562, he acquired the manor
of Stanground itself.45 While there is no definitive proof that Mildmay was acquainted
with the Smiths, it seems likely that two such prominent figures in the local area
would have had some interaction, and they certainly would have had some mutual
acquaintances. Such a relationship between the two families may also help to explain
his later interest in Robert Johnson and his career.

Whatever his connections to Robert Johnson’s family, Sir Walter Mildmay’s
connections at court had served him well. By the time of Elizabeth’s accession in 1558,
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Mildmay had already proven himself a gifted administrator, having served as auditor
of the crown lands for the Duchy of Lancaster under Henry VIII, and a financial
commissioner for the crown under Edward VI.46 One of Mildmay’s duties in his work
for the king was to oversee the disposal of the former chantry lands and, in addition,
determine the fate of any grammar schools associated with these properties. This
seems to have been a difficult task for Mildmay, whose instinct was more to preserve
the educational facilities than to provide additional revenue for the crown, as was
demonstrated by the reports he, and his fellow commissioners, would draw up
recommending the continuation of many of the existing foundations.47 In 1551, he was
instrumental in arranging for the re-foundation of Chelmsford Grammar School, and
continued to serve as a governor of the foundation for many years.48 This interest in,
and support for, educational institutions never waned throughout his life, and as will
be examined in later chapters of this work, would manifest itself in considerable
involvement in the affairs of Oundle School, endowments to Christ’s College,
Cambridge, and ultimately, in the foundation of Emmanuel College, Cambridge. In
addition to his administrative skills and passion for education, Mildmay’s experience
in financial matters under Edward VI proved him to be a very capable financial
administrator and resulted in his appointment as Elizabeth’s Chancellor of the
Exchequer, in February 1559.

Mildmay’s fervent Protestantism may well have been fostered during his time at
Christ’s College, during the 1540s, and certainly would have been reinforced by his
role in removing the last vestiges of the Catholic Church under Edward VI. Although
he did not feel it necessary to join the Marian exiles in the 1550s, he moved from
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working for the crown, to becoming an elected MP, and seems to have ensured that he
remained deliberately inconspicuous during Mary’s reign. One of Mildmay’s
contemporaries at Cambridge was the future Archbishop of Canterbury, Edmund
Grindal, and it was during Grindal’s tenure as archbishop that Mildmay’s own
puritanism would start to become increasingly evident. When Grindal provoked the
queen’s ire in 1577, by refusing to bring about the prohibition of the puritan
prophesyings, it was Mildmay who was dispatched to try and persuade the errant
archbishop to see the queen’s point of view, presumably because his views were close
enough to Grindal’s to enable him to have some influence.49 Mildmay was, in his
capacity as a privy councillor, outwardly opposed to the prophesyings. However, this
would seem to be a prime example of the ‘pragmatic puritanism’ frequently employed
by members of Johnson’s network. This often involved public displays of conformity
to appease the queen, whilst privately working to ensure the furtherance of puritan
ideas. Mildmay was a strong believer in both education and puritanism, the two
combining in his support for a number of grammar schools, and ultimately
culminating in the foundation of Emmanuel College.50 Whilst the prophesyings would
seem to be a natural extension of this link between education and puritanism, the
queen was opposed to the perceived threat that they represented to the established
church and so, by proxy, was Mildmay. There is also something to be said for the
argument that, during the 1570s, the puritans were in the ascendancy and there was
no need for Mildmay (or Cecil or Bacon) to risk their position by openly attempting to
progress the rate of religious change, at a pace quicker than that with which the queen
was comfortable. However, with Grindal’s death and Whitgift’s ascendancy in 1583,
the circumstances in which the puritans found themselves were considerably altered.
Therefore, Mildmay’s true religious beliefs would only really become clear to many his
contemporaries with the foundation of Emmanuel College in 1584, but his ‘pragmatic
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puritanism’ during the 1570s would become a template for the network of puritan
reformers who surrounding him and Robert Johnson and would prove to be very
influential over Johnson in his later career.

Whilst Mildmay was building his career at court in the 1560s, Robert Johnson was at
Cambridge developing further connections that would become so influential within his
network. In 1558, whilst Johnson was at Clare, Thomas Cecil, eldest son of William
Cecil, the future Lord Burghley, was admitted to Trinity College. Given the preexisting relationship between the Johnson and Cecil families, the two men would have
most likely been in contact during their time at Cambridge. Cecil was followed in 1562
by Anthony Mildmay, son of Sir Walter, who was admitted to Peterhouse. Johnson’s
relationship with the Mildmays was a close one in later years, and can only have been
enhanced by any interaction between Johnson and Anthony at Cambridge. The
Mildmay family home at Apethorpe, in Northamptonshire, was just across county
border from Rutland, and only about ten miles from North Luffenham, where Robert
Johnson was rector for over fifty years. The relationships between the Cecils,
Mildmays, Johnsons, and another prominent Rutland family, the Harringtons of
Exton, was to form the central structure, around which a network of educational
reformers with puritan interests was to develop, and many of these connections seem
to have been made, or at least strengthened, during Johnson’s time at Cambridge.

Following his time at Trinity, Johnson travelled in Europe for three years, spending
time in both Ireland and France, including a period of study in Paris.51 Whether
Johnson was exposed to any new religious teachings during his time abroad can never
be established with any certainty, but there is no evidence to suggest that the
commitment to puritanism, that was established during his time at Cambridge, ever
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wavered. From that point on, his life and career were punctuated with puritan
sermons and writings.52 Upon his return to England, he was, in 1569, appointed as
chaplain to the Lord Keeper, Sir Nicholas Bacon in which post ‘he to his uttermost,
promoted Religion and Learning’.53 It has been suggested that ‘one cannot but see the
hand of Cecil in the appointment’, but it seems equally as likely that Beaumont, the
Master of Trinity, may have made the suggestion to his old friend Bacon.54 It is also
possible that Johnson spent some time as a preacher in St Albans, whilst based at the
Lord Keeper’s house at Gorhambury.55 Johnson’s time with the Bacon family certainly
represents a further exposure to more radical protestant ideas. In 1553, Nicholas
Bacon had married Anne Cooke, one of the daughters of Sir Anthony Cooke, whose
elder sister Mildred had married William Cecil in 1545. The Cooke family were known
to adhere to nonconformist teachings, and the sisters’ letters demonstrate their own
commitment to puritanism.56 Nicholas Bacon himself was less demonstrative in his
own religious convictions than his wife. As with his fellow privy councillors Mildmay
and Burghley, he was a pragmatist, and he seems to have subsumed his own beliefs, at
least to some extent, in order to maintain the queen’s favour. However, Johnson was
not the first puritan chaplain to have been employed in the Bacon household, having
been preceded in the role by Thomas Fowle, a former fellow of St John’s who would
eventually be suspended for nonconformity.57 The Bacon home at Gorhambury would
also provide sanctuary to a number of puritans during the 1570s, including Percival
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Wiburn, another former fellow of St John’s, who had been heavily involved in the
organisation of the prophesyings in Northampton, and who was summoned to London
by Archbishop Parker in 1571, alongside Johnson, where both were subsequently
suspended for nonconformity.58 Johnson’s appointment to the Bacon household
would, therefore, seem to confirm that, by 1569, his puritan credentials were firmly
established. With family ties to the Cecils already in place, this new connection to the
Lord Keeper further strengthened his links at court and provided a certain level of
immunity from the repercussions of some of his subsequent actions.59

Sir Nicholas Bacon’s brand of ‘pragmatic puritanism’ would prove to be a model to
which Johnson would adhere for much of his later career. However, if Johnson’s
youthful public demonstrations of his convictions were to become less pronounced,
following the appointment of John Whitgift as Archbishop of Canterbury in 1583, then
his former benefactor would in fact become less cautious about his own beliefs as he
aged. The family’s move from Redgrave, in Suffolk, to Gorhambury, in Hertfordshire,
in 1568, coincided with the increase in confidence in the puritan movement following
developments in Cambridge, and especially at St John’s. These developments seem to
have given Bacon the confidence to embrace his own religious convictions more
openly, and to allow Gorhambury to become a meeting place for puritans and assisted
several in finding employment, under the encouragement of his wife.60 It was also
during the 1560s, that Bacon’s interest in educational foundations began to manifest
itself. This began with the founding of the Redgrave Grammar School in Suffolk,
continued with the re-founding of the Grammar School in Bury St Edmunds, and
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culminated with the foundation of a new grammar school in St Albans, near to his
home at Gorhambury. Bacon continued to serve as a governor of the Bury St Edmunds
School, and provided endowments to Corpus Christi College.61 Similarly, Lady Anne
Bacon also took a keen interest in St Albans Grammar School. Writing to her son,
Anthony, in January 1597, regarding the successor to the departing Master, John
Thomas, she requested that his replacement be: ‘a religious sufficient schoolmaster,
furnished with godliness’.62 Sir Nicholas and Lady Anne also took a great interest in
the education of their own children, and the appointment of a series of puritan
chaplains, that included Robert Johnson, ensured that their education would have
distinctly puritan overtones.63 This role, combined with his time at Cambridge, seems
to have solidified Johnson’s conviction that education was the medium by which the
true word of god could be spread most effectively, and this would prove to be a
defining realisation.

The year 1571 marked Johnson’s first real involvement with an educational institution
in which he had not actually studied, when he was named as one of the founding
fellows of Jesus College, Oxford.64 Johnson may at first appear to be an unusual
choice, holding no prominent academic or ecclesiastical position, and having no links
to the university. However, the choice seems less incongruous when the other names
on the 1571 charter are examined, and those of both William Cecil, the newly named
Lord Burghley, and Sir Nicholas Bacon, are listed as commissioners.65 It is also
possible that Johnson’s Welsh heritage played a part, as the college was founded by a
Welshman, Dr Hugh Price, and maintained a strong Welsh contingent throughout its
early years.66 Jesus was the only Elizabethan foundation, and the first protestant
Tittler, Nicholas Bacon, pp. 60 – 61.
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college in Oxford; a fact which would almost certainly have been instrumental in
Johnson’s decision to accept the position. This desire to see the expansion in the
number of educational foundations based on fervent protestant ideology was, in fact,
to become the defining aim of his whole career. Also, amongst the founding fellows
was a contemporary of Johnson’s from Trinity, John Higginson, who would later serve
as Rector of Claybrooke, Leicestershire, which would have fallen under the jurisdiction
of Robert Johnson’s archdeaconry.67 Johnson and Higginson were the only two of the
1571 founding fellows to survive through to the third charter, issued by James I in
1622.68 Also named in the original 1571 charter as a scholar, was Thomas Dove, who
would go on to become Bishop of Peterborough in 1601 and, as such, became an ex
officio governor of Johnson’s foundations: Oakham and Uppingham Schools and their
associated hospitals.69 Throughout Johnson’s life and career there is a pattern of
contacts with notable people, in an educational or ecclesiastical setting, that then recur
in later years when they become involved in the educational institutions formed or
influenced by members of Johnson’s network. This would become particularly
apparent with many of the Masters of St John’s and Trinity Colleges which will be
examined in greater detail in chapter four of this work.

Johnson’s early nonconformity and life in Rutland
By July 1571, Johnson had made his stance on the new Elizabethan prayer book and
the thirty-nine articles clear, and because of this, Archbishop Matthew Parker
demanded that he attend Lambeth Palace to explain himself. Apparently, his
explanation was deemed insufficient by the Archbishop, and he was subsequently
suspended from his ministry on 4 July.70 At this time, he was still in the employ of the
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Lord Keeper, and whether through self-pragmatism, or at the behest of his employer,
Johnson did ultimately attempt to make amends. In August 1571, he wrote to the
Archbishop and the Bishops of Winchester and Ely to explain his objections to three
particular articles, stating: ‘I there did forbear to subscribe to the first of them
especially for that it seemed to me secretly to contain a licence of ministering baptisms
to women, a thing forbidden by the word of God’.71 Johnson does also make it clear in
the letter that he does not wish to place Bacon in an awkward position, writing:
‘Therefore my duty herein to his Lordship’s household particularly considered (and to
these parts of our Church whereby I have some maintenance) moves me with all due
humility and submission to beseech you to restore me to my former liberty’.72 Bryan
Matthews has maintained that Johnson: ‘wrote to the archbishop, submitting entirely
to his bidding’, but this is an overly simplistic interpretation of Johnson’s words, that
does not allow for the pragmatism that would become a hallmark of his actions in
furtherance of the puritan cause.73 Superficially the letter appears to be a contrite
apology, in which Johnson does ‘promise that I do not mean to vary from the ordinary
book of service in my ministry’.74 However, closer examination reveals that he may not
be as genuine in his perceived conformity as first glance would indicate. For example,
he continues to maintain that there are faults with the articles, stating that ‘the
imperfections thereof may for amity and charity sake, be suffered till God grant a time
of perfect reformation’.75 He is also very careful to sign the letter as being written from
the Lord Keeper’s house at Gorhambury, arguably a thinly veiled threat that he still
has the patronage of Bacon and his family, despite the deprivation, leaving the apology
and acceptance seemingly contained in the letter ringing somewhat hollow.76 This
veneer of conformity, masking more radical tendencies, became a hallmark of his later
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career and seems to have been conducted with the tacit approval of both Burghley and
Bacon, and later with the active encouragement of Mildmay and the Harringtons.
However, in the immediate wake of his minor rebellion against Parker, the ‘apology’,
coupled with the continued support of Bacon and Burghley, allowed Johnson to return
to his ministry and subsequently to be appointed as a Canon of Windsor in 1572.77

Johnson’s career within the church continued unscathed by his temporary suspension.
This was in spite of the fact that Johnson seems to have made an implacable foe of
Parker who, in a 1573 letter to Burghley, described him as ‘cocking abroad, with his
four several prebends (as they say) in new-erected churches, both against statute and
his oath’.78 Parker’s objection was in reference to the fact that, by 1573, Johnson held
prebends in Peterborough, Rochester and Norwich, as well as Windsor, providing him
with a substantial income and further demonstrating that his links to Burghley and
Bacon were starting to pay dividends.79 Parker’s displeasure may also have had root in
the fact that Johnson had offered in his 1571 letter to resign the Norwich prebend, as a
supposed act of contrition, but this offer had never been fulfilled, despite his
reinstatement.80 The following year Johnson was appointed as Rector of North
Luffenham, in Rutland, where he would make his home for the next half a century,
until his death in 1625.81 The area had a known puritan presence in the form of
Thomas Gibson, who had been installed as Rector of the nearby village of Ridlington
in the mid-1570s. Both Gibson and Robert Johnson ‘played leading roles in the puritan
exercise based at Oakham in the 1580s’.82 Gibson represented the core of local support
for nonconformity that was beginning to emerge in Rutland, from the mid-1570s
onwards. He also had close ties to Johnson’s network through the Harrington family,
Bingham, Our Founder, pp. 9 – 10.
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through whose patronage he was saved from deprivation in 1584.83 Alongside Gibson
and Johnson was another puritan rector, in the form of Robert Cawdrey, who, having
been installed as the Rector of South Luffenham, just over a mile away from Robert
Johnson in North Luffenham, by Burghley in 1571, was to create considerable issues
for Burghley in the following years. Much later in his life, in 1604, Robert Cawdrey was
to produce what is widely regarded as the first English dictionary.84 It contains a brief
introduction in which Cawdrey describes himself as having ‘taught the Grammar
School at Oakham’85 Although Cawdrey gives no specific date for his time as a teacher,
it seems likely to have been prior to his installation at South Luffenham, as there is no
evidence that he was conducting both roles simultaneously. This would suggest that
the presence of a grammar school in the town predates Johnson’s foundation by at
least thirteen years, an issue which will be examined in greater detail in chapter five of
this study. Cawdrey’s disputes with the established church first came to a head in 1576
‘when he was presented for not reading either injunctions or homilies in church’.86
Further controversies presented themselves throughout the next decade with only
Burghley’s continued patronage preventing Cawdrey from facing serious
consequences.87 Finally, in 1591, Cawdrey’s very public refusal to conform caught up
with him, and he found himself hauled before the ecclesiastical courts, who decided to
remove him from his ministry, and deprive him of his living at South Luffenham.88
After this Cawdrey slipped into relative obscurity, although he went on to publish a
number of works promoting puritan ideas, he never fully reconciled with his former
benefactor, Burghley.89 Interestingly, Cawdrey’s downfall occurred in the very year in
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which his near neighbour, and fellow puritan, Johnson found himself not deprived or
suspended, but promoted to the archdeaconry of Leicester. This circumstance
beautifully illustrates the difference between the ultimate outcome of Johnson’s
conversion to a more surreptitious, pragmatic style of nonconformist promotion
versus the outspoken nature of Robert Cawdrey’s.

Robert Johnson’s more cautious approach to the promotion of puritan ideas did not
develop solely as a result of observing the downfall of his near neighbour Cawdrey. In
1580, despite his past support for Johnson, even Burghley was forced to reprimand
him, after he was involved in organising a controversial fast in Stamford as an act of
penance following a brief earthquake. Although public fasts were not uncommon, the
one at Stamford was to become somewhat notorious, and became ‘the subject of a
pamphlet by Robert Parsons, the Jesuit, who used the occasion to challenge the loyalty
of the puritans’.90 It is notable that the letter, written by Cecil to the Alderman of
Stamford in July 1580, whilst condemning the fast, is not directly critical of Johnson.
Indeed, Cecil describes him as ‘a good preacher’ and does ‘commend his zeal’,
rendering the letter more of a reluctant rebuke, and a necessary means of establishing
his opposition to the organisation of the fast, rather than a comprehensive
condemnation of Johnson, his motivations and his behaviour.91 In the autumn of
1583, the ecclesiastical situation changed when John Whitgift was appointed as
Archbishop of Canterbury, and quickly announced a programme of anti-puritan
measures, meaning that the situation for puritans within the established Church
became increasingly difficult. Following this appointment there was a noticeable drop
in Johnson’s public declarations of puritanism, and his next act was, in 1584, the
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foundation of Oakham and Uppingham Schools and their associated hospitals, which
are so central to this thesis. Johnson remained inconspicuous over the next decade, at
least as far as Whitgift was concerned, and this seems to have paid dividends with his
appointment as Archdeacon of Leicester coming in 1591.

With his career in the church now leading him to take up the position as Rector of
North Luffenham, Robert Johnson’s move to Rutland would bring him into close
proximity with the most powerful family in the county – the Harringtons of Exton.
The Harrington family had been prominent members of the English landed gentry
since the late thirteenth century, with the family owning land and property both in
Lancashire and Yorkshire and, by the sixteenth century, in Rutland. Sir James
Harrington (c.1511 – 1592) was the Sheriff of Rutland and married Lucy, daughter of
Sir William Sidney. It was Lucy Sidney’s sister, Frances who would marry the third
Earl of Sussex and be responsible for the endowment and foundation of Sidney Sussex
College, which will be explored in greater detail in chapter six of this study. Sir James
Harrington’s eldest son, Sir John, was elected as MP for Rutland in 1571 and had ties
to the Dudley family. Harrington had been one of the men under Dudley’s command
in the Netherlands in 1585, and had served as keeper of the Dudley family seat at
Kenilworth Castle. He would also serve as a mourner at the Earl’s funeral in 1588.92
Dudley was, of course, a court favourite of Elizabeth I, but he was also active in the
promotion of puritan ideas, an ecclesiastical viewpoint with which both Sir James and
Sir John Harrington were deeply sympathetic. The Harringtons also held a number of
ecclesiastical livings in their gift, and were largely responsible for the introduction of
increasing numbers of puritan clergy to livings in Rutland, and the surrounding areas,
including Robert Johnson.93 In addition to their religious affinity, as the main
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landowners and centre of political influence in Rutland it was vital that Robert
Johnson sought their support for his educational endeavours, and so it is unsurprising
that, when his grammar schools were founded in 1584, four members of the
Harrington family were named as governors. The Letters Patent issued by Elizabeth I
in October 1587 for the founding of Oakham and Uppingham lists ‘Sir James
Harrington and Sir John Harrington, Knights’, ‘Edward Harrington John
Harrington’.94 As no middle names or ages are given for any of the governors listed in
the statutes of the foundations, it is difficult to specify exactly which Harringtons are
being named, but it seems most likely that the John and Edward Harrington referred
to are the younger brothers of Sir James, and the uncles of Sir John.95 In addition to
their involvement with Oakham and Uppingham Schools, the Harringtons also had
their own interests in Cambridge. Sir John Harrington was named as an executor to
the will of his aunt, Lady Frances Sidney, in which she made provision for either the
establishment of a college at Cambridge, or further endowment of Clare College. The
decisions that surrounded this bequest will be examined in greater detail in chapter
six, but this link between the Harringtons and Robert Johnson placed them in an
integral position within the network and enabled them to wield a great deal of
influence in the sphere of education.

Sometime before his appointment as Rector of North Luffenham Johnson had married
his second wife, Mary Herd, ‘only sister of Richard Herd […] a Courtier and Chief
Attendant on and Steward to Sr Francis Walsingham’.96 Walsingham was also brotherin-law to Sir Walter Mildmay, once again demonstrating that Johnson’s associates
included many powerful court figures. Johnson’s first wife, Susannah Davers, sister of
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Jeremy Davers, who had been a fellow at Clare College during Johnson’s time at
Cambridge, had died without issue in 1622.97 These marriages were financially
beneficial to Johnson, as both wives came from wealthy families, and, along with his
own inheritance and prudent investments (as well as the incomes from the multiple
prebends to which Archbishop Parker had so objected), Johnson was able to fund his
foundation and ensure its financial survival after his death. Mary Herd was to provide
Johnson with his only child, Abraham. The North Luffenham parish records show that
Abraham Johnson was baptised on 7 July 1577, but there is no record of the marriage
of Robert Johnson and Mary Herd there suggesting that they were married elsewhere,
sometime before Johnson was installed at North Luffenham in 1574.98 Mary Herd died
in 1598 and Johnson married his third wife, Margaret Wheeler, in May the following
year.99 Johnson’s wives are all described by Abraham in his manuscript as having been
godly women, who adhered to similar religious principles as their husband, and were
supportive of his ministry.100 They also came from good families, and they brought
with them valuable connections for Johnson, both within the county of Rutland, and
in some cases at court. Primarily though, they helped to give Johnson the financial
stability to allow him to focus on the development of his educational and religious
purpose.

Abraham Johnson’s manuscript demonstrates, in its description of his childhood, that
his father’s belief in the importance of education was a constant theme. Abraham
himself comments on the thoroughness of his education stating that he was:
brought up carefully and chargeably by his Father, for his Latin, Greek, and
Hebrew, by choice Schoolmasters, from time to time, that he was able to
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understand this last, and make a short Hebrew speech, and hath read over the
whole Bible in Hebrew, and understood it reasonably well, but was able both to
understand and write and speak the Latin perfectly, and in choice Phrase, and
with Variety; and to understand and write Greek and to speak it too prettily,
and hath read over the Greek Testament very many times reading therein daily.
Also, he had a specially good instructor that taught him the French, Italian, and
Spanish Languages.101
Abraham was educated at home, and did not attend either of his father’s grammar
schools, which were founded when he was seven years old. It appears also that Sir
Walter Mildmay took an interest in the education of his friend Johnson’s son, and
Abraham maintains that ‘when he was about thirteen, his father having him to his
Honoured Friend Sir Walter Mildmay, to Apethorpe, who examined him in the
Latin’.102 Walter Mildmay actually passed away in 1589, when Abraham was twelve
years old, so whilst the memory of this event is clearly not completely accurate, there
was obviously a shared interest in education amongst the two families. This was
further highlighted by Mildmay’s assistance when it came time for Abraham to
progress to university, with Mildmay believing that he would be well suited to
Emmanuel and allegedly telling Robert Johnson that: ‘I give you thanks that you will
grace my college with so well profited and towardly a young Student.’103 So, despite the
fact that Abraham did not attend his father’s grammar school, his continuing
education was still placed firmly in the hands of a member of Robert Johnson’s
puritan network, and Abraham’s progression to Emmanuel and later involvement with
his father’s foundation would demonstrate his own commitment to the puritan cause.
This commitment to education is another recurring theme in Abraham Johnson’s
manuscript and he clearly values his own education as one of his greatest
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achievements, above his roles as High Sherriff and Justice of the Peace, about which
he speaks with great reluctance. In contrast, he regularly refers to his knowledge of
languages, arithmetic and rhetoric, instilled in him by the education his father
provided.104 Abraham clearly views the establishment of his father’s schools as the
family’s crowning achievement, even more significant than his father’s positions in the
church, which he mentions only briefly as ‘parsonage of North Luffenham […]
bachelor of divinity, prebendary of Windsor and Rochester, and Archdeacon of
Leicester’ and noting that he was parson of North Luffenham for ‘some 50 years’.105 By
contrast there are numerous references to the schools and education, these being the
achievements of which Abraham is clearly proudest. Whilst Robert Johnson’s puritan
credentials are therefore not in doubt, his positions in the church seem to have been
regarded as of secondary importance to his son, with his commitment to education
being the most notable feature of his legacy.

Robert Johnson’s life, prior to the foundation of his grammar schools and associated
hospitals in 1584, is clearly defined by a gradual building of a network of influential
associates. Members of this network would create and influence a number of
educational establishments that would promote nonconformist theology, and would
quietly seek to provide a new generation of puritans, in direct opposition to the
established ecclesiastical policy of the queen. Some of those within the network were
personal and family connections, like Lord Burghley; some were from employment
like Sir Nicholas Bacon; some from Cambridge, like Thomas Cartwright; and some,
like the Harringtons, from connections made in his adopted home county of Rutland.
What the members of this network shared was a defining interest in educational
provisions, combined with a desire to reform the Elizabethan Church. The degree to
which these interests motivated the actions of the individual members of the network
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seems to have varied, depending both on the severity of their religious conviction, and
their position within the political hierarchy. Those, like Cartwright, who were
prepared to suffer a degree of sacrifice for their beliefs, were more outspoken but
arguably less influential, on the long-term progression of Elizabethan puritanism.
Those, like Bacon and Mildmay, whose roles as privy councillors were more
influential, could not afford to risk the queen’s displeasure by making openly
controversial pronouncements. However, in the foundation of Emmanuel College
Mildmay helped to educate a generation of puritan preachers that would provide the
audience for Cartwright’s sermons. All of these connections will be explored in greater
detail in later chapters, but it is important to understand the background behind them
and how the progress of Johnson’s life and career brought him into contact with a
series of influential men who would help to shape both official ecclesiastical policy and
wield unofficial religious influence in the period after 1584.

96

Chapter Four: Education before 1584: Rutland, Stamford, Oundle and Cambridge

In examining the role played by Robert Johnson and his associates in promoting
puritan ideas through educational institutions there is a question that must be
examined in further detail. If the aim of certain members of Johnson’s network was
indeed to use education to further the puritan cause, then how did the members of the
network reconcile this with the official policy of the Elizabethan government on
education? Inevitably, the progress of education was inextricably linked with the
Elizabethan settlement, but, as this chapter will examine, the dissolution of the
monasteries had not axiomatically meant a reduction in the availability of formal
schooling. Lawrence Stone and Kenneth Charlton have explored the idea that,
although the dissolution of the monasteries represented a fundamental shift in the
nature of educational provision, it did not represent a significant point of decline for
English education, and this will be examined in further detail.1 This chapter will
explore not only the grammar schools, and Cambridge colleges, associated with Robert
Johnson’s network, but also the longer-term impact of education in the period up to
1584. Many of the privy councillors who took office at the beginning of Elizabeth’s
reign were committed Protestants with a strong interest in education. This was
particularly true of Sir Walter Mildmay, Sir Nicholas Bacon, William Cecil, Lord
Burghley, and Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, who would all be involved with
educational institutions throughout the course of their careers. Despite the provision
of education being increasingly adopted by men of secular backgrounds, this did not in
itself mean that the focus of that education was to become secular. Whether the
policies of Elizabeth’s government enabled a real increase in the number of boys able
to attend school is debatable. W.K. Jordan has asserted that education was available to
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‘any poor and able boy who thirsted for knowledge, and who aspired to escape the grip
of poverty’.2 However, more recently, Ian Green has disputed this, stating that
Jordan’s conclusions are based on ‘various methodological flaws and
misunderstandings of the evidence’, and denying that education was available to ‘the
masses’, even by the mid-seventeenth century.3 Accurate figures for the number of
boys attending schools are virtually non-existent, and would be hard to quantify in the
context of shifting patterns of population figures anyway. There certainly does not
seem to have been any significant downturn in these numbers and, if the increasing
numbers of matriculations at the universities are any indication, then the opposite is
more likely.4 The primary concern of Elizabethan religious policy, as with the policies
of Henry VIII and Edward VI, was to ensure that the church conformed to the Royal
Supremacy. The changes to education caused by the policies of central government
were merely a by-product of that aim, rather than an intended consequence.

Existing research on education in England, prior to the dissolution of the monasteries,
has generally concluded that its provision was almost exclusively the purview of the
Catholic church.5 Religion was certainly an unavoidable part of most early sixteenth
century educational establishments. Wolsey’s short-lived foundation at Ipswich, which
had begun in 1528, and been abandoned after the Cardinal’s fall from power, had been
intended as a feeder school for his Cardinal’s College, later Christ Church, at Oxford.
The college itself had been envisioned as a foundation intended to train secular
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canons. When John Colet founded St Paul’s School in 1518, he was very specific in the
statutes both about what should be taught and, also the intended outcome of such
teaching on the future wisdom and understanding of the pupils:
I would they were taught all way in good literature both Latin and Greek, and
good authors such as have the very Roman eloquence joined with wisdom
specially Christian authors that wrote their wisdom with clean and chaste Latin
other in verse or in prose, for my intent is by this school specially to increase
knowledge and worshipping of god and our Lord Christ Jesus and good life and
manners in the Children.6
Grammar schools were not intended to teach practical skills or provide the mass
population with a means of bettering themselves, or their lives. Instead, they were
intended to produce a class of educated thinkers, men like Sir Thomas More, who
would enrich the upper echelons of society without ever becoming a threat to the
established social and religious order. In contrast, the universities traditionally had
two functions: firstly, to provide an educated clergy and, secondly to provide a ‘useful
bridge between schooling and the inns of court’.7 The dissolution of the monasteries
and their associated chantries, which had been responsible for the provision of many
of the existing schools, effectively ended the church’s monopoly on both the creation
and content of English education.

A superficial examination of the dissolution policies of both Henry VIII and Edward
VI, and their destruction of the chantries, would indicate that they should have been
catastrophic for English schools. Yet, in the latter years of Henry’s reign, between 1540
and 1547, at least fifteen grammar schools were founded or re-founded in England,
including seven that were named for the monarch. These included the foundation of
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The King’s School at Peterborough in 1541, where Robert Johnson would later become
a pupil. Educational foundation under Edward VI was even more prolific, with at least
thirty-six schools being founded or re-founded, fourteen of which were named for the
monarch. A further twelve schools under Mary, and at least sixty-three in the period of
Elizabeth’s reign up to 1584, meant that the total of new or re-founded schools in the
period between 1540 and 1584 numbered at least one hundred and twenty-six.8 Whilst
it is not possible to know exactly how many schools were lost to the dissolution, this
certainly demonstrates that whatever the pressing concerns of the Tudor monarchs in
a period of vacillating religious policy, they did not believe that the complete
destruction of educational provision was of benefit to either their rule or the country.
However, the monarchy may have allowed for the creation of new grammar schools,
and Edward certainly was responsible for providing funds for many of the foundations
established during his reign; but the disappearance of many religious houses had
created an opportunity for others to now take on a leading role in the provision of
education, and it was often the wealthy merchant class who were the first to step in
and fill this vacuum.

Education in Oundle, Stamford and Rutland
The involvement of wealthy merchants in education was not precipitated by the
dissolution of the monasteries; however, the vacuum created by the destruction of the
religious houses, many of which had previously provided educational resources, was
very often filled by such men. The end of state sponsored English Catholicism had also
removed the church’s educational and charitable provisions, and replacing these
provisions became a common source of benefaction as the protestant charitable
impulse took hold. It also enabled the clergy to encourage and extol the virtues of
charity from the pulpit, without shouldering the burden of the cost themselves. W.K.
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Jordan, in his seminal work on charitable giving in the period, has commented that
such generosity was provided with 'almost frantic encouragement of the central
authority', and undoubtedly the Tudor governments would have wanted to see such
works funded by the wealth of their citizens rather than their own government.9 There
are certainly examples of this involvement prior to 1540, such as the grammar schools
in Gloucester and Bristol, founded in 1528 and 1531 respectively, by local merchants.10
Oundle’s school dates back even further, there having been a guild school in the town
at least as early as 1506, and by some accounts, dating back to around 1485.11 It was,
however, re-founded in 1556 by Sir William Laxton, a Catholic former Lord Mayor of
London who served in the role from 1544 to 1545. Laxton was an extremely wealthy
merchant who owned a number of properties in East Anglia and London. At the time
of his death, in 1556, he had no surviving children of his own, and the bulk of his
estate was to be divided between his niece and three stepchildren. However, a codicil
added to his will shortly before his death stated that some of his property in London be
ceded to the Grocer’s Guild, to enable them to purchase property in Oundle, in order
to establish a free grammar school there, and to provide salaries for a Master and an
Usher.12 Laxton’s death was followed by several years of disputes between his widow,
Lady Laxton, and the Guild over his will; eventually, in May 1573 the Guild took
possession of the properties in London and in June the properties in Oundle and was
able to finally establish and properly fund the foundation.13

It appears, however, that the years of delay had not stopped the functioning of the
existing school. John Sadler, who served as Master from 1554, had been using part of
the Guild house for teaching, and had received a stipend directly from Lady Laxton.
W.K. Jordan 'Philanthropy in England 1480 – 1660', vol. i (London: Unwin Brothers Ltd., 1959),
p. 144.
10 J. Simon, Education & Society, p. 187.
11 William George Walker, A History of the Oundle Schools (Hazell, Watson & Viney Ltd., 1956), pp.
1 – 4.
12 The National Archives, Kew, PROB 11/38/99, Will of Sir William Laxton, Alderman of London.
13 Walker, History of Oundle Schools, pp. 69 – 71.
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Sadler seems to have been an alumnus of Christ’s College, Cambridge and a founding
fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge in 1546, who settled in Northamptonshire
permanently after his time at the school, becoming Rector of Sudborough, a village
around nine miles from Oundle, in 1568.14 It was shortly after Sadler’s tenure that Sir
Walter Mildmay, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, who was the most prominent and
influential landowner in the area, began to take an interest in the school. In 1573, he
wrote to a local man, Mr Edmund Elmes, asking him to offer his assistance and advice
in the running of the school.15 It seems that Mildmay had concerns over the future of
the school and had decided to take a hand in directing its future endeavours. His first
act was to recommend a new master to succeed Sadler, and given that by this time he
was a privy councillor and a prominent figure at court, there was little chance that
anyone would disagree with his proposal. The successful candidate was Ralph
Wilkinson, a physician and former Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, who had
been appointed to his fellowship in 1563, the same year as Robert Johnson became a
Fellow at the same college.16 Wilkinson would, therefore, have been exposed to the
same puritan influences at Trinity that were to have such an impact on Johnson’s life
and career; like Johnson, he chose to take the path of educating others. Both men
received the patronage of Sir Walter Mildmay, and witnessing Wilkinson’s career at
Oundle may well have been a catalyst for Johnson’s eventual decision to found his
grammar schools in 1584. During Wilkinson’s tenure as Master, Mildmay continued
his interest in the school, arranging in 1576 for improvements to be made to the
schoolroom to make it more suitable for learning.17 Wilkinson also seems to have been
determined to improve the level of teaching at the school, successfully applying to the
Grocer’s Guild in 1575 for funds to purchase both a Latin and Greek dictionary, as well

John Venn & J.A. Venn, Alumni Cantabrigienses, Part I, from the earliest times to 1751, vol. iv
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as two copies of Nowell’s Catechism.18 Whilst funding for such items still needed to be
sought from the Grocer’s Guild, these purchases would certainly not have met with the
approval of the school’s Catholic benefactor. However, the Table of Orders drawn up
by the Guild stipulated that prayers in the school be conducted ‘in such form as the
Master shall think best’, leaving ample flexibility for Wilkinson to quietly pursue a
puritan agenda, with Mildmay’s support.19 Wilkinson continued as Master until 1583,
when he was succeeded by another Trinity graduate, William Pamphlyn, whose tenure
will be explored in greater detail in the next chapter.

Like Oundle, Stamford School was founded in 1532, as the result of a bequest. The
legacy that founded Stamford School was made by William Radcliffe, a former
Alderman of the town whose family had originated from Yorkshire.20 It has also been
claimed that he served as a member of parliament, however, if this was the case it
must have been prior to 1509, and so would not have been at the same time as David
Cecil and Maurice Johnson were serving their time in parliament.21 Nevertheless, the
three men were all public figures in the town, and would almost certainly have known
each other well. It seems likely that a school had existed in the town for some
considerable time, possibly since the fourteenth century, and certainly prior to
Radcliffe’s intervention. Radcliffe’s foundation most likely formalised an existing
arrangement. Although no copy of Radcliffe’s will has survived, the Chantry Certificate
issued for the school in 1548 quotes from it, stating that control of the school should
be in the hands of ‘Roger Radcliffe, Henry Lacy and others’.22 Henry Lacy was also a
member of the prominent Lincolnshire Lacy family, descended from Earls of Lincoln;
it was Henry Lacy’s daughter, Jane who would marry Maurice Johnson, and become
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the mother of Robert Johnson, demonstrating a link between Robert Johnson’s family
and local educational institutions from as early as 1532. The chantry certificate also
mentions the Master, Libeus Bayard as being ‘incumbent’, further supporting the idea
that a school, in some form, had pre-existed Radcliffe’s foundation and that Bayard
remained in place after the transition to the new establishment.23

Stamford school had begun its life as a chantry school and, therefore, came under
threat from the Chantries Act in 1548. The County Commissioners found no issues
with the school, and stated in their report that the ‘School in Staunforth [Stamford]
aforesaid shall continue’.24 This was not, however, a guarantee, as it relied on a further
order to be issued to ensure continued funding and this was not always forthcoming.25
The saviour of Stamford School was to be William Cecil, the future Lord Burghley, who
had been elected as MP for Stamford in 1547, and the following year had been
appointed as secretary to Edward Seymour, Duke of Somerset, the King’s uncle and
Lord Protector. Burghley had, himself, been a pupil at the school under the former
Master, Libeus Bayard, before progressing to St John’s College. It seems that Burghley
used his influence with Somerset to pass a private Act of Parliament in 1548, ensuring
the future of the school.26 The Act essentially reiterated the terms of Radcliffe’s will,
stating that Radcliffe’s bequest should fund a free school within the town, and that its
governance should be in the hands of the aldermen of Stamford. Crucially, however,
this was to be with ‘the advice and consent of the master of the College of Saint John
Evangelist, Cambridge for the time being to name depute assign and appoint from
time to time as often as need shall require such an able learned person to be
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Schoolmaster’.27 Without a surviving copy of Radcliffe’s will it is impossible to know if
this was the benefactor’s wish, but the chantry certificate, issued in 1548, makes no
mention of St John’s, so it is very possible that this was Burghley’s insertion, to ensure
that his old college established an influence over the school. Certainly, there is no
record of Radcliffe having attended St John’s or having any significant links to the
college, so this would seem to be a strange request for him to have made.

Libeus Bayard was succeeded as headmaster of Stamford School in 1556 by John
Beaumont. Interestingly, there is a John Beaumont listed in the Alumni
Cantabrigienses as matriculating sizar from St John’s in 1548.28 There are some
discrepancies with dates that make it possible that this was not the John Beaumont
who became Master of Stamford school: by 1560 the John Beaumont at Cambridge
was a Fellow at Trinity and died c.1565, whilst the Beaumont at Stamford seems to
have continued as Master until 1583, when he was succeeded by Thomas Atherton,
another Alumnus of Trinity College.29 Despite the discrepancies, it is still possible that
the two men are in fact one and the same. The John Beaumont at Cambridge was the
brother of Robert Beaumont, who would later become Master of Trinity College whilst
Robert Johnson was a Fellow at the college. His links to St John’s would also have
undoubtedly made him a popular choice with Lord Burghley to take on the mantle of
Master of Stamford School. Additionally, records for the school prior to 1590 are
extremely sparse; in his 1954 history of the school Deed states that ‘we know nothing
further of the School between 1557 and 1592’.30 However, twenty-seven years is an
extremely long time for one master to have remained in place at the school. Although
Byard seems to have achieved twenty-four years as Master, this was unusual, and over
the course of the school’s first century the next longest tenure was thirteen years with
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the majority of incumbents achieving terms only in single figures.31 It is, therefore,
very possible that there was, in fact another interim Master, or Masters, in the period
between 1532 and 1584, about whom we know nothing. Certainly, the John Beaumont
listed in the Alumni Cantabrigienses would have had the right credentials,
qualifications, and connections for the job, and he would have represented an early
involvement in grammar schools amongst members of Johnson’s network that could,
perhaps, have been the catalyst for more widespread involvement post-1584.

The existence of the grammar schools in Stamford and Oundle prior to 1584 is well
documented, but unfortunately the records on educational provisions in Rutland,
prior to Johnson’s foundation, are far less comprehensive. D.K. Shearing’s 1979 article
examines the existence of schools in the county in the sixteenth century, and includes
a fairly comprehensive list of schools and masters in its appendix, but is still only able
to identify three masters employed prior to 1584.32 One of these, Francis Clements,
had matriculated from Christ’s College in November 1566 and completed his degree in
1571. There is little further information in the university records, except that he was
from Great Grimsby and his profession is listed simply as ‘schoolmaster’.33 Clements
appears to have been working as an unlicensed schoolmaster in Oakham between 1575
and 1577. The licensing of schoolmasters in Rutland during this period was at the
discretion of the Bishop of Peterborough, Edmund Scambler, and was a system
intended to ensure that those supportive of non-conformist ideas, at either end of the
religious spectrum, were excluded from the role.34 However, Scambler had proved
himself to be less than scrupulous when it came to opposing the activities of the
puritan faction within his diocese, having been persuaded in 1570 to support the
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activities of Percival Wiburn in Northampton promoting the prophesyings.35 So when
Clements was reported to Scambler in 1577, for having taught in Oakham for two years
without a licence, the matter seems to have received little further attention from the
Bishop, and Clements simply vanishes from the records.36 There is no evidence of
Clements religious convictions, although his time at Christ’s would certainly have
exposed him to a plethora of puritan ideas. However, of the religious beliefs of Robert
Cawdrey, the second of the three Rutland schoolmasters identified prior to 1584,
considerably more is known.

In 1604 Robert Cawdrey published what has been described as ‘The First English
Dictionary’.37 In his dedicatory epistle Cawdrey dedicates the work to Sir James
Harrington, whom he describes as his benefactor ‘when I taught the Grammar school
at Okeham in the County of Rutland’.38 There is no record of Cawdrey ever having
taught at Johnson’s foundation, and by 1588 he had been deprived of his benefice at
South Luffenham, after many outspoken and public puritan pronouncements.39
Cawdrey’s term as a schoolmaster in Oakham must, therefore, have been prior to
1584. This would coincide with diocesan records that list Cawdrey as a ‘scholemaister’
in Oakham in 1570, alongside the ‘ludimagister’ in Uppingham named as ‘Jacobus
Blacket’ (the third of the identified pre-1584 Rutland schoolmasters) about whom
unfortunately no further information seems to exist.40 This is in direct contradiction to
the justification given by Johnson for founding the school there in 1584, namely that
no schools existed in the towns. Indeed, the letters patent issued by Queen Elizabeth
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for the foundation of the schools at Oakham and Uppingham in October 1587, state
quite clearly that: ‘there hitherto hath been no Free Grammar School for the
Instruction of Boys in good Learning within our County of Rutland’.41 It is possible
that this was technically accurate, and that existing provisions may have required a fee
to be paid. However, this still raises the question of why Johnson did not choose to
endow the existing school in Oakham rather than found his own.42 It would seem that
the most likely solution to this is that Johnson wished to disguise his true motives for
the foundations under a veil of benevolent philanthropy; knowing that if he
maintained a lack of educational facilities in the county, then his foundations would
not attract unnecessary attention from those who may have suspicions about the
motives of a dedicated puritan in founding such institutions. The grammar schools at
Oundle and Stamford were, by 1584, already connected to Robert Johnson’s network,
through Sir Walter Mildmay and Lord Burghley, and the lack of formal provision in
Rutland provided an opportunity for Robert Johnson to establish his own foundation.
However, education was not limited to grammar schools, and it is necessary to also
understand the situation within the University of Cambridge, where some of Robert
Johnson’s network were also involved with a number of colleges.

Cambridge
Robert Johnson was not the only one amongst his associates who was concerned with
education by 1584. Alongside Johnson, the involvement of Lord Burghley with
educational foundations also deserves some closer scrutiny. This was not limited
merely to Stamford School and the local area, but, as seen in the stipulations of the
statutes of Stamford School, his links to the University of Cambridge and, in
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particular, to St John’s were even stronger. St John’s College was founded in 1511
thanks to the efforts of Henry VIII’s grandmother, Lady Margaret Beaufort and her
chaplain, Bishop John Fisher. However, it was not until Richard Longworth became
Master in 1564 that St John’s became the centre of learning and dissent that would
help to shape the entire Elizabethan puritan movement. Longworth had matriculated
at St John’s in 1549, and had become a Fellow of the college in 1559. There seems to
have been some controversy over his election, and he had not been the favourite
amongst the fellows to succeed Leonard Pilkington. However, he was his predecessor’s
choice, and this seems ultimately to have swung the election on his favour.43
Longworth’s support amongst the Fellows relied on William Fulke’s group of
supporters that included Robert Johnson’s brother, Geoffrey in their number. Indeed,
it appears to have been Fulke, rather than Longworth, who was the driving force
behind the puritan rebellion at St Johns, that began in the autumn of 1565. Over the
course of several months, Fulke delivered a number of sermons at the college,
attacking various aspects of the communion service and the use of the surplice, that
had a marked effect on the Master.44 The result was that ultimately Longworth ‘came
down without his surplice amongst the Fellows having their surplices on, and so
received the communion’.45 This marked the beginning of a puritan rebellion in the
college that would continue until December 1565. Although the college Fellows were,
in fact, not unanimous in their support for Fulke and his beliefs, Longworth had
joined their cause and, with somewhat inaccurate alacrity, maintained ‘that all his
company, accompting them three hundred in number, had thrown off surplices’.46
There is no evidence, however, that such numbers were in support of the rebellion,
and the suggestion came as something of a surprise to Burghley.47 As the rebellion
H.C. Porter, Reformation and Reaction in Tudor Cambridge (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1958), p. 119.
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gathered pace it began to attract attention outside of Cambridge and eventually it
became necessary for Burghley, in his capacity as Chancellor of the university, to
intervene.

Burghley’s instructions to his Vice-Chancellor on how to address the situation were
unequivocal.
I require you to call together all the Heads of colleges, and other the grave
Graduates of that University, whom this leprose infection has not touched, and
to recommend my most hearty and earnest desire to every of them, that as they
intend the honour of God, the preservation of Christian unity, the good name of
that honourable and famous University, the favour of our sovereign Lady the
Queen’s Majesty.48
What is most notable about this instruction is that what Burghley does not state is that
the beliefs of the rebels were inherently wrong. Burghley’s objection to the ‘infection’
that has seized St John’s is its effect on unity, the reputation of the university and the
Queen’s favour. It is an objection to the manner of the protest (not necessarily to the
theology) and its audacity, going against the doctrine of ‘pragmatic puritanism’ that
was beginning to be so carefully cultivated by Burghley, Bacon and Mildmay. Burghley
decided that the best course of action was to summon Longworth to London to discuss
the matter, and so the Master was absent from college for three weeks from late
November, until 18 December 1565.49 Following this meeting Burghley provided
Longworth with a copy of a written statement, that the Master was to copy and sign,
stating that he had not ‘wilfully, or of set purpose broken any like ordinance or
injunction’.50 Further still, Longworth was to lay the blame squarely at the feet of his
rebellious Fellows, who ‘in my absence from the said college, diverse, and the more
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part, of the company of the said college, had broken and changed certain ordinances
and usages’.51 What was important to Burghley was that it be made clear that the
events at St John’s had not occurred under Longworth’s direction, but that he had
merely been caught up in them. It could not appear to the outside that the leadership
within the college was in any way publicly at odds with the Queen’s religious policy.
This would be precisely the situation at Christ’s in the 1560s and 70s, where the
Fellows were ultimately responsible for the spread of puritan ideas, without the
assistance of the Master.52 Burghley seems to have wished for it to appear that St
John’s was replicating this situation. Appearances were everything and Burghley
needed there to be a veneer of respectability at the college, whatever may have been
occurring more surreptitiously.

By early 1566 Fulke had been persuaded to resign his fellowship and leave the college.
This temporarily eased the conflicts within St John’s, but Longworth remained as
Master until 1569, and the puritan faction of the Fellows, although temporarily
diminished by Fulke’s departure, also remained. Tensions in the college, between the
puritans and the conformist Fellows, continued for the next two years and, ironically,
it was Fulke’s return to the college that ultimately led to Longworth’s departure, when
his former ally turned against him.53 Longworth was succeeded in December 1569 by
Nicholas Sheppard. Sheppard, a former fellow of St John’s, had been a fellow of
Trinity since 1562, and Vice-Master since 1564, the same period that Robert Johnson
was also a fellow at Trinity.54 Sheppard had been recommended to Burghley by
Edmund Grindal, the future Archbishop of Canterbury, and was a popular choice for
the position of Master.55 However, it did not take long before Sheppard became
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marked as a puritan sympathiser, just as his predecessor had been. Sheppard,
however, proved to be more circumspect than Longworth had been. At some point
during his tenure, although the exact date is not recorded, he was presented with ‘20
articles of enquiry as to his orthodoxy and conformity’.56 Although the questions
themselves have not been preserved, Sheppard’s answers are a clear indication that he
was anxious not to be too closely associated with Cartwright’s brand of extreme
puritanism; maintaining that ‘I do not call the Sacraments by the name of ceremonies,
as Mr. Cartwright seems to term them’.57 He reluctantly acknowledges that: ‘we are all
necessarily tied to that uniform doctrine which the apostles in the primitive church
preached.’58 Finally, Sheppard addresses the most important point at the heart of
Burghley’s desire to maintain the appearance of conformity at St John’s, stating that ‘I
take the Queen her Majesty to have authority over all states civil or ecclesiastical’.59
Unfortunately for Sheppard these pronouncements would prove not to be sufficient,
and following a visitation from the Bishop of Ely in September 1573, he was accused of
‘fostering a puritan faction within the college’.60 A group of Fellows then wrote to
Burghley in July 1573, requesting the deprivation of Sheppard and the appointment of
a new Master of Burghley’s choosing.61 Although Burghley did not acquiesce to this
request, Sheppard resigned the Mastership the following year, and moved to
Lincolnshire to serve as rector of Hougham. His next, and final appointment before
his death in 1587, would be as a governor of Robert Johnson’s foundation.

The next man to sit in the Master’s chair, after Sheppard’s departure, would prove to
be far less controversial. John Still had already made a name for himself stepping into
positions vacated by more contentious puritan figures, having taken over from the
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deprived Thomas Cartwright as Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity in 1570, and from
Thomas Aldridge as a canon of Westminster in 1573.62 He had also served as chaplain
to Archbishop Parker, potentially marking him as a member of the more cautious
factions within the Elizabethan church.63 Still’s commitment to puritanism has been
debated with John Craig maintaining that ‘he was no puritan’ and Peter Lake
describing him as a member of the ‘moderate puritan (or evangelical protestant)
establishment’.64 The evidence seems to be stronger in support of Lake’s position, with
Still, in his later capacity as Master of Trinity, being a signatory to a letter supporting
William Whitaker (then Master of St John’s) when he was accused of organising a
presbytery in the college.65 He was also amongst those who appealed to Burghley for
leniency for Thomas Cartwright, and was asked to provide a reference for one of
Laurence Chaderton’s protégés, in his application to become the town lecturer in
Ipswich.66 Given Still’s promotion, at the expense of those deprived for nonconformity,
he was clearly not viewed by the church hierarchy as a threat to the religious via
media; however, his personal views seem to have been situated more to the puritan
end of the spectrum. What Still achieved in his short term as Master of St John’s, was
to allow the puritan faction there to continue their campaign to educate their students
in a godly fashion, without drawing too much attention to the college. He had
undoubtedly learnt from the mistakes of his predecessors, and embodies the ideals of
‘pragmatic puritanism’ so favoured by members of Robert Johnson’s network. In 1577
he was successful in his application to move to the Mastership of Trinity College,
where he remained until 1593 and, like his predecessor at St John’s, Nicholas
Sheppard, he was also named as a governor of Robert Johnson’s foundation in 1584.
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The last man to hold the position of Master of St John’s, in the turbulent period
between 1564 and 1584, was yet another who would go on to be named as a governor
of Robert Johnson’s foundation: Richard Howland. The main attraction of Howland
for the role seems to have been the perception that he was ‘a man of gravity and
moderation, and of neither party or faction’ and would therefore, presumably, be the
right man to unite the college, and bring about an end to the infighting that had
plagued St John’s since 1564.67 However, he does seem to have had some sympathy for
the puritan cause. He was amongst the signatories to a petition in support of
Cartwright in 1571, and served as chaplain to the Cecil family in 1573.68 However, he
also seems to have been successful in winning supporters on both sides of the puritan
debate, with John Whitgift recommending him to be his successor as Master of Trinity
in 1577, but when this position went instead to John Still, Howland took up his
vacated seat at St John’s. Upon his promotion to the Archbishopric of Canterbury in
August 1583, Whitgift recommended Howland for an episcopal appointment, and
Elizabeth duly granted him the position of Bishop of Peterborough, although he
retained his Mastership of St John’s alongside it until 1587.69 However, if Whitgift had
been seeking strong and effective allies in the fight against the puritan incursion,
Howland would prove to be a disappointment. In Peterborough, he found a diocese
with aggressive support for the puritan cause, that Howland was ill-equipped to deal
with, whatever the expectations of his patron, Whitgift, may have been. He ultimately
had little impact on the spread of puritanism in his diocese; for example, he proved
unable to stamp out the puritan exercise in Oundle organised by Giles Wigginton, a
former pupil at the grammar school there.70 By 1594 he was writing to Burghley to
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request, firstly promotion to the Archbishopric of York and then, when that was
unsuccessful, merely that he be removed to another see.71 He never achieved his desire
and died, still in his Bishopric at Peterborough in 1600. His time at St John’s seems to
have brought about a temporary period of calm between the troubles of 1564/5 and
those that would follow in 1587, but this looks to be down more to luck than any active
intervention on his part. He was undoubtedly a strong administrator, but did not have
the strength of character to embody the fight against puritanism that Whitgift had
envisaged.

The men who served as Master of St John’s in the 1560s and 70s tended to serve for
relatively short terms, and were either unable or unwilling to curb the spread of
puritanism within the college. In contrast, Christ’s College had just one Master
between 1559 and 1582: Edward Hawford. Hawford himself has generally been
regarded as a religious conservative, yet during his tenure Christ’s became a centre for
the puritan movement in Cambridge.72 This was down to the election of a number of
puritan Fellows during this period, often over the objection of the Master. Of these,
Edward Dering and Laurence Chaderton had the most notable impact on the direction
of the Cambridge puritan movement. Dering took up his fellowship in 1560, shortly
after Hawford’s appointment as Master. At this point the puritan movement was still
in its infancy, and those concerned with the religious direction of the country were
primarily focused on ensuring the progression of protestantism away from Mary’s
Catholic revival, rather than seeking to define or debate the finer points of doctrine
within the new English Church.73 Dering was a Fellow at Christ’s throughout the
1560s, and although he seems to have been more circumspect in his religious
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pronouncements than Cartwright had been at Trinity, he still wrote to Burghley in
November 1570, defending Cartwright and asking Burghley to ‘stand favourable to Mr.
Cartwright.’74 He claimed that Cartwright’s overenthusiastic adoption of puritanism
was due to him being ‘afraid of the shadow of sin’, implying that it was the manner of
Cartwright’s sermons that was the problem rather than the motivation.75 Lake has
interpreted this letter as Dering choosing ‘Cartwright’s over-zealous confusion’ over
‘Cecil’s conformist sensitivity’, but this may be an oversimplification.76 It is possible
that Dering’s plea was more of an attempt to let Burghley know that there were those
within St John’s who supported the puritan revolution, without being an open threat
to the Elizabethan religious settlement. By requesting leniency for Cartwright, Dering
could make his feelings on the subject of religious change in the university known,
without having to risk his own position by making public pronouncements. After his
departure from Christ’s in 1570, Dering’s religious convictions appear to have become
much more radical. The reasons behind this change have been debated, being
attributed to either the influence of Cartwright’s increasing rhetoric, his own health, or
the fall of the Duke of Norfolk to whom he had served as chaplain.77 Alternatively there
is the suggestion that he was ‘forced into the arms of the nascent presbyterian party’,
when his own attempts at more moderate reform had failed.78 However, these
suggestions are ultimately unconvincing; after all Dering had been aware of
Cartwright’s opinions for many years, and the other options seem unlikely
justifications for a complete change in Dering’s view on religious matters. Dering had
already witnessed the lack of success of more extreme puritans like Cartwright in
achieving reform, and must have known that aligning themselves with such elements
would, in all likelihood, be counter-productive. A more likely explanation is that, in
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fact, Dering had held what amounted to presbyterian views for many years, possibly
throughout his tenure at Christ’s, but it was only with his departure from Cambridge
that he felt able to express them more openly, having chosen, whilst he was in a
position to influence the minds of the students of Christ’s, to subscribe to the idea of
‘pragmatic puritanism’.

Dering’s colleague at Christ’s, Laurence Chaderton, would achieve greater notoriety in
later years as the Master of the newly founded Emmanuel College; this will be
explored in greater detail in chapter six, but his time at Christ’s in relation to the
progress of puritan educators pre-1584, deserves a brief examination. Like Robert
Johnson, Chaderton came from a family with no history of support for the puritan
movement, in his case Lancashire Catholics, and in the most recent history of
Emmanuel College it is noted that the background to his ‘conversion to a fervent
intensely evangelical Protestantism are unknown, but are likely to have implicated
Edward Dering’.79 Chaderton’s father was so unhappy with his son’s involvement in
the puritan movement at Christ’s, that in 1565 that he sent his son a letter essentially
disowning him if he continued at the college.80 Chaderton was a fellow at Christ’s from
1568, alongside Dering and John Still, the future Master of St John’s. A Fellow at
Christ’s, as with all Cambridge Fellows, was almost entirely responsible for the
education of up to around twenty students who ‘were entirely controlled by him’, so,
the fact that the Master, Edward Hawford, had little enthusiasm for puritanism would
have had little impact on how much exposure the students had to its ideas.81 Sir
Walter Mildmay had himself been a student at Christ’s from 1538 and had maintained
a close interest in the college, and it’s puritan progression, making regular donations
to the college (including twenty pounds per annum from the income of the manor in
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Farcet, near Peterborough) and modelling the statutes for his new foundation at
Emmanuel on those of Christ’s.82 His appreciation for the work that had been done at
Christ’s in promoting the puritan cause was further demonstrated by the fact that
when he founded Emmanuel, Laurence Chaderton was his first, and only choice for
Master. By 1577, however, Chaderton had chosen to leave Christ’s and the same year
had married Cecily Culverwell, daughter of Nicholas Culverwell, a wealthy London
merchant with strong puritan credentials.83 This marriage also made Chaderton
brother-in-law to William Whitaker, who would become Master of St John’s college in
1587, further cementing Chaderton’s connections to the puritan network in which
Mildmay was so influential.

All the religious turbulence occurring at Christ’s and St John’s in the 1560s and 70s
raises the question of the impact these debates were having on the process of
delivering education to the students. In the period between 1560 and 1570, Cambridge
saw a rapid increase in the number of students matriculating and, therefore, an
increase in the number that were being exposed to the puritan teachings of men like
Cartwright and Dering.84 Interestingly the peak of the expansion seems to have come
in 1583, with the slowdown coinciding with Whitgift’s appointment as Archbishop of
Canterbury.85 This may of course be due to changes in the economy and social
conventions, or it may just be that the colleges had reached a maximum capacity for
their resources. This was possibly another deciding factor in Mildmay’s decision to
found Emmanuel in 1584, rather than make further endowments to Christ’s, and the
Harringtons to found Sidney Sussex in 1596, rather than making further endowments
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to Clare. Another possible explanation is that Whitgift’s campaign against the puritans
led to concerns over the future of ‘puritan’ education that caused a stagnation in the
numbers going up to Cambridge, whilst men like Johnson and Mildmay took stock of
the situation and waited to see what impact Whitgift’s reforms would have. This would
also help to explain the decision to found Oakham and Uppingham Schools and
Emmanuel College in 1584. If Mildmay and Johnson had concerns over the impact
that Whitgift could potentially have on existing colleges like St John’s and Christ’s,
then the logical solution would be to found a ‘puritan’ college and provide grammar
schools that would feed it a steady stream of students. With this increase in numbers
the purpose of the universities needed to become more clearly defined. Primarily the
universities had always been a training ground for the clergy and the accepted view
had been that ‘the universities were designed to educate churchmen and not
gentlemen’.86 However, the increase in students post-1560 had also seen an increase in
the numbers of sons of prominent families, attending both Oxford and Cambridge. As
Rosemary O’Day notes: from 1575 – 79, thirty-nine percent of Oxford matriculations
were gentlemen or above; in 1580 – 89, forty-one percent; by 1590 – 99, fifty
percent.87 There is no reason to assume that the proportion of gentlemen, and those of
a higher social status at Cambridge, would have been markedly different overall,
although there was some discrepancy amongst the individual colleges as some
(notably Emmanuel post-1584) were more favoured by the gentry than others.88 Of the
sons of those privy councillors associated with Johnson’s network, Edward, Nathaniel
and Nicholas Bacon, the Lord Keeper’s sons from his first marriage, all matriculated
from Trinity in 1561, and their half-brothers Anthony and Francis from the same
college in 1573.89 Thomas Cecil and Robert Cecil attended Trinity in 1558, and St
John’s in 1581 respectively; Anthony Mildmay, the son of the Chancellor of the
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Exchequer, matriculated from Peterhouse in 1562.90 None of them would be destined
for careers in the church, but all would ultimately become involved in government,
with Thomas Cecil serving as MP for Stamford, and President of the Council of the
North, Robert Cecil succeeding his father as Lord Treasurer, and Anthony Mildmay
also serving as an MP and later as Ambassador to France. Nicholas Bacon’s sons also
carved out careers in government, with all five serving as MPs at various times, and
Francis emulating his father as Lord Keeper and then Lord Chancellor for King James
I. Whilst the sons of such prominent men may not necessarily be indicative of all the
sons of the gentry who progressed to careers after Cambridge, they do demonstrate
that members of the puritan network that had developed around these men put at
least as much value in their number holding positions of influence in government, as
they did in ensuring that the church would benefit from the influence of those who had
received a puritan education at one of their favoured institutions.

For the majority of those attending the universities in the latter half of the sixteenth
century, a career in the church was still the most likely outcome of their studies. As
will be explored in greater detail in chapter six, a significant proportion of those
graduating from the four colleges on which this study is focused (Emmanuel, Sidney
Sussex, Christ’s and St John’s) would progress to careers in the clergy. The education
of the clergy prior to the mid-sixteenth century had been inconsistent at best. The
more educated amongst them had received ‘a grammar school or monastic school
education’ and at the other end of the scale were those who were ‘barely literate in a
functional sense.’91 The Elizabethan Church struggled at its inception with a shortage
of clergy of the right religious persuasion and so requirements for the role were
minimal, limited largely to ‘reputation, vocation and education’.92 From the 1560s
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these standards starting to increase, and by the 1570s the church had made it clear
that a university education was strongly preferred for all members of the clergy.93 The
relationship between the church and the universities was a complicated one, with the
established church to some extent seeing its influence over the universities
diminished, with secular figures like Burghley taking over the role of Chancellor of
Cambridge University in 1559, a role that had previously been held by Cardinal Pole
from 1556 – 1558, and by Bishop Stephen Gardiner from 1553 – 1555. This meant a
much greater freedom for the colleges to employ Fellows whose religious opinions
might differ from those of the established church, provided that they were reasonably
cautious about expressing them. Burghley certainly seems to have had few qualms
about allowing the progress of the puritan elements at St John’s, except, as we have
seen, at times when they could prove to be a direct threat to his own position of
influence with the queen. Elizabeth and the conformists within the Church of England
may have hoped that an educated clergy would help to ensure the continued
conformity of the church and its ministers. In reality, Johnson and his associates
would see it as an opportunity to stack the deck in their favour.

The impact of education prior to 1584
Even before Johnson’s foundations and the involvement of members of his network in
educational institutions, grammar schools were viewed by many as a valuable weapon
in the war against Catholicism. The increased availability of the Bible and prayer
books in English by the mid-sixteenth century, meant that religion was more
accessible than ever to the masses, and particularly to children. As early as 1535, John
Bydell produced a primer containing prayers in English that could easily be used in
religious instruction in schools.94 With the end of chantry schools, and the increasing
involvement of secular benefactors in the establishment of grammar schools from the
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mid-sixteenth century, there came the opportunity to shape the way that schools
influenced the next generation of scholars. Whilst the study of Latin and Greek was
considered to be the primary function of the grammar schools, they also played an
important role in ensuring that their pupils received a godly education. In choosing his
own son’s education, Robert Johnson demonstrated that he was fairly forward
thinking in his choice of curriculum. Abraham Johnson recalls being taught in
‘Rhetoric and in Logic, and in Arithmetic and Geometry and Natural Philosophy, and
in Music’ as well learning ‘to write fairly, the Greek and Hebrew’.95 The last of these in
particular, was still an unusual subject to be taught in England, and demonstrates that
Johnson believed in the value of a comprehensive, as well as a godly, education.96
However, most schoolmasters were still clergymen, so ensuring that a child received a
puritan education would be dependent on identifying a schoolmaster who was of that
particular religious persuasion. Although, theoretically, schoolmasters were monitored
and subject to inspection in order to achieve a licence, these inspections were the
responsibility of the bishop and archdeacon so schools like Johnson’s, that were
controlled by prominent local figures (particularly as Johnson himself was an
archdeacon) were unlikely to be subjected to rigorous scrutiny.97 The quality of the
education being provided was also dependent on how capable the clergy were of both
understanding new ideas and communicating them to their pupils. This was why the
success of spreading puritan ideas was as dependant on university educated clergy
returning to local communities and spreading their ideas through the pulpit and the
schoolroom, as it was on the grammar schools themselves. For those in Johnson’s
network invested in education to succeed in furthering the aims of the puritan
movement, they needed the involvement of the Cambridge colleges just as much as
they needed grammar schools.
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The period between 1560 and 1584 was a turbulent one for English education. The
effects of the reformation and the Chantries Act had left a great deal of uncertainty for
many schools and those that survived had to find new benefactors and carve out new
roles in the local community. The schools at Oundle and Stamford and the educational
provisions that pre-dated Johnson’s foundations in Rutland demonstrate the variation
that existed in these schools, and that they were potentially open to being manipulated
by anyone who had the money and influence to take control of them. The colleges at
Cambridge were facing a period of turmoil following the return of many of the Marian
exiles, who had absorbed much of the new religious learning during their time on the
continent, and were determined to see it embraced by the establishment. Initially,
during this time, the puritans felt like they were making progress. The relatively
conservative tenure of Matthew Parker as Archbishop of Canterbury, that had led to a
clampdown on non-conformity during the mid-1560s, was succeeded by that of
Edmund Grindal. Grindal’s accession began with a letter from a member of Elizabeth’s
court, suspected to be Walter Mildmay, stating support for the new Archbishop from
‘the godly and well-affected of this realm’.98 This support was rewarded to some
degree by Grindal’s support for the prophesyings that were taking place, particularly
in the Peterborough Diocese, in spite of the queen’s determination that they should be
stopped as soon as possible. Grindal also had a keen interest in education and was
responsible for the founding of a Grammar School at St Bees in Cumbria, as well as
scholarships to Pembroke College, Cambridge and Queen’s College, Oxford.99 The
dispute over the prophesyings would ultimately lead to Grindal’s fall from grace, but,
for a short time the puritans believed that they had an ally in the archbishop’s palace.
This would all change post-1584, with the accession of John Whitgift as Archbishop of
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Canterbury. The puritans would have to be more careful and more cunning in their
method of ensuring the progress of their cause. This chapter has provided an analysis
of the educational situation within Oundle, Stamford, Rutland and Cambridge in the
period up to 1584; the key figures involved with the grammar schools and colleges; the
impact of education and the role of religious change. This highlights the backdrop
against which members of the network embarked on their campaign of establishing
educational foundations from 1584. The grammar schools and colleges associated with
Robert Johnson and his network would ultimately play an important role in achieving
the aim of furthering the puritan cause, and the method by which this was achieved
will be explored in the following chapters.
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PART II: 1584 - 1603
Chapter Five: The development of four grammar schools: Oakham, Uppingham, Stamford
and Oundle

The infrastructure of Robert Johnson’s puritan network was undoubtedly established in
the period between 1560 and 1584. However, it was not until after 1584, with a changing
political landscape, and shifting power bases within the privy council, that its purpose and
intent became fully established. This chapter will, therefore, examine in greater detail the
role played by the four grammar schools at Oakham, Uppingham, Oundle and Stamford,
in plans to ensure the survival of a puritan ministry. Between 1584 and 1603, there were
dramatic changes to the provision of education in Rutland with the foundation, by Robert
Johnson, of two schools in the county, one at Oakham and another at Uppingham. An
examination of this foundation, and early years of these schools, helps to provide a
detailed insight into the intentions of the founder. Furthermore, by examining the choice
of Governors, for whom we have a comprehensive and detailed account in the foundation
statutes, as well as the choice of Masters, it is possible to achieve an even greater
understanding of these intentions. In comparison, this chapter will also examine the
changes taking place at the grammar schools in Oundle and Stamford during the same
period. Unfortunately, there is no available information on the Governors of Stamford
School during this period, so analysis must rely solely on recorded events, including the
choice of Masters and the involvement of Lord Burghley in the affairs of his former
school, as well as connections to St John’s College, Cambridge. At Oundle, the governance
of the school had been in the hands of the widow of the founder, William Laxton, but
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upon her death, in 1556, had passed to the Grocers’ Company.1 However, the influence of
Sir Walter Mildmay on the school should not be underestimated and an examination of
events involving William Pamphlyn, Master from 1583 until 1596 help to demonstrate the
changing priorities of members of Robert Johnson’s network during this period.

Oakham and Uppingham
On 14 October 1587, Queen Elizabeth I issued Letters Patent to Robert Johnson for the
foundation of two grammar schools, and associated hospitals, in Rutland.2 Sadly, there is
no existing evidence documenting the thought process that led to Robert Johnson’s
decision to found, in 1584, these two grammar schools, just seven miles apart, one in
Uppingham and the other in Oakham. Much has been made, in existing histories of the
schools, of the claim that Johnson had looked at existing educational provisions and
‘finding none’ he had taken it upon himself to rectify the situation.3 Given that knowledge
of Robert Cawdrey’s role as a ‘grammar school master’ prior to Johnson’s foundations is
fairly well documented, this seems to be a strange, and possibly deliberately misleading,
statement.4 It would perhaps have been more understandable if Johnson had stated that
he found the existing provisions ‘wanting’, or ‘needing improvement’, but instead he
chose simply to deny their existence. The Letters Patent state that: ‘our beloved subject
Robert Johnson of North Luffenham in the County of Rutland Clerk hath humbly
besought us for that there hitherto hath been no Free Grammar School for the Instruction

William George Walker, A History of the Oundle Schools (London: Hazell, Watson & Viney, 1956), p.
59.
2 Leicester Record Office, Wigston, DG37/1: ‘Letters Patent for founding the Schools and Hospitals of
Oakham and Uppingham in the county of Rutland.
3 See, Charles Richard Bingham, Our Founder, Some Account of Archdeacon Johnson (Fabb & Tyler:
Cambridge, 1884).
4 See, Cawdrey’s introduction to his A Table Alphabeticall, published in 1604, and further discussion in
chapter three.
1
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of Boys in good Learning within our County of Rutland’.5 Clearly Johnson had informed
the queen (either directly or through Burghley) that there were no existing provisions in
the county when he made his application for the foundation grant, and given Burghley’s
familiarity with the area, it seems likely that he was prepared to support Johnson’s
account. It may well be, that at the time of the application, Johnson’s claim was
technically correct, and that the grammar school in Oakham where Cawdrey had taught
was no longer in existence. Either way, the proposal proceeded with the queen’s assent.
The first challenge facing Johnson in establishing his new foundation was how to fund the
project. As examined in chapter three, Johnson had held multiple livings over the
previous two decades, which would have provided him with a reasonable income. He had
also married two women from wealthy families, which would have further enhanced his
economic status, and had inherited property from his father.6 These factors alone,
however, would not have been sufficient to fund the founding of the establishment he
clearly envisaged. Johnson had purchased land in Uppingham for the foundation in April
1584, and a similar site was purchased in Oakham, in November of the same year.7 These
land purchases seem to have been financed by other investors, with Thomas Fuller
maintaining, in his Worthies of England (1662), that ‘[Johnson] had a rare faculty in
requesting of others unto his own desires, and with his arguments could surprise a miser
into charity’.8 Given Johnson’s connections to the Harrington family (as examined in
chapter three), if he did indeed have their support in his endeavours, as seems likely, it

Leicester Records Office, DG37/1.
The National Archives, Kew, ‘Will of Morrice Johnson, Dyer of Stamford, Lincolnshire, 19 October
1551’, PROB 11/34/402.
7 Uppingham School Archives, Hawley Manuscripts, File Refs., Drawer B53 - 55, No. 5: Land
Transactions.
5

6

Thomas Fuller, The History of the Worthies of England, vol. ii (London: Thomas Tegg, 1840), p. 294.
Although Fuller’s work was written sometime in the 1650s and published posthumously by his son in
1662. Fuller’s father had been appointed to his rectory in Northamptonshire by Johnson’s friend
Thomas Cecil in 1602 and would undoubtedly have been familiar with Johnson in his capacity as the
Archdeacon of Leicester.
8
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may well have been the Harringtons, as the wealthiest landowners in the county, who
bankrolled the purchase of the land. Fuller goes further in describing Johnson’s attitude
towards his foundations, implying that Johnson risked none of his own capital on the
endeavour and was merely ‘a nurse to the charity of others’.9 This is in direct
contradiction to Abraham Johnson’s assertion, in his manuscript, that his father was ‘sole
Founder and Endower with Four Hundred Marks hereditaments yearly for ever’.10 It is
certainly possible that Johnson endowed the school with this amount, and his will
certainly provided funds for the schools after his death, but the exact source of the
endowments remains undocumented. This also raises interesting questions about the
source of Johnson’s own wealth, as his will shows that he had accrued a considerable
estate at the time of his death.11 The statutes, moreover, provided not only for the
foundation of the schools, but also for their associated hospitals. However, it was clear
which of these was the priority for Johnson, as the building of the schoolhouses began
almost immediately, and this was where all the funds were directed. It was not until 1591
that Johnson applied to the queen for help raising the funds needed to build the hospitals,
requesting a grant of fifty pounds per annum.12 This petition also confirms Burghley’s
support for both Johnson and the project as he noted that: ‘I know that the party hath
begun these good acts, and hath maintained them with all the goods that his father left
him. These actions are rare in this age.’13 Once the building of the schools was complete,

Fuller, Worthies, p. 294.
Uppingham, Uppingham School Archives, Hawley Manuscripts, File Refs. Drawer B.53 -55, Box 3,
Abraham Johnson MS (unpaginated manuscript). The question of Johnson’s estate will be examined in
greater detail in chapter eight.
11 National Archives, Kew, PROB 11/147/372, Will of Robert Johnson of North Luffenham, Rutland.
12 R.A. Roberts (ed.), Calendar of the Cecil Papers in Hatfield House, Vol. 4, 1590 – 1594 (London,
1892), British History Online <http://www.british-history.ac.uk/cal-cecil-papers/vol4> [accessed 7
Dec 2017], (April 1591).
13 Roberts, Cecil Papers, vol. iv, April 1591.
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the next task for Johnson was to ensure that the right people were in place to help run his
foundation.

Included in the foundation deeds for Johnson’s new schools was the provision for twentyfour governors, who would oversee the schools and take charge of their ‘property and
revenues’.14 An analysis of the men chosen by Johnson to be governors of his foundation
provides a fascinating insight into his motives and ambitions for the schools. The first
named governor is an interesting choice for Johnson to have made. The man named in
the statutes as ‘Reverend Father in Christ John, Bishop of London’ was John Aylmer,
noted for his fervent opposition to both Catholics and puritans, and a close ally of John
Whitgift.15 Although generally described as being unsympathetic to the puritan cause,
Aylmer was not above aligning himself with the movement when it suited his purpose. In
1577, shortly after his appointment as Bishop of London, Aylmer met with four noted
puritans: William Chark from Peterhouse; Edmund Chapman from Trinity; and John
Field and Thomas Wilcox.16 Aylmer had hoped that ‘they might be profitably employed in
Lancashire, Staffordshire, Shropshire, and such other like barbarous countries, to draw
the people from Papism and gross ignorance’.17 Aylmer believed that he could exert some
measure of control over these puritans, and presumably, that their extreme puritanism
would act as a counterbalance to the Catholicism still deeply rooted in certain parts of the
country; this resulted in a local population that would ultimately be persuaded to adhere

Leicester Record Office, DG37/1.
Ibid.
16 Chark and Chapman had been at the forefront of the group of fellows promoting Cartwright’s ideas at
Cambridge after his departure from the university and Field and Wilcox had published A View of
Popish Abuses yet remaining in the English Church (1572) and An Admonition to the Parliament
(1572) respectively, both heavily criticising the existing policies of the English Church.
17 John Strype, The Life and Acts of the Right Reverend Father in God, John Aylmer (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1821), p. 36.
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to the Elizabethan via media. Aylmer’s idea never really came to fruition as the puritans,
particularly Field and Wilcox, were unwilling to co-operate with the bishop.18 From this
point Aylmer’s opposition to the puritans continued to grow. Indeed, it was Aylmer who,
in 1587, would ultimately be responsible for depriving Robert Cawdrey, the erstwhile
Oakham schoolmaster, from his living at South Luffenham, which he had held since 1571,
under the protection of Burghley’s patronage.19 Superficially, Aylmer seems to have been
the antithesis of everything that Robert Johnson believed. Why, then, did Johnson choose
him as a governor of his foundation? In fact, the benefit to Johnson of having Aylmer’s
name on the statutes was that it provided Johnson with an element of political cover. He
may have gambled that Aylmer would have been too pre-occupied with his role in London
to have paid close attention to what was happening in two provincial grammar schools,
but having his name attached would prevent anyone who suspected Johnson of
establishing a ‘puritan foundation’ (the accusation that Elizabeth would level at Mildmay
over Emmanuel) and from examining the schools too closely.20 Aylmer’s close ties to
Whitgift also meant that his inclusion could help prevent the Archbishop from focusing
his attentions on any ‘puritan’ educational foundations, with which members of the
network were becoming involved.

The second governor named in the statutes was Richard Howland, in his capacity as
Bishop of Peterborough. In fact, Howland is actually named twice in the statutes, both
appointments are ex officio, and at the time of his appointment as Bishop of
Peterborough in 1584, he also still held the Mastership of St John’s College, Cambridge,
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20 See, J. Bass Mullinger, A History of the University of Cambridge (London: Longmans, Green & Co.,
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which he would retain until 1586. As examined in chapter four, Howland was a moderate
protestant, who seemed to have had some sympathy with the puritan cause, without
actively being involved. What may have made him an attractive prospect for Johnson as a
governor, was the fact that he held two influential positions: as the Bishop for the diocese
in which Johnson’s foundation was located, and as the master of a college to which
Johnson’s associates were closely connected. Howland also had close ties to the Cecils,
having served as the family’s chaplain in 1573.21 Howland’s tenure at Peterborough would
demonstrate that he lacked either the will, or the determination, to prevent the
puritanism that would spread so extensively throughout his diocese, and despite its
reputation, only one minister would face deprivation in 1584.22 As with Aylmer, the
likelihood was that Howland would be too busy with his other roles to have much
involvement with the everyday running of the schools. That said, if he had wished to
involve himself more heavily, his presence in Peterborough would put him in a more
convenient location to do so than Aylmer in London. Additionally, if Howland did choose
to examine the activities of the schools, he was far less likely to cause problems for
Johnson than Aylmer and Whitgift might have been.

Another of the governors named in the statutes, alongside Aylmer and Howland was
Richard Fletcher. In November 1583, shortly before Howland was installed as Bishop of
Peterborough, Fletcher had been appointed as Dean of Peterborough. Fletcher had been
admitted to Trinity College in 1562, at the same time that Robert Johnson was a student
at the college, and shortly before he began his fellowship. Fletcher’s patron was

See, William Joseph Sheils, ‘Howland, Richard (bap. 1540, d. 1600)’, Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004) <http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/13999>
[accessed 4 Sept 2017].
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Archbishop Matthew Parker, who nominated him for a fellowship at Corpus Christi,
Cambridge, in 1569.23 In 1574 he left his fellowship, married and became a preacher in
Sussex at the town of Rye, where Protestantism had already established a strong foothold.
Collinson’s description of Fletcher’s ‘uncompromising Protestantism’ suggests that his
heart lay with the doctrinal purity so beloved of the puritan movement. However, Fletcher
was, like Johnson and so many others in his network, a pragmatist. Therefore, he chose to
avoid controversy, and to subscribe fully to the Elizabethan settlement.24 By 1583,
Fletcher had been appointed as dean of Peterborough, this made him a suitable candidate
for a governor of Johnson’s foundation, both due to his religious convictions, and his
position as a senior church figure within the diocese.

Fletcher was joined on the list of governors by another prominent minister: Gabriel
Goodman. Prior to his appointment as a governor of Johnson’s foundation, Goodman was
very familiar with Rutland, having been the predecessor of Robert Cawdrey as the rector
of South Luffenham from 1558 to 1562. He also had connections to Johnson’s network, by
virtue of his employment as a schoolmaster in the household of Burghley and his wife,
Mildred Cecil, between 1554 and 1558.25 His religious beliefs may not have tallied with
those of the devoutly puritan Mildred Cecil, but she seems to have valued his abilities as
an educator, and was prepared to accept his conformist opinions. Indeed, when the
Burghley’s wife wished to fund a scholarship to St John’s College, Cambridge, the
purchase of the land to do so was made in Goodman’s name. This demonstrated a

Brett Usher, ‘Fletcher, Richard, 1544/5 – 1596’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford:
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considerable trust in Goodman on the part of Mildred Cecil, that seems likely to have
influenced Johnson’s choice of him as a governor.26 By 1584, Goodman was the Dean of
Westminster, and he also had a long history of involvement with educational causes that
made him an obvious choice for Johnson’s foundation. During the 1550s, in his time in
the Cecil household, he had acted as tutor to Burghley’s eldest son, Thomas Cecil, a
Cambridge contemporary of Johnson’s who would also be named as a governor of his
foundation.27 Goodman was not one to die on the altar of his beliefs, and had, like Cecil,
conformed to Catholicism during Mary’s reign. Goodman had been a fellow at Christ’s,
Cambridge, from 1552 until 1554 under the Catholic Master (and bishop) Cuthbert Scott,
which may have resulted in his decision to conform out of self-preservation. Despite being
proposed for a bishopric by Parker, and shortlisted for Norwich in 1575, Goodman never
advanced higher than Dean of Westminster, with his episcopal appointment possibly
being blocked by Leicester, presumably because of his lukewarm attitude to the
puritans.28 Like Aylmer, Goodman’s church commitments would have kept him mainly in
London, and his appointment as a governor seems to have been ex officio. What
Goodman did bring to the table however, was experience in founding a hospital and
grammar school, like those at Oakham and Uppingham, which he had done in his home
town of Ruthin, Wales in 1574.29 He also took an ongoing interest in the running of the
Merchant Taylor’s School, London, and this involvement in educational foundations may
have made him a useful contact for Johnson who, up to this point, had no experience of
establishing such a foundation.
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Alongside the aforementioned notables of the Elizabethan church, and their ex officio
appointments as governors of Johnson’s foundation, were others whose presence owed
more to Johnson’s faith in their loyalty and shared aims, than to political cover or
necessity. These men were largely related to more prominent members of Johnson’s
network, who were not in a position to serve as governors themselves. The first of these
was Thomas Cecil, Lord Burghley’s eldest son, who, as discussed in chapter three, was a
contemporary of Johnson’s at Cambridge. Thomas Cecil’s career would prove to be less
illustrious than that of his younger half-brother, Robert, who would succeed their father
as Elizabeth’s Secretary of State and Lord Privy Seal. Prior to his admission to Trinity
College, Thomas had been educated at home by one of his fellow governors: Gabriel
Goodman. After this he was sent abroad by his father to travel in Europe for two years
during which time, he seems to have distinguished himself largely by his profligacy.30
Redemption in the eyes of his father would come with the adoption of a political career.
He was elected as MP for Stamford in 1563 (a position previously held by both his great
grandfather David Cecil and Robert Johnson’s father, Maurice) and later for Lincoln in
1584, and Northamptonshire in 1592.31 Thomas would probably not have been Robert
Johnson’s ideal choice of character as a governor for his foundation, but he provided an
important link to the Cecil family, and added political gravitas to the list. Similarly,
Anthony Mildmay, the eldest son of Sir Walter was also named as a governor of the
foundation. Like Thomas Cecil, Anthony failed to emulate the political success of his
father, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and like Thomas Cecil, he had been raised in a
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strongly puritan household. Where the two men appear to have diverged, however, was in
their commitment to the reformed faith. There has been no detailed study of Thomas
Cecil’s religious affiliations, but the fact of his limited success as a political operator
meant that he was not hampered by the need for restraint and diplomacy which his father
and brother had to demonstrate, in order to avoid the queen’s displeasure. Both Thomas
and Anthony were also amongst the group of commissioners of the peace within the
diocese of Peterborough who have been credited with helping to spread puritan ideas
amongst their peers within the diocese.32 These commissioners were to be something of a
problem for Richard Howland, the Bishop of Peterborough, who stated in a report, in
1587, that some amongst the commissioners had the tendency to ‘impugn all orders
established’.33 In addition to Thomas Cecil and Anthony Mildmay, the group also
included another of Johnson’s governors, Edward, Lord Zouche.

Zouche had matriculated from Johnson’s old Cambridge college, Trinity, in 1570, and was
the only son of George, tenth Baron Zouche of Harringworth, in Northamptonshire, on
the border with Rutland. Zouche’s father died when he was thirteen years old, and he
became a ward of Lord Burghley, who was responsible for sending him to Cambridge.34
Zouche had had a long association with Johnson’s network and had, in 1580, travelled
from his home in Harringworth, to attend the fast organised by Johnson in Stamford
following the notorious earthquake.35 Like his near neighbours Johnson and Mildmay,
Zouche had realised that ensuring the furtherance of puritan ideas could be done without
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scrutiny on a small scale and that this could, ultimately, be just as effective as large scale
campaigns. For example, when a local Rector Walter Baker was removed from his living
for simony, Zouche helped to ensure that his replacement was a puritan, thus
guaranteeing that the local congregation would have maximum exposure to puritan
ideas.36 On a provincial level, Zouche was extremely active in supporting and promoting
puritan activities and, therefore, whilst his endeavours on this front may not have been as
wide reaching as some puritans more active on the national stage, they were still
extremely valuable to the movement.37 This philosophy of small scale, grassroots
promotion would have appealed to Johnson and his associates, and Zouche further
strengthened his connections to the network by marrying Sir James Harrington’s
daughter, Sarah, in 1611. These connections, and his conduct in promoting puritanism, as
well as his status, undoubtedly helped to secure his position as a governor of Johnson’s
foundation. Abraham Johnson notes that Zouche was the only one of the original
governors, aside from Abraham himself, to outlive Robert Johnson, and so became the
‘sole Patron of the said Two Schools and Two Hospitals’.38 It was in his hands that Robert
Johnson’s legacy was initially placed. Abraham is at pains to ensure that his own
influence on the schools and role in his father’s legacy is recorded, stating that ‘his said
son can plant or supplant the warden or any of the rest’ and noting his own honourable
commitment to the schools which he intended to maintain ‘incorruptibly […] whilst he
lived, refusing money when it has been offered to him, and other bribes and does join
with his fellow governors in condemning them freely’.39 Abraham’s pride in his father’s
schools is clear throughout the manuscript, and whilst his personal achievements were
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limited compared to those of his father and eldest son, his commitment to the educational
foundations seems to have been unwavering.40

If Aylmer’s name on the list of governors was designed to prevent accusations of a
‘puritan foundation’, and Howland was a religious neutral, then the naming of Howland’s
predecessor as Master of St John’s as another governor, seems the most likely choice to
have courted controversy. Nicholas Sheppard had been elected as master of St John’s in
1569, having previously been a fellow of Trinity at the same time that Robert Johnson was
also a fellow at the same college.41 Sheppard served as Master of St John’s, Cambridge,
until 1574, when he appears to have been forced out, after being accused of opposition to
the established church and promoting a puritan faction in the college. At some point prior
to this, he was presented with ‘20 articles of enquiry as to his orthodoxy and conformity’
challenging him on his views.42 Whilst the questions that were posed to him have not
survived, Sheppard’s responses have, and in them he defends himself from the
accusations maintaining that he has ‘subscribed to the book of Common Prayer publicly
authorized in this Realm’.43 Sheppard also states that: ‘It were to be wished that the realm
were so well furnished with learned ministers that every particular parish might have
one’.44 This desire to see an increase in the number of educated clergy was a hallmark of
the puritan ethos, and was echoed by Johnson and Mildmay, who had established their
educational institutions precisely for this purpose. Perhaps most significantly for the
security of those promoting puritan ideas, is Sheppard’s response to article 17: ‘I take the
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Queen her Majesty to have authority over all states civil or ecclesiastical.’45 It was
essential for the success of those like Johnson, who sought to further the acceptance of
puritan ideas, that they do so without presenting any challenge to the royal supremacy.
This was after all at the very heart of everything that Burghley did, to the extent that he
seems to have been prepared to subsume his own religious preferences in order to ensure
the security and stability of the realm. That Sheppard understood this impulse marks him
as a man who both understood and sympathised with the aims and methods of some of
the members of Johnson’s network.

The remaining governors named in Johnson’s statutes came from a variety of
backgrounds. The Harrington family filled four of the twenty-four places and their
support (as examined in chapter three), both financial and political, would be essential to
the success of Johnson’s foundation. Another of the named governors was John Still,
whose background and puritan credentials were examined in chapter four of this thesis,
in the context of his tenure as Master of St. John’s College. Another of the governors was
Henry, Lord Cromwell, second Baron Cromwell of Oakham, the grandson of Henry VII’s
disgraced minister Thomas Cromwell. Henry was educated at St John’s College,
Cambridge, matriculating in 1553; although nothing seems to be known of his own
religious convictions, beyond his presumed protestantism, his position and education
would have been enough to ensure him a place as one of Johnson’s governors.46 Another
governor was named as Kenelm Digby, son of Sir Everard Digby of Stoke Dry, Rutland.
Digby was first elected as an MP, for Stamford, in 1539 and subsequently as MP for
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Rutland, ten times between 1545 and 1584.47 Like Johnson, Digby had a family
connection to the Cecils, having served as an MP for Stamford alongside Lord Burghley’s
father, Richard. The choice of Digby as a governor seems likely to have been down to his
family’s prominence in the county, and possibly his connection to Burghley, rather than
his religious beliefs, as there is clear evidence that the family were sympathetic to (if not
actively promoting) the Catholic cause.48 Another Rutland MP named as a governor was
Andrew Noell. Born in c.1552, Noell matriculated from Peterhouse in 1565, and became
MP for Rutland in 1584.49 Noell was also well connected to Johnson’s network by virtue of
his marriage, in 1581, to Sir James Harrington’s daughter, Mabel.50 Although Noell had a
falling out with Sir John Harrington in 1601, over a dispute about who in the family
should stand for parliament in the county, presumably he was committed enough to the
puritan faith for Sir James to agree to the marriage.51 Of the next six governors, Roger
Smyth, Thomas Pagitt, Edward Heron, Robert Sheffield, John Bruton and Bartin Burton,
there is unfortunately almost no information available. Heron appears to have been a
former student at St John’s, Cambridge, and was appointed as recorder for Stamford in
1588.52 Sheffield matriculated from Christ’s College, Cambridge, in 1571, was admitted to
Gray’s Inn, and was the son of George Sheffield of Seaton, Rutland.53 Of the remaining
four we can assume that they were all figures of note locally who were acquaintances or
friends of Robert Johnson, but no further information regarding their status, occupation
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or religious beliefs is available, and Johnson’s reasons for choosing them as governors will
most likely remain unclear.

Of the final governor of Johnson’s foundation, his son Abraham, considerably more
information is available. Indeed, Abraham Johnson’s manuscript provides a detailed
account of his own life, as well as that of his father and of the family’s history. Robert
Johnson’s intent to involve Abraham in his foundation was evident from very early in the
young man’s life. He was just seven years old when his father’s foundation was
established, and just ten years old when he was named as a governor in the 1587 statutes.
Abraham did not himself attend either of his father’s schools, but this did not mean that
his own education was in any way lacking. As he writes of himself in his manuscript:
‘[H]e was in his young years brought up carefully and chargeably by his Father for his
Latin Greek and Hebrew, by Choice Schoolmasters from time to time, that he was able to
understand this last and make a short Hebrew speech and hath read over the whole Bible
in Hebrew and understood it reasonably well’.54 Hebrew was not a common subject to be
taught at this time, so Robert Johnson’s insistence that his son be able to read the Bible in
that language, as well as Latin and Greek (and presumably English), once again
demonstrates the depth of his religious commitment to the Bible as the incontrovertible
word of God.55 Abraham was, he claimed, also able to ‘understand and write and speak
the Latin perfectly’, as well as ‘read over the Greek Testament’.56 That Abraham be able to
understand a good number of languages was obviously important to his father, and the
younger Johnson also received instruction in ‘French Italian and Spanish Languages’.57
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However, Abraham’s education was not limited merely to those languages that would
enable him to understand different religious translations: he also received instruction in
‘Rhetoric, and Logic, and in Arithmetic and Geometry and Natural Philosophy, and in
Music both to play and sing.’58 The breadth of Abraham’s education is a good indication of
how important Robert Johnson felt it was to provide boys with such knowledge, and may
well have been a template for the kind of curriculum that would be introduced in his
grammar schools.59 Furthermore, as discussed in chapter three, Abraham’s education was
comprehensive enough to convince Walter Mildmay that his friend’s son would be an
asset to his own foundation, Emmanuel College, whilst completing his studies. He was
admitted to Emmanuel in 1591, where he studied under Nathaniel Gilbey, a committed
puritan who had transferred to Emmanuel from Christ’s and was, in 1589, one of the
signatories to the petition in support of Francis Johnson.60 After four years at Cambridge,
Abraham then progressed to Lincoln’s Inn to complete his education. Abraham himself
states that his heart was not really in the law and that ‘he was more addicted to an
Academical life in other studies, specially Mathematical and Physiological or of Natural
Philosophy’.61 Abraham had clearly inherited his love of learning and interest in education
from his father, and so greater involvement with his father’s foundation would be a logical
step for him. However, the elder Johnson appears to have maintained his control over his
foundation, during the period when Abraham was completing his studies, and beyond his
role as a governor, there is no evidence that Abraham had any further involvement with
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the schools during his father’s lifetime. Instead the job of managing the schools fell to the
teaching staff that Johnson and the governors would appoint.

Whilst the identities of the governors are an interesting insight into Johnson’s careful
planning, it would be the masters who would be responsible for the day-to-day running of
the schools and their curricula. Johnson’s choice for the first Master of Uppingham
School demonstrates how confident he was that the foundation would avoid close scrutiny
from those opposed to the idea of puritan education, possibly because of his choice of
governors. The first Master is named in the 1587 statutes as David Black, and although no
further information is given about him, there is an interesting figure by that name who
would have certainly been a fitting candidate for the post, as far as Johnson would have
been concerned. Born in Scotland in around 1546, David Black was educated at St
Andrews University and then moved to England to become a schoolmaster in the mid1560s.62 Black had settled in Cornwall and had formed a close association with Eusebius
Paget, who had found himself in exile in the west country following his removal from his
ministry in the mid-1570s. Paget had formerly been a prominent puritan preacher in
Northamptonshire, where he had worked closely with Percival Wiburn who, in turn, had
been brought before the privy council in 1573, alongside Thomas Cartwright, Edward
Dering and Robert Johnson for distributing puritan propaganda.63 This connection may
well have been the catalyst for Black’s eventual relocation to Rutland. Paget had secured a
living as Rector of Kilkhampton, in Cornwall, and it was there that Black would become a
schoolmaster. Collinson has maintained of the pair’s activities in Cornwall that: ‘Between
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them, Black and Paget turned the remote peninsula of Hartland upside down. Black
defamed the Prayer Book, preached and catechized though not in orders, and used the
Geneva liturgy’.64 Eventually, the Bishop of Exeter tired of such troublemaking in his
diocese and gave evidence against Black, resulting in his appearance before the High
Commission in London in November 1584.65 This, combined with the shifting political
position against the puritans, following Whitgift’s appointment the previous year, seems
to have persuaded Black to leave Kilkhampton, possibly with the intention of returning to
Scotland. However, in 1587 he agreed to conform to the Church of England, and little
more is known of his activities until he was appointed minister of St Andrews in 1590s.
This, therefore, leaves a gap in Black’s known activities between 1584 and 1590, and this
would fit with when that he appears to have served as Master of Uppingham School, from
1584 to 1588. This appointment may also explain his written acquiescence to conformity
in 1587. Given Johnson’s careful choice of governors that would ensure minimum
scrutiny of his activities, asking Black to sign such a declaration would be consistent with
his cautionary approach. What seems certain, however, given both Black’s previous
activities and his future conduct as a fervent puritan, is that he would not, in reality, have
moderated his attitude to religious matters whilst Master of Uppingham School.

Of the first Master of Oakham School, Robert Rushbrooke, there is far less information
available. Cambridge records show that he matriculated from Johnson’s former college,
Clare, in 1571 and had possibly lived in Northampton prior to moving to Oakham.66 He
seems to have returned there after his tenure at Oakham ended in 1587, and was buried in
the town following his death in 1630. He was succeeded, in 1587, by James Wadeson who
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had matriculated from St John’s, Cambridge, in 1578.67 Wadeson was clearly a success as
Master as he served in the position from 1587, until his death in 1611.68 Although little
more is known about these men, what is notable is that both had studied at Cambridge
colleges with which Johnson and his network had close connections. This meant that
Johnson could be confident in the education that these men had received, and that they
would be likely to ensure the type of teaching that Johnson would approve of in his
schools. It also meant that they had been exposed to the puritan ideas that had been so
prevalent in Cambridge during the 1570s, and although it is not possible to make accurate
assessments of their own personal beliefs, the likelihood is that Johnson had chosen men
to run his schools who would support his own views on religious doctrine, as he had done
with David Black at Uppingham.

Unfortunately, there is little specific information available about the early pupils of
Johnson’s grammar schools, and how his puritan project may have influenced their lives.
However, an analysis of the available information does provide some interesting results.
Of the eighty-six pupils identified as progressing from Oakham and Uppingham to
Cambridge between 1598 and 1648, thirty-five of them (40.7 per cent) went up to Sidney
Sussex College, Cambridge. A further twenty-four (27.9 per cent) attended St John’s,
Cambridge, and fourteen (16.3 per cent) went up to Christ’s, Cambridge. This means that
in total 84.9 per cent of the pupils from these two schools who progressed to Cambridge
during this period, attended one of three colleges with which Johnson’s network had close
connections and all of which had strong puritan elements.69 It is also interesting to note
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the choice of career for many of these students after completing their time at Cambridge:
52.3 per cent chose to pursue a career in the clergy. This was a remarkable success for
Johnson and his associates. By creating a system where pupils would receive a puritan
schooling, followed by further education at a puritan leaning college, followed by a career
in the clergy, Johnson had helped to ensure that the ideas puritanism would continue,
despite Whitgift’s plans for the religious settlement and the re-emerging Catholic threat.
Many of the pupils also chose to return to the local area to preach the word of God. One
example was Edward Sheild who had been a pupil at Uppingham and had, after
completing his studies at Cambridge, been ordained at Peterborough in 1617. From 1627
until 1643 he had then served as the rector of Hallaton, Leicestershire, just six miles from
his former school in Uppingham.70 Similarly, William Peachey, whose father had been
Vicar at Oakham, matriculated from St John’s in 1626, and was ordained at Peterborough
in December 1633, before becoming rector of Tickencote, Rutland, in 1639.71 Other pupils
chose to migrate further afield, like James Farren, who was educated at Oakham and
Sidney Sussex, before eventually becoming vicar of St Mary’s, Oxford in 1649.72 Of course,
there is no way to know for certain if these clergymen who had passed through a puritan
run grammar school and into a puritan run college at Cambridge would emerge from the
process as committed puritan; however, Johnson himself had become a committed
puritan whilst at Cambridge, so he certainly understood the ingredients necessary to
ensure such an outcome in his pupils.

Oundle
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The study of Oakham and Uppingham’s foundation gives a fascinating example of how
Johnson was able to establish two grammar schools, and control the doctrines that would
be promoted there, through his choice of Masters and Governors. However, in order to
fully understand the influence that members of Johnson’s network were able to wield
over educational institutions, it is necessary to examine other grammar schools that they
did not found, but over which they were still able to exert a significant influence. In 1583,
shortly before the foundation of Oakham and Uppingham Schools, Oundle School had
gained a new Master, with the beginning of the tenure of William Pamphlyn, a former
student at Trinity, Cambridge, during Johnson’s time as a Fellow at the college.73
Pamphlyn had formerly served as Usher at the Grammar School in Kings Lynn, and so his
move to Oundle as Master was a natural progression.74 It is not known how involved
Mildmay was in the decision to appoint Pamphlyn, but certainly, by 1584, his involvement
with the school began to diminish, as his new foundation at Emmanuel began to occupy
more of his attention. He did, however, apparently write to the Grocers’ Company in
1584, requesting that ‘the two exhibitions yearly given by the Company towards the
maintenance of scholars in the University should be henceforth given to such scholars as
should be hereafter of his college’.75 This would certainly have helped to ensure a close
connection would be maintained between Oundle School and Emmanuel College. With
Mildmay’s death in 1589, came the end of his influence over the school and a return to
control being solely in the hands of the Master and the Grocer’s Company. However, the
associations between Oundle and Emmanuel would continue, and there does not seem to
have been any great desire to make fundamental changes to the way that the school was
run. Pamphlyn continued as Master, aided by a succession of ushers, the majority of
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whom seem not have been university educated until the appointment of Raphe Walker.
Walker had been admitted to Emmanuel in 1591, before taking up his post at the school in
1594/5, seemingly the first graduate of Mildmay’s foundation to be employed at the
school.76

Even with Mildmay’s involvement with the school, the influence of the Grocers’ Company
does not seem to have been entirely diminished. In 1584/5 the accounts show that the
Company dispatched an envoy to the school to examine the pupils and ensure that they
were achieving sufficient standards in their education.77 The visitation books for the
period between 1584 and 1603 do not record any issues with the school, stating simply
omnia bene, and Mildmay’s death, in 1589, certainly did not affect Pamphlyn, who
continued in his role for a further seven years.78 However, Pamphlyn’s tenure would not
end as positively as it had begun. Pamphlyn’s eventual fall from grace seems to have
occurred rapidly. There are no warnings in the Grocers’ Guild records that his
performance was falling short of the expected standards, until 2 April 1596, thirteen years
into an otherwise uneventful tenure, when the record states that ‘it is ordered that Mr
Wardens shall forthwith write their letters to Mr Pamphlon School Master of Oundle,
thereby requiring him to provide himself some other place of service, in regard of his
want of due attendance, and other misbehaviour’.79 The precise nature of Pamphlyn’s
‘misbehaviour’ is unclear from the Grocers’ Company records, but it seems likely to have
been related to his religious leanings. Given that previous visitations to the school, by
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representatives of the Company, had not indicated any failure on Pamphlyn’s part to
attend to his role as Master, it is likely that his ‘want of due attendance’ was, in fact,
related to a failure to ensure attendance at the parish church, and that expected standards
of religious instruction were not being met: that he was, in other words, a puritan.80 This
would be something that could easily have been brought to the attention of the Company
by a local resident, who may have noted the absence of the Master at the parish church
more easily than the Company’s own inspectors on their planned visits. Although the
records do not reflect exactly how Pamphlyn’s indiscretions came to the attention of the
Grocers’ Company, they seem to have decided by this point that it was desirable to
remove Pamphlyn from his position. To the dismay of the Grocers’ Company, Pamphlyn
proved to be more tenacious in keeping his role at the school than they had anticipated.
At the meeting on 5 August, the Company and the Master appear to have reached an
impasse, and the case was postponed, to be further discussed at the next meeting.81 By the
next meeting on 3 September, the Company had decided that the decision on whether
Pamphlyn should remain at the school should be referred to a higher authority, and so
wrote to Whitgift, in his capacity as the Archbishop of Canterbury, to request his opinion
on the matter.82 This seems to have been an attempt to force Pamphlyn to accept his fate
and tender his resignation. Knowing Whitgift’s attitude to puritan teaching, it is therefore
unsurprising that by the time of the meeting on 15 October, Pamphlyn had indeed
‘signified to this Worshipful Company, that he is willing to resign his place of
Schoolmaster at Oundle’.83 Had Mildmay still been alive, it seems likely that Pamphlyn
would have appealed to him to save his position at the school, and might well have been
successful. However, Pamphlyn’s fall came at a time of vulnerability for some of
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Johnson’s network, who were, by this point, focused on their endeavours in Cambridge
and Rutland. Burghley was in failing health and Whitgift’s anti-puritan stance had
become accepted church policy, meaning that the defence of a grammar school Master in
Northamptonshire was not a battle worth fighting for anyone with any influence.
Pamphlyn seems eventually to have realised that the opportunities to promote puritan
education in Northamptonshire were limited without the assistance of Sir Walter
Mildmay. He chose ultimately to relocate to the impeccably puritan area of Dedham, in
Essex, where the Dedham classis had actively preached presbyterian ideas and where the
grammar school had been re-founded in 1571; thus, it was there that Pamphlyn took up a
position as Master in 1599.84

The Grocers’ Company’s next meeting, on 14 January, resulted in the choice of Richard
Spencer, a graduate of Clare College, Cambridge, as Pamphlyn’s successor.85 The records
from the meeting also demonstrate that the Company had learned their lesson from the
events surrounding Pamphlyn’s departure, and this time included the proviso that ‘the
said Richard Spencer shall continue Schoolmaster there, but only during the good
pleasure of the said Wardens […] for the time to be and his good behaviour in doing his
duty there, to their good liking’.86 The Company also requested that Spencer pay a deposit
of one hundred pounds and would have to be prepared to leave the school with a notice
period of six months. Such a proviso had never been included for any of the previous
Masters, and indicates not only that the Company had determined not to repeat past
mistakes, but also that they were endeavouring to reassert their control over the school
following the era of Mildmay’s influence. Spencer initially seems to have been a success,
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and his tenure lasted until 1616, a total of nineteen years.87 However, both Spencer and
the school seem to have struggled with financial problems throughout his time as Master,
partly as a result of litigation resulting from his predecessor’s departure. The costs of this
began to affect Spencer, and in April 1598, he petitioned the Company for financial
assistance due to the ‘many troubles lately befallen unto him by reason of his
schoolmastership which charges amount to the sum of £30 or thereabouts as also for
continuance of his predecessor’s yearly benevolence of 20 Nobles’.88 The Company
granted Spencer a £20 payment, and the yearly benevolence, in addition to his salary of
£18 per annum.89 However, this still did not solve Spencer’s financial woes and, at the
meeting on 5 June 1601, the Company agreed to pay him an additional benevolence of £6
13s 4d ‘in respect of great charges which he hath been at procuring his Annuity of £5 6s
8d out of the exchequer.’90 They also agreed to advance him six months wages which
seems to have finally settled the Master’s financial issues.

Richard Spencer was assisted in his first two years as Master by the school’s usher, Raphe
Walker who had also served under his predecessor. When he left, in 1599, he was
succeeded by Thomas Welch, who served for three years and then, in 1602, by Thomas
Addams, whom Walker has described as having attended Sidney Sussex, Cambridge,
which would have made him another product of the network’s educational foundations.
However, the only Thomas Addams, or Adams, listed in the Alumni Cantabrigienses did
not graduate until 1605/6, and so the accuracy of this is questionable.91 There is no
evidence that either Spencer, or any of the ushers, had direct links to Johnson’s network
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and so Pamphlyn’s departure seems to have marked the end of any real association with
Oundle School. The Grocers’ Guild continued to closely monitor teaching in the school,
with an order to examine the scholars at the school been issued at the Company meeting
on 16 July 1602.92 Although there is no record of what the assessors concluded it seems
fair to assume that any problems would have been reported at the next meeting, which
was not the case, although Walker speculates that the inspection may have actually been
delayed by the queen’s death.93 The records up to the meeting on 27 June 1604, indicate
that everything was proceeding in a manner with which the Company were satisfied,
although, as chapter eight will examine, this status quo would not be maintained for
long.94 Ultimately, by the end of Elizabeth’s reign, any influence that members of
Johnson’s network may have had over Oundle School had long since been extinguished.
With Mildmay’s death the Grocers’ Company had re-established their authority and
removed the perceived pernicious influence of Pamphlyn’s mastership. However, as
chapter eight will examine, the links between Oundle and Emmanuel were not so easy to
break, and it was with this last remaining vestige of their puritan educational hopes that
Johnson and his associates would have to be content.

Stamford
Where Oundle, Uppingham and Oakham provide examples of the direct influence on
local grammar schools that some of Johnson’s associates had, Stamford was in a slightly
different position. The school had existed for much longer than any of the other three
grammar schools and was already well established by 1584.95 What linked it to Johnson’s
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network was not only its proximity to the other schools and to Rutland, but also the everpresent shadow of its most notable former pupil, William Cecil, Lord Burghley, whose
grand home on the outskirts of the town would be completed in 1587. Like Oundle,
Stamford School had also had a change of Master in 1583. Following on from the
Mastership of John Beaumont, Thomas Atherton took over in 1583. His tenure appears to
have been short lived at just three years, but, unfortunately, there is no further
information on the reasons for his departure, or indeed anything further about the man,
other than the fact that he matriculated from Trinity, Cambridge, in 1569, and left
Stamford to become vicar of Pinchbeck, Lincolnshire in 1586.96 There is a gap from 1586
until 1588, in which no further information as to the identity of the Master is available.
Deed’s history of the school provides no clues as to what may have happened during this
period, as indeed it provides little information about Atherton. Fortunately, of his
successor, Robert Browne, who appears to have taken over as Master in 1588, there is
considerably more information available.

Browne was born in around 1550, probably at Tolethorpe, Rutland, just outside of
Stamford.97 His family were distantly related to the Cecils and, given Lord Burghley’s
influence over Stamford School, this may well have been a factor in his appointment as
Master. Browne was admitted to Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, in 1570, achieving
his BA in 1572/3.98 Browne’s commitment to the more extreme forms of the reformed
religion were evident from his earliest career, and he recalled that during his time at
Cambridge, in the 1570s, he wrestled with his conscience over allegiance to the church
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versus his own puritan beliefs.99 After leaving Cambridge, he dedicated himself to
spreading the word of god and has been described as ‘an incessant and lawless preacher
in Cambs. and Norfolk.’100 His disillusionment with the established church seems to have
fully taken root around 1580, when he resigned from his role as a preacher at his old
college and, along with his friend Robert Harrison, moved to Norwich. Both men were
signatories to a local petition that requested that Elizabeth replace the current structure
of the English church with a form of presbytery, and replace ministers who did not
preach, with those who did.101 In 1582 Browne published a work entitled: A book which
shows the life and manners of all true Christians and how unlike they are unto Turks
and Papists, and heathen folk.102 This work was followed, in 1583, by another tome
examining the divisions within the Protestant movement, which touched on Browne’s
commitment to the spread of the ‘true word’ through means of education. In it he
discusses the ‘careful and zealous’ Cambridge scholars who were ‘counted forward in
religion’ and who ‘applied themselves to teach scholars’.103 Browne also writes of his own
time spent as a schoolmaster in the early 1570s, stating that: ‘R. Browne also gave himself
for the space of three years. He having a special care to teach religion with other learning
did thereby keep his scholars in such [...] good order’.104 However, the work demonstrates
that Browne was clearly concerned about the state of the church, and feared that even
with teaching that remained true to the word of god, the good work could be easily
undone given the ‘woeful and lamentable state of the church.’105 Prior to the publication
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of these works, Browne had started to come to the attention of the authorities in Norfolk.
The Bishop of Norwich, Edmund Freake, would write to Lord Burghley in August 1581,
complaining that Browne was ‘teaching strange and dangerous doctrine’ and requesting
Burghley’s help in curtailing his activities.106 Browne and Robert Harrison had, by this
time, declared themselves separated from the Church of England and had established a
local congregation dedicated to following the teachings of scripture.107 The opposition to
their endeavours forced them to relocate the church to the Netherlands in 1582, where
Browne would publish his works criticising the established church in England.108
Although the Netherlands had witnessed the emigration of numerous religious refugees
from England during the sixteenth century, those emigrating as part of Browne’s church
were the first to do so collectively.109 The Netherlands proved, at first, to be fruitful
ground for the congregation, who were free to worship without fear of persecution and
Browne was able to dedicate his time to produce religious works, publishing three
treatises in 1582 alone.110 Unfortunately for Browne, he and Harrison were to develop
differing ides on the direction of the church, leading to a split in the congregation, with
some supporting Harrison and some Browne.111 The church eventually became so divided
and unsustainable, that in 1584 he returned, first to Scotland and then later to England.112
At around this time Thomas Cartwright had written to his friend, Harrison, encouraging
him to return to the English Church and explaining why Harrison’s criticisms of were
exaggerated; although he did concede that some of the objections were well-founded.113 In
response to this letter, in 1585, Browne published his: An answer to Master Cartwright
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his letter for joining with the English Churches.114 Browne justifies his own answer to a
letter that was, in fact, addressed to Harrison, by saying that Cartwright’s original missive
was ‘seen abroad unsealed and open, as if he cared not who should read it’.115 Browne
takes objection to Cartwright’s characterisation of his church as ‘unlawful’ stating that:
As for the Magistracy of Bishops there is no law to warrant it, but only her
Majesty’s permission: likewise for the common form of service and prayers,
there is exception by the law, and it is set down also in the book of Common
prayer, that the prayers may be changed, intermitted, and left off by
occasions: as when the Minister is to preach or apply himself to his study
for preaching.116
Browne’s continued refusal to recognise the Church of England as god’s true church
ultimately resulted in his arrest which forced Burghley to intervene, and Browne was
eventually convinced to sign a document acknowledging Archbishop Whitgift’s
authority.117 This appears to have marked the beginning of the end of his separatism and
an acceptance of the more ‘pragmatic’ puritan ideas espoused by members of Johnson’s
network.

In 1586 Browne accepted a position as Master of St Saviour’s Grammar School in
Southwark.118 He left this position after two years to take up a similar role at Stamford,
doubtless thanks to the intervention of his kinsman, Burghley. Browne’s interest in
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education had clearly become a defining characteristic by this period, and in 1590 he
wrote to Burghley outlining some of his views on the subject. In his letter, he states that:
I have justly altered the arts & the rules & terms of Art, by evidence of the word, &
have corrected many errors of all our professors, the many falsified points of
learning both in the method & truth of the arts & also of religion. Further I offer to
prove that the Word of God doth expressly set down, all necessary & general rules
of the arts & all learning: as may appear by this book: but should more appear if
examples were added and the contrary errors more largely discovered.119
It is interesting to note that Browne clearly also felt that Oxford had become the seat of
learning for those opposed to the true word of god, claiming that ‘some good men long
ago striving against Anti-Christ, did foresee & foretell of the return of good studies &
profession of learning to Stamford & that to the shame of Oxford’.120 Given the network’s
links to Cambridge (and the control of the Master of St John’s over Stamford School),
Burghley may well have privately agreed with this statement. The letter lays out Browne’s
expectations for the teaching that would take place at Stamford. Not only in terms of the
curriculum, which he says should include: logic; grammar; arithmetic; geometry; music;
metaphysics; ethics; economic; politics and true religion (an extraordinarily broad range
for the time), but also that ‘in one year scholars may well learn together those arts, which
scarcely in ten years they untowardly learn in the universities’.121 Browne clearly believed
that the teaching in universities was significantly lacking in some areas, and that it was
becoming the job of the grammar schools, not simply to prepare their scholars for a
university education, but also to ensure that the inadequacies of the universities were
being compensated by their earlier education. He also seems to be concerned about the
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possible effect of interference from outside influences in the educational process, and that
‘Plato, Aristotle, Socrates & Pythagoras made many thousands scholars & that without
any public maintenance’.122 He concludes by commenting that ‘I would hope by your
Lordships good countenance only, to perform much rather the like, & that in all quietness
also, not meddling to condemn or control any learned man or any kind of profession.’123
Browne ultimately left the school the following year, overcoming his disdain for the
Church of England sufficiently to be ordained as a minister, and take up a position as
Rector of Little Casterton, near Stamford.124

Browne’s appointment as Master of Stamford School initially seems incongruous, for a
number of reasons. Firstly, his early refusal to co-operate or agree with puritans like
Cartwright, who sought to reform the English Church from the inside, seemingly puts him
at odds with the aims and ambitions of some of Johnson’s network. Particularly as
Cartwright was at the more extreme, presbyterian end of the spectrum of religious beliefs
inhabited by Johnson’s associates, and this still does not seem to have been sufficient for
Browne. Secondly, his persistent troublemaking would have made him an irritation for
Burghley, who clearly did not support his beliefs and yet chose to allow (and presumably
actively encouraged, there seems to be little other reason for support for it) his
appointment as Master of Stamford School. Perhaps Burghley felt that it was a position in
which Browne could do some good, and would prevent him from being a further thorn in
Burghley’s side; yet Burghley must have known that he would be exposing the pupils at a
school, which he cared deeply about, to some fairly extreme religious ideas, and clearly
did not consider this to be a barrier to Browne’s appointment. Ultimately Burghley’s
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gamble seems to have paid off. Browne’s letter suggests that he was keen to implement an
ambitious curriculum at the school that could only have been of benefit to those pupils
receiving it. His religious ideas certainly appear to have become less radical with age, and
although he undoubtedly remained what most would describe as a nonconformist, his
separatist tendencies were largely curbed in later life. Although attacks on the puritans, in
the 1590s, by Whitgift and others within the established church, led many puritans to
seek other outlets for their beliefs, the reasons for Browne’s eventual acceptance of the
established church can only remain speculative. However, it is interesting that this
change of heart coincided with his involvement in education and, possibly, his exposure
to the aims and ideas of Johnson and some of his associates in furthering the puritan
movement; members of the network may have been instrumental in persuading him that
there were other, more effective ways of promoting change than abandoning the
established church.

Browne’s departure from his role as Master of Stamford School, in either 1591 or 1592
resulted in the appointment of his successor, Robert Mylnes, about whom there is
unfortunately, no further information available.125 Like Browne, Mylnes lasted just a few
years before being replaced, in 1594, by Samuel Johnson. Samuel does not appear to have
been related to Robert Johnson and the most likely candidate seems to have been a
Samuel Johnson, who matriculated from King’s College, Cambridge in 1583, and served
as a fellow of the college from 1586 to 1590.126 The high turnover of Masters continued
with Robert Newton, a student at St John’s, Cambridge, who was appointed to the
position in 1598, having completed his BA in 1596, and appears to have only held the
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position temporarily, before returning to Cambridge the following year to complete his
MA.127 There is no further information available regarding the Masters of this period and
it would appear that despite Browne’s comprehensive plans for the school and an
overhaul of its curriculum, Stamford continued to experience a period of significant
struggle in its management. Given the turmoil at St John’s in the mid-1590s, and the role
that the Master had to play in selecting candidates for the post of Master of Stamford
School, this turbulence may well have meant that the choice became an extremely low
priority for both William Whitaker and his successor, Richard Clayton, in their roles as
Master of St John’s. Finally, in 1602, Richard Swann was appointed to the role as Master
of Stamford School. Swann seems to have been a local, his father having served as Rector
of Ryhall just two miles from Stamford.128 Swann matriculated from St John’s,
Cambridge, in 1598, and his Mastership seems to have brought some stability to the
school, that was met with appreciation by locals who, in 1609, pooled their resources in
order to raise fifty pounds with which to purchase a house for the Master in the town.129
Swann was further endorsed in 1613, when Thomas Cecil, by then Earl of Exeter,
endowed the school with eight scholarships to Clare Hall, Cambridge.130 Swann continued
in the role of Master until 1618 before settling as the Rector of Preston in Rutland, where
he remained until his death in 1645.131

The upheaval endured by both Stamford and Oundle Schools, in the period between 1584
and 1603, is in sharp contrast to the continuity and clear organisation enjoyed by Oakham
and Uppingham. Johnson’s foundations benefitted from the decision to have a dedicated
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board of governors to address the decisions that needed to be made, and the schools were
not reliant on decisions being made by the Master of St John’s, or the Grocer’s Guild, as
Stamford and Oundle were. The puritan nature of many of the Masters and Governors of
Johnson’s foundations also demonstrates that it was considerably easier to ensure the
puritan ethos of those foundations than Oundle and Stamford, over which schools the
network had considerably less influence. Johnson must have observed the issues that
plagued the other schools, particularly in the wake of Walter Mildmay’s diminished
interest in Oundle, following the establishment of Emmanuel in 1584, which would be
followed by his death five years later. With Burghley’s death in 1598, Oundle and
Stamford would present problems for Johnson and his associates, as their influence over
the schools was now significantly diminished, and they could only hope that local puritan
support would help to ensure the schools remained true to the teachings of which their
benefactors would have approved. What had been set in place, however, was a tradition
for pupils of these schools to progressed to certain Cambridge colleges, with Stamford
maintaining strong links with St John’s and Oundle’s debt to Sir Walter Mildmay
reflected in its loyalty to Emmanuel. Post 1584, it was, therefore, to Cambridge that the
concentrated focus of some of Johnson’s network now turned.
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Chapter Six: The Development of four Cambridge colleges: St John’s, Christ’s, Sidney
Sussex and Emmanuel

As the previous chapter has demonstrated, members of Robert Johnson’s network had
considerable success in the period between 1584 and 1603, in establishing control over
the grammar schools at Oundle and Stamford, as well as developing Johnson’s own
foundations at Oakham and Uppingham. However, these grammar schools alone were
never going to provide sufficient influence to enable the puritans associated with
Johnson to realise their ambition of a learned ministry of godly clergy. They needed
university graduates to make this a reality. Attentions, therefore, needed to be focused
on the higher levels of education, and Cambridge became the obvious choice.
Geographically, it made more sense than Oxford, being located closer to the four
grammar schools, and members of the network already had established links with
some of the colleges, notably St John’s, Christ’s and Trinity. This chapter will,
therefore, examine the changes which took place in Cambridge between 1584 and
1603, within the colleges over which some of Johnson’s network had a notable
influence, the new colleges that were founded in this period, and how these
developments related to the overall aims and ambitions of the puritan reformers.

Emmanuel
By the time that Sir Walter Mildmay founded Emmanuel College in 1584, his former
college, Christ’s, along with St John’s, was already at the centre of the well-established
puritan movement in Cambridge.1 However, Mildmay was clearly dissatisfied with the
commitment of these colleges to furthering the puritan cause and was anxious to
ensure that the boys, who were progressing from schools like Oundle, would have the
option of a puritan university education towards which they could be steered and

1
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encouraged. An unsigned document amongst the Mildmay papers in the
Westmoreland archive, dating from 1628 lists five reasons why the founder chose to
found and endow the college.2 These included: ‘the great want of preachers and the
need for a ‘supply of learned and painful ministers’; to encourage the study of ‘arts and
sciences’; and to encourage ‘diligence in study and love of learning’ especially for poor
students.3 Emmanuel was founded on the site of a former Dominican monastery,
which had been grudgingly surrendered to the crown in 1538.4 The land was owned by
various individuals in the period between 1538 and 1583, without, it seems, ever
having been put to any specific use, before finally being purchased, in November 1583,
for five hundred and fifty pounds by Sir Walter Mildmay.5 The queen issued a charter
permitting Mildmay to found a college on 11 January 1584, and the foundation deed is
dated 25 May 1584, with the statutes dated 1 October of the following year. Building
work for the new college took place throughout 1586 and 1587, with sufficient work
having been carried out for a celebration of the achievements to have been held in
1588.6 A notable feature of the building works, that would signal the future direction
of the college, was that the chapel was unconsecrated and faced north.7 This was a
deliberate display of nonconformity, as it contravened the expected east-west
orientation for churches and chapels, and lacked consecration by a bishop, which
could have been interpreted as a validation of the episcopacy with whom so many
puritans were unhappy. Mildmay’s intentions for the college appear to have been no
great secret amongst his circle, with even the queen supposedly commenting on his
establishment of a ‘puritan foundation’, during one of Mildmay’s appearances at court
shortly after the foundation of the college.8 The tale is, that when confronted by the
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queen about his new college, Mildmay replied: ‘far be it for me to countenance
anything contrary to your established laws; but I have set an acorn which, when it
becomes an oak, God alone knows what will be the fruit thereof.’9 However, it seems
likely that this was more courtly deference to the queen, and political circumspection,
than an accurate reflection of Mildmay’s intentions. Puritanism seems to have been
increasingly at the heart of Mildmay’s actions as he aged, and Emmanuel was to be his
legacy. Once the foundation was established, Mildmay then needed to ensure that the
correct people were in place to realise his vision for the college.

Sir Walter Mildmay only ever had one choice for the role of Master of his new
foundation: Laurence Chaderton. Chaderton’s tenure as a fellow at Christ’s (which was
examined in chapter four), had cemented his credentials as one of Mildmay and
Johnson’s ‘pragmatic puritans’ and made him the primary choice for Mildmay’s new
college. Frank Stubbings maintains that, had Mildmay been unable to convince
Chaderton to leave Christ’s and take up the role as Master, he would have preferred to
abandon the idea of a new foundation rather than settle for anyone else in the role.10
The promotion of puritan ideas through education was clearly a shared passion for the
two men, and Stubbings has speculated that had Chaderton ‘been still a Fellow of
Christ’s, it is conceivable that Mildmay might have felt that his ends could be attained
within the framework of the old college’.11 Had Chaderton been elected as Master of
Christ’s in 1582, after the death of Edward Hawford, Emmanuel may very well have
never been founded. In the end the role went to Edmund Barwell, and Mildmay took
the decision that he and Chaderton could better assure the spiritual future of the
country with the foundation of a new college, which would give them the freedom to
Stanford E. Lehmberg, Sir Walter Mildmay and Tudor Government (Austin: University of Texas
Press, 1964), p. 226. This is an apocryphal account that is also described by Stubbings and
Mullinger, although unfortunately none of the authors attribute it to an original source.
10 Frank Stubbings, The Statutes of Sir Walter Mildmay for Emmanuel College (Cambridge:
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train clergy who would be ‘godly, learned, able to preach, and committed to the
pastoral care.’12 Alongside Chaderton, the foundation charter for Emmanuel appointed
three founding fellows: Charles Chadwick from Christ’s; and William Jones and
Laurence Pickering from Clare.13 In addition, four scholars were named and a further
four fellows (John Cock and Nathaniel Gilbey from Christ’s, and John Richardson and
William Branthwaite from Clare) were admitted during the next twelve months.14 The
history of Clare College and its involvement with the puritan cause has not been
examined in detail in this study, however, Robert Johnson had been a student there
before migrating to Trinity in 1560. In addition, the Master from 1570 to 1599,
Thomas Byng, also had links to Christ’s and served as Burghley’s Vice-Chancellor in
1572 and 1578, so it seems reasonable to conclude that the college was not actively
anti-puritan in its outlook during this period. That all of the early fellows were drawn
from either Christ’s or Clare, shows the close connection between those colleges and
Emmanuel, and confirms Mildmay’s desire to ensure that the education provided at
the college would be entrusted to those who shared his ideals.

Chapters nine through thirteen of the statutes are dedicated to the processes of
replacing the Master in the circumstances of death, retirement or removal for other
reasons. They are also extremely detailed on the religious expectations for whoever
takes on the role stating that:
We also desire that no one be elected Master except he has for eight full years
publicly professed the study of sacred Theology, and is commonly known for
such profession, has also publicly preached the word of the Lord, and
frequently fulfilled the office of Lecturer, has been accepted into the orders of
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the ministry, and sincerely abhors and detests Popery, heresy, and all
superstitions and errors15
This requirement to oppose all superstitions was doubtless intended to filter out
anyone who might still be tempted to embrace any of the lingering rituals or
ceremonies of the catholic church, in more lenient interpretations of English
Protestantism, even if they were a confirmed anti-papist. It would serve as a coded
warning to any who were not committed to the puritan ideas that Emmanuel would
not be the place for them. The first place in which a search for a new Master would
begin would be amongst the college’s own Fellows and, if no suitable candidate were to
be found there, preference would be given to those at Christ’s, before widening the
search to the rest of the University of Cambridge. The statutes also lay out clear
instructions for the process of electing a new Master, again drawn heavily from the
statutes of Christ’s, although Stubbings notes that the ‘Emmanuel statute is concerned
with principles, not with procedure’, maintaining the puritan ideals of the college was
discernibly more important to the founder than the administrative minutiae.16 The
Master’s oath committed him to ‘embrace the true Christian religion, contrary to
Popery and all other heresies’, to ‘set the authority of Scripture before the judgment of
even the best of men’, and to ‘refute all opinions that be contrary to the Word of God’.17
If such commitments would seem to be problematic in the face of the Royal
Supremacy, Mildmay pre-empted such potential conflict by also including the proviso
that, the Master will ‘regard the king’s authority as supreme over all men under his
rule, and in no wise subject to the jurisdiction of foreign Bishops, Princes, and
Powers’.18 This rider was presumably enough to placate Elizabeth, although it is
notable that a literal interpretation of the statutes would still mark the authority of the
crown as inferior to that of God, as written in scripture.
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As well as the Master, Emmanuel’s statutes also make specific provisions for the
qualifications and requirements for Fellows. Preference would be given to those
hailing from Essex, the county of Mildmay’s birth, and Northampton, where he had
made his home at Apethorpe. The choice would be first from amongst the college’s
scholars, before passing to others in the college, ‘but always from among those that are
more needy, of better character, and more learned’.19 Preference was also to be given
to the poorest students above all others, Mildmay reasoning that those with wealthy
patrons could ‘live comfortably and adequately from other sources without a
Fellowship’.20 There were, however, stipulations to this provision. The proposed
Fellows were expected to be proficient in Greek, Latin and Hebrew as well as the study
of rhetoric, dialectics and physic.21 Once again the statutes also require that potential
Fellows should, first and foremost, be ‘professors of pure religion, contrary to popery
and other heresies, and such as have conformed their life and manners thereunto’.22
Mildmay’s emphasis for the attributes of those who would shape the direction of his
college was therefore focused on two things: religious belief and academic
qualifications. Whilst it would not have been prudent to publicly require that the
Master and Fellows of Emmanuel should be committed puritans, there are enough
stipulations within the statutes to ensure that this is precisely what would result. This
is demonstrated by the repeated requirements for those of ‘pure religion’ who have
disavowed not only any catholic beliefs, but also any popish remnants that might still
lurk in the more conservative areas of the Church of England.23 By marrying this with
the requirements for the highest levels of academic achievement, Mildmay and
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Chaderton could ensure that the future of the college would be in the hands of men
whose qualifications were beyond reproach and who would embrace their doctrine of
pragmatic puritanism.

An analysis of Emmanuel’s statutes reveals Mildmay’s puritan intent for the college.
The statutes for the new college drew heavily on those of Christ’s College, giving the
Master ‘authority over all the Fellows and Scholars of the same College, to govern rule
correct and admonish them, and to administer the domestic affairs of the whole
College’.24 The opening chapter of the statutes, entitled ‘Of the authority of the
Master’, outlines many of the duties and expectations associated with the role and
includes the provision that ‘[e]moulments accruing from individual grants we desire to
be bestowed to the public use of the College, and not to be put in any way to private
uses’, indicating that the college was intended solely for the enrichment of public life
and, following the puritan ethos, that neither the Master or the Fellows should benefit
materially from the college’s endowments.25 In addition to protecting the funding of
the college itself, Mildmay was keen to ensure that those future puritan preachers who
graduated from his college and went out into the world, would be able to find
employment that would allow them to spread the true word of god. To this end he gave
the college three advowsons from his own estates, including those of Farcet and
Stanground, the area where Robert Johnson had lived with his uncle prior to his time
in Cambridge.26 Furthermore, the Earl of Huntingdon, himself a puritan sympathiser,
provided three further livings and Francis Walsingham (Mildmay’s brother-in-law and
fellow privy councillor) gave the advowson of Thurcaston in Leicestershire, in 1585.27
In addition to these potential rewards, Fellows were only permitted to remain at the
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college for a maximum of twelve months after achieving their doctorate, a measure
designed to ensure that the training and education provided by Emmanuel would not
be wasted on men who would spend their lives ensconced in a Cambridge cloister, but
would rather be out spreading the word of god to the wider world.28 Although the
primary purpose of the college was undoubtedly to draw young men to the puritan
cause and send them into the world to spread the message, the statutes indicate that
Mildmay was keen to ensure that they not only spread the word but would live godly
lives themselves. To this end the fourth chapter of the statutes is entitled ‘Of the
preferment of the virtuous, and of the assignment of rooms’; it opens with the
declaration that ‘as the evil ought to be restrained from wickedness by punishment, so
ought the good by rewards to be encouraged in virtue.’29 It goes on to state the
requirement that the Master should ‘treat more kindly and considerately those whom
he sees more diligent in their pursuit of religion, learning, and honesty’.30 It is
interesting to note that such recognition carried with it the benefit of preferential
rooms, a surprisingly material reward for godly service.

The expectations of the college on its scholars was scarcely less than that of its Fellows
and Master. Prescriptions on ‘divine services’, ‘academic exercises’ and ‘the manners
of pupils’, outlined that ‘every pupil be always occupied, so far as may be, either in the
worship of god, or in the study of good learning, or in the cultivation of distinguished
manners.’31 This rule seems to exemplify the puritan concern, that the devil might
indeed make work for idle hands, should the students at the college not be sufficiently
disciplined and hard-working.32 The scholars would also find themselves entirely at
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the mercy of the Master and Fellows who could, if they were deemed by a majority
vote to have transgressed from the path expected of them, see any one ‘deprived for
ever of his rights as a Fellow or Scholar or pensioner, without any further complaint’.33
Meetings to discuss discipline in the college were held monthly and, although college
records do show formal admonishments being handed out to students, there are only
forty-four instances throughout the whole of Chaderton’s thirty-eight years as
Master.34 This indicates that not only was the code of conduct of the college strict and
uncompromisingly puritan, but that the vast majority of students and Fellows were
prepared to adhere to it. The statutes put in place by Chaderton and Mildmay ensured
the apparatus was in place to maintain adherence to these expectations. Although
most of the requirements were in line with those of Christ’s College, it is also notable
that the equivalent statute for Christ’s on ‘divine services’ requires the wearing of
‘white surplices’, a regulation that is notable in its absence from the Emmanuel
version.35

Emmanuel under Laurence Chaderton quickly became the personification of godly
living that Mildmay had envisioned through his statutes. Chaderton himself was not
only a respected academic, but also a prolific preacher, lecturing weekly until the age
of 82 and when he eventually retired from the pulpit, ‘forty divines signed a
testimonial to the effect that they owed their conversion to Chaderton’, demonstrating
the education outside of the college walls could be just as effective as that taking place
within.36 By the turn of the seventeenth century, members of the college eschewed
traditional forms of religious service, opting instead for a more puritan flavour to their
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worship, that most certainly did not involve the wearing of surplices, and rarely of
caps or gowns.37 There were also accusations that members of the college were being
permitted to receive the sacrament whilst sitting rather than kneeling, a charge that
Chaderton disputed, stating that any sitting was due to the ‘reason of the seats so
placed as they be, yet that they had some kneeling also.’38 However, it seems that over
its first twenty years the accepted forms of worship in the college had moved further
and further from those of Elizabeth’s church. When, in 1604, a new Constitutions and
Canons Ecclesiastical was issued, it caused considerable moral and spiritual turmoil
for many in Emmanuel, despite the fact that it was merely reiterating established and
widely accepted spiritual discipline that included the orders of service, the wearing of
surplices and kneeling for communion.39 One Fellow of the college, Samuel Ward,
decried it as part of a greater plan, ‘laid to bring our college to the wearing of the
surplice.’40 Under Chaderton’s direction the college had become the leading institution
of the Elizabethan puritan movement, dedicated to the education of a puritan clergy,
but conducted with such care and subtly that it had been barely noticeable. For some
of the members of Johnson’s network it was an incontrovertible demonstration of
what could be achieved.

The impact of the college on the English puritan movement should not be
underestimated. However, the impact of puritanism at Emmanuel would have a much
wider influence in the seventeenth century. Many English puritans from the college,
tiring of the restrictions placed on the under the Church of England, would make their
way to the New World, seeking greater levels of religious freedom. Emmanuel alumni
who would make their names in the founding of new colonies in America included:
Thomas Hooker, the founder of Connecticut; prominent puritan minister Thomas
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Shepherd; and Robert Johnson’s grandson, Isaac, who would become a shareholder in
the Massachusetts Bay Company and one of the founders of the first settlement at
Boston.41 The influence of Emmanuel on puritanism in both England and America
should not be underestimated, and Laurence Chaderton was undoubtedly one of the
most important figures in the Cambridge puritan movement. His influence over both
Christ’s and Emmanuel is clearly demonstrated by the fact that his move from the
former to the latter, in 1584, represents the beginning of Emmanuel’s ascendancy in
the movement and the decline of Christ’s.42 Chaderton was careful to walk the line
between realising the ambitions of many the network of pragmatic puritans to use
educational foundations to further their aims, whilst never doing anything that might
threaten Burghley’s position or the Elizabethan settlement. As Lake has argued,
Chaderton ‘might in certain situations advocate conformity, but he never became a
conformist. Conformity was merely the price that had sometimes to be paid for the
infusion of the existing forms of the church and state with a puritan content’.43 The
result of such careful tactics meant that Emmanuel would become the most prominent
puritan house within the university producing many who would influence the
movement over the next thirty years, particularly in America. Because Chaderton was
able to start the college with only those Fellows he had hand-picked, he could resist
the factions that would cause such problems at St John’s and ensure that he and
Mildmay left a truly puritan legacy.44
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Sidney Sussex
Just under three months before Sir Walter Mildmay’s death, on 31 May 1589, the
benefactor of another Cambridge College passed away, at her home in Bermondsey,
London.45 Frances Sidney, the dowager countess of Sussex had been born in around
1531, and was the daughter of Sir William Sidney. Her brother, Sir Henry Sidney, was
a courtier, and the Lord Deputy of Ireland, and her elder sister, Lucy, married Sir
James Harrington and became the matriarch of the Harrington family of Rutland, who
would become so influential in the spread of puritanism in the county.46 In 1555,
Frances married Thomas Radcliffe, who became the third Earl of Sussex in 1557,
following the death of his father.47 Sussex was appointed to the privy council in 1570,
and became the Lord Chamberlain of the queen’s household two years later. Sussex
appears to have been close to Burghley, with the two men, along with the Earl of
Leicester, forming the core of the queen’s privy council throughout the 1570s, together
with Sir Nicholas Bacon as Lord Keeper and Sir Walter Mildmay as Chancellor of the
Exchequer.48 Sussex passed away in 1583, without issue, having become estranged
from his wife, although she was still the principal beneficiary of his will.49 Whilst
Sussex does not seem to have shown any puritan sympathies, his wife’s will notably
allowed for bequests to be made to puritan preachers.50 Given her family’s active
support for the puritan cause, it seems that Lady Sidney may well have suppressed her
own support for the cause in order to avoid negatively impacting her husband’s career
at court. Whether religion was a cause of their estrangement in the last months of their
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marriage can only be speculated upon, but certainly her nephews, the Harringtons,
would endeavour to ensure that her lasting legacy would be one that was dedicated to
the cause.

The clause in the countess’s will that allowed the Harringtons to achieve this, states
that ‘my executors shall bestow & employ the sum of £5000, over & besides all such
my goods as in this my present will remain unbequeathed, for the erection of a new
college in the University of Cambridge, to be called the Lady Frances Sidney Sussex
College’.51 However, the will also allowed for ‘the enlarging of the college or hall called
Clare Hall in the said University of Cambridge’, if the endowment proved to be
insufficient to establish a new college in her name.52 The executors of Lady Sidney’s
will included her nephew, Sir John Harrington, her cousin Henry Bosvil, Gabriel
Goodman, the Dean of Westminster and Henry Gray, the Earl of Kent. Both
Harrington and Goodman were also governors of Oakham and Uppingham schools
and, therefore, already involved with the educational establishments associated with
Johnson’s network. To supervise the will, Lady Sidney named the Archbishop of
Canterbury, John Whitgift, not a choice that seems likely to have pleased the
Harringtons, with whose own puritanism Whitgift was distinctly at odds. Whilst Kent
and Harrington set to work quickly on the founding of the college, it would ultimately
take seven years before the plan would become a reality. The executors had decided
upon the former site of the Grey Friars for the college, which belonged to Trinity
College but it took until 1593, for Sir John Harrington to instruct his representative,
Richard Stace, to begin negotiations with Trinity over the site.53 Trinity seem to have
been reluctant to sell and the proceedings required a letter from Archbishop Whitgift
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requesting that the site be sold for a reasonable price.54 This was followed by letter
from the queen requesting that they sell the Grey Friars site without delay, and
dispensing with the statute forbidding alienations, before Parliament eventually
passed an act allowing for Trinity to sell or lease the site.55 Finally, in July 1594 the
queen issued letters patent for the foundation of a college on the site and allowed for
the appointment of a Master, Fellows and scholars.56

The choice of the first Master for the college seems to have undoubtedly been due to
the influence of Sir John Harrington, as it was his nephew, James Montagu, who was
appointed to the position, in February 1595. Montagu was the son of Sir Edward
Montagu and his wife, Elizabeth, the sister of Sir John Harrington. He was born at
Boughton in Northamptonshire, around thirty miles from Sir Walter Mildmay’s home
at Apethorpe.57 Like Mildmay, Montagu was an alumnus of Christ’s College,
Cambridge, having matriculated from the college in June 1585.58 Christ’s during this
period was, as Collinson has argued, ‘a puritan seminary in all but name’, largely
thanks to the influence of Fellows like Laurence Chaderton; his education at Christ’s
would have a lasting influence on Montagu’s attitude to religion, leaving him a staunch
advocate of puritan ideas.59 In 1604, Montagu arranged for a puritan preacher by the
name of John Burgess to deliver a sermon in front of the King and, the following year,
Montagu was accused of fostering sympathy towards deprived puritan clergy.60 Given
that Montagu had, in fact, prior to this promoted conformity within the college, it
seems likely that this was a test of James’s sympathies towards the puritan cause. As
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will be examined in chapter eight, the extent to which James would present a marked
contrast to the anti-puritan sympathies of both Elizabeth and Whitgift was a question
of great concern for the puritans in Robert Johnson’s network, and such small tests
would be a good way to gauge the limits of the new monarch. As it turned out James
was not significantly more tolerant than Elizabeth on these matters, and the
unfortunate Burgess found himself detained in the Tower.61 Whilst this does not seem
to have affected Montagu’s career prospects, he and other members of the network
must undoubtedly have seen it as warning that it would be prudent to maintain a
course of pragmatic puritanism and not yet to publicly promote their ideology.
However, in his later career, Montagu would demonstrate his commitment to the
ideals of pragmatic puritanism promoted by many of Johnson’s network, and would
commit himself to defending episcopacy and the royal prerogative.62 This would earn
him a position as chaplain to King James I and, in 1608, the bishopric of Bath and
Wells. This was despite some brushes with the more extreme elements of the puritan
movement during the early years of James’s reign.

Montagu’s appointment as Master of Sidney Sussex also brought with it financial
benefits for the college. Montagu’s brother, Edward, had inherited the family estates at
Boughton in Northamptonshire and, in 1599, he granted lands in Sussex to the college
to provide three exhibitions, of which one would go to a native of Sussex in honour of
the foundress, and the other two would be awarded to pupils from Oundle School.63
These would also help to finance the appointment of seven additional Fellows that had
been approved by Harrington and the Earl of Kent the previous year.64 This, therefore,
provided a close link between both Sidney Sussex and Emmanuel with Oundle School,
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meaning that any concerns members of the network may have had about maintaining
Oundle’s puritan credentials following the death of Sir Walter Mildmay, could be
assuaged by directing as many pupils as possible to one of the Cambridge colleges
under their control. In addition to his duties as the executor of Lady Sussex’s will, Sir
John Harrington also provided additional endowments for the college. These included
a payment of thirty pounds per annum for four years, rising to one hundred and ten
pounds per annum for the next four years, as well as a one-off payment of one
hundred pounds towards building costs, and the income from one of his manors in
Lincolnshire.65 These endowments helped to ensure that the links between Lady
Sussex’s descendants and the college would remain strong. Not only were the
Harringtons responsible for the establishment of the college in Sir John’s role as
executor, but they ensured that their family held the position of Master, and that the
college would be financially dependent on them for its existence for the foreseeable
future. This triumvirate of influence meant that their control over the college was
almost complete and, despite Whitgift’s role in overseeing Lady Sussex’s will, there
was little he could do to prevent the family from turning Sidney Sussex into the
puritan college they had envisioned.

Where Emmanuel College had largely drawn its statutes from those of Christ’s, so, in
turn, Sidney Sussex largely drew its statutes from those of Emmanuel. The statutes
state that the purpose of the college was to ensure the education of men who would
ultimately progress to careers in the church serving god.66 This purpose is stated
several times in the statutes and it was clearly important to the executors that it be
emphasised and understood by all at the college. The duties to be undertaken by the
Master included the instruction ‘Magister illos, quos viderit religioni, doctrinae et
probitati diligentius insudare’, (The Master shall treat more kindly and considerately
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those whom he sees more diligent in their pursuit of religion, learning, and honesty).67
The Master was also responsible for discipline in the college as well as ensuring that
‘Every day, especially on Sunday, all the Fellows, Scholars, Pensioners, and other
dwellers in the College are to be present at Public Prayers, in which the Master is to
take part.’68 There were also strict requirements for the Fellows, both in the
expectations of their academic capabilities and also in their religious inclinations:
‘They are to be well versed in Hebrew, Greek and Latin. They must also understand
the principles of Rhetoric, Dialectic, and Physic […] and be able to make practical use
thereof. Above all things they must be professors of pure Religion without taint of
Popery or other heresies, conforming their lives and characters thereunto.’69 As with
the Emmanuel statutes, this point emphasises that ‘heresies’ are not merely limited to
Popery, but could once again potentially include the adoption of any ceremony
perceived to have its roots in Catholic ideas, even in the context of the Church of
England.70 The ties between Sidney Sussex and Oundle School were to be established
through the provision of two exhibitions, but the statutes also provide for ties with two
other schools under the control of members of the network. There is a clause on the
criteria for selecting Fellows stating that ‘preference is also to be given to natives of the
county of Kent and to pupils of Oakham and Uppingham schools’; this was a condition
that would undoubtedly have been designed to strengthen ties between Sir John
Harrington and Robert Johnson in their quest to spread puritan ideas through
educational foundations.71
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In addition to examining the statutes, details of the original Fellows can tell us a great
deal about the direction that the executors of the Countess of Sussex’s will had
intended the college to take. One of the original Fellows of Sidney Sussex was William
Bradshaw, who was a scholar at Emmanuel, matriculating in 1589 and who would
become a well-known author of puritan tracts, including, in 1605, English
Puritanisme.72 Another of the founding fellows was Francis Aldrich, a former student
of Clare College who would eventually succeed Montagu as Master in 1608. Perhaps
the most interesting of the founding Fellows was Samuel Ward, a former scholar at St
John’s.73 Ward remained at the college for two years before leaving to become a
lecturer at Haverhill, in Suffolk. He quickly built a reputation as a puritan preacher,
and was outspoken in his assertions that anyone in a position of authority, both
secular and episcopal, should be committed to the puritan faith. After being appointed
as town preacher of Ipswich in 1605, Ward stayed true to the ideals espoused by
Johnson and his associates, in believing that the best way to promote puritan ideas
was through educational establishments, and began to involve himself in the running
of the local grammar school.74 He took control of the school and replaced any
schoolmasters he did not feel met his standards, as well as redistributing some of the
school’s endowments, part of which was used to fund the building of a new library for
the use of local preachers. Whilst this could potentially have been an unpopular
decision, in fact Ward seems to have enjoyed considerable support amongst the
townspeople, and his library attracted a considerable number of donations of both
books and money from local people.75 Whilst these three Fellows alone cannot provide
a comprehensive assessment of the religious outlook of the whole college, they are a
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good indication that puritan ideas were actively promoted at Sidney Sussex and that
those who embraced them were, as the executors of Lady Sussex’s will had intended,
encouraged to spread the true word through both the pulpit and the schoolroom.

Sidney Sussex would be the last of the educational foundations over which members of
Johnson’s network would exert their control, but it was certainly the college over
which they exerted the greatest levels of influence of the four examined in this study.
Sir John Harrington was determined that the foundation would adhere to the ideals
that Sir Walter Mildmay had established with Emmanuel, but went further to ensure
that control of the college would not slip into the hands of others following the death
of the executors. Whilst Emmanuel had remained safe in the hands of Laurence
Chaderton for decades after Mildmay’s death, Johnson’s associates had already
witnessed the potential problems of maintaining puritan control over institutions they
had adopted, with the events at Oundle School. Sidney was therefore built from the
ground up to ensure the future of a puritan ministry and, along with Emmanuel, was
arguably the greatest success of the men seeking to ensure the future of puritanism
through education.

Christ’s
An examination of Emmanuel and Sidney Sussex has revealed, a great deal about the
intent of members of Johnson’s network in establishing new educational foundations.
However, it is also important to look at the well-established colleges over which they
had previously exerted some influence to see how they changed over the same period.
Christ’s had been the source for many of the Fellows at both Sidney and Emmanuel, as
well as providing the template for both sets of statutes. It had also been the college in
which both Sir Walter Mildmay and Laurence Chaderton had received their education
and, doubtless, had influenced their puritan ideals. For the entirety of the period
between 1584 and 1603, Christ’s had just one Master: Edmund Barwell. At the time of
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his appointment as Master, Barwell had already been at the college for more than
twenty years having matriculated sizar in 1563. He was also a Fellow of the college
from 1570 until 1581, alongside Chaderton who served his fellowship from 1568 to
1577.76 There is little evidence that Barwell was actively supportive of the puritan
cause, for example, he does not seem to have given any sermons promoting puritan
ideas; however, he certainly was not hostile to that religious outlook. Having spent so
much time alongside Chaderton and others in the college during the peak of its
puritanism during the 1570s, Barwell must have understood that any efforts to root
out the puritan factions from the college would doubtless prove futile and may well
have been quietly sympathetic to their cause.77 Certainly the proliferation of puritan
Fellows that had emerged from the college since the 1570s, including Laurence
Chaderton, suggests that any attempt to restrict puritan ideas within Christ’s would
certainly have been an uphill struggle for Barwell.

If puritanism at Christ’s, during the period between 1584 and 1603, was not fostered
directly by the Master, then a closer examination of the other influences at the college
is needed. In this case it seems to have been to the Fellows that the responsibility for
the promotion of puritan ideas was to fall. Given that the task of ensuring the
education of the college’s students fell largely to the Fellows, this provided a great
opportunity to influence the next generation of puritans. One of the college’s most
notorious puritan Fellows during this period was Francis Johnson, who had
matriculated from the college in 1579, and began his Fellowship in 1584.78 Francis
Johnson had been a supporter of Thomas Cartwright, and shared many of his views on
the flaws in the structure and organisation of the English church. In January 1589, he
delivered an essentially presbyterian sermon in Cambridge, which called for
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significant change to the church hierarchy and reforms that would be based on the
New Testament model.79 Francis Johnson’s complaints included the idea that the
‘Church of God ought to be governed by elders’, and that there should be ‘equality
amongst ministers and elders’.80 The sermon met with considerable opposition within
the university and Francis Johnson, along with another Christ’s Fellow, Cuthbert
Bainbrigg who had delivered a similar sermon, was called before the Vice-Chancellor,
Thomas Nevile of Magdalene, to defend his actions. Nevile seems to have been more
concerned with the tone than the content of the sermons, demanding that the two men
deliver their sermons again for him to hear rather than Nevile reading the
transcripts.81 The argument concluded with both Fellows refusing to sign an ex officio
mero oath incriminating themselves and, as a result, they were imprisoned for six
months. It is interesting that Burghley supported Nevile throughout the ordeal and, in
fact, sought harsher punishments for the two offenders.82 Whilst this could be seen as
being indicative of Burghley’s disdain for the Cambridge puritans, it seems more likely
that it was not their beliefs that had offended him, but rather their very public
declarations and failure to adhere to the principles of pragmatic puritanism.

Unfortunately for Francis Johnson, his imprisonment did not mark the end of the
matter. In September 1589, following a meeting between Nevile and the Masters of
Trinity, Queens’, Corpus Christi, Clare, Gonville and Caius and Pembroke colleges it
was decided that the two men should be released, subject to them reading a public
retraction of their sermons. Unsurprisingly, once they were released, both men
objected to the retractions, with Bainbrigg exhorting that many of the statements
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being attributed to him were untrue.83 Francis Johnson’s objections were directed
instead at the opposition to his sermon, rather than concern over being falsely quoted,
stating that: ‘I did prove by divers reasons […] that as the church to whom Peter wrote,
and the other churches then fully established, had, for the instructing and governing
them, this one uniform and prescript order by the teaching and ruling elders’.84
Ultimately, Bainbrigg would acquiesce to the pressure to retract his sermon, and did
so in December 1589.85 As a result, he was permitted to remain at the college and
stayed in his fellowship until 1620.86 Francis Johnson was less obliging and was
removed from the university. He attempted, unsuccessfully, to appeal the decision and
subsequently wrote to Burghley to lament his position.87 He complained that ‘being
called before Mr Vice Chancellor and the Heads the 18th of this present month, I was
there (for anything I heard) by the sole authority of the Vice Chancellor charged the
next day to depart the university’.88 Burghley seems to have had little sympathy with
Francis Johnson as, unlike Bainbrigg, he was attracting too much attention to the
more presbyterian elements of the puritan movement in Cambridge, by continuing to
assert his own rectitude. Francis Johnson then travelled to the continent where,
disillusioned by his treatment, he became embroiled in the separatist movement,
eventually becoming associated with the congregation of the former Master of
Stamford School, Robert Browne.89 In 1595, he published a work which maintained
that ‘Great strife there is at this day, about the ministry of the Church of England’, and
that ‘all the ministers that stand over the Church-assemblies in England, deal with the
holy things of God and work upon men’s consciences, by virtue of an Antichristian
power office and calling: Therefore the people of God ought not to receive them, or
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join themselves unto them’.90 Francis Johnson never reconciled with the Church of
England. He died in Amsterdam in 1618, having published many more works on what
he perceived as the flaws of the English church.91 However short his tenure may have
been, his influence as a Fellow at Christ’s should not be underestimated.

One of the Fellows who came out in support of Francis Johnson was William Perkins,
who was a signatory to a petition backing Johnson, raised by at least sixty-eight
Fellows from across the university, in December 1589.92 Perkins had matriculated
from Christ’s in June 1577, where Laurence Chaderton had been his tutor, achieving
his fellowship at the college in 1584.93 It is perhaps fitting that as Chaderton was the
‘pope of Cambridge puritanism’ so Perkins has been described as the ‘prince of puritan
theologians’.94 Perkins was not merely a Fellow at Christ’s, he has also become
regarded as one of the most prominent theological scholars of his age.95 Publicly,
Perkins espoused an essentially Calvinist doctrine, which placed him theologically
somewhere between the conservative protestants and the separatists.96 However, his
support for Johnson, along with a sermon containing distinctly puritan overtones,
given by Perkins in January 1587, suggest that his sympathies truly lay with the more
committed nonconformists.97 Once again it is important to understand that those
involved with Robert Johnson’s network may well have been notably different in their
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public pronouncements to the ideas they promoted within the privacy of their school
or college. This was a mark of their pragmatism and their understanding that the view
of what constituted the via media or moderation in religious thought had shifted since
Whitgift’s accession. Members of Robert Johnson’s network fully understood the risks
involved with challenging the queen’s religious policy, having witnessed the fates of
men like Robert Cawdrey and Thomas Cartwright.98 However, within their own
educational arenas they had much greater liberty to express their beliefs and share
them with their students. Christ’s would remain a centre for puritan learning in the
university well into the seventeenth century, but with the departure of Laurence
Chaderton to Emmanuel, and the foundation of Sidney Sussex, in many ways it would
lose its place as the jewel in the crown of the Cambridge puritan movement.

St John’s
With the new foundations at Sidney Sussex and Emmanuel heavily influenced by
members of Johnson’s network, and Christ’s providing many of the influential figures
in the new colleges, it is also important to understand the events that were unfolding
at the college that had been at the forefront of Cambridge puritanism in the 1560s: St
John’s. In many ways, Richard Howland’s move, in 1585, from the Mastership of St
John’s to the Bishopric of Peterborough marked the beginning of a battle for control of
the college. Burghley was deeply concerned that his beloved college would now fall
into the hands of the more conservative elements and, in particular, that Dr Andrew
Perne, the Master of Peterhouse, was attempting to influence the election, an
accusation that Perne vehemently denied in a letter to Burghley on 1 September
1585.99 Burghley’s favoured candidate was William Whitaker, who had matriculated
from Trinity in 1564, whilst Robert Johnson was a fellow at the college and was
appointed a prebend of Norwich shortly after Robert Johnson resigned his own
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prebendary there.100 Although Whitaker had been raised in a Catholic family in
Lancashire, he had come to the attention of Alexander Nowell, the newly appointed
Dean of St Paul’s, in around 1560/61, and Nowell had arranged for him to attend St
Paul’s School, from where he was admitted to Trinity.101 During the period that
Whitaker was at St Paul’s School, Gabriel Goodman (future governor of Robert
Johnson’s foundation and rector of South Luffenham), also held the prebend of
Chiswick at St Paul’s Cathedral, providing another link to Johnson’s network.102
Burghley was a patron of Nowell’s and evidently the latter encouraged his protégé to
cultivate the attentions of the former. Whitaker did so by dedicating two of his works
criticising Catholicism to the Burghley.103 However, Burghley’s support for Whitaker
was not enough to protect him from accusations of puritan sympathies from the more
conservative elements in the university.104 Whitaker personified the cautious type of
puritanism with which members of Robert Johnson’s network had become
synonymous, and to have such a pragmatic man, of the right religious colour, in
charge of his beloved college was not an opportunity that Burghley would relinquish
easily.

The disputes over who should replace Richard Howland at St John’s took considerable
time to resolve, continuing until February 1586.105 Eventually, Whitaker would write
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to Burghley that he had been elected as Master, but that the process had not been
without difficulty, and he had garnered the direct support of only eleven out of the fifty
Fellows at the college.106 Six years earlier, in 1580, Whitaker had married Susan Fuller,
the widowed daughter of Sir Nicholas Culverwell and the sister of Laurence
Chaderton’s wife, Cecilia. This also meant that it was his niece, Laurence Chaderton’s
daughter, who would marry Robert Johnson’s son Abraham, further linking Johnson
and Whitaker.107 Whilst Chaderton had the luxury of starting from scratch at
Emmanuel, and being able to appoint Fellows who would share his ideology and vision
for the future of the college, Whitaker faced a greater struggle at St John’s. His
appointment as Master placed his opponents in a difficult position where they could
now be seen as the trouble makers, and their only recourse was to level accusations of
puritanism at the new Master.108 Whitaker therefore felt the need to establish his
authority on the college as quickly as possible and almost immediately the opportunity
presented itself in the form of Everard Digby.

Digby was a member of a prominent Rutland family, although his exact ancestry has
been a matter of some debate.109 He seems to have been closely linked to Kenelm
Digby of Stoke Dry, Rutland, who had been named as one of the governors of Robert
Johnson’s foundation in 1584.110 He matriculated from St John’s in 1567, before
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becoming a Fellow of the college in 1573.111 The family was well-known in Rutland for
having, to say the least, conservative religious opinions and, despite his time at St
John’s, his family’s influence seems to have been greater on Digby than that of his
college.112 He was already suspected by some at the college of being a papist
sympathiser, due to his disputes with Calvinists in the college, and Whitaker was quick
to use this to his advantage.113 In 1587, the new Master drew up a list of criticisms of
Digby, which included the fact that he ‘never preacheth any sermons more than of
necessity’, he ‘openly encouraged the younger sort to break a decree made by the
master and the seniors’, and he had ‘given great suspicion that he is corrupt in religion
delivering nothing almost but magical, suspicious and popish conceits of angels’.114
Perhaps the most damning point on Whitaker’s list is that ‘He hath inveighed against
Calvinians as schismatic and enemies of the church’, which Whitaker would
undoubtedly have viewed as extremely divisive, and a threat to the religious direction
in which he wanted to take the college.115 Digby denied the accusations of Catholic
sympathies and maintained his allegiance to the Elizabethan settlement, but
continued to criticise Calvinist doctrine.116 What quickly became apparent in this
dispute between Digby and Whitaker was that the power in the college was moving
more towards the puritan faction. Whitaker had already lined up his supporters
against Digby through criticism, not only of Digby’s religious beliefs, but also of his
disdain for the college and its authorities.117 It was now only a matter of time before
Digby was pushed out. The final straw for Everard Digby was a disagreement over the
payment of a college bill which Digby maintained that, due to his position, the Steward
should call on him to collect.118 For Digby this was a somewhat petty and ridiculous
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hill to die on, but it is a good indication of his manner and temperament, that had so
irritated the new Master. Digby was then issued with repeated warnings for not having
paid his bill, and ultimately Whitaker was only too happy to use it as an excuse to
deprive him of his fellowship, and expel him from the college in April 1588.119 The
treatment of Digby at the hands of Whitaker can be seen in two ways. Either this was a
new Master stamping his authority on a college that had a long tradition of factional
politics and religious dissent, or it can be seen simply as a puritan removing a noted
anti-puritan faction from the college. The two are not, of course, mutually exclusive,
but the question of which of the two was a greater motivation for Whitaker is
interesting, because it goes to the heart of how he viewed his tenure as a master of the
college, and what his principal concerns were. It seems likely that, given the pragmatic
nature of many of Robert Johnson’s network, order and control may have been
uppermost in Whitaker’s mind. The fact that there were a broad range of charges
levelled against Digby, suggests that Whitaker was prepared to throw considerable
amounts of mud at him in order to see what stuck. Had religion been the driving
factor, it would have been easier to push harder on the accusations of papistry and to
remove him from the college under those means. Such accusations may have been
difficult to prove, would have drawn unwanted attention to Whitaker’s own religious
sympathies, and would have left him open to accusations of religious intolerance in a
college that still faced some measure of division over his election. By levelling both
secular and religious critiques at Digby, and by ultimately expelling him on the
grounds of financial irregularities, Whitaker cleverly avoided the issue of religious
intolerance and instead used Digby’s own stubbornness against him.

Unfortunately for Whitaker, his success in removing Digby from the college was short
lived and had brought unwanted attention to the question of nonconformist
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behaviours at St John’s. Both Burghley and Whitgift therefore felt compelled to write
to the Master to complain of his handling of the situation.120 At this point Whitaker
seems to have become aware of the potential precariousness of his position and sought
an ally in the form of the Earl of Leicester. Leicester immediately stepped into the
dispute on Whitaker’s behalf, writing first to Whitgift in April 1588, requesting him
not to take Digby’s side in the dispute, to which he received a response from the
Archbishop, laying the blame for the affair squarely at Whitaker’s door.121 Leicester
then wrote to Burghley in May 1588, criticising Digby as ‘very unsound and factious’
and maintaining that Digby’s expulsion from the college had been necessary ‘for
religion’s sake’.122 All of this political manoeuvring was to no avail, and Digby was
quickly restored to his fellowship.123 The Digby affair demonstrated that, once
Whitaker was in control of St John’s, his true beliefs were becoming apparent. This
was in spite of his previous apparent allegiance to Whitgift, Burghley and the forces of
Elizabethan religious conformity. Digby had gained what he must have seen as a moral
victory over the Master, but this did not change the fact that St John’s was now, in
effect, a puritan college, and not somewhere that his ideas would be welcomed or
respected. Digby only remained at the college for another six months, leaving in
September 1588, in what must have been a relief to all parties.124

With Digby gone, Whitaker could now focus his attentions on shaping the college into
what he had envisioned. He began by proposing changes to the college statutes which
stated that: ‘The senior’s duties must needs especially concern matters of religion
because the house is founded for divines.’125 He also wished to stamp out the holding
of multiple livings and non-residence in the college amongst the Fellows, two of the
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many accusations that had been levelled at Digby.126 This was the beginning of
Whitaker’s programme to ensure that Christ’s would fit the mould of ‘godly seminary’,
established by Emmanuel. In order to achieve this Whitaker needed support am0ngst
the Fellows, and he found it in the form of Henry Alvey, who had matriculated from
the college in 1571 and had been a Fellow since 1577.127 Alvey had shown loyalty to
Whitaker during the Digby affair and, presumably in recognition of this, received a
series of promotions from December 1588, which culminated in him being appointed
Senior Bursar, in December 1590.128 Alvey had also been one of the first of around a
dozen Fellows at St John’s to sign a petition in support of Francis Johnson during his
troubles at Christ’s.129 However, if Whitaker’s association with Robert Johnson and
Laurence Chaderton had taught him the value of a low key and pragmatic approach to
the furthering of puritan ideas, Alvey appears to have learnt no such lesson,
apparently holding a presbyterian synod in the college during the Master’s absence.130
This was a gift to Whitaker’s enemies in the college as, despite the fact that the Master
was not in residence during the meeting, his closeness to Alvey meant that he could
easily be accused of complicity in the event. The meeting occurred at the height of
Whitgift’s anti-puritan rhetoric, and forced Whitaker and a number of the other
fellows to write to Burghley to deny involvement in the affair and the establishment of
a presbytery at the college.131 Linehan has speculated that it was in Burghley’s own
interest to accept Whitaker’s denial, because to not do so would risk ‘the loss of face on
his part in the event of the disgrace of man whom he had promoted so far’ and because
his loyalty to St John’s prevented him from taking any action that would do damage to
the image of the college.132 There is however another possibility. Burghley may well
have been convinced that Alvey had acted entirely without Whitaker’s knowledge and
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approval, because the Master had already established himself as one of the pragmatic
puritans in educational foundations for whom such a risk would be unnecessary and
foolish.

Despite Alvey’s recklessness, Whitaker was not prepared to relinquish his main ally in
college and Alvey remained in his Fellowship, eventually being promoted to the
position of President in 1592.133 Alvey’s loyalty to Whitaker, and his continuous rise at
the college, in spite of some of his poor judgements, meant that, by the mid-1590s, he
had positioned himself, in the minds of many, as the natural successor to the
Master.134 Whitaker had continued his theological writings throughout his career at
Cambridge, with his last work, a response to a leading Catholic theologian, Thomas
Stapleton, being published in 1594.135 Whitaker, as a committed Calvinist, adhered
firmly to the belief in predestination, and when a junior Fellow from Caius, William
Barrett, gave a sermon in 1595 directly opposing the theory, he took the lead in
ensuring that Barrett was prosecuted.136 Edmund Barwell and Laurence Chaderton
were also involved in the disciplinary procedures that took place, along with several
other heads of houses, which resulted in Barrett being ordered to issue a public
retraction of his remarks. Whilst this should have been the end of the matter, it was
seized upon by a faction of fifty-six Fellows from throughout the university, including
Henry Alvey and several other puritans at St John’s.137 A petition was raised by the
group, who accused Barrett of being ‘very corrupt, savouring of popish doctrine’.138
This was clearly an exaggeration of what had been said, but the puritan faction,
particularly at St John’s were not about to let an opportunity to quash any religious
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views that might have differed from their own pass them by. The ultimate result of the
affair was that Whitgift decided to hold a conference to examine the church’s views on
the subject of predestination, to take place at Lambeth in 1595. This being Whitaker’s
area of expertise he was naturally invited to take part and the Lambeth Articles, issued
in the autumn, largely reflected Calvinist doctrine. It was to be his last foray into
religious affairs, and he died during his return trip to Cambridge in December 1595.

Whilst many at the college had both hoped and expected to see Alvey succeed
Whitaker as Master of St John’s, it was not to be. The more conservative elements in
the college, fearful of the continuation of Whitaker’s regime in all but name, conspired
to ensure that Alvey would not be successful in his bid. On 12 December Humphrey
Tyndall, the former vice-chancellor from Queens’ College and Thomas Nevile, Master
of Trinity wrote to the Earl of Rutland to request that he make the case to Burghley for
Laurence Stanton, a former Fellow of St John’s, to succeed Whitaker.139 Two days
later, on 14 December, Burghley received a list of objections to Alvey becoming
Master, that included accusations of nonconformity.140 This was swiftly followed by a
letter from some the Fellows denying the accusations of nonconformity.141 At this
point Burghley decided that he had had enough, and was not prepared to see his
beloved college descend into a civil war. Deciding that Alvey was simply too
controversial, he sought letters from the queen confirming that the Fellows were to
have the choice between Stanton and Richard Clayton, another former Fellow.142
Clayton was unanimously elected on 22 December. His tenure as Master would bear
the hallmarks of a man who was much more of a religious moderate than either Alvey
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or Whitaker, and brought to an end the period of St John’s prominence in the
Cambridge puritan movement.143

The four colleges examined in this chapter represent the two different types of
foundation controlled by members of Robert Johnson’s network, in the period
between 1584 and 1603. Like Stamford and Oundle, St John’s and Christ’s were
already well-established colleges with their own history of religious factions. At
Christ’s it was possible for the Fellows to ensure that the influence of puritanism was
felt even without the active compliance of the Master, and at St John’s, Whitaker was
successful in his fight against Fellows, like Digby, who would upset his carefully
managed plans for the spread of puritan ideas within the college. There were, however,
limits to the vehemence with which these ideas could be promoted, and those like
Francis Johnson and Henry Alvey, who drew too much attention to the activities of
puritan factions, had to be controlled. At Sidney Sussex and Emmanuel, Laurence
Chaderton and James Montagu had an arguably easier task, as they were starting with
a blank canvas and had much greater control over who would be in the college and
what ideas they would be espousing, they were not fighting decades of already
established traditions. Ultimately, by the end of Elizabeth’s reign the members of the
network had demonstrated that they held a firm grasp over all four colleges, although
this took different forms in each, and their goal of establishing the ‘puritan seminaries’
that would help to spread their religious ideas into the wider world, even in the face of
the opposition from Whitgift’s policies, had become well established.
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Chapter Seven: The network in a broader context: 1560 – 1603

This study has looked in detail at the events unfolding in the educational foundations
in Rutland, Stamford, Oundle and Cambridge, and at their influence on the puritan
movement between 1560 and 1603. It has also examined the role played by the many
of those associated with Robert Johnson, and their influence, both on these
educational establishments, and the wider puritan movement in England. However,
Johnson’s network did not exist in isolation, and nor did the schools and colleges
founded and influenced by its members. This chapter will, therefore, examine the
broader context in which this network emerged, and both the support and opposition
its members faced in trying to achieve the additional reforms it sought to make to the
church in England. The greatest problem faced by those in the network, in the period
between 1584 and 1603, came in the form of Archbishop John Whitgift and his antipuritan reforms. In addition to members of Johnson’s network there were others who
also opposed Whitgift, and this chapter will seek to place Johnson and his associates
in the context of this wider opposition. It will also explore the influence of religious
reformers within the Peterborough Diocese, and will look at the broader religious and
political situation, and how this would impact education during the period. Finally, it
will investigate whether there was a genuine urge amongst the puritans to provide
charitable educational services in the wake of those lost to the reformation, or if their
foundations were merely instruments of religious inculcation, with their charitable
impact being either an unplanned additional benefit or a convenient cover.

The Network and John Whitgift:
Undoubtedly the greatest threat to the success of those in Robert Johnson’s puritan
network, in the period between 1584 and 1603, came in the form of one man:
Archbishop John Whitgift. Whitgift’s early career at Cambridge placed him amongst
194

many of the men whom he would later come to oppose on matters of religion. Having
matriculated from Pembroke College in 1550, he moved to Peterhouse to complete his
MA, before becoming a Fellow of the college in 1555.1 As Collinson observes, the young
John Whitgift was not initially so opposed to the puritan cause as his later actions
might suggest. When the vestments controversy spread through the university in 1565,
Whitgift supported the campaign in his capacity as Lady Margaret Professor.2
Collinson suggests, however, that Whitgift’s primary motivation was ensuring the
progression of his own career and that his support for religious reform was not great
enough to risk his own position.3 Indeed, Whitgift, it seems, would prove to be as
pragmatic in the religious path that he would choose as Robert Johnson and Laurence
Chaderton were in theirs, but, where they would choose a pragmatic form of
puritanism, Whitgift chose pragmatic conformity. His involvement with the
controversy surrounding Thomas Cartwright (as examined in chapter four of this
study), set out his stall firmly in the opposing camp to Cartwright and his supporters,
and he was responsible for ensuring that Cartwright would be deprived of his
fellowship at Trinity in 1572.4 Whitgift became the Master of Trinity College in 1567, a
development which must have been disheartening for Robert Johnson who had been a
Fellow of the college since 1563, and in fact, left the college shortly after Whitgift’s
appointment to take up his role as chaplain to Sir Nicholas Bacon.5 If Whitgift was the
cause of Johnson’s departure, it may help to explain why members of the network
would later focus their energies so heavily on the foundations of Emmanuel and
Sidney Sussex and ensuring that puritan voices would continue to have an influence at
Cambridge, they had seen first-hand the changes that could be wrought by someone
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like Whitgift being in a position of authority at the university.

In the same year that Cartwright was deprived of his Fellowship at Trinity, John Field
and Thomas Wilcox published their Admonition to the Parliament calling for the
removal of all traces of Catholic doctrine and ceremony from the Church of England.6
The Admonition caused considerable problems for the established church, detailing
many of the abuses and areas with which the puritans were unhappy, particularly
within the episcopacy, and becoming widely read and distributed.7 Whitgift seems to
have viewed its publication as an opportunity to establish his credentials as a
champion of the conformist Protestant cause and wrote a reply to the Admonition,
which was published in late 1572.8 In a letter written shortly before its publication,
Whitgift explained his reasons for the refutation, stating that he opposed the
Admonition on the grounds that it: ‘defaces the whole state of religion, the whole
order of service, the whole ministry, the whole kind of government used and allowed
in this government, used and allowed in this Church of England’.9 Whitgift’s reply
criticised the authors of the Admonition for creating divisions within the church and
accused them of ‘arrogance’ and of acting in the ‘spirit of Satan’.10 However, shortly
before the publication of Whitgift’s response, Thomas Cartwright had joined the
debate and had published his own work in support of the Admonition.11 This was then
followed, in 1573, by another response to Whitgift’s work, further disputing his
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assessment of the Admonition.12 Whilst Cartwright’s publications helped to bolster
support amongst the more radical elements of the puritan movement, it was Whitgift’s
position that had the support of the queen’s government, and a proclamation was
issued in June 1573, requiring licensing of all copies of the Admonition.13 Meanwhile,
Cartwright had once again lost out in the battle with his old adversary Whitgift, this
time over his position at Cambridge, and he returned to exile on the continent in late
1573, after a warrant was issued for his arrest.14 Whilst the controversy over the
Admonition undoubtedly had its merits as a means of generating theological debate, it
achieved little in the way of the reforms that the puritan movement might have
wished, and Cartwright’s refusal to back away from some of his more extreme ideas
may have done more to hurt the movement than to help it. For Whitgift, however, the
episode served to establish him as the primary defender of Elizabeth’s new church in
the arena of theological debate. The fact that his opponent was on the more extreme
fringes of the movement must have made it easier for him to refute many of the ideas.
It is, however, interesting to speculate what the outcome might have been had he come
up against one of the more pragmatic puritans within Robert Johnson’s network:
without Cartwright, it is arguable that Whitgift may not have received as much
attention for his conformity to Elizabeth’s wishes, and may not, therefore, have
reached the heights of the episcopacy that would follow.

By the mid-1570s, Whitgift’s theological positions had developed into a form which
tallied neatly with the vision that the queen had for her church. Indeed, in one of his
responses to Cartwright Whitgift wrote:
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If you will therefore have the queen of England rule as monarch over all her
dominions, then must you also give her leave to use one kind and form of
government in all and every part of the same, and so to govern the church in
ecclesiastical affairs as she doth the commonwealth in civil.15
Whitgift had decided that the threat to the stability of the church, from the more
extreme factions of the puritan movement, was just as great as that from those still
faithful to the Catholic church. It is impossible to determine if this was a position that
Whitgift had come to as a result of years of deep theological study and debate, and one
in which he truly believed, or if he had decided that the possibility of progression in
the new church was more important than any lingering religious questions he may
have had about the structure of the Elizabethan church. What is certain is that he was
starting to attract notice as a staunch defender of ecclesiastical policy, and this would
prove advantageous for his future career. Whitgift must also have known that his
responses to Cartwright were unlikely to win over many who had already decided that
the church needed further reform. It therefore seems likely that his writings were
directed more at seeking the approval of the queen and council, rather than
attempting to affect genuine change amongst Cartwright’s followers. In this respect he
was extremely successful, and in 1577, he received the reward for his loyalty, being
appointed as Bishop of Worcester.16 Initially, in this role, his focus was on identifying
Catholics within his diocese, papist sympathies having been considered the more
serious problem in the area than puritanism.17 This brought the new Bishop into
conflict with some of the more prominent families in the area, and it is indicative of
Whitgift’s character and determination that he did not back away from the fight.18
Whitgift had positioned himself well, demonstrating his ability to oppose attacks on
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the church from both ends of the religious spectrum. To reach the highest position in
the church now just required the fall from grace of one man – the existing Archbishop
of Canterbury, Edmund Grindal.

A former Marian exile, Edmund Grindal had been appointed as Bishop of London in
1559, before receiving his promotion to Archbishop of York in 1570, and finally to
Archbishop of Canterbury six years later.19 Early in his career he had been forced to
confront the realities of the growing puritan movement when, in 1565, he was
expected to enforce the decision to ensure the wearing of clerical vestments on pain of
suspension. The casualties of this included some of his closest associates within his
London diocese.20 Grindal had carried out the duties expected of him, but had always
been opposed to any remnants and rituals from the Catholic church and was
considered to be supportive of the puritan cause.21 Grindal’s move to York has been
viewed as less a promotion based solely on merit, and more a decision made on the
basis that his sympathy towards the puritan cause would be less damaging there, as
there were fewer areas within the northern archdiocese where puritanism had
significant support.22 However, if this were the case it would prove to be a major error
in judgement on the part of Archbishop Parker and the queen. As with Whitgift in
Worcester, the greatest problem faced by Grindal upon his arrival in York was the
widespread incidence of Catholic recusancy throughout the north. Grindal used the
York ecclesiastical commission to question prominent local Catholics, and to try to
convince them of the error of their ways, although, if this failed, the commission also
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had the power to issue fines or even prison sentences.23 For the puritans, life would be
considerably easier. During Grindal’s tenure there was a notable increase in puritan
exercises taking place within the archdiocese, including the establishment of regular
meetings in several areas in Nottinghamshire.24 Despite this, Grindal was well
respected and had a reputation as a man of learning and so, with the queen’s consent,
he was chosen to succeed Matthew Parker as Archbishop of Canterbury in 1575.25
However, the prophesyings that Grindal had permitted to flourish in Nottinghamshire
had now started to spread throughout the Midlands, and this would ultimately prove
to be the downfall of the new Archbishop. Elizabeth’s opposition to these public
displays of puritan ideas was well known, and she had ordered the prophesyings in
Norwich to be stopped in 1574.26 With Grindal’s accession the puritans grew more
confident and the exercises began to grow in number. The Archbishop had expressed
his dismay to the queen on her opposition to the prophesyings in a letter from
December 1576, stating that ‘the utter suppression of all learned exercises and
conferences amongst the ministers of the church, allowed by their bishops and
ordinaries, have exceedingly dismayed and discomforted me’.27 Whilst there was a
bravery to Grindal’s defence of his beliefs, it was in sharp contrast to the complete
supplication that Elizabeth had come to expect from members of her episcopacy, like
John Whitgift.28 As a result Elizabeth became rapidly disillusioned with her
Archbishop and when Grindal proposed to come to court to discuss matters further
with the queen he was told by Burghley that this would be an unwise course of action
and that he should, instead, use Robert Dudley, the Earl of Leicester, as an
intermediary.29 Grindal’s position was further weakened by the dispatch of royal
letters directly to all of the bishops in May 1577, demanding the banning of the
Ibid.
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prophesyings.30 The queen had already tired of her Archbishop’s insubordination and
would happily have removed him from office; however, Burghley was unable to find
grounds for this, and so Grindal was instead, merely suspended and placed under
virtual house arrest at Lambeth Palace.31 At this point it seems that Burghley and the
pragmatic puritans within the council, including Sir Walter Mildmay, may have tried
to exercise some moderating influence over the wayward Archbishop. From their point
of view, he was of little help to the cause in his current position, and the fear that he
would be replaced by a more conservative cleric would be a blow to their hopes of
more progressive reforms to the church. These fears would, of course, prove to be
fulfilled under his successor. Grindal was, therefore, persuaded to issue an apology to
the queen which was delivered by Mildmay, but it was not as self-effacing as Burghley
had hoped and, although apologetic, the archbishop stubbornly insisted on
maintaining his position on the prophesyings.32 This must have been extremely
frustrating for Burghley, Mildmay, Leicester and Bacon, all of whom sympathised to
varying degrees with the puritan cause, but knew that it was not politically expedient
to risk falling out of favour with the queen. Whilst the doctrine of pragmatic
puritanism did not really become a necessity for those in the network until after 1583,
its seeds had already been sown in Robert Johnson’s letter to the Bishops from 1571,
and the idea of carefully picking your battles was clearly one around which most of the
puritan-leaning privy councillors had already learned to build their careers. 33 Grindal
would continue to remain in limbo, effectively powerless, until his death in 1583.34
This was to have significant consequences for the puritan movement, for with doubts
about Grindal’s loyalty to the crown, the prospect of advancement in the episcopacy
for others with reformist sympathies began to diminish rapidly. Even those already in
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positions of authority within the church, such as Edwin Sandys, an old friend of
Grindal’s who had been moved to replace the Archbishop at York, lacked the influence
in London to assist his friend or the movement. Those bishops who were appointed in
the period between 1576 and 1583, like John Aylmer as bishop of London and John
Whitgift as Bishop of Worcester, were, almost without exception, from a much more
conservative mould than Grindal. Aylmer was certainly no friend to Robert Johnson’s
extended network, with Sir Nicholas Bacon’s wife, Lady Anne Bacon, describing him
as ‘that godless Bishop’ following the arrest of her associate, Humphrey Wilblood, for
nonconformity. Wilblood was a former preacher in Rutland and friend of Robert
Johnson’s, and had been arrested at Aylmer’s instruction.35 Most importantly for
Elizabeth, men like Aylmer and Whitgift were prepared to put their loyalty to the
crown above all else, and at this point, this was Elizabeth’s greatest priority.
Ultimately, Grindal’s appointment should have been a huge advantage for the hopes of
the puritans but, in his refusal from the very beginning to be pragmatic about what he
could achieve, Grindal instead demonstrated that open opposition to the crown would
never be an effective way of furthering their religious agenda. It was a lesson that
members of Robert Johnson’s network would learn quickly and upon which they
would build their strategy for the next twenty years.

Edmund Grindal died in July 1583. On 23 September John Whitgift was elected as his
successor, to the dismay of the puritans.36 Whitgift cemented his position of opposing
all forms of non-conformity in his first sermon at St Paul’s Cross on 17 November. In
the sermon Whitgift heavily criticised any opposition to existing ecclesiastical policy,
and made clear his loyalty to the crown by asserting that ‘obedience is of necessity:
and that all Christians ought to obey’.37 This sermon was a public declaration of the
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three articles that Whitgift had drawn up in one of his first acts as archbishop, and
which would cause considerable consternation amongst the puritans. The articles had
quickly received the approval of the queen and had been circulated to the bishops in
October.38 They essentially confirmed three main points of religious policy: firstly, that
the monarch was the acknowledged head of both ecclesiastical and secular matters;
secondly, that the Book of Common Prayer should be used by all clergy, contained
nothing contrary to the word of God and that no alternatives were permissible; and
thirdly, that the 1562 Articles of Religion were representative of the word of God and
should be accepted by all.39 For some amongst the English puritan movement there
were potential problems with all three of the articles: the first limited the potential for
restructuring the church as long as the monarch insisted on the role of the episcopacy,
not a comfortable position for many, but less concerning for the pragmatic puritans
within Robert Johnson’s network than for some of the more committed presbyterians
in the movement. The second was, as Collinson notes, highly problematic for all within
the movement, a fact of which Whitgift was doubtless aware.40 It is therefore
interesting that Whitgift chose to include this article, knowing, as he must have, that it
would alienate parts of the movement that were not, theologically, that far removed
from his own position. The third article confirmed an agreement on the Articles of
Religion, made by the very bishops whom many of the puritans would have sought to
replace. If Whitgift’s hope was that by demanding subscription to the articles he would
draw the moderates closer to him rather than pushing them closer to the extremists, it
was a gamble that did not altogether pay off.

Within the Peterborough diocese, the home of Robert Johnson and many of his
puritan network, opposition to the Articles seems to have been fairly widespread.
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Robert Cawdrey and Nicholas Williamson, the rector of Castle Ashby, produced a
supplication to Burghley on behalf of those ministers within the diocese, ‘some [...]
being already suspended, other some admonished, and the rest reserved to await
further suspension and deprivation when the B[ishop] shall see good’.41 They also
acknowledged the queen’s authority and requested that Burghley intercede on their
behalf to allow them to keep preaching, but could not resist noting that when it came
to the Articles, ‘some points [...] are unlawful and others inconvenient’.42 Refusals to
subscribe to the Articles had, by the summer of 1584, become widespread, including at
least forty-five in the Peterborough diocese who were suspended as a result.43 Mass
suspensions began to follow and this, in turn, led to an increase in appeals to members
of the privy council to come to the aid of ministers who many, both within and outside
the church, felt were being unfairly persecuted for upholding their conscientious
objections, whilst still acknowledging their allegiance to the crown’s authority.44 Those
within the privy council who were more sympathetic to the puritan cause began to put
pressure on Whitgift to relent. Burghley and Leicester supported the holding of a twoday conference at Lambeth to discuss the articles, although this was later abandoned
in favour of a petition against the articles. When Whitgift gave his response to the
petition in parliament, members of Johnson’s network were there to hear him speak,
including Lady Anne Bacon, whom Burghley had allowed to be ‘extraordinarily
admitted’ to the House.45 A compromise between Burghley, Sir Francis Walsingham
and Whitgift seems to have been reached, whereby the statesmen agreed to support
Whitgift with future action against some of the more extreme members of the
movement, in return for adjustments to the Articles that would be more palatable to
the ‘moderates’.46 A decision was made, therefore, to allow puritans to ‘subscribe to
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the articles and insert a proviso referring the Book of Common Prayer to the
judgement of divine law.’47 This was a small win for the puritans but the battle lines
had already been drawn. Whitgift had relented only under pressure from members of
the council, but his intentions towards the nonconformists were now clear: if the
influence of men like Walsingham, Burghley and Mildmay were to start to wane, it was
now clear that the Archbishop would use his position to make further attacks against
the influence of the puritans. Inevitably this would mean that the puritans would have
to then adopt different tactics if their movement was going to survive and, for some of
those within Robert Johnson’s network, this took the form of a pragmatic puritanism
that utilised educational foundations to spread what they believed to be the true word
of god. It is also notable that when Johnson founded his grammar schools in 1584, at
the height of the subscription crisis, the first name he chose as governor was John
Aylmer, a close ally of Whitgift, and the choice was undoubtedly an attempt to divert
any suspicions over the motivations behind the foundation.48

In 1588, Whitgift, as part of his ongoing feud with the puritans, also became involved
in the battle at St John’s between Everard Digby and the Master, William Whitaker, as
examined in detail in the previous chapter of this study. When Digby was deprived of
his fellowship by Whitaker, he appealed directly to the Archbishop, who sided with
Digby against Whitaker, forcing the Master to take the case to Lord Burghley.49 This
put Burghley in the unfortunate position of having to choose between the Master of his
old college, a puritan whose candidacy he had supported, and the Archbishop of
Canterbury. With any prospect of his loyalty to the queen and her church being
questioned being a completely unacceptable outcome, Burghley was forced to side
with Whitgift in informing Whitaker that he had insufficient evidence for his claims
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regarding Digby.50 Whitaker was not prepared to give in to Whitgift so easily however,
and, with no support forthcoming from Burghley, he turned his attentions instead to
the queen’s favourite, the Earl of Leicester.51 Leicester wrote to the Archbishop on 30
April 1588, requesting that he not take Digby’s side in the affair.52 Whitgift responded
almost immediately and his reply laid the blame for the whole affair firmly at
Whitaker’s door.53 Whitgift seems to have been actively determined to ensure that the
affair should be used to drive a wedge between Burghley and the puritan factions at St
John’s, stating in a letter to Lord Burghley (also from 30 April 1588) that, ‘Mr
Whitaker doth so far forget himself’ and reminding Burghley that Whitaker had
‘received so many and good turns from your lordship’, favours which Whitgift clearly
felt were not being repaid in Whitaker’s treatment of Digby.54 Peter Lake observes that
this disagreement between Whitaker and Whitgift marks an interesting turn of events,
because whilst they were both fervently anti-Catholic, the difference between the
conformist and nonconformist viewpoints collided sharply over the interpretation of
Digby’s behaviour.55 However, this supposes that Whitgift’s opposition to Whitaker’s
decision was based solely on a lack of evidence against Digby, when in reality it seems
just as likely that the Archbishop saw the matter as a means of demonstrating his
authority against the rising forces of puritanism at St John’s. There certainly seems to
have been sufficient evidence to question Digby’s religious leanings, and Whitaker had
the support of the majority of the college, so Whitgift’s choice to support Digby seems
incongruous for a man who was, arguably, even more anti-papist than he was antipuritan. Ultimately, Whitgift was also able to use the incident to influence Burghley,
which may have always been his intention. By stating his own opposition to Digby’s
removal, he forced Burghley to agree, or to risk creating the appearance that he was
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choosing puritan factions at St John’s over Elizabeth’s Archbishop, a decision which
would have undoubtedly not found favour with the queen, a prospect that Burghley
could ill afford.

The opposition to Whitgift, that came from within Robert Johnson’s network and its
educational foundations, was measured, pragmatic and had long-term aims. However,
Whitgift did face other challenges to his authority, notably from within parliament.
Collinson has examined the idea that the parliament of 1584/5 represented the peak of
political influence for the puritan movement, with more supporters being elected to
parliament than ever before.56 One of those newly elected supporters was Robert
Beale, who would prove to be a master of opposition to Whitgift’s reforms. Robert
Beale had been a clerk of the privy council since 1572, and had often deputised for
Walsingham during his absences from court.57 Whilst Beale does not appear to have
achieved a formal degree, he certainly had considerable training and knowledge in the
law and, in 1587, was admitted to Gray’s Inn as an honorary member.58 Having been
elected as the MP for Totnes, in a 1576 by-election, Beale was then elected as MP for
Dorchester in 1584, marking the beginning of his contentious relationship with the
new Archbishop.59 Beale was careful to contextualise his opposition to Whitgift
claiming that: 'I protest that I am not either donatist, novatian, anabaptist, puritan,
nor yet a wayward or misconceited person […] It is not her Majesty's authority or the
[prayer] book that are misliked, but sundry abused yet remaining in the church'.60
When two petitions were received from puritan ministers in Kent and Suffolk
protesting Whitgift’s policies, it was Beale who delivered them to the Archbishop and
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requested that they receive a fair hearing.61 Beale was also not alone in the 1584/5
parliament in his opposition to Whitgift. In the same year as Beale’s election in
Dorchester, a lawyer named William Stoughton was elected as MP for Grampound in
Cornwall. Stoughton had qualified as a civil lawyer and seems to have worked at
various times for the Earl of Huntingdon, a noted puritan.62 Stoughton joined forces
with other puritan parliamentarians and took control of a committee that resurrected
a bill that would restrict the fees that could be levied in ecclesiastical courts, as well as
compiling another bill for the Lords, requesting the dismissal of unqualified
ministers.63 Such acts of defiance as perpetrated by Beale and Stoughton were part of a
larger challenge to Whitgift in the parliament of 1584/5, but its successes were
limited.64 Members of Robert Johnson’s network were undoubtedly aware of this
effort and, in some cases, may have actively encouraged it, but legal and parliamentary
challenges to Whitgift were always going to be limited in their success whilst the
Archbishop had the support of the queen. What quickly became apparent to them was
that more subtle, regional challenges were needed and the focus of their efforts shifted
to Rutland and Northamptonshire.

The Religious situation in Rutland and Northamptonshire:
If the beginnings of the puritan form of religious nonconformity had their academic
roots at Cambridge in the 1560s, then the beginnings of the grassroots movement can
certainly be seen in Northamptonshire and Rutland during the same decade. This
thesis has already examined Robert Cawdrey’s tenure as rector of South Luffenham
during the 1570s, but Cawdrey and Robert Johnson were not the only puritan
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ministers preaching what they believed to be the true word of god in the county. Sheils
identifies the villages of Ayston, Preston, Manton, Ridlington and Brooke as being
amongst the first to adopt the more vigorous forms of Protestantism during the 1570s,
whilst also highlighting Robert Johnson’s parish of North Luffenham, and the
Harringtons home of Exton, as notable centres for the movement.65 By the 1580s,
Oakham had become recognised as a centre for puritan teachings and, alongside
Robert Johnson, the man who seems to have been largely responsible for this was
Thomas Gibson, the vicar of Ridlington. Gibson had taken up his position in Rutland
in 1576, at the behest of the Harrington family, in whose gift the appointment lay.66
Prior to this Gibson had, like Robert Johnson, studied at Trinity College, matriculating
in 1572.67 In 1584, Gibson published the text of a sermon, delivered by him in Oakham
on 2 November 1583, entitled A Fruitful Sermon, preached at Oakham in the county
of Rutland, which he dedicated to Sir Walter Mildmay and Frances Russell, the Earl of
Bedford.68 The sermon begins by extolling the virtues of the Gospel of St Luke, which
Gibson describes as an antidote to the threat that ‘the pureness of the Gospel was
hindered, and persecuted, whereby many errors began to be spread and allowed’.69
Robert Cawdrey had also recently given a sermon in the town, and it seems that
Oakham had by this time become a focal point for puritan preachers and exercises
with Gibson, Cawdrey and Robert Johnson representing the strength of the puritan
clergy in Rutland. Gibson was threatened with deprivation in 1586, along with Robert
Cawdrey and two other local clergymen, Humphrey Wilblood of Great Casterton and
Edward Wilkinson of Tinwell; it seems the intervention of Thomas Cecil, and the
fortunate timing of the transfer of Bishop Edmund Scambler from Peterborough to
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Norwich, was to save the latter two, but Cawdrey was deprived of his living at South
Luffenham.70 Gibson seems to have remained central to the Rutland puritan
movement, and a close associate of Robert Johnson’s throughout the Elizabethan
period, before finally being presented for non-conformity in 1604 due to his refusal to
wear the surplice, use a cross for baptisms or a ring in the marriage ceremony.71

It was not only in Rutland that the puritan movement had taken hold amongst the
local communities. In 1583, at around the same time that William Pamphlyn became
Master at Oundle School, the town of Oundle also gained a new Rector in the form of
William Raye, who seems to have been appointed to a position that had been vacant
for almost twenty years. As far as the Church of England would have been concerned
there do not seem to have been any issues with Raye’s ministry: the Visitation Book for
1589 records that Raye was conforming to Church of England policy by using the Book
of Common Prayer and wearing the surplice.72 This seems to have been contrary to
support for the puritan movement and opposition to the Elizabethan settlement that
existed in Oundle from the early 1580s. The chief exponents of the puritan opposition
in Oundle seem to have been two local men by the names of William Hacket and Giles
Wigginton. Wigginton was born in Oundle and was educated at Trinity College, where
he matriculated in 1564, at the same time that Robert Johnson was a Fellow at the
college.73 In 1571 Wigginton became a Fellow of the college himself, seemingly over the
vehement objections of John Whitgift who had become the Master of Trinity in 1567.74
The animosity between Wigginton and Whitgift seems to have been long running and,
in 1585, Wigginton produced a list of twelve complaints detailing what he regarded as
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his ill-treatment at the hands of the recently appointed Archbishop.75 Wigginton
claimed that Whitgift ‘asked me many unnecessary questions’ before agreeing to
award his degree, ‘deprived me of my seniority’ (when it should have been Wigginton’s
turn to receive a fellowship), and ‘gave me an unprecedented admonition, as if I had
been some vile rebel or traitor.’76 Wigginton seems unable to provide any explanation
for Whitgift’s treatment of him, beyond the idea that the Master had somehow taken
against him for petty reasons when he was a scholar, and had continued to harbour
what Wigginton clearly regarded as an unwarranted grudge. Porter dismisses
Wigginton as ‘the prize college bore’, with a ‘persecution complex’, and this may well
have been the case.77 However, Wigginton’s nonconformist religious views were
undoubtedly already clearly displayed, and Whitgift would certainly have objected to
these, even if the manifestation of his objections may not have been quite as petty as
Wigginton clearly believed. In 1578, Wigginton left Cambridge, and was appointed as
vicar of Sedbergh in West Yorkshire, where his commitment to the reformed faith
could be used to battle the remaining allegiances to the Catholic church that were
undoubtedly more common in the north of England than they were in Cambridge.78 In
1584, shortly after his old adversary Whitgift’s appointment as Archbishop of
Canterbury, Wigginton was invited to give a sermon at the church of St Dunstan-inthe-West, in the city of London. When Whitgift heard about this invitation, he sent
word to Wigginton that he should not give the sermon, and should instead present
himself at Lambeth to take the ex officio oath.79 Unsurprisingly Wigginton declined
the Archbishop’s offer, and found himself instead imprisoned for the next two months.
Upon being released, he was instructed to return north and not to attempt to give any
further sermons in London.80 Even if Porter were correct that Wigginton had
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imagined the vendetta against himself, on the part of Whitgift, whilst at Cambridge, by
now it was certainly real, and the Archbishop seems to have been determined to see
Wigginton deprived of his living. The following year his wish was granted after Sandys
agreed to act on a complaint against him. Wigginton then made the mistake of
returning to London where he was once again called to appear before Whitgift to take
the oath, again refused, and was again imprisoned.81 After his release Wigginton
decided, perhaps wisely, to remove himself from Whitgift’s immediate vicinity and
returned, instead, to his home town of Oundle, where he began an association with
another native of the town who was to play a significant role in the Northamptonshire
puritan movement, William Hacket.82

Unlike Wigginton, Hacket was not educated at Cambridge and appears, in fact to have
received little formal education of any kind , being almost certainly illiterate.83 Hacket
was known for having a particularly savage and uncontrollable temper, and around
the time that Wigginton returned to Oundle, Hacket became a fervent and dedicated
believer in the ideas of presbyterianism.84 Hacket was almost certainly also mentally
disturbed, claiming to have spiritual gifts, and why Wigginton decided that he was a
beneficial associate remains unclear. Hacket tried his hand at preaching his message
in various parts of the country and, unsurprisingly, fell foul of the authorities almost
everywhere that he went.85 Hacket was, however, successful in attracting followers to
his cause, and in July 1591, two of them, Edmund Coppinger and Henry Arthington
stood in the streets of London and declared that Hacket was, in fact, the reincarnation
of Jesus Christ, that Whitgift and others were traitors, and that the queen had effective
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relinquished her authority.86 Inevitably this did not end well for Hacket who was
quickly arrested, tried and convicted of treason before being executed on 28 July
1591.87 What the activities of Hacket and Wigginton demonstrates is that the ideas of
nonconformity and, in some cases more extreme versions of presbyterianism and
separatism, were present in Oundle and the surrounding areas separate from any
influence of the school, Mildmay or any other members of Robert Johnson’s network.
This may go some way towards explaining the reasons for the Grocers’ Company’s
objections to any Master of Oundle School who demonstrated any leanings towards
puritan ideas; they may have believed it was their duty to ensure that the boys were
not receiving any more exposure to seditious religious teachings than could be
avoided. This would explain why they went to such lengths to remove the unfortunate
William Pamphlyn from his position as Master so rapidly, whilst the undoubtedly
incompetent Richard Spencer remained in situ despite his inadequacies.88 In Rutland,
Johnson appears to have had slightly less extreme figures than Hacket with whom to
contend: however, Robert Cawdrey had undoubtedly been problematic for the
puritans. With Cawdrey’s deprivation the more pragmatic puritans, like Johnson and
Thomas Gibson, were able to make better use of both the pulpit and their newly
founded schools in Oakham and Uppingham, to ensure that the puritan message was
being spread quietly, carefully and without attracting the unwanted attention that men
like Hacket and Cawdrey had tended to bring.

Charity
The religious climate in which members of Robert Johnson’s network found
themselves operating was not the only factor which would impact on their actions. The
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question of philanthropy in the early modern period should also be examined, as
Robert Johnson’s foundations at both Oakham and Uppingham were never intended
to be solely a source of education. In addition to the schools, the other charitable
foundations with which Robert Johnson was involved were the two hospitals founded
alongside his grammar schools in Oakham and Uppingham. Hospitals served many
purposes in this period, providing for members of society who were unable to provide
care for themselves due to physical or mental illness, as well as tending to the elderly,
and sometimes to orphaned children. The hospitals that were founded alongside
Oakham and Uppingham Schools were initially to serve as almshouses. 89 This was not
uncommon, with hospitals in the later sixteenth century taking over where the
dissolution of the monasteries had forced the church to abandon its work. The
proximity of the schools and the hospitals in Oakham, and Robert Johnson’s desire to
found both, goes some way towards demonstrating the inextricable links between
education and charity in the period. It is however notable that the hospitals would take
longer to found than the associated schools and do not seem to have been as great a
priority for Johnson as the educational establishments; at Oakham the hospital was
not, in fact, completed until at least 1592, eight years after the schools were founded. 90
They may have made the foundation look more respectable, but they were clearly not
the primary motivation for the founder. The foundation documents also, very
importantly, provided for ‘the Relief and support of certain poor and indigent persons
inhabiting and dwelling within the county aforesaid and to erect found and establish
one hospital within the town of Okeham for twenty-four poor persons’.91 As
demonstrated by the examination of W.K. Jordan’s work, in chapter two of this study,
this need to provide for the poor was undoubtedly an exceptionally important part of
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the puritan doctrine. The gap in charitable provisions that had been created by the
dissolution of the monasteries had never really been filled, and the Elizabethan poor
laws that had emerged to try and deal with the problem were insufficient in their scope
and ambition. Whilst the focus of this study is not on charity, but rather on the
religious impulses that drove some of Robert Johnson’s network to invest their time,
money and energy in establishing, developing and controlling educational institutions,
it is also important to understand how charity functioned as a part of that endeavour.
To that end, an understanding of how early modern charity has been viewed, both its
religious and secular motivations, and how it fits in with the aims and ambitions of
members of Johnson’s network helps to place their actions and decisions in a broader
context.

The concept of the wealthier members of society providing for the poorer has long
been a cornerstone of civilised societies and was an idea that was co-opted by
Christianity from early on. In the early sixteenth century, this philanthropic urge was
met largely through the Catholic Church, which provided not only alms and poor
relief, but also educational facilities. With the dissolution of the monasteries in the
1530s, this safety net for the destitute was removed, along with many of the
educational provisions. In some cases, such as with William Cecil, the future Lord
Burghley, and Stamford School in 1548, individuals were able to intervene to protect
the existing provisions.92 However, most schools were not fortunate enough to have
powerful patrons, and in any case, such interventions were of little use to those relying
on the monasteries for poor relief. The dissolution of the monasteries was not, of
course solely responsible for the rise in poverty that occurred during the sixteenth
century. Indeed, Christopher Hill identifies a number of contributory factors to the
increase, including: population increases; agricultural developments; rising costs; over
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consumption and the role of foreign markets in production.93 However, there were
those who had a vested interest in demonstrating the impediments created by the
destruction of Catholicism in England, and they would often choose to ignore these
additional factors in order to create their own narrative, focusing on the deficiencies of
the Church of England.94 There was also a belief that substantial philanthropy directed
at the poor occurred to the detriment of educational charity, a situation that did not
improve with the accession of James I. This idea was, in fact, perpetuated by those
peripherally associated with Robert Johnson, and it was Francis Bacon who, in a letter
to the Marquis of Buckingham in 1618, noted that the king had denied funds for ‘two
lectures, the one in Oxford, the other in Cambridge’ but that ‘hospitals abound, and
beggars abound never a whit the less.’95 In fact, the Elizabethan era saw a huge
increase in the number of charitably endowed grammar school foundations, as
examined in chapter 4 and appendix B of this thesis. In many cases such acts were
born purely of altruistic or religious motivations, but even amongst the godly there
was still a more human desire to be remembered benevolently, or as Hugh Trevor
Roper has described it: ‘when they died they founded, by their wills grammar-schools
and almshouses and charities of every kind which ought to preserve of them a more
fragrant memory.’96 In the case of Robert Johnson and his grammar schools at
Oakham and Uppingham, the endowments seem also to have been part of a broader
effort by the puritans in his circle to ensure that their beliefs would be continued and
that their desire for an educated clergy would come to fruition.

In focusing more specifically on educational charity after the dissolution, one of the
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more recent additions to the study of early modern charity is Joseph P. Ward’s
Culture, Faith and Philanthropy. Ward examines the donations made by William
Jones to establish a school, and other charitable endeavours, in Monmouth, in Wales,
and Henry Colbron to support schools in Kirkham, Lancashire. Ward also explores the
ties that bound Londoners to provincial communities, providing an interesting
comparative case study of grammar school foundations. The case study of William
Jones and Henry Colbron is useful to highlight this relationship, as it suggests the idea
that the charity of London merchants, so prolifically explored by Jordan, had the
potential to upset or offend local recipients. The example of Jones and Colbron’s
endowment of charitable institutions, particularly schools, in Monmouth and Kirkham
were not met with the enthusiasm that they may have hoped for. ‘Rather than
accepting with gratitude the generosity of their native sons, local leaders in Monmouth
and Kirkham came to resist what they considered to have been meddling by
metropolitan interests in their local affairs’.97 This may have been more
understandable had the donations come from men with no links to the area, but both
men had lived in their respective towns in their youth, yet were still viewed with
suspicion. This raises the question of how Robert Johnson’s foundations may have
been viewed by the local inhabitants of Oakham and Uppingham, especially given his
reputation as a puritan cleric. As this chapter has examined, there was already an
established puritan movement within the Peterborough diocese, and particularly
within Rutland, by the time of Johnson’s foundation. Johnson was also a wellrespected local churchman, as rector of North Luffenham in Rutland, and unlikely to
have been perceived as an outsider attempting to interfere in local affairs. The
example of Robert Johnson also contrasts with Ward’s conclusions in other ways,
Ward takes Jordan’s interest in the philanthropy of the merchants further by
suggesting that, by the start of the seventeenth century, merchants were prepared to
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invest in provincial charities in order to further the cause of the reformed religion, and
arguing that London merchants became more effective in establishing provincial
grammar schools, because they were more committed to the godly cause than many of
the local gentry and nobility who often remained attached to Catholic traditions.98
Johnson, therefore, seems to have been an exception to this idea, with his
commitment to establishing grammar schools in the local area a being notable,
precisely because the local connection made it easier to maintain a level of control over
the foundations that would not have been possible for London merchants establishing
foundations in provincial towns. Ward expands further on his thesis by suggesting
that the London merchants were engaged in a cultural power struggle with local
landed gentry and that charitable endowments were artillery in this.99 Although
Ward’s theory of a power struggle with local gentry is not directly applicable in this
case, there are echoes of Johnson’s struggle against Whitgift and the more
conservative elements in the Elizabethan church, in which the grammar schools and
colleges associated with members of Robert Johnson’s network were undoubtedly
used as ammunition. There are also significant differences in the examples cited by
Ward which feature men living in London, choosing to found schools in locations
many miles away over which they would, inevitably, have limited control. This
prevents any direct comparison with events unfolding in the East Midlands, as the
economic and charitable dynamic in the capital was undoubtedly very different to that
of the provinces.

Neither Jordan nor Ward has produced a work that satisfactorily covers all of the
means, motives and opportunities for regional philanthropy in the period between
1550 and 1630. Jordan’s focus on merchants at the expense of other social groups
means that the founders of schools and other philanthropic endeavours like Johnson
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have been largely ignored. Equally Ward has explored the close links between London
and the provinces, which, while undoubtedly important does not allow for the fact that
regional centres may have been responsible for many of their own foundations.
Johnson is a curious being in as much as he is not a native son of Oakham or
Uppingham but had a long association with the area and as rector of North Luffenham
for a large portion of his career undoubtedly had a vested interest in helping to
improve the local community. Both Jordan and Ward allow for the idea that
philanthropy provided a means for the promotion of the Protestant faith over
Catholicism, as well as the idea that charitable giving was predicated on positive
motives, such as a desire for social rehabilitation and the improvement of mankind.
This study has examined in detail the idea that Johnson’s foundations were founded to
promote religious ideas, but the fact that they were established in a climate where
central government was encouraging individuals to indulge in philanthropic
behaviours in order to remove some of the burden from the state. Johnson was,
therefore, fully aware that Elizabeth’s government would support and encourage the
foundation of his grammar schools, particularly as he had the support of Lord
Burghley, and would be unlikely to question the motivations behind the foundation,
even if Johnson’s true intent were to provide a source of essentially ‘puritan’
education. This meant that Johnson was afforded an element of political cover for
philanthropy that seems to have had at least a degree of religious motivation.

This chapter has examined some of the events occurring outside of the immediate
control of Robert Johnson and his associates. These are events, however, that
undoubtedly had an impact on the decisions made by members of the network during
the reign of Elizabeth I. Archbishop Whitgift is, arguably, the most influential figure in
the Elizabethan puritan movement, because his policies as Archbishop of Canterbury
defined the movement as an opposition to the established church, rather than merely
a subsidiary that sought further reforms. The religious situation within Rutland and
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Northamptonshire also had an impact on decisions made by members of the network,
with the effects of extremists like Hacket and Wigginton forcing some to become ever
more pragmatic in their approach, lest they be associated with divisive factions that
would only bring the movement into further disrepute and provide more ammunition
for Whitgift’s anti-puritan campaign. The foundations at Oakham and Uppingham
were also established in an environment where charitable giving to educational causes
was on the increase, partly as a result of the removal of Catholic educational
provisions following the dissolution of the monasteries, partly as a result of a
perceived desire amongst puritan merchants in London to use their economic
advantages to help those in the provinces, and partly due to the reluctance of central
government to continue providing funds for charitable causes. Some of Johnson’s
network were, therefore, able to take advantage of this climate of puritan philanthropy
and to establish and influence educational foundations that would not only provide for
the local communities but would help them to realise their goal of an educated puritan
ministry. With the end of Elizabeth’s reign in 1603, the circumstances in which
members of Johnson’s network found themselves operating were thrown into
uncertainty and they now had to wait to see how the policies of the new monarch
would impact on their endeavours.
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PART III: 1603 - 1630

Chapter Eight: The last years of the network and its legacy, 1603 – 1630

This study has examined the events that occurred during the reign of Elizabeth I and
how her religious policy influenced puritans, such as Robert Johnson and others in his
network, to involve themselves in educational foundations in order to ensure the
survival of puritan ideals in an increasingly conservative Protestant environment.
Following Elizabeth’s death in March 1603, the throne was inherited by the Scottish
King James VI, who would reign in England as James I. This change of authority
presented a potential opportunity for the puritans. The new monarch had been raised
as a presbyterian and there was, arguably, reason to be optimistic that he may have
been more sympathetic to many of the puritan ideas than Elizabeth had been. This
chapter will, therefore, explore the political and religious developments during James’
reign, and how some Robert Johnson’s network responded to them, as well as
examining how the educational foundations fared following the deaths of many of the
most senior and influential members of the network.

James I and The Hampton Court Conference:
With the death of the queen in 1603, prominent members of the English puritan
movement glimpsed a brief opportunity to embolden their cause. The new monarch,
King James, was largely unknown in the arena of English religion. However, his early
years and education had been conducted under the guardianship of the presbyterian
Church of Scotland, which gave the puritans reason for optimism about possible
changes to the Church of England. This optimism should, however, undoubtedly have
been tempered amongst those puritans who had read a work, produced and published
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by James in 1598, entitled The True Law of Free Monarchies.1 In the work, James was
careful to establish his belief that the monarch was divinely appointed and answerable
only to god, despite the best efforts of those responsible for the Scottish Presbyterian
education he had received. James, it appears, was happy to continue with the
Elizabethan via media when it came to matters of religion, with the aid of a largely
unreformed episcopacy, whose shortcomings still formed the core of many of the
puritan objections to the established church. Elizabeth’s religious position had also
received unwavering support from the champion of conformity, the Archbishop of
Canterbury, John Whitgift, who remained in the role until his death in February 1604.
However, those who had been waiting for the opportunity to influence a change in
religious policy in England would not easily relinquish it, and the new monarch would
face considerable opposition to retaining the status quo from both puritans and
Catholics.2

The issue of what form the Jacobean religious settlement might take was one that
needed to be resolved as soon as possible, to ensure that James’ accession to the
English throne was without the ecclesiastical ambiguity that had plagued so much of
Elizabeth’s reign. In order to discuss the matter of religion with those who would
question the future of the Church of England, the King arranged a conference to be
held at Hampton Court in January 1604. This was in response to the ‘Millenary
Petition’ drawn up in April 1603, and so named because it claimed to have the support
of one thousand puritan clergy.3 The petition called for an end to a number of what the
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puritans perceived as clerical abuses, as well as conference to discuss matters of
religion; this was couched in terms that Patrick Collinson has described as ‘sanguine
rhetoric’, as many of the puritans believed that James was actively sympathetic to
their cause.4 Those invited to attend included the Master of Emmanuel, Laurence
Chaderton, and Dr John Reynolds, the puritan head of Corpus Christi College,
Oxford.5 They were to be the heads of the puritan delegation alongside a number of
more conservative bishops who would also attend the three day conference.

James began the conference by appealing to the Bishops to explain to him what, in
their opinion, needed reforming within the current structure of the church.6 This
strategy cleverly avoided the problem of allowing the puritan faction to openly criticise
the church, which would doubtless have resulted only in the antagonistic repetitions of
often-stated criticism. However, the Bishops were not prepared to acknowledge the
abuses present in the church, for fear that this would allow the puritans to claim that
their long campaign for reform had always been justified.7 James’ strategy at the
conference seems to have been to acknowledge the puritan concerns, and to grant
them just enough concessions to allow them to feel like they had achieved a victory,
without upsetting the delicate balance of the established ecclesiastical order.8 The
problem for the puritan movement was that they were not given the opportunity to
choose their representatives from within their own ranks, but rather had invitations
issued to them by the conference organisers.9 This meant that the voices espousing the
puritan cause were not necessarily those with the most convincing opinions or, indeed,
those with the most prominent profile. Laurence Chaderton was, by this time, almost
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seventy years old, and was the sole representative from the University of Cambridge, a
surprising decision, given the role that the university had played in the furtherance of
the puritan cause, and the prominence of puritan Masters and Fellows who would
have been only too happy to have the opportunity to promote their cause and debate
ideas in front of the King.

Whether by accident or design, the puritan delegation that ultimately attended the
conference to put their case, was one that maintained their pragmatic approach to
attempts to steer the monarch’s religious policy. The main concerns voiced by the
puritan delegation included the question of non-residence, the need for an increased
preaching ministry, as well as the necessity of various changes to the catechism, the
rules on excommunication and the Book of Common Prayer.10 These were not radical
demands, and certainly fell short of the type of entreaty that someone from the more
presbyterian-minded ranks of the movement, like Thomas Cartwright, would have
made, had he not died just a few months before the conference. Some of the older
analyses of events at Hampton Court have tended to view the conference as having
been a failure for the puritan cause, and have argued that the very decision to hold the
conference represented an error of judgement on James’s part that would have serious
repercussions.11 The idea of the conference as a failure, one that was almost entirely
due to the beliefs and behaviours of the King, has also been supported in a more recent
assessment of the conference by Alan Cromartie.12 Cromartie has argued that,
although Hampton Court could be viewed as less disastrous for the puritans than
some might imagine, and there are arguments to be made that the puritans achieved
some concessions, overall, it was an unmitigated failure. He suggests that the
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‘impartial rhetoric’ employed by the king, in fact masked an animosity towards the
puritans that was far more fervent than his antipathy towards the Catholics.13 This was
a position that would become clear the following year, with his appointment of
Richard Bancroft as Archbishop of Canterbury. Cromartie dismisses the ‘puritan’
delegation as containing only John Knewstubb who was ‘in any real sense a
nonconformist’.14 This is an assessment that may accurately reflect Chaderton’s
‘pragmatic puritanism’, but does not do justice to his beliefs or achievements at
Emmanuel. Ultimately, Cromartie’s view is that the conference was a defeat for the
puritans; however, this assumes that they found themselves in a worse position with
James than they had been under Elizabeth. The reality for members of Robert
Johnson’s network was that their endeavours continued, as they had prior to 1603,
without much adjustment under the new regime. Chaderton had attended the
conference to make the case for puritan reforms to the church, but the fact that the
king did not make any significant concessions to the puritan delegation does not make
their endeavours a failure, it merely maintained the status quo. In fact, in the
aftermath of the conference the king expressed concerns to Robert Cecil about
Chaderton’s commitment to conformity and was prepared to see him removed from
his position ‘if he continue obstinate’.15

Furthermore, many of the arguments raised in existing accounts of events at the
conference are often flawed due to the fact that they are largely based on the report
published by William Barlow, Dean of Chester, in 1604.16 Prior to Barlow’s publication
of his account of events, there had been accounts of some of the details of the
conference that had emerged from both sides but no official summary. The fact that
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Barlow’s was the only full published account of events, was due to the fact that
authorisation for such an endeavour lay in the hands of the bishops, who were unlikely
to agree to the production of a work that seemed favourable to the puritan cause.17
Such assessments of the failure of the puritan case do not take into account the
question of what the puritans actually sought to achieve from the conference, nor does
it account for the fact that the form which English puritanism would take, in the
period between 1603 and 1643, would shift dramatically from a religious ideal to a
social and political construct. It was this later incarnation that would be responsible
for the events of the long parliament and the English Civil War, and not the promotion
of a godly ministry which was the primary concern of men like Laurence Chaderton
and Robert Johnson in the period between 1584, and Johnson’s death in 1625.

James, in fact, used the conference as a means of establishing his own independence
from his bishops and to consolidate his position as the head of the church. During the
first day of the conference, which was limited to just the King and his council,
including the bishops, James proved himself determined to demonstrate his authority.
One example of this was the initial denial by the episcopal representatives that the
Book of Common Prayer allowed for the practice of midwives performing baptisms.
James immediately called their bluff, asking his advisors to interpret the relevant
passage, and forcing the bishops ultimately both to acknowledge and to defend the
practice.18 This alarmed the bishops to such an extent that they requested that James
not listen to the complaints of the puritans that were due to be heard on the second
day, but the King was determined to hear both sides of the argument.19 Indeed, such
was the bishops concern that the puritan case might receive a favourable hearing, that
Richard Bancroft, the Bishop of London (who would succeed John Whitgift as
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archbishop of Canterbury a few months later), interrupted the opening remarks being
made by John Reynolds, for which he received a reprimand from the King.20 The
oversimplified idea of James’s rejection of the puritan demands does not hold up to
close scrutiny. In fact, the King was prepared to acquiesce to some of their requests,
and was additionally prepared to make partial concessions in some other areas. The
most important of these was the agreement for the need to improve the quality of
preaching, and the need for the clergy as a whole to achieve a higher standard.21 This
was a cause very close to the hearts of a number Robert Johnson’s network, who had
dedicated themselves to ensuring the furtherance of an educated clergy that had
passed through a grammar school, and in to a university that would promote puritan
ideas, before sending them out to spread the word of god to the wider community. To
hear the King support the idea of a higher quality of clergyman must have felt like
quite a victory for Chaderton, even if the puritans did not succeed in achieving
agreement for all of their aims.

One area in which the puritan delegation at Hampton Court conspicuously failed to
achieve any progress in achieving their aims, was in the question of reforms to the
church hierarchy. A suggested compromise between the existing ecclesiastical
structure, and the presbyterian structure favoured by many amongst the puritan
movement, was met with displeasure by the King who had seen first-hand the
problems with the presbyterian system during his time in Scotland.22 Exactly how
James’s objections to the idea of a reformed church structure manifested themselves
seems to be open to interpretation, with Barlow maintaining that the King ended the
day’s discussions extremely displeased with events, and the anonymous account
included in Usher, claiming that he ‘stayed to decide some other matters in favour of
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the Puritans’.23 By the final day of the conference the King had listened to both sides of
the debate and had made his decisions on which reforms were necessary. He was able
to group these changes broadly into four areas: changes to the Book of Common
Prayer; changes to the ecclesiastical courts; changes to the methods of preaching and
doctrine; and controls on the importing of Catholic materials.24 These were not
inconsiderable victories for the puritan delegation, but they did come at a cost.
Chaderton had to agree to conform to the practices of the established church, and
there was now no hope for the puritans that they would see any reform to church
hierarchy, or a removal of the Church of England bishops like Whitgift and Bancroft,
who so opposed their ideas. Given these victories, even at a cost, Curtis has therefore
questioned why historians like Gardiner and Usher, have traditionally viewed
Hampton Court as such a failure for the puritans.25 Possibly the reason for this lies in
the general acceptance of Barlow’s version of events, which was never intended to cast
the puritan delegation in a good light. Additionally, there has been an element of post
hoc ergo propter hoc in the assessment of the conference, in light of later events. It
could be tempting to view the conference as the catalyst for the changes in the puritan
movement that would cause such destruction forty years later. In reality, the
conference provided some small victories for the puritan cause, that certainly would
have been in line with the ideas of pragmatic puritanism espoused by Chaderton. Most
importantly for Johnson’s and his associates, the conference in no way hampered the
structures they had established through grammar schools and Cambridge colleges to
produce a new generation of puritan clergy.

Other studies of James’s reign have examined events outside of the Hampton Court
Conference, in order to achieve a better understanding of James’s policies on religion.
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Diana Newton has, in fact, disputed the importance of the Hampton Court Conference
for James’s religious policy, claiming instead that it was a dispute between the King
and Sir Francis Hastings in the winter of 1604/5 that was ‘of far more lasting
significance’.26 Newton suggests that it was attempts to make peace with Spain that
were far more problematic for the King than any tensions arising from the conference,
as any concessions towards the Spanish left him vulnerable of accusations of sympathy
toward Catholics; a situation only compounded by any hostility towards the puritans.27
This situation was then highlighted by Sir Francis Hastings, son of the second Earl of
Huntingdon and a puritan sympathiser, who had been disappointed by the failure of
the puritans at Hampton Court to secure further reforms to the church.28 Hastings
seems to have become something of a representative for those within parliament, who
felt that persecution of puritans was a far greater focus for the church than the
persecution of Catholics, whom he deemed to be a much greater threat to the status
quo. He then helped to organise a petition in support of ministers deprived of their
livings in Northamptonshire in 1605, an act which the King viewed as overtly hostile to
the crown, resulting in Hastings’ banishment to the country.29 Whether these events
were, as Diana Newton suggests, more influential in dictating James’s religious policy
is debatable. However, they do demonstrate that the King was just as determined to
ensure conformity to his policies as Elizabeth had been, and this would undoubtedly
shape the direction in which members of Robert Johnson’s network would choose to
proceed with their own brand of nonconformity.

The events surrounding Hampton Court were, of course, merely the beginning of
James’s ecclesiastical policy. With Whitgift’s death, in early 1604, the puritans may
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have hoped that his successor would be more sympathetic to their cause. They would,
once again, be disappointed. The appointment was not made official until the October
of 1604, and the position fell to Richard Bancroft, the former Bishop of London and
one-time chaplain to John Whitgift. The fact that Bancroft had been a student at
Christ’s College, Cambridge, and was a lifelong friend of Laurence Chaderton, was not
enough to ensure his support for the puritans, and he had been a vocal opponent of
nonconformity throughout his episcopal career.30 Bancroft had worked closely with
Whitgift in suppressing what they perceived as the more extreme elements within the
church, and Christopher Hill credits the two men as having ensured that ‘the English
Presbyterian movement was effectively persecuted out of existence in the fifteennineties’.31 Bancroft had represented the church at the Hampton Court Conference,
and had defended the existing structure of the episcopacy as well demonstrating a
desire to prohibit the practice of clergy using sermons to express criticism of their
superiors in the church.32 In 1605, Bancroft then embarked upon a programme of
deprivations of puritan ministers, with contemporary estimates of as many as three
hundred clergy losing their livings, including forty-three from within the Peterborough
diocese.33 The fact that Robert Johnson survived this purge is a testament to his
connections, for his relationship with Bancroft’s friend Chaderton may well have
ultimately spared him from excessive scrutiny; his survival is also testament to the
success of the programme of pragmatic puritanism, which had ensured that efforts to
promote puritan ideas were now more focused on the education provided in his
grammar schools, and at Sidney Sussex and Emmanuel colleges, rather than in public
declarations from the pulpit. Ultimately, by the time James’s reign and religious policy
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were well established, members of the puritan network surrounding Robert Johnson
and Laurence Chaderton had firmly established their modus operandi as one of
inculcation through education, and the replacement of Elizabeth with James, and
Whitgift with Bancroft, would make little difference to their methods. Pragmatism
remained at the heart of their method, and by this time their foundations were wellenough established to be all but impervious to any changes in the political climate,
with Robert Johnson’s long career in the church reflecting the success of their
endeavours.

The Archdeacon and the Johnson Family
Whilst there may have been significant shifts in the political climate in the period after
1603, they would have little direct impact on Robert Johnson’s life in Rutland, or the
running of his grammar schools. By the time of Queen Elizabeth’s death in 1603,
Robert Johnson had been installed as Rector of North Luffenham for almost thirty
years, had founded his grammar schools at Oakham and Uppingham almost twenty
years earlier, and had been Archdeacon of Leicester for twelve years. Johnson had
ensured that Abraham, his only child, had received the best possible education, having
attended Emmanuel College under his future father-in-law, Laurence Chaderton,
before entering Lincoln’s Inn in 1594. The Archdeacon had married his third wife,
Margaret Wheeler, in 1599, and together they raised their first grandson, Isaac, after
the death of his mother, Abraham’s first wife.34 Johnson dedicated the last years of his
life to his duties as Archdeacon and overseeing the schools he had founded, but he did
publish two works during the seventeenth century. Whilst these publications were not
remarkable in their form or content, they do give some insight into Johnson’s beliefs
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and the nature of his public pronouncements on the Church of England and its
prescribed activities in the last years of his life. The first, published in 1613, was
entitled Certain advertisements and articles, given by the Worshipful Master Robert
Johnson Archdeacon of Leicester and combined advice on ‘The Use of Ecclesiastical
Visitations’ with a variety of instructions to his archdeaconry and an oath for the
church wardens.35 Johnson explains the nature and purpose of the church visitations
process, and advocates the use of church visitations to ensure that all ministers and
preachers ‘faithfully to teach and instruct the people in the truth of God’s word’.36
Johnson also uses the articles to explain his view of the role of the clergy and his
expectation that they should lead by example, being ‘reverent and discreet ministers,
godly and learned preachers’.37 Notably, Johnson calls for ‘all idle and dissolute
ministers’ to be ‘removed and displaced’, raising the question of whether he envisaged
such ministers to be replaced by the more godly graduates of colleges like Sidney
Sussex and Emmanuel colleges.38 It is clear from this work that Robert Johnson’s
puritanism had not diminished as he had aged, describing church recusants as
‘enemies to God’s truth’.39 It is notable, however, that Johnson calls for adherence to
‘that one uniform order in the execution of divine service and in the administration of
the Sacraments, of apparel, as of Church ornaments and Ceremonies’ as ‘it has pleased
the King’s most excellent Majesty’.40 This would seem to indicate that Johnson had,
like Laurence Chaderton, accepted that with the Hampton Court settlement the
puritan cause had reached the zenith of what it could achieve in terms of national
religious policy, and that pragmatism dictated that they should support the
established church and avoid further controversy. However, Johnson clearly still
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harbours concerns about elements in society that were easily led from the righteous
path stating that ‘people who are many times careless and negligent to be instructed,
and oft seduced to follow innovation and strange worship’ need to be assisted by the
clergy through ‘godly persuasion, or otherwise by the censures of the church’.41
Johnson retains his strongest condemnations for the church recusants, whom he
describes as ‘known enemies of God’s truth’ who ‘live in open contradiction and
opposition against the laws of God, and against the laws of their Christian Prince and
commonwealth’.42 This anti-recusant rhetoric seems to have been indicative of the
Archdeacon’s focus in his later years and he also requires the church wardens to make
a note of the family members of reformed recusants who are still refusing to
conform.43 Johnson also demonstrates his ongoing commitment to the belief in the
importance of education in promoting the true religion, and the concerns that, just as
his grammar schools could be used to promote godly ideals, so private schoolmasters
could be spreading catholic ideas. He asks the churchwardens to note ‘what
schoolmasters the said families being noted for Recusancy have to teach their
children, and what license the said schoolmasters have to do so, for that many
transformed Jesuits, and seminaries, under the name and colour of schoolmasters, do
usually frequent such places’.44 This idea that there is considerably less control over
what is being taught in private homes compared to what is being taught in grammar
schools is obviously a considerable concern to Johnson, and he is fully prepared to use
his influence as Archdeacon to ensure that reports of any such teachings are brought
to his attention. The publication concludes with a list of twenty articles laying out
exactly the expectations placed on the churchwardens. These included noting whether
the clergy are holding regular services and adhering to the prescribed doctrine of the
Church of England; whether accurate records of births, deaths and marriages are
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being maintained; any ungodly behaviour such as drunkenness and gambling
occurring in the parish and loyalty to the king and the ecclesiastical laws of the land.45

Johnson’s second publication, in 1622, was entitled Articles to be enquired of by the
church-wardens the visitation of the Right Worshipful, Master Robert Johnson.46
This publication developed further many of the ideas laid out in the 1613 publication,
giving more detail on the expectations of churchwardens. It included an oath for the
churchwardens reminding them that their first duty was to ensure that their ‘parson
vicar or curate be a preacher of God’s word’ and be committed to the ‘True Religion
now established in this Realm of England’.47 It also requested that the churchwardens
take note of any ministers not adhering to approved scripture or doctrine, as well as
opposition to a myriad of other minor deviations from the authorised service.48 There
is also the inclusion of instructions on the use of the King James Bible, and advice to
local schoolmasters to ensure that their students were receiving a suitably godly
education, a cause very close to the Archdeacon’s heart.49 Of greatest relevance for this
study are the five articles that Johnson dedicates specifically to instructions for
schoolmasters on their role. It is required that any schoolmasters be ‘of good and
sincere religion’ and are expected to be ‘examined, allowed and licenced’.50 There is a
specific expectation that all schoolmasters are to regularly attend church and ideally
that they should be encouraging their students to do likewise.51 Johnson advocates the
use of ‘Nowell’s Catechism’, and advises the reporting of any schoolmasters suspected
of engaging in ‘either in Popery, superstition, disobedience, or contempt to his Majesty
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and his laws’.52 These articles demonstrate clearly Robert Johnson’s expectations that
the church wardens under his jurisdiction as Archdeacon of Leicester should be
helping to ensure adherence to the godly path, not only within the church, but also
within the wider parish, and particularly amongst those involved with education. This
set of instructions, intended for public consumption, could never by their very nature,
be an expression of openly puritan sentiments, however, they are an excellent example
of the line that Johnson chose to tread in his pursuit of ‘pragmatic puritanism’. The
instructions maintain, at all times, a loyalty to the crown and the established
expectations of the church, whilst still ensuring an adherence to the true word of god,
and a hostility to any perceived remnants of Catholicism that might still have been
infiltrating the church. By the time of its publication Johnson was eighty-two years old
and it would be his last known public comment on religious matters.

Robert Johnson died in 1625. In his will he bequeathed one hundred pounds to his
son Abraham, and an additional twenty pounds to Abraham’s wife, Elizabeth, the
daughter of Laurence Chaderton.53 He also included a number of other small bequests,
as well as two hundred pounds per annum to provide for five students each at Sidney
Sussex, St John’s, Emmanuel and Clare colleges.54 The last, presumably, because
Johnson had been an undergraduate at Clare and the other three colleges were those
that had been founded or influenced by members of his network, and where so many
of the pupils from his grammar schools had been directed. Such bequests would help
to ensure that students could still study at what he considered to be the ‘puritan’
colleges after his death. The will also provides for an income from lands and
tenements for the schools and hospitals at Oakham and Uppingham. The executors of
the will are named as his son Abraham, grandson Isaac and a friend, John Butler. The
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last executor is named as ‘My Loving Brother, Dr Chatterton of Cambridge’ signifying
that the close bond between the two men remained as strong as ever and that despite
Chaderton’s advanced age, Johnson still trusted him implicitly.55

Robert Johnson’s son, Abraham, had married his second wife, Elizabeth Chaderton,
the daughter of Laurence Chaderton, in 1604 and had further children with her,
including Samuel, Ezekial and Francis all of whom would be educated at their
grandfather’s college, Emmanuel.56 Abraham’s relationship with his eldest son Isaac
was clearly damaged by the latter’s decision to marry Lady Arbella Fiennes, the
daughter of the Earl of Lincoln.57 Abraham describes the marriage, stating ‘That
Overhigh match not blessed by Him nor assented to, but forbidden by Him, who
foresaw and foretold the inconveniences’.58 He also seems to feel that Isaac may have
in some way manipulated his elderly grandfather into supporting the marriage,
claiming that the Archdeacon was by then ‘in infirmities and not continuing so deeply
wise as he had been in his former consistent age’ and had encouraged the ‘clandestine
marriage’.59 The strained relationship between Abraham and Isaac seems to have been
down to Robert Johnson’s decision to ‘stake all his lands upon the said Isaac’, a
decision which may well have had its roots in the fact that it was Robert Johnson who
had raised Isaac and not his own father.60 Abraham also seems to have lacked the
sense of purpose that would be demonstrated by his eldest son. He had nominally
trained as a barrister but, aside from his role as a governor of his father’s foundation,
his only achievement seems to have been to be created High Sheriff of Rutland in 1618,
which occurred ‘much to his surprise’ and was a ‘burdensome honour from which he
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in vain sought to be released’.61 Abraham died in 1649, having spent most of his life
living in North Luffenham, and in his father’s shadow. His greatest achievement was
the production, in 1638, of a manuscript from detailing his father’s life and family
history. His eldest son, Isaac, however, would leave a much more significant legacy.

The fact that Isaac Johnson was raised in the household of his grandfather, the
Archdeacon, almost certainly explains the dedication he demonstrated to the puritan
cause in his later life. He had been admitted to Emmanuel in 1614, achieving his MA in
1621 and had married his wife, Arbella, in 1623.62 Having inherited a large estate
following his grandfather’s death in 1625, Isaac made the decision to invest around
five thousand pounds in a scheme to establish a new colony in New England.63 He
began this endeavour alongside John Winthrop, a graduate of Trinity College,
Cambridge, and brother-in-law of John Still, the former Master of Trinity and St
John’s, Cambridge.64 Winthrop had become disillusioned with the failure of the
English Church to implement reforms more conducive to the puritan mindset, and
had decided that emigration would allow him greater religious freedom.65 In 1629,
Winthrop and Isaac Johnson joined other investors in the Massachusetts Bay
Company, and began to plan for migration to the new world and the foundation of a
new colony, for which Winthrop had been chosen as the first Governor.66 The group
set sail from Great Yarmouth the following year, their ship having been named the
Arabella, after Isaac’s wife, and arrived in Salem in June 1630.67 Unfortunately for
Isaac, his wife did not fare well in New England and quickly succumbed to illness,
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dying in August.68 Isaac had been chosen to lead the settlement at Boston , which he
duly did, but did not survive long enough to see it flourish, dying himself on 30
September 1630. Isaac was undoubtedly instrumental in the establishment of Boston,
and a critical figure in the New England puritan movement. Without his investment
and influence the colony might never have been founded: his is arguably the greatest
legacy of the Johnson family, for he is at least partially responsible for the success of
New England puritan movement.69 In fact, Isaac Johnson was not the only product of
Emmanuel College to make his way in the New World. Winthrop’s expedition
contained at least three other men with links to the college including two future
governors Simon Bradstreet and Samuel Dudley.70 Indeed, such was the influence of
Emmanuel College on the settlements in New England that Cotton Mather would dub
the colony ‘Immanuel’s Land’.71 The Johnson family’s influence on puritanism in
America certainly provided an enduring legacy, but it was not the one which the
Archdeacon himself had envisioned. His aim had always been to ensure the future of a
learned puritan ministry in England and, to this end, it was the grammar schools in
whose lasting legacy he would be most interested.

The Grammar Schools:
Whilst Isaac Johnson helped to found a puritan settlement in New England, his
grandfather’s legacy in Rutland continued in the form of his grammar schools. If the
Hampton Court Conference provided a national stage for Chaderton to espouse the
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ideas on the future of puritanism, then the grammar schools, founded by Robert
Johnson, provided a local source of puritan education that was far easier to
manipulate than the king. By the time of James’s accession to the throne, Oakham and
Uppingham Schools had been established for almost twenty years, and Johnson was
still exerting his influence over his foundations. James Wadeson’s tenure as the
Master of Oakham School came to an end with his death in 1610. He appears to have
been succeeded for a short period of time by the enigmatic Abraham Greene, of whom
there is no record of university attendance, and no further detail of his life in the
school’s archives. He may have been appointed only as a short-term measure if
Wadeson’s death was unexpected, as he only served in the position until 1612.72 That
same year John Wallace was appointed as the new Master. Wallace was a graduate of
Robert Johnson’s old college, Trinity, having matriculated in either 1586 or 1588 (the
records are unclear), before achieving his MA in 1596.73 He went on to be the Master
of the grammar school at Melton Mowbray, and so was already an experienced
educator by the time he came to Oakham.74 Records of Wallace’s time at the school are
limited, but he was clearly a believer in Johnson’s vision for education, with his own
son, William being educated first at Oakham before proceeding to Sidney Sussex in
May 1624.75 Sidney was also the source for the last Master to be appointed during
Robert Johnson’s lifetime, Jeremiah Whitaker, who had been a contemporary of
Oliver Cromwell’s during his time at the college.76 Whitaker was admitted to the
college in June 1616 and achieved his MA in 1623, having been ordained at
Peterborough in 1621.77 Whitaker was undoubtedly the most evangelical of the early
Masters, and his appointment demonstrates that, by 1623, Johnson and his governors
were either no longer concerned with the potential repercussions that such a choice
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might have had under the Elizabethan regime, or that by this time the school had
existed long enough to avoid any close scrutiny on such matters. Whitaker also had
links to other members of Johnson’s network and he enjoyed the patronage of both
Thomas Cecil, the Earl of Exeter, and later, his son William.78 Whitaker also helped to
provide closer links between the school and the town with his marriage to the
daughter of William Peachey, the puritan vicar at Oakham.79 Peachey himself had
been educated at St John’s, becoming a Fellow there in 1590, before moving to
Rutland in 1592, and taking up the position of vicar at Exton, home of the Harrington
family. Then, in 1596, he moved to Oakham, where he remained for the next fortyseven years until his death in 1643.80 This connection between town and school, and
the shared views of Whitaker and Peachey, demonstrates just how successful Robert
Johnson had been in assimilating his own religious views within the county of
Rutland. Not only was his school producing puritan educated students that were, in
large part, progressing to puritan-leaning colleges at Cambridge, but the influence of
Johnson and members of his network was ensuring that local people were being
exposed to puritan ideas every time they listened to a sermon. Whitaker departed
Oakham after six years, to take up the role as rector of Stretton in Rutland. However,
he maintained his links to Oakham, giving regular lectures in the town.81 During his
time at the school Whitaker’s usher was a young man by the name of John Seaton,
who had matriculated from Emmanuel in 1620.82 Like Whitaker, Seaton served at the
school from 1623 until 1629, but, whereas Whitaker decided that his calling lay within
the church, Seaton continued to dedicate himself to the promotion of puritan
education. He went on to teach at schools in Thrapston, Northamptonshire, Felsted in
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Essex, and Islip, near Oxford, and was described in the Alumni Cantabrigienses as an
‘unconformable minister’.83

At Johnson’s other foundation, Uppingham, the role of Master had passed, in 1605,
into the hands of a man named Ishmael Borough. Borough was something of an
anomaly for Johnson’s grammar schools, in as much as he had not been educated at
Cambridge, but rather had studied at Lincoln College, Oxford, completing his MA in
1589.84 Unfortunately little is known of his tenure at the school, but he must have
remained acceptable to the founder and governors, because he continued in the role
for nine years, before leaving in 1614 to take up a position of Rector in a small village
in Leicestershire.85 He was succeeded the same year by John Clarke, who had received
his education from within the sphere of influence of Robert Johnson’s network, having
been at Emmanuel from 1605 until 1609, under Laurence Chaderton.86 Clarke seems
to have been a distant cousin of the founder, having been a younger son of the Clarke
family of Elmington, Northamptonshire, whom Abraham Johnson describes his father
as having been ‘descended of or nearly allied or both’.87 Clarke was clearly admired
and trusted by both the founder and the governors, eventually being appointed as a
governor himself, whilst still retaining his position as Master.88 He remained at the
school until his death in 1631, and undoubtedly had a huge influence over the pupils
who passed through the school during his seventeen year tenure, with many of them
progressing to Cambridge colleges that were heavily influenced by members of
Johnson’s puritan network.
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An analysis of the pupils who passed through Robert Johnson’s foundations at
Oakham and Uppingham helps to give a much clearer picture of just how successful
Johnson and some of his network had been in promoting puritan ideas through his
educational establishments. Of the pupils from these four grammar schools who
progressed to Cambridge between 1584 and 1650, seventy-nine per cent went to just
four colleges: Emmanuel, Sidney Sussex, St John’s and Christ’s. All of these colleges
were demonstrating a strongly puritan agenda, and all of them had connections to
members of Johnson’s network. The bulk of the available data for Oakham and
Uppingham is for the period from 1600, until the end of 1649, and from Cambridge
University records it has been possible to identify eighty-seven pupils who passed
through the schools and went on to study at Cambridge during this period. It should
be noted at this point that unfortunately there is no data available on how many pupils
attended either of the schools during this period, so it is difficult to ascertain how
representative this was as a percentage of the student body.

Of those identified, the largest group from Johnson’s foundations at Oakham and
Uppingham went up to Sidney Sussex College.89 They totalled thirty-five pupils and
represented 40.7 per cent of the overall group. The second biggest group of twentyfour students (27.9 per cent of the total) progressed to St John’s College with a further
fourteen (16.3 per cent of the total) going to Christ’s. A handful of other colleges,
Caius, Pembroke and Peterhouse were also represented, although often these seem to
have been down to family connections with the colleges rather than any influence from
Oakham or Uppingham School themselves. What is somewhat surprising is the
complete absence of any pupils progressing from Robert Johnson’s foundations to
Emmanuel College. Given the close links between the Johnson family and the
Chadertons, and the friendship between the two patriarchs, it might be expected that
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Johnson would have encouraged the Masters to steer more of his students in the
direction of Emmanuel. Indeed, his own son, Abraham, and his four grandsons, Isaac,
Samuel, Ezekial and Francis all attended the college, between 1591 and 1633.90
However, given the close ties between Emmanuel and Oundle, some of the network
may have believed that it would be advantageous to ensure that the progression of
puritan educated pupils was spread between as great a number of colleges under their
influence as possible. To this end, and given the close connection between Oakham,
Uppingham and the Harrington family, it seems that Sidney Sussex became the
college of choice for Johnson’s foundation. This may also have had the advantage of a
geographical connection. The Harrington family were extremely well known locally,
and so that connection may have been advantageous when discussing with local
families where their sons should continue their education. John Morgan has also
suggested that there may have also been a geographic connection between certain
grammar schools and Cambridge colleges, with colleges often stating, in their statutes,
a preference for boys from certain counties, for example, Sidney Sussex and Rutland
or Kent.91 Morgan also acknowledges, however, that these geographic connections may
also have had a religious bias, as boys from Rutland would almost certainly have come
from one of Johnson’s grammar schools, ensuring that they would already have the
foundations of a ‘godly’ education.92

In addition to Robert Johnson’s grammar schools at Oakham and Uppingham, it is
also necessary to examine events at Stamford School in the period after 1603. Whilst
Johnson’s foundations remained under the close control of the Archdeacon and his
family, the links to Stamford school had diminished significantly with Lord Burghley’s
death in 1598. The tenure of Richard Swann as Master continued until 1618, but seems
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to have been the last period of stability that the school would experience for some
time.93 After Swann’s departure, the choice of the new master still lay in the hands of
the Alderman of Stamford and the Master of St John’s, but members of Robert
Johnson’s network still seem to have exerted some influence. The new Master was
named as Thomas Newborough and this choice was due, at least in part, to the
intervention of Frances, Countess of Exeter, the wife of Thomas Cecil, in whose home
he had worked as a tutor.94 It would appear, however, that Newborough failed to meet
the expectations placed upon him by Lady Cecil, and by June 1623, the decision had
been made to remove him as master, on the grounds of ‘great negligence’ after ‘diverse
warnings’, although the exact nature of the offence is not recorded.95 The choice of
replacement came in the form of a local man, Lionel Lambe, who took over from
Newborough in 1623.96 Lambe had been an undergraduate at Trinity and had
migrated to Christ’s College to complete his MA in 1621.97 Lambe seems to have been
successful in the role, and in 1627 was granted twelve pounds to enable him to hire an
Usher for the school.98 However, Lambe only remained in the role of Master for six
years, leaving in 1629, and eventually becoming Vicar of St Martin’s, Stamford in
1637.99 Lambe’s then replacement re-established the connection to Johnson and his
network. William Dugard had been admitted to Sidney Sussex in 1622 and had gone
on to be the Usher at Oundle School.100 There seems to have been some dispute,
between Dugard and the Alderman, over the allocation of school funds, which Dugard
felt were being inappropriately withheld by the school authorities.101 Although the case
never seems to have come to court, Dugard’s opposition to the established order of
running the school doubtless made him unpopular and, in 1637, he left Stamford to
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become Master of Colchester Grammar School; eventually becoming Master at
Merchant Taylors’ School in London in 1644.102 Beyond the basic biographical details
on these four men, there is little information available about the Masters of Stamford
School who served in the role between 1603 and 1630, or their religious beliefs and
teaching methods. So, in order to assess the impact that members of Robert Johnson’s
puritan network may have had on Stamford School it is necessary to examine the
pupils and their future progression.

An investigation of the boys progressing from Stamford School to Cambridge shows
that the majority would choose St John’s to continue their education. Given the role of
the Master of St John’s in the running of the school, this is unsurprising, and of the
forty-nine boys identified as progressing to Cambridge between 1535 and 1650, onethird of them went to St John’s, including of course, William Cecil, Lord Burghley.
Sidney Sussex was close behind St John’s, with fourteen boys (29.2 per cent), followed
by eight boys who went to Christ’s (16.7 per cent). This meant that a total of 79.2 per
cent of the boys that went up to Cambridge, from Stamford School, during this period,
went on to one of the colleges that were heavily influenced by members of Robert
Johnson’s puritan network. Interestingly, all of those identified as having gone up to
Sidney Sussex from Stamford did so after 1631, which suggests that William Dugard
may have had some influence in directing boys to apply to his former college. Of those
that progressed to Cambridge, thirty-five per cent went on to have a career in the
church, including Robert Fish, who became a Fellow of Sidney Sussex before going on
to be chaplain to the Earl of Lichfield.103 Whilst it is not possible to draw definitive
conclusions on what is essentially a very small data sample, it is notable that once
again the colleges that were so heavily influenced by some of Robert Johnson’s
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network were the same ones to which Stamford School directed their pupils. Some of
this may have been the influence of family tradition or scholarships, particularly in the
case of St John’s, which had close ties to the school.104 Certainly, none of the Masters
of Stamford School seem to have had any qualms about directing the boys to either
Sidney Sussex or Christ’s, knowing full well the puritan tradition of those two colleges,
indicating that there must have been some sympathy for the cause.

As at Stamford, direct links between Oundle School and members of Robert Johnson’s
network had ended during Elizabeth’s reign, in this case with the death of Sir Walter
Mildmay in 1589. The School continued under the direction of the Grocer’s Company;
Richard Spencer’s time as Master of Oundle would continue until 1616, but after the
financial problems of his early tenure, it seems that the members of the Company were
keen to keep a closer eye on the running of the school.105 On 30 March 1604, the
Company had issued orders to examine the scholars at the school, and the visitation
took place on 7 June of the same year.106 Seven inspectors made the visit to Oundle
and they arranged meetings with the Master, the Usher Edmund James, Thomas
Beesley the Vicar of Oundle, two churchwardens and four overseers.107 The next day
the commissioners attended the school and ‘took view of the Scholars, whom they
found to be in number about threescore’ the examination was postponed until the
following day and the instruction was given ‘to the scholars to be all in readiness’.108
During their meeting with the Vicar, churchwardens and overseers, the commissioners
explained that the purpose of their visit was ‘chiefly to examine the state of the school
[…] and […] to reform such matters they shall find amiss.’109 There also seems to have
been some ongoing concern about Spencer’s capabilities in financial matters and a
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query was raised about whether money for repairs to the school ought to be paid to the
overseers rather than directly to the Master.110

The Grocer’s Company accounts of events at Oundle School, located within the
Guildhall Archives, are mentioned briefly within Walker’s history of the school, but
have not, thus far, been analysed in any real detail, an omission which this thesis will
correct.111 They provide a fascinating insight into the concerns of the Company over
the running of the school and, in many cases, highlight the problems faced by the
Company in attempting to assert control over a school located more than eighty miles
from London; this was a problem that Robert Johnson would never face with his own
foundations in Rutland. The summary of the commissioners’ examination of Oundle
School begins with the observation that it is a ‘note of such disorders which Mr
Spencer hath made default of contrary to the orders of the School’.112 The records then
indicate a list of failures on Spencer’s behalf, that suggest his competence must have
been severely called into question. He had failed to pay twenty-four shillings due to
the vicar, churchwardens and overseers, and had admitted pupils ‘before such time as
they can read Latin or write English or have any capacity to be instructed in the Rules
of the Grammar’.113 It is also noted that the ‘Master and usher have given leave to the
Scholars to play above two afternoons in a week’.114 More damning for Spencer was the
observation that ‘Scholars do not diligently frequent the church, upon sabbath days, &
those that be there do very unreverently behave themselves’. Moreover, it was noted
that, under his Mastership, local parents were taking their sons away ‘and have send
them to other schools’.115 These were strong indictments of Spencer’s capabilities as
Master, and must have been extremely alarming for the commissioners. Based on
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these testimonies, it is clear that the Master lacked the support of someone in close
proximity to the school; the records indicate that the commissioners met with vicar,
churchwardens, usher and overseers, at least one of whom must have voiced serious
concerns about the running of the school.116 Given the tradition of puritan belief in the
town, it may well have been that objections to the Master were due to his lack of
commitment to the reformed faith. Ironically this may have been what ultimately
saved him from a more severe punishment at the hands of the commissioners, who
had been far less tolerant of the suspected puritanism of William Pamphlyn than they
were of Spencer’s numerous shortcomings.117

Despite the safeguards put in place after the tenure of William Pamphlyn to enable the
Grocer’s Company, to remove an unsatisfactory Master from the role, and despite his
myriad shortcomings, the commissioners did not choose to sack Spencer. The Master
seems to have thrown himself on their mercy, claiming that his failings ‘were done of
ignorance for the most part and not wittingly’, and requesting that he be dealt with
‘mercifully’ because of his wife and young family.118 The Grocers’ Company must have
believed that keeping Spencer in place was ultimately in the best interests of the
school, because their decision was to issue ‘a sharp reprehension’ and to note his ‘great
negligence and carelessness in the due execution of his function’, but they decided to
allow him to remain in his role as Master.119 Given the concerns that the Company
seem to have had over Pamphlyn’s possible puritan tendencies, it seems that the
competence of the Master in actually running the school was a secondary concern to
whether their religious beliefs were conservative enough to avoid unwanted attention
from those seeking to stamp out the advancement of non-conformity. In a town like
Oundle, where puritanism already had a firm hold, it would be even more important
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for the Company to ensure that there was no reason to suspect Oundle School of
failure to conform to established religious policy, and whatever his other
shortcomings, Spencer clearly demonstrated no tendency toward puritan beliefs.
However, the links between the school and Emmanuel College still remained, and
whatever teaching practices may have been adopted under Spencer the possibility of a
puritan education still loomed large in the choice of Cambridge College to which many
of the scholars progressed.

Oundle School demonstrated a similar pattern to Stamford, Oakham and Uppingham
in the progression of its scholars to the University of Cambridge. It has been possible
to identify a total of eighty-three boys who went up to Cambridge from Oundle in the
period between 1583 and 1650. The highest percentage went, perhaps a little
surprisingly, to Sidney Sussex: a total of twenty-nine boys or 34.1 per cent. It should
be noted, however, that none of those identified joined the college prior to 1626, by
which time Sir Walter Mildmay had been dead for almost four decades, and any
remaining connection between the school and Emmanuel would have diminished
considerably, perhaps making Sidney Sussex a more preferable option. However, there
were still seventeen boys (20 per cent of the total) who progressed to Emmanuel,
followed by ten who went to Christ’s (11.8 per cent), and five who went to St John’s
(5.9 per cent). Once again, the top colleges, for both Stamford and Oundle, were those
founded by, or heavily influenced by members of Robert Johnson’s network,
demonstrating that it had considerable success in promoting the idea of a puritan
education within these grammar schools and colleges. In addition, forty-eight per cent
of the students who went to Cambridge chose to pursue careers in the clergy after
university. They included Giles Wiggington (whose life was examined in more detail in
chapter seven) and Edward Spencer, who would eventually become Master of Oundle
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as his father Richard had been.120 Other notable alumni included Gilbert Clarke, the
son of John Clarke former Master of Uppingham School; Gilbert would become a
presbyterian minister and a noted mathematician.121 Perhaps the most notable
alumnus, for Johnson’s network, was William Dillingham, who progressed from
Oundle to Emmanuel, before eventually becoming Master of the college, arguably the
crowning achievement associated with the network, in 1653.122

In the grammar schools established and influenced in the later sixteenth century by
Robert Johnson’s and members of his network, pragmatic puritanism had found its
niche. Whilst the political tides changed, and control of Stamford and Oundle moved
away from those within the network as the seventeenth century progressed, the links
between the schools and the Cambridge colleges, in which puritanism had already
taken hold, were now so strong that the majority of the scholars were still progressing
to the same four colleges fifty years later. Even without support from the upper
echelons of government, it had proved perfectly possible to ensure the furtherance of
reformist ideas through grassroots involvement with the education and training of the
next generation of clergy.

Cambridge:
An examination of the grammar schools at Oakham, Uppingham, Stamford and
Oundle provides only part of the story of Robert Johnson’s network, in the years after
1603. Johnson and his puritan associates were equally as determined to maintain their
influence over a number of colleges the University of Cambridge. Therefore, the events
at these colleges, in the period after 1603, also require further examination,
particularly those involving Emmanuel College and its first Master. Despite Laurence
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Chaderton’s decades of involvement at the heart of the English puritan movement his
position as the head of Emmanuel seems never really to have been under serious
threat. There may, however, have been brief moments when his loyalty to the religious
authority of the crown was in question, particularly after the Hampton Court
Conference, with the King intimating to the Chancellor of the University, Robert Cecil,
that Chaderton could be removed if he continued to be problematic.123 Whether due to
Robert Cecil’s loyalty to his father’s old friend, or because it never became politically
expedient, the threat did not come to fruition and Chaderton continued as Master
until 1622, when, at the age of eighty-six, he finally retired from college life.124 Life at
the college under the Jacobean religious settlement seems to have differed little from
that which had existed under the Elizabethan Church, with Chaderton continuing to
espouse the cause of pragmatic puritanism so favoured by many members of Robert
Johnson’s network. Chaderton appears to have been consistent in supporting small
acts of rebellion against those church doctrines that strayed too far from the reformist
ideals he held so dear. One anonymous observer of the college during Chaderton’s
Mastership noted that:
All other Colleges in Cambridge do strictly observe, according to the laws and
ordinances of the Church of England, the form of public prayer prescribed in
the Communion Book. In Emm[annuel] College they do follow a private course
of public prayer, after their own fashion, both Sundays, Holy days and work
days.125
Similarly, the expectation of kneeling to take communion seems to have been
discouraged by well-placed seating that made such deference more difficult, although
Chaderton apparently maintained, in 1604, that ‘they had some kneeling also’.126
See Patrick Collinson, ‘Chaderton, Laurence (c.1536–1640)’, Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004),
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Whatever deviations from the accepted religious practices Chaderton allowed in
Emmanuel, they were not enough to prevent the King from making a visit to the
college during his time in Cambridge in March 1615.127 James also seems to have been
able to overlook some of the more non-conformist aspects of Emmanuel, possibly out
of respect and deference to the elderly Chaderton. When it was explained to the King
that Emmanuel’s chapel did not face in the traditional easterly direction, the king is
alleged to have responded: ‘God will not turn away his face from the prayers of any
holy and pious man, to whatever region of heaven he directs his eyes.’128 This suggests
that, once again, James’s religious views were perhaps more closely aligned with those
of some of Robert Johnson’s network than Hampton Court would have indicated, but
that the lure of the Royal Supremacy held greater sway over his religious policy than
faith alone.129

When Laurence Chaderton eventually decided to step down from his role as Master in
1622, it is notable that the successor that was chosen to take over the running of
Emmanuel, John Preston, was a man with both close ties to the court and a strong
puritan pedigree, who could help continue with Chaderton’s legacy. His election as
Master seems to have been done with a degree of discretion, perhaps designed to avoid
any challengers who would have been less sympathetic to the puritan cause, or who
may have objected more strongly to Chaderton’s ongoing presence at the college. In a
letter written on 5 October 1622, the Reverend Joseph Mead observed that: ‘Mr
Preston was chosen master of Emanuel College, it being the seventh day after the
vacation, by resignation of the old Dr. Yet so secretly did they carry their business, that
not any in the town – no, nor any of the scholars of their own college, did so much as
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suspect any vacation or election til all was done and finished.’130 John Preston was
born in Northamptonshire in 1587, achieving his BA from Queens’ College,
Cambridge, in 1608, his MA in 1611, and eventually becoming a Fellow of the college.
Having been ordained at Peterborough in 1614, Preston was noticed by King James
during his visitation to Cambridge the following year, and the King, impressed by his
performance during a philosophy debate, offered him a place at court, which Preston
declined.131 This decision aroused suspicions in some quarters that Preston had ‘some
inclination to puritanism’.132 This opinion was reinforced in 1620, during a sermon at
St Mary’s, Cambridge. Preston was noticed by a Dr Newcombe, a local man employed
as commissary to the Chancellor of the diocese of Ely, who informed the Bishop of Ely
that ‘Mr Preston was in heart, & would quickly be in practise, a Non-Conformist’.133
This placed his position at Queens’ College under threat and was further exacerbated
when he gave a lecture at St Botolph’s Church, in which he conspicuously failed to
adhere to the Book of Common Prayer, leading Newcombe to brand him ‘an enemy to
forms of Prayer’.134 However, like so many of Robert Johnson’s network before him,
Preston seems to have been testing the waters with his non-conformity and examining
how far he could push the Cambridge authorities, before his religious beliefs became
an insurmountable problem. Preston in fact issued an apology, and gave another
sermon at St Botolph’s in which he confirmed his support for the Prayer Book.135
These events may well have been what brought Preston to the attention of Laurence
Chaderton. Like the elderly Master of Emmanuel, Preston had demonstrated a
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commitment to the idea of pragmatic puritanism that would make him a very
attractive choice to continue Chaderton’s work at Emmanuel.

It was not only Chaderton who favoured Preston's appointment; there was also
growing support amongst the rest of the governing body. By the end of Chaderton’s
tenure as Master there was some growing unrest amongst the Fellows at Emmanuel.
Partly this was due to discontent with a college statute, which dictated that Fellows
must resign their fellowship when seeking to become a Doctor of Divinity, a
requirement that could only be overturned with royal assent.136 In addition, there was
a growing feeling that the influence that Chaderton had once had with men like
Mildmay and Burghley had waned, and that he was no longer in a position to help
promote the cause of the college at court.137 Despite his controversies, Preston was
viewed as having the support of the King. Aside from James’s visit to Cambridge in
1615, Preston had other links to men of influence, as he was distantly related by
marriage to George Villiers, the Duke of Buckingham and favourite of the King.138 This
relationship seems to have directly resulted in his appointment, in 1620, as chaplain to
Prince Charles.139 Such connections, along with his reputation for puritan sympathies,
must have made him an extremely attractive candidate amongst the Fellows of
Emmanuel, and it seems that the result was that increasing pressure was put upon
Laurence Chaderton to resign and to support Preston as his successor.140 Preston,
however, does not seem to have been the answer that the Fellows may have been
looking for, to the question of what the future of Emmanuel might look like without
the dominant presence of Laurence Chaderton. As well as his duties at court Preston
had, in May 1622, been elected as a preacher at Lincoln’s Inn and both commitments
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took up considerable amounts of his time and necessitated frequent absences from
college.141

At Sidney Sussex, James Montagu continued in his role as master until 1608 when he
was elevated to the Bishopric of Bath and Wells. He was succeeded at the college by
Francis Aldrich, one of the original Fellows. Aldrich had matriculated from Clare in
1589 achieving his MA in 1596, before migrating to Sidney Sussex when the college
was founded the same year.142 He seems to have been well qualified, and well placed to
succeed in the role, but unfortunately died on 27 December 1609, just twenty months
into his tenure.143 The search for his successor seems to have focused on the other
puritan colleges that had been so influenced by those within Robert Johnson’s
network, and a suitable candidate was found in the form of Samuel Ward. Having
begun his Cambridge career at Christ’s in 1588, Ward had become a Fellow of
Emmanuel in 1595, and displayed an enthusiasm for puritan doctrine that would make
him an attractive candidate for the Mastership of Sidney Sussex.144 The Harringtons
clearly had faith in Ward’s capabilities as Master, as well as the fact that the college
was now well enough established to continue with the ambitions to which they had
entrusted it. As such, the Harringtons, in their capacity as executors of Lady Sussex’s
will, took the decision to relax their control of the college. Until this point the choice of
Master and Fellows had been in their hands, but they now agreed to allow control of
these appointments to pass to the college in accordance with the statutes.145 This
decision turned out to be well timed, as shortly afterwards, in August 1613, Sir John
Harrington died whilst on a trip to Germany. With his death came the severing of the
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last direct connection between a member Robert Johnson’s network and Sidney
Sussex College.

If John Preston’s appointment at Emmanuel had been intended to strengthen ties
between the college and the new Jacobean regime, Sidney Sussex had, until the death
of Sir John Harrington, no such need. Harrington had ensured that he maintained
close ties with the college after its foundation and the college archives contain a
number of letters to and from Harrington discussing matters of administration in the
college.146 This includes Harrington’s nomination, in February 1610, of Thomas
Mascall for a fellowship and the nomination of Samuel Cartwright for a fellowship in
June of the same year.147 Even more notably, the nomination and appointment of
Samuel Cartwright seems to have been made, despite a letter written by several of the
existing fellows on 10 July 1610, warning Harrington that Cartwright was ‘a man noted
for his nonconformity’ and imploring that Harrington ensure that Cartwright adhered
to the university statutes.148 In an climate of uncertainty regarding the religious
policies of the new monarch, the Harringtons had taken steps very early in James’s
reign to ensure that they maintained the favour of the King, and Sir John Harrington
had played host to James during his journey from Scotland to London in April 1603.149
His efforts paid dividends at the coronation in July 1603, when James created him as
Baron Harrington of Exton, granting him ‘the manors of Gamston and Claworth […]
and of all other lands &c. escheated by attainder of Sir Griffin Markham.’150
Harrington was also subsequently named him as guardian to the Princess Elizabeth.151
This appointment proved to be a mixed blessing. Although it came with great prestige
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and carried an annual income of fifteen hundred pounds, the costs associated with
maintaining the princess’s household greatly exceeded this, and Harrington found
himself increasingly in debt.152 The experience cost the family dearly and their
finances never really recovered after Harrington’s death.153 Henry Grey, therefore,
remained as the last surviving executor of Frances’ Sidney’s will; after Harrington’s
death he chose to make some minor changes to the college statutes, which included
allowing some absences from college amongst senior Fellows, changes to the methods
for appointing some Fellows and the electing and examination of the Scholars.154 None
of these had any impact on the puritan aims of the college, and Sidney Sussex
continued in its role as a source of puritan clergy, just as Robert Johnson and the
Harringtons had envisaged. However, one student who was admitted to the college in
1616, would take the puritan cause in a direction that the no-one within the network
could ever have possibly envisioned.

On 23 April 1616, Oliver Cromwell was admitted to Sidney Sussex College.155 The son
of Robert Cromwell, MP for Huntingdon, he was also distantly related to Henry, Lord
Cromwell, a governor of Robert Johnson’s foundations at Oakham and Uppingham.156
It speaks to the nature of Ward’s tenure as Master, that Cromwell was not the only
notable puritan admitted to the college that year. One of these, Richard Minshull
would become a Fellow of the college and would ultimately succeed Ward as Master in
1643. Another was Jeremiah Whitaker, who would achieve his MA at the college in
1623, before becoming the Master of Oakham School in 1623, and then becoming a
member of the Westminster Assembly of Divines in 1643.157 Finally there was James
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Garbutt, a well-known puritan preacher and Fellow of the college.158 The popularity of
the college increased dramatically under Ward, with the college records indicating
twenty-eight entries for the year 1616, taking the total number of residents at the
college up to one hundred and seventeen by the following year, a surprising number
given the lack of available buildings.159 The popularity continued with forty entries in
1619/20, twenty-nine the following year and twenty-six the year after that.160 Clearly
there were no shortage of families willing to send their sons to study at what was still
widely viewed as a puritan foundation. Ward, however, has been drawn as becoming
more conservative in his religious views as he grew older, and his responsibilities as
Master, and later as Vice-Chancellor of the university, became more demanding.161 Yet
his college was still producing some of the most prominent puritans of the early
seventeenth century. Perhaps, therefore, the idea that Ward moved away from
puritanism in his later years is somewhat misguided. Clearly the college over which he
presided was making no attempts to change its policy of puritan teaching. Ward
himself was certainly zealously committed to the removal of any Catholic sympathisers
within the university, using his influence to ensure that sermons advocating tolerance
of ‘popish’ ideas would not be heard.162 This anti-Catholic sentiment had long been
used as a cover under which the puritans could hide, when they were accused of
lacking support for the established church, drawing attention away from their
objections to established doctrine. What seems more likely than the idea that Ward
abandoned his puritan ideals is that he, like so many of Johnson’s network was
prepared to be pragmatic about what could realistically be achieved. Ward had already
witnessed the idea of pragmatic puritanism in action, during his time at Christ’s, and
had seen Chaderton’s employment of such tactics at Emmanuel. Since 1584, the
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Cambridge colleges influenced by members of Robert Johnson’s puritan network had
become very good at ensuring the future of the movement, without attracting negative
attention from the crown, and Ward seems to have continued that tradition, arguably
more successfully than any of his predecessors.

The direct involvement between Robert Johnson’s network, in the form of the
Harrington family, and Sidney Sussex college continued well in to the seventeenth
century, but with the death of Lord Burghley in 1598, the only remaining connection
between those in the network and St John’s was through Stamford School. However,
in 1612, St John’s gained a new Master in the form of Owen Gwyn, a Welsh clergyman
who had matriculated from the college in 1584, before becoming a Fellow in 1589.163
Gwyn has not traditionally been regarded as a puritan sympathiser, by historians such
as Lake and Porter, largely due to his opposition to the candidacy of the presbyterian
Henry Alvey for Master of the college in December 1595.164 However, this lack of
support for Alvey does not preclude Gwyn from having had sympathy for the puritan
cause, as Alvey was a controversial figure, even in a college like St John’s, where the
atmosphere was more sympathetic to puritan ideas. Indeed, Gwyn had ties to Robert
Johnson’s network suggesting that, whilst Alvey’s more extreme ideas may not have
been to his tastes, the puritan ideas espoused by Johnson and members of his network
may well have been more palatable. In 1611, Gwyn was presented by Thomas Cecil to
the living of the Rector of South Luffenham, just over a mile from Robert Johnson’s
home at North Luffenham.165 As examined earlier in this thesis, South Luffenham had
a long tradition as the home to rectors of a puritan disposition, going back to Robert
Cawdrey and the early days of the Elizabethan puritan movement.166 The fact that it
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was Thomas Cecil who arranged the appointment, and that it was presumably
approved by Robert Johnson in his capacity as Archdeacon of Leicester, also suggests
that Gwyn had the approval of the local puritans. It seems inconceivable that Robert
Johnson would have allowed an anti-puritan Rector to have been installed in the next
village. So, when the position of Master of St John’s became vacant in 1612, some
within Johnson’s network must have seen the appointment of Gwyn as an opportunity
to reassert their links with the college.

Like St John’s, Christ’s College, once the cornerstone of the Cambridge puritan
movement, had become more conservative as Elizabeth’s reign gave way to that of
King James. The puritan faction at Christ’s had survived under the Mastership of
Edmund Barwell, largely due to the fact that he seems to have lacked either the
willingness, or the capability to forcibly oppose them. However, in 1609 Barwell was
succeeded as master by Valentine Carey, who had very different ideas on how to deal
with non-conformity in the college. Carey had matriculated from Christ’s in 1585,
before migrating to St John’s becoming a Fellow there in 1591, and eventually
returning to Christ’s as a fellow in 1597.167 Having been appointed as a royal chaplain
in 1609, it seems that King James intervened on Carey’s behalf to have him named as
the new Master, much to the consternation of the puritan elements in the college.168
Once installed, Carey set about removing what he perceived to be some of the more
pernicious nonconformist elements in the college, beginning with William Ames.
Ames had been at Christ’s since 1593, and had been a Fellow at the college since
1601.169 As an undergraduate Ames had been an admirer of William Perkins’ puritan
theology, stating that as a student he had listened to Perkins and been inspired by
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Perkins’ ability to persuade people ‘effectually to seek after godliness’ and ‘made them
fit for the kingdom of god.’170 Puritan sympathies of this nature were not acceptable to
Carey, and following a particularly virulent sermon by Ames on the dangers of playing
cards at Christmas, Carey had him expelled from the college in 1610.171 The same year,
Nicholas Rushe was also expelled for preaching a puritan sermon at St Mary’s and
Thomas Taylor, another member of the college’s puritan faction, was forced out.172
Carey’s ascension marked the beginning of the end of Christ’s as an active player in the
Cambridge puritan movement, and arguably served as an indication of the shifting
theological sands throughout the university.

Where the puritan legacy of the colleges founded and influenced by members of
Robert Johnson’s network would live on, was not within the church of England that
they had fought so hard to reform, but in the colonies of the new world. Isaac Johnson
was not alone in choosing to make a new life in New England after his time at
Emmanuel. Between 1629 and 1640, around a hundred former students of Cambridge
University migrated to New England, around three times as many as from Oxford, and
of these thirty-three had studied at Emmanuel.173 These men included John Harvard,
whose death in 1638 provided the legacy that would found the college bearing his
name, and William Mildmay, great-grandson of Sir Walter, who would graduate from
Harvard’s foundation in 1647.174 Those who made their new lives in America took with
them many of the influences of their time at Cambridge, and the sermons that were
preached by the puritans in the 1580s were very popular amongst the settlers.175 The
influence of these works, and of the Cambridge puritan tradition on those who
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migrated, should not be underestimated. A puritan colony in another country may not
have been what Mildmay had intended when he founded Emmanuel, but it was
undoubtedly the lasting legacy, both of the college, and of the ideals that underpinned
the work of Robert Johnson and his associates.

The accession of James I had presented the potential for a more lenient policy towards
the puritans from within the established church. Laurence Chaderton had represented
the puritan cause, and Johnson’s network, at the Hampton Court Conference but,
despite some minor concessions, the puritan delegation did not see any noticeable
improvement in their fortunes. Members of Johnson’s network, therefore, continued
to focus their attentions on the educational provisions that had become the foundation
of their pragmatic puritanism. Christ’s, St John’s, Emmanuel and Sidney Sussex had
been at the centre of the Cambridge puritan movement since the 1560s, and had been
an instrumental part of attempts by some within Robert Johnson’s network to ensure
the future of puritan ideas by educating future generations of puritan preachers.
However, by the end of the 1620s the puritan cause outside of the university had
changed so dramatically, that their religious identity had become inevitably altered.
Not only had those involved in the original foundations, like Sir Walter Mildmay and
the Harringtons, passed away, but the very identity of nonconformity had shifted away
from the established ideas of presbyterianism and ‘moderate’ puritanism, to include
the ideas of Arminianism and Laudianism. Puritanism had now become a part of the
established ecclesiastical order. As Patrick Collinson describes it, a notable feature of
‘episcopal careers’, during the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, was ‘the
emphasis on the reconciliation of puritans and other opponents, as a preferred
alternative to forceful suppression’.176 Over the course of the early seventeenth century
puritanism had established itself as the ‘moderate’ cause that men like Laurence
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Chaderton had intended. Indeed, when assessing the role of the puritans in
seventeenth century Norwich it has been noted, by Collinson, that ‘the puritans did
not constitute a socially, religiously, or politically radical movement’ and that ‘by the
1620s, Puritanism was a socially respectable movement with deep roots and its leaders
were among the town’s elite’.177 Arguably the network of puritans surrounding Robert
Johnson had achieved their aims in establishing their educational foundations.
Puritanism had become inextricably entrenched in the Church of England, and their
methods had proved to be more effective in ensuring the spread of puritan preachers
than direct opposition to Whitgift and the more conservative elements in the church
would ever have been likely to have been. They had also succeeded in ensuring the
proliferation of a ‘learned clergy’, a significant shift from the early part of Elizabeth’s
reign when it was noted of any man who had an understanding of Greek that ‘there
was a deanery for him’.178 Yet, by time of James’ reign the clergy of the Church of
England were ‘the most learned of the World’, an achievement of which Robert
Johnson and Sir Walter Mildmay would have been undoubtedly proud.179

With shifting religious and political landscapes in the early seventeenth century the
question arises of how much impact the personal rule of Elizabeth I had really had on
the puritans associated with Robert Johnson and their endeavours. This should be
examined in the context of the relationship between the monarch and her closest
advisors, particularly Lord Burghley, and the concept of a monarchical republic under
Elizabeth I that has been proposed by Patrick Collinson. Collinson has suggested that
men such as John Aylmer viewed the reign of a woman as ‘tolerable because in
England it would not be so much her government as government in her name and on
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her behalf’.180 Burghley and other privy councillors believed that government could
survive during a succession crisis and they could ‘envisage a monarchical state
continuing without the monarch’.181 Indeed, contingency plans for such an event were
put in place with Burghley ‘involved in plans for a government by a council in the
event of Elizabeth’s untimely death’ in both 1563 and 1584/5.182 In examining
Burghley’s ‘political creed’, Stephen Alford has argued for his continued loyalty,
stating that he put ‘service to the Queen ahead of everything except service to God.’183
Alford also determines that Burghley viewed the security of the realm as being ‘bound
up with religion’ and that he sometimes grew frustrated with obstacles placed in his
path by Elizabeth and her ‘tolerance of enemies of religion’.184 Peter Lake has
examined the idea that the roots of puritanism actually lay in attempts by some of
Elizabeth’s advisors to put pressure on the queen to ‘do the right thing’ in matters of
religion, and that the puritan movement was born out of frustration with the pace of
reform and attempts to ‘free-lance in the cause of further reformation’.185 However,
Lake also notes that even at the height of the succession crisis, Burghley and his
supporters were never able to put plans into place for a government without a
monarch, precisely because they would have needed royal agreement, something ‘they
were never going to get’.186 The queen remained the figurehead for both the country
and the church. Loyalty was to be demonstrated to her, not to her ministers, and there
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was never any question over the loyalty of men like Lord Burghley, Sir Walter
Mildmay or Sir Nicholas Bacon to the crown, whatever their religious sympathies may
have been. Alford explores further the influence of Burghley and other privy
councillors over the queen and notes that despite the perception that they were the
driving force behind her decisions, there were in fact occasions when she felt they had
gone too far and showed her displeasure accordingly. The most notable being the
dispute over whether or not to send troops to Scotland in 1559 to assist in the fight
against Mary of Guise, which the queen ultimately blocked, and the execution of Mary
Queen of Scots in 1587, leading to a severe rift between Elizabeth and Burghley.187 This
meant, therefore, that whether the ‘republic’ could survive without the monarch was
immaterial whilst the monarch still lived. With the accession of the Stuarts, however,
this started to shift. Puritanism developed beyond its religious roots and into the
realms of a social and political movement. The concept of a ‘monarchical republic’
began to transpose into the idea of merely a ‘republic’ with the battles between Charles
I and parliament. Whilst the puritans associated with Robert Johnson, and
particularly with Lord Burghley, had always been at pains to demonstrate their loyalty
to the crown, the idea of a monarchical republic without a monarch was clearly not an
anathema to them. It would be easy to suppose that they might be horrified to
contemplate the idea that Sidney Sussex, one of their own foundations, had educated
Oliver Cromwell, the man who would so brutally bring about the end of the monarchy
and the creation of the republic. However, ultimately their overarching goal had
always been to ensure the furtherance of puritan ideas and, if Burghley had been
prepared to contemplate the idea of a realm without a monarch, then perhaps others
within Robert Johnson’s network would not have considered it too high a price to pay.
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CONCLUSION

This thesis has sought to correct a shortfall in the existing historiography of early
modern education, by providing a comprehensive study of the grammar schools
founded, in Rutland, by Robert Johnson in 1584. Existing studies have examined in
detail the nature of early modern curricula; the teaching profession; informal
education; the universities; and the education of women.188 There have also been
studies on the impact of religious change on education in the period between 1560 and
1630.189 It has been acknowledged that ‘the godly’ had a significant impact on
education, and there have been examinations of the relationship between puritanism
and learning; the importance of a learned ministry to the puritan ethos; and case
studies on London merchants founding provincial grammar schools.190 Studies on
Cambridge University have explored the role of religion in many of the controversies
facing the university in the 1560s and 70s.191 They have also touched briefly on links
between certain colleges and grammar schools, which this thesis has developed
further.192 Similarly, existing studies of the Elizabethan puritan movement have
explored in detail the motivations behind the movement and the key events that
shaped its development, but have not assessed the alternative methods employed by
the puritans when their political options became limited by the appointment of
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Archbishop John Whitgift in 1583.193 What has been overlooked in the existing
historiography is an examination of the use of early modern grammar schools as an
orchestrated means of promoting nonconformist education, and ensuring the
continuation of puritan ideas, despite a hostile political environment. This thesis has
discussed this idea in detail, identifying the key figures within a network of puritan
reformers, including Robert Johnson, Sir Walter Mildmay, Sir Nicholas Bacon,
Laurence Chaderton and the Harrington family. Further to this, it has explored the
relationship between Johnson’s grammar schools at Oakham and Uppingham and
those located at Oundle and Stamford; it has achieved this, both in terms of their
connections, and as comparative studies, as Oundle and Stamford were established
before the development of the puritan movement in the Diocese of Peterborough, of
which Robert Johnson was an active part. It has additionally examined the links
between these four grammar schools and four colleges at the University of Cambridge:
Christ’s; St John’s; Emmanuel and Sidney Sussex. These educational foundations were
all assessed in the context of their relationships with Robert Johnson and his network
of puritan associates, whose influence over these foundations would be influential in
shaping their direction in the period between 1560 and 1630. In assessing the impact
and influence of Robert Johnson and members of his puritan network, this thesis has
examined both what they achieved (inside and outside the arena of education), and
their attempts to ensure the future of the puritan movement, through educational
foundations.

Robert Johnson’s time at Cambridge was the defining period, both for shaping his
beliefs and associations, and for providing the connections that would form the basis
of his network. Although his father had connections to the Cecil family, it was at
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Cambridge that he first became exposed to the puritan ideas that would shape his
career. During his time at Trinity College, Johnson was a Fellow alongside Thomas
Cartwright, and under the Mastership of Robert Beaumont. Both Cartwright and
Beaumont were active in the Cambridge puritan movement, with Cartwright becoming
one of the most vocal and visible proponents of presbyterian ideas during the 1570s.
Exposure to the multitude of puritan ideas being espoused in Cambridge during the
1560s seems to have had a significant influence on Johnson; by 1571 he was forced to
attend Lambeth Palace to explain his objections to the Thirty-Nine Articles and the
Elizabethan prayer book to Archbishop Parker. Outside of Cambridge, Johnson also
formed relationships with two prominent members of the queen’s privy council, Sir
Walter Mildmay and Sir Nicholas Bacon, with Johnson having served as chaplain to
the Bacon family after leaving Cambridge. Both Mildmay and Bacon had a history of
involvement with educational institutions. Mildmay had become a champion for
Oundle School, located near his home at Apethorpe, in the 1570s; Bacon had been
instrumental in the founding of grammar schools at Redgrave and Bury St Edmunds
in Suffolk, as well as the grammar school near his home, in St Albans. These
educational involvements seem to have coalesced with religious ideas in the minds of
Johnson and his associates and, following his appointment as rector of North
Luffenham, in Rutland in 1572, Johnson began to look at the educational facilities in
the county. These connections made during Johnson’s time at Cambridge, and in the
early part of his career in the church, would provide the foundations of a network of
puritan reformers with an interest in education. This network would later become a
means of pragmatically opposing the conformist religious agenda of Archbishop
Whitgift in the period after 1583.

The reasons behind Robert Johnson’s decision to found two grammar schools in
Rutland in 1584, was one of the primary research questions that this thesis sought to
address. Johnson’s own explanation was that there was a lack of educational
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provisions in the county of Rutland; however, this study has demonstrated that Robert
Cawdrey’s claim, supported by diocesan records, to have been a schoolmaster at a
grammar school in Oakham as early as 1570, makes this explanation unlikely to have
been entirely accurate. What seems to be more likely is that the schools were founded
as part of a co-ordinated effort on the part of Robert Johnson and his associates to
establish educational foundations that were intended to counteract the anti-puritan
policies being enacted by Archbishop John Whitgift. The timing, in 1584, of the
foundation of Johnson’s grammar schools and Sir Walter Mildmay’s foundation of the
puritan Emmanuel College, Cambridge, does not seem to have been coincidental.
Edmund Grindal’s fall from grace, and Whitgift’s appointment in September 1583,
marked a significant shift in the fortunes of the Elizabethan puritan movement. The
queen’s displeasure with Archbishop Grindal had demonstrated quite clearly that
Elizabeth was not prepared to tolerate any support for the prophesyings, and the
choice of Whitgift as his successor was a clear demonstration that official church
policy would no longer tolerate nonconformity. It was at this point that some members
of Johnson’s network seem to have made the decision to concentrate their efforts on
establishing educational foundations that could help to promote puritan ideas without
attracting unwanted attention from the more conservative elements within the church
and government. The result was the foundation of Johnson’s grammar schools and
Emmanuel College in 1584, followed by the foundation of Sidney Sussex College,
largely as a result of the intervention of Johnson’s associates, the Harrington family, in
1596.

Once these educational foundations were established, it was incumbent upon Johnson
and the members of his network to ensure that the education they were providing was
consistent with the ideals of the puritan movement. In Johnson’s grammar schools
this was achieved, primarily, through the choice of governors and staff. Whilst some of
the names that appear on the list of governors, like Bishop John Aylmer, were
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undoubtedly there to provide a level of political cover for the endeavour, others, like
the Harringtons and Edward, Lord Zouche, were indisputably committed to puritan
ideals. Amongst those hired as Master for the schools, David Black was a renowned
and committed puritan and the choice to make him the first Master at Uppingham
School speaks volumes about Robert Johnson’s intent for his foundations. At
Stamford School, Lord Burghley’s distant relative, Robert Browne, took over as Master
in 1588, bringing with him his ambitious plans for overhauling the grammar school
curriculum, as well as his publicly stated views opposing the established church.
Browne was appointed to the role despite his time as the head of a separatist church in
the Netherlands from 1582 to 1584. Given Burghley’s influence over the school it is
interesting that he does not seem to have raised any objection to Browne assuming the
role of Master, his tacit approval suggesting that he had no issues with grammar
schools being run by those of nonconformist beliefs. By contrast, the grammar school
at Oundle lost its connection to Johnson’s network with the death of Sir Walter
Mildmay in 1589, and began to slip further away from the puritan ideals espoused by
Mildmay and his associates. This shift culminated with William Pamphlyn being
removed from his position as master of Oundle school in 1596, after a long battle with
the Grocers’ Company over his suspected puritanism. What the study of these
grammar schools has demonstrated is that Robert Johnson and some of his network
were able to utilise those educational foundations over which they had significant
influence, and to insert men of puritan beliefs into key positions therein. The only
logical reason for doing so was to ensure that the pupils from those schools were
receiving a puritan education. It was a pragmatic approach to solving the problem of
opposition to puritan ideas from within the established church that followed the
appointment of Archbishop Whitgift in 1583. The schools could be run without any
significant attention from the established church, and the involvement of men like
Johnson and Burghley afforded them a measure of political protection that insulated
them from excessive scrutiny by ecclesiastical inspectors. In short, these grammar
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schools were the best chance to provide a puritan education that would help to ensure
a puritan clergy for the future.

The grammar schools alone, however, would not have been sufficient to achieve the
aims of some within Johnson’s network, and their influence at Cambridge was no less
significant than it was over the schools. At Sir Walter Mildmay’s foundation of
Emmanuel College, the choice of Laurence Chaderton as Master would define the
direction of the college for its first forty years. Chaderton’s own commitment to
puritanism saw him representing the cause at the Hampton Court Conference in 1604.
Emmanuel was also the college that Robert Johnson’s son, Abraham, and his four
grandsons would all attend.194 The college statutes give a clear indication of the intent
of the college to promote puritanism and to become essentially a seminary for puritan
clergy. The implementation of the clause in Lady Frances Sidney’s will allowing for the
foundation of Sidney Sussex College was conducted by her executors, her nephews, the
Harringtons.195 They then ensured continued influence over the college after its
foundation by appointing Sir John Harrington’s nephew, James Montagu, as the first
Master. What Montagu and Chaderton shared was that they had both been at Christ’s
College during its heyday as what Patrick Collinson described as ‘a puritan seminary in
all but name’.196 Christ’s itself, and St John’s College, had been at the forefront of the
Cambridge puritan movement during the 1560s and 70s; at Christ’s this situation
changed somewhat with the appointment of Edmund Barwell as Master in 1582,
although the college maintained a number of Fellows, like Francis Johnson, who were
supportive to the puritan cause. At St John’s, the upheavals and controversies of the
1560s and 70s over the wearing of liturgical vestments had already drawn battle lines
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within the college, between those who supported the puritan cause, and its opponents.
This was followed by the difficult election of William Whitaker as Master in 1586, and
the dispute between Whitaker and Everard Digby, resulting in Digby’s expulsion from
the college in 1588. What these disruptions demonstrated to members of Johnson’s
network was that St John’s and Christ’s could not reliably be expected to continue
promoting the puritan cause indefinitely. It therefore became increasingly important
that they maintain their influence over Emmanuel, and this would certainly have been
a consideration in the decision to found a new college from Lady Sidney’s bequest,
rather than the alternative of further endowing the established Clare College, which
would have undoubtedly been more difficult to influence.

Robert Johnson’s network began to form in the 1560s, during Johnson’s time at
Cambridge and as chaplain to Sir Nicholas Bacon. However, it was the appointment of
John Whitgift as Archbishop of Canterbury, in September 1583, that finally coalesced
the idea of pragmatic puritanism, and the use of educational foundations into a
coherent strategy for opposing the conformity of the Church of England. Johnson’s
network, in as much as it can be seen to have specific, coherent aims, clarified its
intent and strategy in a period of uncertainty and persecution for the English puritans.
However, the political connections amongst members of the network ensured that
there was enough knowledge of the difficulties inherent in dealing with the queen, and
her archbishop, to avoid any serious confrontations. It was also a period in which
shifting attitudes towards religion and charity meant that increasing numbers of
successful men were using their wealth to found schools. This was particularly true
amongst the London merchants, and the some of the network were able to capitalise
on this and to embark on what appeared to casual observers be philanthropic
endeavours. With the death of Elizabeth, the puritan hopes of progressing their cause
under James I were quickly eradicated by the Hampton Court Conference, which
demonstrated the new King’s commitment to maintaining the episcopacy and the rites
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and ceremonies of the established church. This was, however, not as much of a blow to
some in Johnson’s network as it might have been to some of the more extreme
elements within the puritan movement. By the time of James’s accession their schools
and colleges were already well-established, and a steady progression of students were
passing through the grammar schools and into the colleges, a situation that would
continue unabated throughout the first half of the seventeenth century. By the time of
Robert Johnson’s death in 1625, his grammar schools were well established, with a
monopoly on education in the county of Rutland, and governors were in place,
including his son Abraham, to ensure that the foundations continued to run exactly as
the archdeacon had envisaged.

This thesis has examined in detail the relationship between Robert Johnson and his
associates, who comprised a network of puritan reformers with a significant interest in
educational foundations. It has also explored the four grammar schools and four
Cambridge colleges with which members of this network was associated and the
influence which they exerted over these foundations. There were strong links between
these foundations, and that the progression of pupils from the four grammar schools
was indisputably directed by some amongst Johnson’s network towards these
particular colleges. The intent of this seems very clearly to have been to provide a
learned clergy to ensure the future of the puritan movement in England. Those
foundations over which members of the network had direct control, Oakham and
Uppingham Schools and Emmanuel and Sidney Sussex colleges, seem to have been
more successful in maintaining the presence of puritan idealists within their staff. At
Oundle, the death of Sir Walter Mildmay made maintaining links with the school more
problematic; however, the establishment of links between Oundle and Emmanuel
College meant that there was still an opportunity for some amongst the network to
direct the future of many of the pupils. At Stamford, the influence of the Master of St
John’s College, remained even after Burghley’s death, with the majority of the pupils
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progressing to Cambridge from the school attending St John’s. Ultimately, members
of Johnson’s network were able to create a system whereby boys would progress
through their grammar schools, to puritan leaning colleges at Cambridge, and then
into the clergy. It was a system that would never have been as effective as direct
support for the puritan movement within the upper echelons of the established
church. However, with the fall of Grindal and the appointment of Whitgift, it was the
best they could do as pragmatic puritans who were not prepared to risk more obvious
resistance to the Elizabethan religious settlement. It was always going to be a plan
with limitations; however, it had some success, notably in the number of puritans
from Emmanuel, including Robert Johnson’s grandson, Isaac, who would be so
influential in establishing settlements in New England. Members of Robert Johnson’s
network were prepared to put in place the foundations for ensuring the survival of
what they perceived to be the true religion, and to be pragmatic about what was
achievable, until, as Johnson himself said: ‘God grant a time of perfect reformation.’197
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APPENDIX A: Robert Johnson’s Network
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APPENDIX B: Schools founded or re-founded from 1540 – 15841

Foundation
Year

School
HENRY VIII
King's School Ely
Durham Grammar School
Berkhamsted School
The King's School, Chester
The King's School, Gloucester
The King's School, Peterborough
The King's School, Worcester
Northampton Grammar School
Dauntsey's School
Royal Grammar School, Newcastle
King Henry VIII School, Coventry
The King’s School, Ottery St Mary
Warwick School
Archbishop Holgate's School, York
Colyton Grammar School

[15]

EDWARD VI
Hemsworth Grammar School
Norwich Grammar School
The King's New Grammar School, Crediton
Old Malton School
Bradford Grammar School
Magdalen College School, Brackley
Skipton-in-Craven School
St Albans Grammar School
The King’s School, Pontefract
Maidstone Grammar School
Kirkham Grammar School
King Edward VI School, Bury St Edmunds
King Edward VI School, Spilsby
Sherborne School
King Edward VI Grammar School, Chelmsford
Great Yarmouth Grammar School
Royal Grammar School, High Wycombe
King Edward VI Grammar School, Louth

[36]

1541
1541
1541
1541
1541
1541
1541
1541
1542
1545
1545
1545
1545
1546
1546
1547
1547
1547
1547
1548
1548
1548
1548
1548
1549
1549
1550
1550
1550
1551
1551
1551
1551

This list has been compiled using data from: Joan Simon, Education and Society in Tudor
England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1966); Rosemary O’Day, Education and
Society, 1500 – 1800 (Harlow: Longman Group Ltd., 1982); Kenneth Charlton, Education in
Renaissance England (Chatham: W.& J. MacKay & Co. Ltd., 1965); British History Online. Version
5.0. Institute of Historical Research. Web. 19 April 2016. <www.british-history.ac.uk>.
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The Free Grammar School of King Ed VI,
Macclesfield
Bedford School
Christ's Hospital
King Edward's School, Bath
King Edward's School, Birmingham
King Edward VI Grammar School, Stourbridge
King Edward VI School, Morpeth
King Edward VI College, Nuneaton
Leeds Grammar School
Shrewsbury School
Hutton Grammar School
Almondbury School
The Free Grammar School of King Ed VI,
Giggleswick
King Edward's School, Witley
King Edward VI School, Southampton
King Edward VI School, Stratford-Upon-Avon
King Edward VI Grammar School, Totnes
Pocklington School

1552
1552
1552
1552
1552
1552
1552
1552
1552
1552
1552
1553
1553
1553
1553
1553
1553
1553

MARY I
Tonbridge School
St John's Hospital School, Banbury
Derby Grammar School
Clitheroe Royal Grammar School
Queen Mary's Grammar School, Walsall
Boston Grammar School
Gresham's School
Ripon Grammar School
Hampton School
Oundle School
Repton School
Sir John Deane's Grammar School

[12]

ELIZABETH I
Brentwood School
Enfield Grammar School
Alleyne's High School, Stone
The Thomas Alleyne School, Stevenage
Thomas Alleyne School, Uttoxeter
Lord Williams' School, Thame
Tideswell Grammar School
Hoddesdon School
Hartlebury School
Solihull School
Westminster School
Kingston Grammar School
Botesdale Grammar School

[63]

1553
1553/4
1554
1554
1554
1555
1555
1555
1556
1556
1557
1557
1558
1558
1558
1558
1558
1559
1559
1560
1560
1560
1560
1561
1561
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Friar's School, Bangor
Mansfield School
Godmanchester School
Merchant Taylors' School
Wimborne School
St Saviour's Grammar School
Sir Roger Manwood's School
Guisborough Grammar School
Sandwich School
Abingdon School
Queen Elizabeth Grammar School, Penrith
Rochdale School
Penrith School
Felsted School
Highgate School
Liverpool Grammar School
Huntingdon Grammar School
Queen Elizabeth's Grammar School, Alford
Kidderminster School
Kirby Stephen Grammar School
Rivington Grammar School
Ashby-de-la-Zouche School
Darlington School
Rugby School
Richmond Grammar School
Colfe's School
St Edmund's College
Free School, Dorchester
Salisbury School
Bury Grammar School
Queen Elizabeth's Grammar School, Horncastle
St Olave's Grammar School
St Mary Redcliffe School
Burford Grammar School
Harrow School
Netherthorpe School
Chipping Norton Grammar School
Queen Elizabeth's Grammar School, Barnet
Appleby Grammar School
Williamscot Free School
Pate's Grammar School
Kegworth School
Queen Elizabeth's Grammar School, Alport
Dartford Grammar School
Sutton Valence School
Woodbridge School
The Dronfield Hebry Fanshawe School
St Bees School
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1561
1561
1561
1561
1562
1562
1563
1563
1563
1563
1564
1564
1564
1564
1565
1565
1565
1566
1566
1566
1566
1567
1567
1567
1568
1568
1568
1569
1569
1570
1571
1571
1571
1571
1572
1572
1572
1573
1574
1574
1574
1575
1576
1576
1576
1577
1579
1583

Oakham School
Uppingham School

1584
1584
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APPENDIX C: The Twenty-Four Governors of Robert Johnson’s
Foundation, as named in the Letters Patent for founding the Schools and
Hospitals of Oakham and Uppingham in the county of Rutland, issued by
Queen Elizabeth I, October 1587.1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Reverend Father in Christ John, Bishop of London
The Reverend Father in Christ Richard, Bishop of Peterborough
Gabriel Goodman, Dean of the Collegiate Church of St Peter, Westminster
Richard Fletcher, Dean of the Cathedral Church of Peterborough
Nicholas Shapland, Archdeacon of Northampton
John Still, Master of the College of the Holy and undivided Trinity in the
University of Cambridge
Richard Howland, Master of the College of Saint John the Evangelist in the
University of Cambridge2
Our dearly beloved Edward, Lord Zouch
Henry, Lord Cromwell
Our beloved and Faithful Sir Thomas Cecil
Sir James Harrington and Sir John Harrington, Knights
Our beloved Anthony Mildmay
Kenelm Digby
Edward Harrington
John Harrington
Andrew Noell
Roger Smyth
Thomas Pagitt
Edward Heron
Robert Sheffield
John Bruton
Bartin Burton
Abraham Johnson

Leicester Record Office, DG37/1: Letters Patent for founding the Schools and Hospitals of
Oakham and Uppingham in the county of Rutland (Translation), 14th October 1587.
2 This has been added in as an additional line of text; there is a note on the translation that this may
have been done later when someone realised that only 23 governors had been named and not the
required 24. Howland had of course already been named in his capacity as Bishop of Peterborough.
1
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APPENDIX D: Distribution of pupils from the grammar schools to
Cambridge colleges

Oakham & Uppingham Schools
1%

1%

13%

41%
16%

28%

Sidney

St John's

Christ's

Caius

Pembroke

Peterhouse

Oundle School
3%
8%
6%

12%

1%

5%

20%

35%
5%

2%
2%
1%

Caius
Emmanuel
Peterhouse

Christ's
Jesus
Queen's
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Clare
Magdalene
Sidney

Stamford School
2%
4%
17%
34%
9%
4%

30%

Caius

Christ's

Magdalene

Peterhouse
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Sidney

St John's

Trinity
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